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Abstract

This analysis of four selected Colombian historical novels of the nineteenthcentury explores textual modes of self-fashioning in the process of nation building
(individual and collective fashioning). To do this a methodology has been
employed which entwines literary, political history and cultural studies.

Based mainly on textual discourse analysis, it includes applications of literary
theory (the role of the historical novel, Angel Rama’s notion of the ‘lettered city,
the New Historicist notion of ‘self-fashioning’ and Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of
‘classical’ and ‘grotesque’ bodies). It also works with sociology of culture (Norbert
Elias’ notion of ‘civilisation process’ and Pierre Bourdieu’s ‘distinction’), history of
ideas (Michel Foucault’s concept of ‘governmentality’ and ‘technologies of the
self’), and historiography specific to the Colombian nineteenth century.

The chosen texts for study are Yngermina o la hija de Calamar (1844) by Juan
José Nieto; El último rei de los muiscas (1864) by Jesús Silvestre Rozo; Los
jigantes (1875) by Felipe Pérez and Los piratas en Cartagena (1886) by Soledad
Acosta de Samper. They were selected for having being published in different
phases of the period of liberal hegemony in Colombia until the onset of
conservatism and because their fictional settings cover different periods of
Colombian history (the pre-Hispanic past, conquest, colony and independence).

The analysis focuses on the way the writer constructs simultaneously a textual
self-identity in consonance with collective identity emphasising issues of
subjectivity, governmentality, space and the body and identifying the strategies
iv

employed in the construction of these identities. Thus, a reading of Yngermina o la
hija de Calamar shows how Juan José Nieto simultaneously constructed himself
as a liberal Romantic denouncing the abuse of power and possessed of a
romantic history as site of civilisation. Similarly, Jesús Silvestre Rozo fashioned
himself as a liberal Romantic in El último rei de los muiscas (1864) while relying
on nostalgia to recreate a heroic past for the nation. In the case of Felipe Pérez,
his radical liberal ideology and his experience as geographer produces in Los
jigantes (1875) a nation conceived as an ensemble of regions and peoples
destined for freedom and equality. Finally, Soledad Acosta de Samper is able to
construct herself as a learned female historian in Los piratas en Cartagena (1886)
in a time of constraints on the production and reception of women’s writing while
also producing a conservative image of the nation as a Catholic, Hispanophile
social body.
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Introduction

El presente en Hispanoamérica no es prisionero del pasado sino más bien
de las imágenes construidas del pasado (Colmenares 1987, p. 23).
[The present in Hispanic America is not a prisoner of the past, but rather of
constructed images of the past].

The “nation” as conceived by nationalism can be recognized prospectively;
the real “nation” can only be recognized a posteriori (Hobsbawm 1990,
p.9).

I

This dissertation springs from the confluence of many interests. The most general
and perhaps the main one is the recent perceived need to re-examine Colombia’s
situation of ongoing unrest from diverse perspectives. Violence appears since the
nineteenth-century in the form of eight civil wars and resurfaces in the twentieth
more notably in the period known as La Violencia (1948-1957) as well as in the
1980s-1990s. This phenomenon has attracted much attention from a range of
social scientists and a number of interpretations have been articulated. In the
case of the nineteenth-century, the endemic weakness of the newborn state,
Colombia’s rough topography (which caused regional fragmentation and therefore
national disarray), ideological confrontation, along with the difficulties of
integrating the nation into the world economy are some of the main causes that
have been proposed.1

1

On factors involving political party animosity, see Delpar (1981), Tirado (1995; 1984); on geographical and
economic factors, see Bergquist (1987), Palacios (1986), Ocampo (1984), and Safford (1976), among others.
1

More recently, however, culture has emerged as another key to the
comprehension of the shortcomings of the nation-state in the production of the
‘imagined community’ (Anderson 1983). From the cultural view, one of the central
causes for unrest is the absence of an encompassing national narrative in which
diverse voices can be incorporated.2 The construction of such a narrative was
problematic

for

the

nineteenth-century

letrado

(an

ideal

type

of

the

writer/statesman), caught between the need to legitimise the autochthonous and
the need to ‘civilise’ it according to modern standards.

For this reason, the representation of the autochthonous required the use of
complex narrative strategies seeking to inscribe in memory and history those
segments

deemed

suitable

while

simultaneously

concealing

others.

Consequently, nineteenth-century ‘national’ narratives simultaneously recognise
and conceal, include and exclude subjects, spaces and bodies from the national
project, which was constructed mainly via the written sign. In this view, artefacts
such as constitutions, grammars, historiographies and novels were perceived as
determinant forces in fashioning the modern nation.

The ambivalent sign of the formation of the modern Colombian nation is explored
here in connection to literary culture, not resorting to its ‘foundational fictions’ or
canonical works, but rather to the less studied genre of the historical novel, as it
has historically accompanied the rise of the nation throughout the nineteenthcentury. The historical novel has been neglected because of the preponderance

2

Carlos Mario Perea’s Porque la sangre es espíritu (1996), which looks at the expression of animosity
between parties via newspapers in the first decade of La Violencia, is an example of an attempt to analyse
the connections between culture and violence. In the same vein are the works of anthropologist María Victoria
Uribe focusing on violence and the body.
2

of other genres – poetry and essay – in the formation of the ‘national’ canon. An
often-cited argument in defence of the idea of the primacy of poetry is that Jorge
Isaacs’ María (1867) and José Eustasio Rivera’s La Vorágine (1924), works and
writers consecrated in the national canon, are in fact novels written by poets.
Raymond Leslie Williams has sought to address this issue by arguing that essay
and poetry were ‘historical ideals’ and that writers such as José Joaquín Ortiz
(María Dolores o la historia de mi casamiento, 1841) or José Asunción Silva (De
sobremesa, 1896) published one novel as part of a sense of social duty and
social/intellectual accreditation to later pursue a political or bureaucratic career
(1991, p. 21). It is no wonder that Roberto Cortázar’s dissertation, the first general
academic study on Colombian novels, was only published in 1908.

The generalised notion that the novel was virtually non-existent in Colombia was
challenged in the late 1950s with the publication of Antonio Curcio Altamar’s
Evolución de la novela en Colombia (1957), a pioneering literary historiography
which included for the first time several relatively unknown nineteenth-century
novels. Exactly ten years after the publication of Curcio Altamar’s text, the
publication of Gabriel García Márquez’s Cien años de soledad (1967) revealed
Colombia as a country of regions, openly subverting the schemas underlying the
canon and opening the way for texts and voices that had been previously
marginalised. As interest in the so-called Latin American ‘boom’ literature began
to subside, an interest in the less-known nineteenth-century texts emerged,
coupled with a host of new interpretive approaches in the past two decades
(Pineda 1995, pp. 36-45). This study belongs to such a discursive formation, as it
seeks to approach Colombian nineteenth-century historical novels through a set

3

of theoretical tools from Literary Studies, Cultural Studies and Historiography.3
The goal is to trace connections between identity and nation building, the
‘civilising process’ and literacy, ethics, politics and aesthetics.4 Furthermore, these
texts are historically grounded in the period following three centuries of colonial
rule and the beginning of the process of construction of the nation, a process
framed by the establishment of neo-colonial relations in the geopolitical sphere
and by shifts in the dynamics of modernity.

The nineteenth century frames the emergence of the historical novel and the
ascent of history not only as an object of study, but also as an epistemological
principle capable of rendering the world intelligible, as Foucault (1970) has noted.
No longer perceived as one vast uniform movement, history fragmented and
several histories appeared: biological, economic, linguistic, each having its own
set of laws. The emergence of modern historical thought coincides with the
formation of nationalist feelings in both Europe and America, which permeated, in
turn, all other cultural discourses; this is the time of national literatures and
national historiographies. In Latin America, the period of national formation is
linked to the idealism of the liberal elites (particularly since mid-century), where
the masses are idealised and symbolically integrated into a homogenous national
project. This nineteenth-century nation is thus a discursive formation, an ‘imagined
community’ (Anderson 1983).

3

An example of recent cross-disciplinary work is Cristina Rojas’ Civilización y violencia. La búsqueda de la
identidad en la Colombia del siglo XIX (2001).
4
On the connections between ethics and aesthetics, see Bal (1999, p. 6); Hunter (1992, pp. 355-359).
4

History had a chief role in the creation of the imagined community as a means of
reorganising the memory of the nation, an endeavour that was carried out both
through national historiographies and historical novels. Although there are some
antecedents before 1800, there is consensus around the notion that the historical
novel arrived in Latin America when Walter Scott’s novels – Waverley (1814) and
Ivanhoe (1819) in particular – were first printed in Spain in 1828 (where they had
been prohibited for some time). Scott’s works were diffused simultaneously in
Spain and America and they were readily appropriated by Creole letrados, who
not only embraced his technique but also adapted the plots and characters to
local realities, but also to other genres, like theatrical pieces, as was the case in
Mexico City and Lima (Alonso 1942, pp. 61-63). Besides Scott, Dumas, Hugo,
Sue and Chateaubriand were widely read among liberal circles in Colombia and
Chateaubriand’s influence lingered until the late nineteenth century (Acosta 2002,
p. 17; Martínez 2001, p. 117). The historical novel was an immensely popular
genre in the nineteenth century and it has been renovated throughout Latin
America by the ‘post-modern’ historical novel.5 Despite the popularity of the genre,
there are very few critical studies on the historical novel, although the interest in it
is growing.

In the Colombian context, a literature review on studies of historical novels reveals
a few texts: Isidoro Laverde Amaya mentions a number of historical novels in his
Revista Literaria (1893-94), Roberto Cortázar devoted a chapter of his dissertation
to them; Antonio Curcio Altamar’s dedicated Chapter VI of Evolución de la novela

5

The former uses narrative techniques such as parody, dialogism, internal monologue and metafiction, while
the latter relies on realism and romanticism as narrative procedures as well as on a teleological conception of
history. Both, however, are untroubled by the blurring of historical facts and literary imagination, see Menton
(1993); Pulgarín (1995); Pons (1996).
5

en Colombia (1957) to ‘historical-Romantic’ novels; Donald McGrady (1962) has
written a doctoral dissertation on the Colombian historical novel (which was
published later as a book). The text, however, is categorised by Daniel Balderston
in the published proceedings of a conference on the historical novel as an
‘informative but unsophisticated account of the development of the genre’ (1986,
p. 10). Alvaro Pineda’s La fábula y el desastre. Estudios críticos sobre la novela
colombiana, 1650-1931 (1991), includes a few historical novels, but lack of space
in this comprehensive work hinders a more in-depth analysis. Works with more
specific focuses have been published more recently, reflecting the ongoing
renovation of the panorama of Colombian nineteenth-century literature through
the research on texts and writers that have become of renewed interest. Some of
these are scattered in academic journals, such as Lee Skinner’s (1999) and
Beatriz Aguirre’s (2000) articles on different aspects of Soledad Acosta de
Samper’s writing, while others have been published as books, such as Nina
Gerassi-Navarro’s (1999) study on pirate novels.

Focusing on nation building, her work looks at four Latin American historical
novelists, including Soledad Acosta de Samper. With a similar focus in mind,
Carmen Elisa Acosta’s El imaginario de la conquista: Felipe Pérez y la novela
histórica (2002) looks at the four historical novels that compose Felipe Pérez’s
Inca saga. Acosta reads Colombian historical novels both in this text and in a
previous article published in the Anuario Colombiano de Historia Social y de la
Cultura (1998) as tied to a feeling of the ‘national’, which dealt not with resistance
to something, as was the case for Spain and its resistance to the Napoleonic
invasion, but with the restoration in memory of a series of already or almost

6

forgotten customs. These novels do not express a newly acquired consciousness
of individuals being historically conditioned, as Georg Lukács (1976) argues is the
case with the rise of the historical novel in Europe. For Lukács, from 1814
onwards, history was increasingly sensed as a process which was able to
transform individual lives, creating the need for configuring individual presents as
moments on a historical continuum necessarily linked to the nation (Lukács, p.
20).6 For Acosta, the past is restored from the point of view of the present, that is,
from ‘a distance’ (1998 p. 136), a view clearly influenced by Michel de Certeau’s
arguments on the otherness of the past. In The Writing of History (1988), de
Certeau sees the past as staged from the present and apprehended through
language, an operation which provides the representation of the past with a
legitimising function.

While the idea of the nation was undoubtedly a major ordering force for
nineteenth-century writers and cannot be ruled out in an analysis of historical
novels of that time, the focus of analysis can be deepened and shifted slightly to
consider them as fictional projects of governmentality, linked to political
rationalities and therefore having different focuses and fields of application. In this
sense, the historical novel, as a writing-based technology, is a means to construct
an ‘author’, a creative and knowledgeable subject whose creation is both an
ideological and an aesthetic artefact. Hence writing implied not only intervention in
the public sphere but also a self-fashioning technology. Historical fiction thus
served the function of fashioning the letrado as an erudite historian who rewrites
and reorganises in memory sets of important events (rationality), who is

6

See also Larsen (1986).
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imaginative (aesthetics), and serves the nation by restituting in memory important
events of the past (ethics). Because individuals make national identity part of their
personal lives, because they interweave their individual sense of a self in the
fabric of a collective community, constructions of national identity can become a
powerful manifestation of both collective and individual agency (Brockmeier 2001,
p. 221).

Narratives, regardless of their historical or fictive status, ‘entail ontological and
epistemic choices with distinct ideological and even specifically political
implications (White 1987, p. ix). Historical novels are historical documents,
discursively located: ‘the document, then, is no longer for history an inert material
through which it tries to reconstitute what men have done or said, the events of
which only the trace remains; history is now trying to define within the
documentary material itself unities, totalities, series, relations’ (Foucault 1972, p.
7). The documentary value of these fictional narratives lies at the level of the
configuration of signs, indicative of the historical and cultural forms of constituting
subjects in their relation with time and space, and their relation with that of others;
and at the level of aesthetics, which involves the crucial problem of historical and
cultural forms of relationship with language itself (Perus 1994, p. 44). This
discursively situated narrative occurs at an intersection between the microphysical
realm of the civilisation process and the larger geopolitical context, represented by
divergent

Europeanist/Americanist

discourses:

‘the oscillation

between

a

nationalist, continentalist or Americanist impulse and a Europeanist, cosmopolitan
or universalist impulse is the single most important phenomenon in Latin
American cultural history’ (Martin 1989, p. 4).

8

In order to better analyse this conflict I have coined the term ‘poetics of shame’,
understood as a modality of representation (literary in this case, although not
restricted to this field) where the consequences of the civilisation process are
evidenced in the mimetical form of concealment or avoidance of the shameful –
that which is perceived as inappropriate within the symbolic economies of
modernity. Shame bears directly on identity because it is essentially anxiety about
the adequacy of the narrative by means of which coherent collective history or
individual biography is sustained (Giddens 1991, p. 65). Shame can be also
understood through its reverse – pride – (p. 66) and is perceivable in the
exaltation of some defining features of a certain version of ‘America’, i.e. its nature
or its native inhabitants, in which the emphasis is on the production of a difference
that has to be nevertheless reconciled to some extent with the symbolic
economies of modernity. Shame is also an articulating force of the ‘civilising
process’, the sine qua non of modernity. The connection between these two
highlights the way collective and individual identity involves a necessary emphasis
on embodiment: the body is a cultural signifier; a potent resource for cultural
imagery and social regulation and modernity entails a distinctive regime of body
management. The body being the bearer of symbolic significance and metaphor
for any bounded system (Douglas 1966, p.115), such as the nation, it is not
surprising that the topics that arise in the analysis are closely linked to it, and to its
re/design. In this context, the body and subjectitivity of the letrado can stand for
the nation while the otherness of the Indian, black and female body (among
others) has to be mimetically concealed or avoided altogether.

9

The construction of an adequate social body for the nation supposes as well the
location of the body in space. Space is crucial in the configuration of national
identities as it provides a physical grounding. The space of the nation, endowed
with particular, recognisable features and characteristics, is socially constructed. It
is historicised, imprinted with the memory of the nation, with ways of belonging
and set apart from other spaces through differentiation. Moreover, space is crucial
in modernity, embodying the rationalisation of the body of the nation and
expressing it through disciplines such as Geography, mapping, surveying and
frontier-building, which were fundamental in the production of the nation in the
nineteenth century; natural features and landscape can become entwined with
national identity as symbolic constructions (the Andes, the Amazon and so forth).
Space is, in other words, a fundamental constituent of power/knowledge regimes,
it is ‘fundamental in any form of communal life; space is fundamental in any
exercise of power’ (Foucault 1986b, p. 252).

II

This study aims to expand the understanding of processes of nation building in
Colombia by exploring new directions and texts that have not received much
critical attention. It seeks to connect modes of self-fashioning through written
regimes with nation building. Put differently, it seeks to explore links between
nation and narration from the perspective of the hegemonic configuration of
cultural memories, thus mapping dynamics of social exclusion and inclusion in a
historical trajectory, positing the past in the present.

10

Starting from the concept of the ‘lettered city’ coined by Angel Rama (1984) to
evoke the physical and symbolic construction of an order that rests on writing, I
argue that writing legitimised a hierarchical, exclusive order that articulated
technologies of subject-construction in Colombia. Rama’s figure of the letrado,
however, is seen here not as a unified category, but as admitting different modes
of authorisation, as Julio Ramos has illustrated in his Divergent Modernities:
Culture and Politics in Nineteenth-Century Latin America (2001) through his
reading of the works of letrados Andrés Bello, Domingo Faustino Sarmiento and
Jose Martí.

The use of the written sign is perhaps the most evident of the defining features of
the letrado. Its importance in the theoretical framework of this study is that it is a
self-fashioning technique working on the body of the letrado, connected to the
civilising process, in which writing, along with correct modes of speech, table
manners, habits of cleanliness and so forth marked social difference and cultural
advancement. Hence self-fashioning, a term utilised by New Historicist critics to
evoke ‘an increased self-consciousness about the fashioning of human identity as
a manipulable artful process’ (Greenblatt 1980, p. 2), is connected here with the
term ‘governmentality’. Coined by French philosopher and historian of ideas
Michel Foucault, governmentality is defined as ‘the conduct of conduct’ (1982, pp.
220-221) or ‘also as: ‘techniques and procedures for directing human behaviour’
(1997, p. 81). The notion of letrado self-fashioning is of interest here as a process
that runs parallel to the fashioning of the nation.

11

The metaphor of the body remains: writing is a performance7 through which the
letrado constructs his or herself, in the private and in the public spheres, and its
text is a project of fictional governmentality. The body of the letrado mirrors the
body of the nation.

Methodologically, the analysis combines literary close reading of four selected
historical novels in the frame of textual discourse analysis. Nineteenth-century and
subsequent criticism has been included in each case in order to offer a view on
the critical reception of the works and explain, at least partially, the invisibility of
the genre in the national canon. Historical novels are seen here as a significant
part of the performative repertoire by which the letrado constructs himself or
herself as such and presents a view of the nation’s future as it derives from the
past. Historical novels construct the letrado and simultaneously construct the
nation. Through writing, letrados produced a particular version of the past in which
the meaning assigned to the defining features of the social body is buttressed.
Through documentation and with the use of narrative techniques, letrados linked
the historical and the imaginative, creating documents that illustrate the power of
literature to design an authorised version of the past and project a particular kind
of nation. The corpus of texts I have chosen dates from 1844, the year of
publication of Colombia’s first novel, Yngermina o la hija de Calamar, by Juan
José Nieto. It includes as well Jesús Silvestre Rozo’s El último rei de los muiscas
(1864), Felipe Pérez’ Los jigantes (1875) and Soledad Acosta de Samper’s Los
piratas en Cartagena (1886). These novels, published in different phases of the

7

‘Performativity’ is a term coined by J.L. Austin (1976) to describe ‘speech acts’, sentences that ‘do’ and
‘say’. A performative understanding of narrative shows the way in which ‘the nation’ or ‘self-identity’
materialises as a product of its narration. Performativity is concerned with ‘the ways identities are constructed
iteratively through complex citational processes’ (Parker & Sedgwich 1995, p. 2).
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period of liberal hegemony in Colombia until the onset of conservatism, are set in
different periods of Colombian history8 – from the pre-Hispanic past, to the
conquest, to the colonial era to independence. Other criteria that have been
applied to the selection of the novels are that the events described in the novel
had taken place before the writer’s time so that the use of sources becomes
necessary, thus allowing the establishment of correlations between the text and
its sources. Lastly, the chosen texts are over one hundred pages long. This
number of pages is actually arbitrary: the objective is to establish a difference
between a story (less than 60 pages), a short novel (60 to 99 pages) and a novel.
Novels have been favoured over other forms because their length allows for
complexities of detail and a panoramic scope from which aspects of national
formation can be more readily seen.

III

Chapter 1 begins with Angel Rama’s notion of the ’lettered city’ in order to
investigate the role of the written sign as an instrument in the construction of
subjectivities (selves and others) in nineteenth-century Latin America. Rama
employed the notion of the ‘lettered city’ to describe the way the written sign was
employed by both political and literary elites to exert control via a circuit of high
lettered culture in the construction and maintenance of national identity. The
power of the written sign in the construction of national identities is exemplified, by
national constitutions, Spanish language grammars and manuals of good
manners, as traced by Beatriz González-Stephan’s (1996, 1995) works on the

8

Herminia Gómez de Abadía’s Dos religiones (1884) refers to events elsewhere, for instance.
13

construction of modern citizenship. Those are necessarily tied to the concept of
‘civilising process’ as theorised by Norbert Elias (1978) and Pierre Bourdieu
(1977), where the production of a self-contained subject was a primary model of
modern citizenship. The advancement of the ‘threshold of shame and
embarrassment’ (Elias 1978, p. 101) is fundamental in the production of the
citizen, a feature which also serves to mark social difference (Bourdieu 1984).

Following on the path of the written sign, I discuss the role of literature in general
as a device utilised in the mechanics of inclusion and exclusion, memory and
identity creation and then move to the specific instance of the newly emerging
Colombian historical novel as a window onto the processes of Creole selffashioning. The concept of a ‘poetics of shame’ is explained here in order to
explore the ambivalent nature of nineteenth-century Creole fiction, hovering
between the notion of America’s uniqueness and originality and the use of
European conventions to convey them. An exploration of the intertextuality of
historiography, historical fiction and their sources closes the chapter.

In Chapter 2 I discuss the topic of the creation of both individual and collective
identities as difference tied to a ‘space of identity’ in Latin America in general and
specifically in the viceroyalty of Nueva Granada from the sixteenth century
onwards. I argue that the creation of Creole identity is articulated by the
differentiation of the Creole elites from, firstly, the peninsular Spaniards, and then
from the indigenous and slave (and ex-slave) populations, and can be read via the
construction of spatial narratives through which the nation is inscribed in
modernity as ‘new’ and ‘unique’. Here I also use the Foucauldian concept of

14

‘technologies of the self’, defined as those ‘which permit individuals to effect by
their own means or with the help of their bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct, and
way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of
happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality’ (1988, pp. 18-19). I combine
this approach with Frank Safford’s history of the creation of a technical elite in
Colombia as well as with Jaime Jaramillo’s exploration of elite mentalities, to try
and paint a broad picture of the project(s) of nation building. The Bakhtinian
concepts of the classic body and the low-bodily stratum (1984) are employed at
this point to relate the different projects aimed at the construction of letrados and
of the masses, respectively. Here, I intertwine the sphere of the written with other
elements. The written, as a social and discursive practice permits the inclusion of
extra-linguistic phenomena such as institutions, practices and material sites of
production for their legitimation and new relations in power.

From Chapter 3 onwards I analyse the individual novels cited above in
chronological order of publication, beginning with Yngermina, Colombia’s
pioneering novel and historical novel. Written by a regional letrado and set in the
Colombian Caribbean coast, this novel can be read a civilisational project with
strong utopian elements, characterised by the importance given to urban space as
well as to race and gender elements. Chapter 4 investigates Creole nostalgia
through a close reading of El ultimo rei de los muiscas, a novel featuring a mixture
of native mythology and historiography, whose objective is the creation of a
foundational myth for the nation tied to the landscape and to the original
inhabitants. The element of nostalgia, present throughout the novel and

15

expressed in the loss of Muisca culture and history, is compensated and even
avenged with the advent of the Creole modern nation.

Chapter 5 analyses Los Jigantes, a novel set in the time prior to the 1810
revolution of independence. The novel was published in 1875, in the heyday of
radical liberalism, a political project stressing the importance of education.
Education is also used as a critique of the colonial regime and as a passionate
defence of Enlightenment. Space, race and gender constitute primary focuses of
interest in this educational project. Finally, Chapter 6 looks at the didacticconservative project of letrada Soledad Acosta de Samper in Los piratas en
Cartagena. This novel, published in 1886, represents the end of the liberal era
and the beginning of a conservative period which lasted until the first decades of
the twentieth century. Despite the focus on the defence of Catholic-Hispanic
values, the novel is connected in many ways to those based on liberal ideals,
particularly in the importance given to civilisation and its treatment of blacks and
Indians. The role of women is also interesting here, as Acosta de Samper was a
keen promoter of women’s education from her position within the public sphere.

***

Throughout this work, the original Spanish spelling has been modernised and
accents have been added to facilitate reading, with the exception of the titles of
the novels analysed. All translations from Spanish to English are my own unless
otherwise indicated. The name ‘Colombia’ has been kept throughout the text,
although it is a modern name. The country had different denominations since the
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colonial era. It was known first as Audiencia de Santafe and later as Nuevo Reino
de Granada (from 1717 to Independence in 1819). Some of the provinces enjoyed
independence during the Spanish Reconquista, between 1812 and 1816
(Provincias Unidas). Independence leader Simón Bolívar united Colombia,
Venezuela, Panama, and Ecuador in Gran Colombia (1819-1830), but lost
Venezuela and Ecuador to separatists. Gran Colombia dissolved into Nueva
Granada (Colombia), Venezuela and Ecuador in 1831. The country was
subsequently known as República de la Nueva Granada (1832-1858); in 1861 it
was established as the Estados Unidos de la Nueva Granada, in 1862 as the
Estados Unidos de Colombia, then briefly as Confederación Neogranadina (18581861) (formed by nine states) and Estados Unidos de Colombia (1862-1886).
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Chapter 1
Letrado Self-fashioning and the Production of the Body Politic
Ni étnico ni territorial, ese signo de signos a que llamamos lo nacional es
un objeto pulsional que se atrapa en acción y reconstruye a posteriori
(Antelo 1995, p. 92).
[Neither ethnic nor territorial, that sign of signs, which we call the national,
is a pulsating object trapped in action and reconstructed a posteriori].

Thomas Hobbes, in a fashion typical of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
made a detailed correspondence between the parts and functions of the human
body and the parts and functions of the body politic in these words: ‘By art is
created that great leviathan called a commonwealth or state, in Latin civitas, which
is but an artificial man’ (1968, p. 81, emphasis in the original). Several issues are
to be underscored here, first, the notion that the body politic is constituted by a
creative act of man – ‘by art’ – and second, that such a body is a coherent one
and thus produces unity. To do so, it has to incorporate other bodies and the
outcome of such incorporation is the establishment of one body, one nation, one
language and so forth (Gatens 1996, pp. 21 –23).

In the case of Latin America the hegemonic configuration of the body politic is
best seen in consonance with the figure of the letrado, which stands as the ideal
type for the Latin American Creole elite. This figure is necessarily an ideal type
since, as Julio Ramos (2001) has demonstrated, it is impossible to presuppose an
unbroken, historicist continuity in the category of letrado; different discursive fields
presupposed by different languages or different modes of authorisation have to be
taken into account. As I will argue, this figure was primary in the design and
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implementation of an array of projects of governmentality, linked to the creation of
modern subjectivities.

Any discussion of the letrado should begin with the structure of the colonial
societies and their clustering in urban space. As in much of Latin America, in
Colombia the civitas was founded and organised around the hierarchised
Hispanic bureaucratic culture and the discourses that sustained it, namely written
law and evangelisation, whose performative force was most clearly expressed in
the grid pattern upon which all towns and cities were founded, duly recorded in
acts of foundation authorised by officials and written and validated by notaries
(Cummins & Rappaport 1998, p. 176). The letrados, educated in universities like
the Colegio de San Bartolomé (founded in 1605), Colegio del Rosario (1654) or
Universidad Javeriana (1636) in Bogotá, were one of the few groups which
achieved a status close to that of the aristocracy, without actually belonging to the
nobility. This group thus obtained advantageous positions in the colonial
bureaucracy:
Public service as an ideal could in fact be appropriated by one nonnoble
sector of Spanish society, the university-educated letrados who emerge to
staff the Spanish royal (and later imperial) bureaucracy […] The near
nobility of the letrado was recognised by special privileges and honors […]
Thus, Spain brought to the New World not merely the ideal of the
disinterested noble but also that of the letrado as a public servant of high
status (Safford 1976, p. 7).
The first two aforementioned Colegios were the main centres of what historian
Renán Silva has termed the ‘elite recruitment system’ (1992), that is, a movement
of social segregation which started in colonial times based on the notion that
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education was the key to bureaucratic careers and therefore to social honour.9
The hombres de letras usually pursued two or three careers, such as Literature,
Law or Political Science. Even the most modest bureaucratic tasks were seen as
‘noble’ as opposed to the lack of ‘nobility’ of manual work, a category which
included surgeons and school teachers (Jaramillo 1965, pp. 41-42).

The contrast between the ciudad letrada (lettered city) and the people is stark:
‘para la mayoría de los granadinos la escritura sigue siendo ajena a su vida: no
mas del 10% de la población era entonces alfabeta y el texto impreso tenía una
circulación mínima’ (Melo 1986, pp. 55-56) [for the majority of Grenadines writing
was still alien to their lives: no more than ten percent of the population was literate
and the printed text had a minimal circulation]. The term ‘ciudad letrada’, coined
by literary critic Angel Rama, is useful to explore the historical roots of the powerwriting dyad in Latin America. He described it as:
La ciudad bastión, la ciudad puerto, la ciudad pionera de las fronteras
civilizadoras, pero sobre todo la ciudad sede administrativa [...]
constituyeron la parte material [...] del orden colonizador [...] Pero dentro
de ellas hubo siempre otra ciudad [...] la ciudad letrada, [cuya] acción se
cumplió en el prioritario orden de los signos [y cuya] implícita calidad
sacerdotal, contribuyó a dotarlos de un aspecto sagrado, liberándolos de
cualquier servidumbre con las circunstancias. [...] La ciudad letrada [...]
componía el anillo protector del poder y el ejecutor de sus órdenes: una
pléyade de religiosos, administradores, educadores, profesionales,
escritores y múltiples servidores intelectuales, todos esos que manejaban
la pluma, estaban estrechamente asociados a las funciones del poder y
componían [un] modelo de “funcionariado y burocracia” (1984, pp. 24-25,
emphasis in the original).

9

The concept of honour is of increasing importance in analyses of the process of state-formation in Latin
America. For studies on honour (in connection with gender) in the colonial era, see Johnson & Lipsett-Rivera
(1998) and Twinam (1999). For the Colombian national period, see Uribe-Urán (2000).
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[The fortress, the port, the pioneer city of the civilising frontiers, but above
all, the administrative centre […] constitutes the material part […] of the
colonising order […] But within them there was always another city […] the
lettered city [whose] action took place in the hierarchical order of signs [and
whose] implicit priestly quality contributed to provide them with a sacred
outlook, freeing them from any obligation to circumstances. [...] The lettered
city [...] composed the protective ring of power and the executor of its
orders: the Pleiades of priests, administrators, educators, professionals,
writers and multiple intellectual servants, all those who could use the pen
were closely linked to the functions of power and composed [a] model of
“civil service and bureaucracy”].

These clear links between power, public sphere and writing are at the heart of the
colonial hierarchy and remained after independence.10 White literate Creoles
controlled the bureaucracy and important economic activities, especially
commerce, both domestic and international. The written sign was the key to social
prestige, respectability and access to power. Such power, as Rama asserts, is
located in the urban sphere. In Colombia, four main regional centres developed as
ciudades letradas: Santa Fe de Bogotá, Popayán, Tunja and the port of
Cartagena/Mompóx, all founded in the 1530s. In those regional nuclei, the
Creoles strengthened their power through the ownership of lands, commerce and
mining (Palacios 1980, p. 1665). A policy of marital alliances created the local
oligarchies:

De Miers, de Hoyos, Madariagas, Pombos, en Cartagena y Mompós;
Mosqueras, Arboledas, Valencias, Quijanos, Angulos, Caicedos,
Piedrahítas y Garceses, en Popayán y Cali; Lozanos, Caicedos, Ricaurtes,
Alvarez, Santamarías, en Santa Fe de Bogotá, hacendados generalmente
doblados de mineros y comerciantes, llegaron a controlar el poder político
y económico del Virreinato hasta sentirse suficientemente fuertes para suplantar a la minoría española representante de la Metrópoli y asumir por sí
mismas el control y dirección, del Estado. No es pues, sorprendente, que
de su seno salieran los líderes más notables de la revolución de

10

Authors such as Walter Mignolo (1995), Rolena Adorno (1987) and Martin Lienhard (1992) have pointed,
however, to the existence of alternative forms of subaltern expression offering resistance to the hegemonic
use of the written sign.
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independencia y que durante la república continuaran siendo el grupo
dominante. (Jaramillo 1995, p. 33-34).
[De Miers, de Hoyos, Madariagas, Pombos, in Cartagena and Mompós;
Mosqueras, Arboledas, Valencias, Quijanos, Angulos, Caicedos,
Piedrahítas and Garceses, in Popayán and Cali; Lozanos, Caicedos,
Ricaurtes, Alvarez, Santamarías, in Santa Fe de Bogotá, landowners
generally doubling as miners and merchants controlled the political and
economic power of the viceroyalty and felt strong enough to supplant the
Spanish minority that represented the Metropolis and assumed the control
and direction of the State. It is not surprising, then, that from their core
emerged the most notable leaders of the independence revolution and
during the republic they continued to be the dominant group].
By contrast, other regions such as Socorro and Antioquia were settled later, in the
seventeenth or eighteenth centuries, and were less hierarchised since they did
not have long traditions as important centres of civil or ecclesiastical
administration (Safford 1976, p. 29).

Non-elite groups, like the growing mestizo group, on the other hand, suffered from
discrimination, despite the fact that segregationist laws were difficult to apply,
even in the eyes of colonial authorities. This discrimination is clearly exemplified
by the way colonial authorities referred to the mestizo in official documents, where
they were qualified as vagrant, unstable trouble-makers who were particularly
mean to Indians (Jaramillo 1965, p. 30). Discriminatory legislation such as
limpieza de sangre, ‘purity of blood’,11 set requirements which were indispensable
in order for people to ascend the social hierarchy: marriage to a white person,
passage through the Colegios, the holding of civil or ecclesiastic positions or even
the use of the title of don, which became an important element in social
differentiation, especially from the eighteenth century onwards. The stain of

11

On the origin of this notion, see Kuznesof (1995).
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having sangre de la tierra (blood of the land) could be cleansed, however, through
payment of a sum of money in a procedure euphemistically called gracias al
sacar, which can be loosely translated as ‘removing with thanks’ (Jaramillo 1995,
p. 34; Herzog 1998, p. 57). From an elitist point of view, however, the status of
mestizo or mulatto implied in general a lack of public honour (Safford & Palacios
2002, p. 53).

Indians, on the other hand, were mostly land-renting peasants and farmhands.
Their numbers appeared to be declining since the end of the eighteenth century
due to the process of mestizaje (miscegenation) (Jaramillo 1965, pp. 23-27).
Mestizaje contributed to dissolving (at least partially) the old discriminatory social
order by the sheer size of the mestizo group, as attested by a late eighteenthcentury census. Viceroy Francisco Silvestre’s Descripción del Reino de Santa Fe
de Bogotá (1789) calculated the population of the viceroyalty at 826.550 persons;
32.7% were Spanish and Creoles; 45.71% were mestizo; 16.19% were indigenes
and 5.28% were slaves. The mestizo group began to have more access to land
ownership, mining activities (in some regions) and commerce, thus improving their
social status and contributing to breaking the casta (caste) boundaries which
hindered their access to education, bureaucracy and the ecclesiastic hierarchy.12
However, many cultural, economic and even psychological differences remained
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and have not disappeared
entirely. Let us now turn to an exploration of the specific roles played by writing in
the creation of modern selves in Latin America in general and Colombia in
particular.
12

On the genealogy of the concept casta, see Patiño (1992); on the process of breakage of casta
boundaries, Urrán (1996).
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The Agency of Writing
Writing is bound to the founding of cities and to punishment (González
Echevarría 1990, p. 3).
The construction of a social order in Latin America was linked to a civilising project
which rested upon the development of both disciplinary institutions (involving
acting directly on the moral character of subjects in specialised locales through
the detailed training of their habits and activities; that is, the intensive
management of bodies in time and space) and modes of governmentality
(involving the shaping of the general conditions of daily life of a population) which
had an important effect in shaping colonial practice as they provided a moral
justification for the colonial enterprise. The creation of subjectivities, coordinated
firstly by the imperial centre and subsequently by the independent States, was
dependent

upon

the

production

of

others.

This

process

involves

the

representation of a certain group by another and the internalising of their
representation as well as mechanisms of power/knowledge used in the
construction of that representation. The construction of the other can thus be
examined from the perspective of the process of modern material and symbolic
production (Castro-Gómez 2000, p. 148).

In this sense, the creation of the nineteenth-century modern Latin American
citizen necessarily implied the simultaneous creation of another identity against
which ‘modern’ identity could be measured and affirmed – the construction of the
imaginary of ‘civilisation’ required the production of its counterpart, the imaginary
of ‘barbarism’. This goes beyond mere representation: it is reinforced by a
concrete materiality anchored in disciplinary systems like schools, law, the State
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and the social sciences. Like the European and North American nations, the
foundational project of the Latin American nations was realised through
institutions – most of them legitimised by writing, like schools, hospitals, prisons
and so forth – as well as through hegemonic practices and discourses (mapmaking, grammar books, political constitutions, manuals of different kinds) which
regulated the conduct of social actors, establishing borders between them and
transmitting to them the certainty of being either inside or outside the limits
defined by the written regime. Writing was necessary to organise both the logics
and the logistics of ‘civilisation’ and was thus crucial to the modernising ideal of
the Creole elites; it created identities and organised the world in terms of inclusion
and exclusion.

Political constitutions, for instance, function as a frame of disciplinary writing for
the purpose of creating a homogeneous national identity and citizenship, which in
turn reinforces governmentality and model space as a physical body (the macrosubject of nationality) (González-Stephan 1996, p. 30). The 1821 Constitutional
Assembly, for instance, drew up the principles upon which modern Colombia was
to stand. Firstly, it marked a difference from the colonial era as the king was no
longer invoked as a source of authority and sovereignty. Colombia would
henceforth be a democratic republic with a separation of powers (executive,
legislative and judicial) and a bicameral parliamentary system. The conditions for
the installation of a modern state, including free press, freedom of movement,
freedom of economic activity and the elimination of colonial taxes were ‘in
principle’ guaranteed. The Constitution also created universal suffrage, although it
also installed a number of exclusions. According to Article 15, for example, only
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‘los hombres libres nacidos en el territorio de Colombia y los hijos de éstos’ (I, pp.
292, 293, my emphasis) [free men born in the territory of Colombia and the sons
of these] were allowed to register as voters, thus excluding slaves (there were
about 90.000 of them at the time, according to Jaramillo 1995, p. 37) and women
from the political community.

Other forms of restriction were tied to the ownership of property and profession
and by implication excluded the poor. As one of the members of the Assembly
stated, without the condition of owning property:
se vería el Congreso lleno de hombres sin responsabilidad, sin carácter,
venales y de otros miles de defectos de que abundan los que no tienen de
que subsistir, y la República se perdería como Atenas cuando llegaron a
tener votos hasta los mendigos; que el exigir propiedad raíz es porque el
hombre que la posee tiene amor al país en el que goza de ella y toma un
gran interés en su prosperidad (II, p. 194).
[the Congress will be full of men without responsibility, without character,
venial and with thousands of other defects particular to those who have
nothing to live off, and the Republic would be lost like Athens at the time
when even beggars were allowed to vote; the exigency of property is
because the man that possesses it loves the country in which he enjoys it
and is greatly interested in its prosperity].
Despite the abundant rhetoric of ‘equality’ appropriated from the ideals of the
French Revolution, the first Colombian Constitution legitimised a patriarchal,
oligarchic political system which excluded from the public sphere all those who
differed from its ideal model of citizenship. This same condition was to be
replicated throughout the nineteenth century by subsequent Constitutions (1832,
1853, 1863, 1886). Thus Charles Bergquist on the 1863 radical liberal
constitution: ‘Liberals […] sought to write into law a philosophy of man and society
fundamentally at odds with the structure of the society they lived in – a society
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their conservative opponents cherished and sought to maintain’ (p. 11).13 The
1886 Constitution (which lasted until 1991), on the other hand, was ‘racionalista
demoliberal en apariencia y escolástica en la realidad’ [rationalist demo-liberal in
appearance and scholastic in reality] (Galvis 1986, p. 223). In this way, the body
politic acquired a definite form – male, white, heterosexual, entrepreneurial,
bourgeois.

Political constitutions, however, only define a formal type of modern subjectivity.
The project of modernisation in Latin America also required pedagogical and
disciplinary technologies, such as manuals of good manners and Spanish
language grammars, which played a crucial role in the construction of modern
subjects (González-Stephan 1996; 1995). Julio Ramos argues that the Spanish
language grammars, and in particular Andrés Bello’s famous Gramática de la
lengua castellana destinada al uso de los americanos (1847), grounded their
authority in the project of national consolidation in at least three ways: by
generating a standard code for national and international commerce; by
substituting the authority of the local, consuetudinary conventions with centralised,
written law; and finally, through literary exempla. Grammatical education would
provide the emerging, secular society with the symbolic, moral structures for the
construction of law-abiding citizens (1994, p. 29). Bello’s project marked,
grammatically, the ‘internationalisation of the law in a complex process of subjectformation which transformed the heterogeneity of bodies into modern, moral,

13

Liberal ideas taken from the European context and transposed to a different reality are termed ‘misplaced
ideas’ by Roberto Schwarz: they could not be applied in the hierarchical nineteenth-century societies, but
neither could they be ruled out (1992, p. 28).
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speaking subjects: disciplined bodies that could speak the language of the family,
the army, rationalized labor, and other national institutions’ (p. 29).

With this normative grammatical project, ‘society could dominate and productively
transform “nature” and “spontaneity” in the “chaotic” American world’ (Ramos p.
28). Translated to the global arena, Bello’s project suggested that through literacy,
Latin America could participate in the civilised Western tradition and distinguish its
civilisation from ‘barbarous’ Asia and Africa:
[W]e should compare Europe and our fortunate America, with the
sombrous empires of Asia, in which despotism forces its iron sceptre on
necks bent in advance by ignorance; or with the African hordes, in which
man, barely superior to brutes, is, like them, an object of commerce
between his brothers. Who enlightened the enslaved Europe with the first
sparks of civil liberty? Was it not literature? (quoted in Ramos, p. 42).
In general terms, the Creole elite envisioned a triumphant entrance into modernity
through the fulfilment of this prescription. Henceforth, the new Latin American
citizen would be eager to learn in order to make him/herself part of the civilised
peoples of the world and thus distant from ‘barbarism’. The modernising project
has been regarded from various perspectives by theorists as diverse as Darcy
Ribeiro (1969), Norbert Elias (1978) and Pierre Bourdieu (1977), who all agree
that the constitution of the modern subject is related to self-control and the
repression of instincts in order to mark social difference and cultural
advancement.

Examples of this civilising drive abound for instance in manuals of good manners
(also known indistinctively in Spanish as manuales de urbanidad, lecciones de
buena crianza or catecismos de urbanidad, and often carry the added descriptor
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‘Christian’), which circulated in Western Europe from the sixteenth century and
became popular in Colombia from the mid-nineteenth century. Some were
imported (mainly from France) and subsequent Creole versions also became
available. The most famous in the Colombian and Latin American context,
although not the first,14 was the one written by the musician, pedagogue and
diplomat, Manuel Antonio Carreño, Manual de urbanidad y buenas maneras, para
uso de la juventud de ambos sexos, en el cual se encuentran las principales
reglas de civilidad y etiqueta que deben observarse en las diversas situaciones
sociales, precedido de un breve tratado sobre los deberes morales del hombre
(1854). The text intertwines morals, manners and rules of conduct applicable to a
number of situations: visits, voyages, games, personal hygiene and many others.
In general terms, the reader is taught that the body, along with any sensibility
deemed ‘barbaric’, is to be mastered and controlled in order to achieve social
success and become a good Christian and a good citizen. For Carreño, the
observance of certain rules of conduct paved the way for civilisation and order,
without which ‘no habría medio de cultivar la sociabilidad, que es el principio de la
conservación y el progreso de los pueblos y la existencia de toda sociedad bien
ordenada’ (1927, p. 6) [there would be no way to cultivate sociability, which is the
principle of preservation and progress of peoples and the existence of any well
organised society].

14

For previous manuals published in Colombia, see Londoño (1997).
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The feminine body is of particular interest in the civilising mission, as Rufino José
Cuervo’s Catecismo de urbanidad (1833),15 the first Colombian text of this kind
directed to women, indicates:
La educación de las niñas exige hoy, mas que en otro tiempo, una
atención especialísima. En el embate de los vicios y de los malos instintos
que amagan tornar el país a la barbarie, la providencia nos presenta, en
nuestras esposas y en nuestros hijos salvándose de la corrupción general,
una esperanza, un medio de salud para el porvenir (1853, p. 3).
[The education of the girls requires today, more than before, very special
attention. Under the attack of vice and bad instincts that try to turn the
country to barbarism, providence presents us, in our wives and sons saving
themselves from general corruption, a hope, a means of health for the
future].
Connected to good manners, the correct way of writing and speaking were
fundamental parts of civility and indispensable tools to access the public sphere.
Rufino José Cuervo’s Apuntaciones críticas sobre el lenguaje bogotano (1867)
(influenced by Bello’s grammatical studies) attests to the importance of literacy
and its links to political power and social respectability:
Es el bien hablar una de las mas claras señales de la gente culta y bien
nacida y condición indispensable de cuantos aspiren a utilizar en pro de
sus semejantes, ora sea hablando, ora escribiendo, los talentos con que la
naturaleza los ha favorecido: de ahí el empeño con que se recomienda el
estudio de la gramática (1954, p. 5).
[Speaking properly is one of the clearest signals of cultivated, well-bred
people, and an indispensable condition of all those who aspire to use for
the benefit of his fellows, be it in writing or speaking, the talents that nature
has bestowed upon them: hence the emphasis on recommending the study
of grammar].
‘Cultured people’ are a valuable resource for the construction of the public through
the mastery of written and spoken language. With six editions during Cuervo’s life,

15

There was a revised edition in 1853, Breves nociones de urbanidad.
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the text became a key manual for ascendant social classes as well as for new
migrants to Bogotá seeking access to the sphere of the letrados (von der Walde
1997, pp. 75-76). Moreover, those with access to the public sphere should
promote the defence of Spanish language as a service to the nation:
[...] los negociantes, los magistrados y todos los que de algún modo
puedan tener alguna influencia, deben proteger por todos los medios que
les sugiera el patriotismo y el amor a las letras, la introducción de libros en
español, la lectura y la enseñanza por ellos y no por los que estén en
lenguas extranjeras (Cuervo & Cuervo 1946, p. 39).
[…] businessmen, magistrates and all those with some influence should
protect, by all the means suggested by patriotism and the love of letters,
the introduction of books in Spanish, reading and teaching through them
and not through books in foreign languages].
Manuals of speech and good manners articulate a ‘civilising process’ through the
advancement of the ‘threshold of embarrassment and shame’ (Elias 1978, p.
101), revealing the body as bearer of symbolic value, which varies according to
social difference (Bourdieu 1984). This is aimed at the individual body as much as
the collective social body, as these pedagogies were aimed at the construction of
‘good citizens’, able to join the civitas – the legal space inhabited by
epistemological, moral and aesthetic subjects required for modernity’s unfolding
and which letrados like the Argentinean Domingo Faustino Sarmiento16 identified
as the paradigm of modernity. It is interesting to note that some of these manuals
were still being printed in Colombia as recently as 1994 and included advice for
contemporary situations (Londoño 1997, p. 13).

16

Sarmiento’s modernising project radically differed from Bello’s. For the former, grammarians amounted to a
conservative senate created to resist popular offensives and to protect routines and traditions (1924, p. 50).
Their divergence is employed by Julio Ramos (2001) to exemplify the diversity of projects envisioned by
letrados.
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In sum, the construction of new national cultures in Colombia, as elsewhere in
Latin America, is located alongside the historical formation of the modern self. The
national cultures intended to produce a new type of subjectivity, embodied in the
‘citizen’, through processes based upon seemingly insignificant details such as
physical and verbal manners. These in fact treat the body as a memory and
entrust it with the fundamental principles of the arbitrary content of the culture. As
Pierre Bourdieu asserts: ‘The concessions of politeness always contain political
concessions’ (1977, p. 95, emphasis in the original). In this way, the production of
selves and others is achieved by an endless demarcation of internal and external
symbolic boundaries. It is endless because boundaries are always permeable and
identities are not pure, but always ‘in the making’. The written sign underpins the
state (constructed before the ‘nation’), creating or reinforcing and policing both its
real and symbolic boundaries, seeking to render the communal body ‘pure’ by the
exclusion of its others. Amongst the many tools of literacy brought in to fix the
machine of state and produce modern citizens, literature (the writing and reading
of fictional, aesthetically organised texts) played an important role.

Literature and the Dynamics of Inclusion and Exclusion
Would it not also be possible to think of the (European origin), the referent
displaced by a parodic (Latin American) representation, as a site forever
traversed by contradictions; where, for example, literature from its
emergence was never governed by an institutional homogeneity, but
rather, by a critical impulse against truth and disciplinary formation?
(Ramos 2001, p. 79).
The first literary works to appear during the colonial period were efforts in the
construction of a Creole literary expression, although dependent on Spanish
literary tendencies. Such texts were the work of a Creole intellectual elite, often
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educated in the newly created colegios, in which the Church played a key role, as
it dominated the education system.17 In this system, ‘discrimination was the
general rule’, as Jaramillo argues (1980, p. 291): a white, land-owning minority,
composed mainly of ecclesiastics and civil servants controlled both bureaucracy
and education and at the same time, were the producers of literature. It is not
surprising, then, that about ninety percent of the writers in the seventeenth
century were clergy (Cristina 1982, pp. 516-517). Outside written culture,
however, ‘La cultura neogranadina [era] transmitida y mantenida por vía oral: la
familia, el cura, la iglesia, el sitio de trabajo, mas bien que la escuela, el libro, el
periódico, [eran] los sitios, las instituciones que aseguran la transmisión cultural’
(Melo 1986, p. 56) [Neogranadine culture [was] transmitted and kept orally: family,
the priest, the church, the workplace more than school, the book, the newspaper,
[were] the sites, the institutions which assured cultural transmission].

The first printing presses were established in the eighteenth century, before
independence, and besides printing ‘algunas novenas, algunas instrucciones
públicas’ [some prayers, some public instructions] (Melo 1986, p. 56), they
became central in the development of Creole written culture. At this time,
enlightened newspapers emerged and contributed to the creation of a space for
the circulation of knowledge which helped in shaping an ‘imagined community’
amidst the literate elite (Silva 1988). Newspapers, like the pioneering Papel
Periódico de la Ciudad de Santafé (1791), Semanario del Nuevo Reyno de
Granada (1801) or Diario político de Santafé de Bogotá (1810), featuring
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The chronicles of Juan Rodríguez Freyle, Pedro Simón and Lucas Fernández de Piedrahíta; the poetry of
Hernando Domínguez Camargo and Sor Josefa del Castillo and Pedro de Solís y Valenzuela’s novel, the
only known work of fiction of this era.
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descriptions of the resources of the viceroyalty and critical views of Spanish
domination, were fundamental to the establishment of an imaginary relation
between readers and territory (Benítez-Rojo 1993, p. 188).18 Thus, a growing
‘republic of letters’ began to affirm itself in the press, creating a ‘public space’,
although one solely inhabited by the lettered minority (Guerra 1992, p. 109; Silva
1988, pp. 33-35). A newspaper like Papel Periódico de la Ciudad de Santafé, for
instance, had around one hundred subscribers, notably bureaucrats and military
people (Silva 1988, pp. 30-33). In the post-independence era, particularly in the
1820-1880 period, newspapers continued to be important as generators of new
national subjects by stabilising and delimiting nationalities and extending that
order across illiterate areas; journalism became ‘a pedagogical intervention basic
to the formation of citizenship’ (Ramos, p. 89). In fact, most Colombian literary
works written during the first century of independent life were published in serial
form in newspapers and journals.

The literary and the political were deeply entwined in nineteenth-century
Colombia. By mid-nineteenth century the Liberal and Conservative parties were
officially created and politicised through propaganda different social groups in
different regions of the country (Leal 1984, p. 93; Palacios 1980, p. 1680).
Pressure groups, like that of the artisans, emerged as an effect of this
politicisation, and employed as well the press (Deas 1993, p. 188). Literary culture
nevertheless was more widespread in certain social sectors like the upper
classes, university elites and the upper hierarchies of the Catholic Church, all
seeking to legitimate their ideologies through writing (Williams 1991, pp. 28-29;
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On the topic of late eighteenth-century newspapers, see Cacua Prada (1968).
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Delpar 1981, pp. 50-51). The letrados of the post-independence period,
regardless of their political inclination, viewed themselves as the constructors of
their societies, which had to be built upon the ideals of progress and civilisation
(Rojas 2001, p. 38) and literature was seen as a form of public service seeking to
defend freedom and diffuse ‘truth’, as the writings of Miguel Antonio Caro, José
María Samper and Juan de Dios Uribe, among others, attest (Jiménez 1992, p.
11). Literature can be seen, in other words, as a disciplinary practice (González
Stephan 1996, p. 24).

An emerging critical activity was also linked to religion and politics. Newspapers
and magazines, which began to appear in abundance, without clear distinction
between newspapers and cultural or scientific magazines, were the arena where
political and ideological skirmishes took place.19 During the nineteenth century,
literary criticism was a matter of militancy and thus not based on any semblance
of purely artistic valuations: ‘la crítica se planteaba en la época romántica como
una toma de posición valorativa, orientadora y abierta a las transformaciones de
la literatura y de la sociedad’ (Rincón 1978, p. 53) [criticism was considered in the
Romantic era as the assumption of a valorative, orientative and open position
regarding the transformations of literature and society]. Through the use of praise
more than analysis or academic research, certain literary values, genres and
writers were consecrated and institutionalised and each historical period has been
represented by a few non-professional critics who appointed the writers. Only in
the last two decades of the nineteenth century would the debate on the autonomy
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El Nacional (José Eusebio Caro and Mariano Ospina Rodríguez), El Conservador (José Joaquín Ortiz) and
El Siglo (Julio Arboleda) on the conservative side, and El Neogranadino (Manuel Ancízar) and La Gaceta
Mercantil (Manuel Murillo Toro) on the liberal, to mention only a few.
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of art be manifest – for instance, in the writings of Baldomero Sanín Cano (against
the Catholic, Hispanophile inclinations of Miguel Antonio Caro) and in the
appearance of the Revista Gris (1892-1896), which sought to exclude non-literary
considerations from its pages (Jiménez, pp. 12-13). At this time, the division of
intellectual labour was generating an autonomisation of literature throughout Latin
America (Ramos 2001; Henríquez Ureña 1974; Rama 1970); in Colombia,
however, this process was to take longer as the firm grip of letrados on the public
sphere was prolonged well into the twentieth-century (von der Walde 1997).

Literature was seen in the nineteenth century as a crucial site for giving shape to
discourses on the formation, composition and definition of the nation; acting as
‘the model for an ideal national language, relatively homogenised; it designated
the place (at times fictitious) where models of subjectification, necessary norms
for the invention of citizenship and symbolic boundaries were projected’ (Ramos
2001, p. xxxvi). The constitution of ‘national’ literatures and national histories
represented the triumph of the lettered city and the consecration of a seemingly
unified, monolithic body politic. Not surprisingly, nineteenth-century national
projects were incapable of harmoniously encompassing all the social forces within
the national space. Instead, the modernising project only reinforced the divisions
between the elite (first the Spaniards, then the Creoles) and its others. As Jean
Franco states, there were two cultures in Latin America in the nineteenth century:
‘an orally transmitted rural culture, tenacious of the past and untouched by recent
European trends and an urban minority culture which took its cues from Europe’
(1970, p. 14). Because the intelligentsia attempted to introduce ‘modern’ values, it
simultaneously and systematically excluded the allegedly ‘archaic’ systems of
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belief of indigenes, blacks and peasants, which nonetheless survived in ‘niches’.
This made the intelligentsia, by reverse definition, a secular, white Creole
patriarchal elite, ‘interlocked with [...] an abstract nation’ (Franco 1993, p. 362)
and distanced from the culture of the majority of the population.

Literature and written culture in general, were unable to reach the popular sectors
due to the wide gap between the ideological goals of literacy and their material
and institutional counterpart. While in Europe literary discourse was founded on
institutional supports such as education and a publishing market, which in turn,
reflected the emergence of a literate sphere (a modern reading public, tied to a
market), in Latin America no such thing existed until the twentieth century
(Ramos, p. 80). Colombia, for instance, had ‘virtually no industry for the
production, marketing, and sale of novels […] as it has been known in the
industrial West since the nineteenth-century’ (Williams, p. 20) before the 1960s.
For this reason it was only until the twentieth century and due to the double
impact of urbanisation and the emergence of mass media – firstly popular
newspapers and then radio and cinema (particularly in the cases of Mexico, Brazil
and Argentina)20 and later television – that the Latin American masses entered
modernity: ‘El papel decisivo que los medios masivos juegan en ese periodo
[1930s-50s] residió en su capacidad de hacerse voceros de la interpelación que
[…] convertía a las masas en pueblo y al pueblo en Nación’ (Martín-Barbero
1998, p. 224). [The decisive role played by mass media in that period [1930s-50s]
rested on its capacity to become mouthpieces for the interpellation which […]
turned the masses into the people and the people into the Nation].
20

On the connections between Latin American early cinema and modernity, see López (2000); for a
discussion of non-Western aesthetic contributions in the field of the visual see Shohat & Stam (1998).
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The contemporary mass media, then, and not possessing the written word or
belonging to a political party or to the Catholic Church (both of which have
vertical, exclusive organisations) were the major contributors to constructing a
collective national sense of belonging. The aural-visual mass media was more
successful in nationalising ethnic and regional diversity and also in breaking
Colombia’s traditional isolation due, among other things, to the country’s rough
topography and to the absence of significant migrations, despite numerous
promotional projects.21 The mass media were, and certainly remain, a key feature
in the construction of national spaces, memory and identity (Rowe & Schelling
1991, p. 99). In the nineteenth century, however, the written sign was seen as the
only hermeneutic tool for discussing the topic of an elusive national identity,
carrying the responsibility for representation.

Time and the Nation: Towards the Historical Novel
Despegue de las grandes aventuras totalizadoras, el siglo XIX no solo vió
emerger en los mundos occidentales las grandes narrativas y
metanarrativas históricas, la intensificación de la fé en las posibilidades de
la Razón y en la marcha progresiva del Hombre como motor de la Historia
Universal, junto a la ideología de la Nación como un hecho natural e
indivisible (el concepto de que las naciones poseen “fronteras naturales”,
tanto en términos geográficos como metafóricos; cuerpo nacional que
tantas guerras sigue suscitando), sino también la moderna idea del
Individuo como entidad unitaria y soberana (Lugo-Ortiz 1999, p. xix)
[Launching time of great totalising adventures, the nineteenth century not
only saw the emergence in the Western worlds of the great historical
narratives and metanarratives as an intensification of the faith in the
possibilities of Reason and in the progressive march of Man as the engine
of Universal History, along with the ideology of Nation as a natural and
indivisible fact (the concept that nations had “natural frontiers”, in
geographical terms as much as metaphorical; national body that still
causes so many wars), but also the modern idea of the Individual as a
unitary and sovereign entity].
21

For an account of Colombia’s (mostly failed) nineteenth-century migration projects, see Martínez (1997).
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The written text is key in modern authoritative constructions of national identities
because it belongs to a discursive constellation figured around the representation
of the past, where memory is collectivised and tradition is created, preserved or
altered.22

In this sense, canonical literature (i.e. foundational novels and other ‘classics’)
and historical figures (independence heroes, founding fathers) coexist with
monuments, museums, national anthems, archives and national holidays in the
universe of official memory. This official cult of the past (which often coincides with
party-political projects) is the cultural basis of the modern nation state. Thus a
sense of collective identity cannot be considered in isolation from its
representation and conceptualisation of the past: ‘tradition’ is intertwined with
unconscious elements shared by the members of a community as well as with
their conscious reflexion of the past. In the first case, tradition is a cultural
configuration that constricts and maintains group cohesion. In the second case, it
is a discursive and conceptual construction by which the group represents itself
(Mignolo 1991, p. 14). The historical novel, with its ambivalent relation to both
history and fiction, belongs to this universe where memory takes shape.

A discussion of the trajectories of the historical novel in Colombia should begin by
stating the relations between the discourses of nation, literature and history.
History became a hegemonic discourse in the nineteenth century, when it
replaced ‘theology as the key discourse and central imagination in that historical
explanation becomes nearly a necessary factor of any thought about human
22

Hobsbawn & Ranger (1983) argued that national identity, like all historical traditions, are produced as a
political function of the present and projected into the past.
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society’ (Brooks 1985, pp. 5-6). Foucault also interpreted history as the definitive
element in the modern episteme, replacing the concept of ‘order’ of the ‘classic
mentality’ (1970) and becoming a key formulation of the human sciences. For this
reason, one of the main concerns of the letrados is the production of specifically
historical discourses, directed towards the unravelling of the essence of a
particular people, the profile of its nationality, its identity in time (González
Stephan 1987, p. 84). As Domingo Faustino Sarmiento declared in 1844:
Filosofía, religión, política y derecho, todo lo que dice relación con
instituciones, costumbres y creencias sociales, se ha convertido en
historia, porque se ha pedido a la historia razón del desenvolvimiento del
espíritu humano, de su manera de proceder, de las huellas que ha dejado
en los pueblos modernos y de los legados que las pasadas generaciones,
la mezcla de las razas, las revoluciones antiguas han ido depositando
sucesivamente. Porque la historia, tal como la concibe nuestra época, no
es ya la artística relación de los hechos, no es la verificación y
confrontación de autores antiguos, como lo que tomaba el nombre de
historia hasta el pasado siglo. Es una ciencia que se crea sobre los
materiales transmitidos por las épocas anteriores. El historiador de nuestra
época va hasta explicar con el auxilio de una teoria, los hechos que la
historia ha transmitido sin que los mismos que los describían alcanzasen a
comprenderlos (1883-1900, II, p. 199).
[Philosophy, religion, politics and law, everything related to institutions,
customs and social beliefs have become history, because reasons have
been demanded from history for the development of the human spirit, its
behaviour, for the traces it has left on modern peoples and the legacies of
past generations, racial mixing and old revolutions which have successively
built up. Because history, as it is conceived in this time is no longer the
artistic assemblage of facts, or the verification and confrontation of ancient
authors, as history was conceived of until the past century. It is a science
built on the materials transmitted by previous times. The present-day
historian will explain, aided by theory, historical events that history has
transmitted without those who described them even comprehending them].
The emergence of modern historical thought is concomitant with national
formation in Europe and in Latin America and the notion of the national pervaded
all cultural discourses throughout the nineteenth century, creating a perceived
need for national expressions. One of these is the need for a national
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historiography, which starts in Colombia in 1827 with José Manuel Restrepo’s
Historia de la Revolución de la República de Colombia.

Forty years later

appeared Historia de la literatura en Nueva Granada (1867), the first national
literary historiography, which covered the period 1538-1820.

The author was the conservative José María Vergara y Vergara, one of the main
protagonists of the lettered scene in the nineteenth century. Vergara y Vergara
was a writer, literary critic,23 defender of the creation of the Academia Colombiana
de la Lengua (1871) and publisher whose sympathy towards costumbrismo (local
colour) greatly contributed to the construction of the Colombian literary canon of
his time.24 Literary histories are a discursive practice crucial to the construction of
a national literature, as they sustain the image of national political unity (González
Stephan 1987, p. 19). For Vergara y Vergara, for instance, literature was a key
instance in the construction of the nation in the absence of a more articulate
common history, or a foundational myth:
se necesitaba que pasaran muchas generaciones para que el negro
olvidara su patria y amara ésta; el indio se acostumbrara a mirarse como
paisano del blanco y del negro; y el blanco olvidara totalmente su patria
española y tuviera recuerdos de antepasados americanos […] Algo de esto
se consiguió con la Guerra de Independencia, que dio recuerdos de
desgracias comunes y de glorias hermanas (1974, p. 206).
[it was necessary that many generations went by so that the black man
would forget his fatherland and love this one; the Indian would get used to
seeing himself as compatriot of the white and the black; and the white
would forget completely his Spanish fatherland and have memories of
American ancestors […] Some of this was achieved with the war of
independence, which provided memories of common disgrace and fraternal
glories].
23

In general, critics were Conservatives commenting on texts written mainly by Liberals (Williams p. 23).
The literary magazine Mosaico (Bogotá 1858-1865), edited by Vergara y Vergara and other costumbristas
played a key role in this regard. An anthology, Museo de cuadros de costumbres, featuring both liberal and
conservative authors, appeared in 1866.
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This ‘lack of a common history’ was at the heart of the mid-century interest in the
epic novel, as the 1858 article ‘De la novela’, which appeared in the liberal literary
magazine Biblioteca de Señoritas, confirms:
La novela, con mas recursos y menos dificultades que el poema, es la
verdadera rama épica de la literatura, pues no solo da a conocer un siglo,
un pueblo y una civilización extinguidos, sino que puede entrar y en efecto
entra en valiosas apreciaciones filosóficas y humanitarias de trascendencia
tan enorme que no hay trabajo poético que pueda comparársele (Caicedo
Rojas, p. 85).
[The novel, with more resources and less difficulties than the poem is the
true epic branch of literature, because it not only makes known a century, a
people and an extinguished civilisation, but it can enter and indeed enters
into valuable philosophical and humanitarian appreciations of such an
enormous transcendence that no poetical work can compare to it].
The novel was the first literary machine capable of narrativising simultaneously
ideological, political, economic, social or cultural propositions into a single text
(Benítez-Rojo 1993, p. 188), but in Colombia it was relatively a minor genre in
relation to poetry or essay, genres considered ‘historical ideals’ which offered
more possibilities for the construction of a suitable body politic/body private
(Williams 1991, p. 20).

Nevertheless, Vergara y Vergara’s literary historiography, ending with the
prophecy: ‘Veremos que es en la novela donde al fin se alcanza a vislumbrar una
expresión propia, una escuela nacional’ (1974, p. 219) [We will see that it is in the
novel were we finally glimpse our own expression, a national school]), coupled
with his promotion of works such as the costumbrista novel Manuela (1858), by
Eugenio Díaz25 and of Jorge Isaac’s ‘foundational fiction’ María (1867), and
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On this work see Colmenares (1988).
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declarations in support of the genre like those of Caicedo Rojas inviting
Colombian letrados to embrace national epics: ‘El romance es, no lo dudemos, la
epopeya moderna de los pueblos hispanoamericanos!’ [The romance is,
undoubtedly, the modern epic poem of the Hispanic American peoples!] (1858, p.
45) helped legitimate the genre for its ability to mobilise subjectivity and for its
associations with romantic ideas of national identity, appropriate to the times.

Notwithstanding its growing popularity, the novel still faced enormous criticism,
particularly in conservative circles. While the genre’s proponents justified it by
appeal to its moralising potential, detractors ‘singled it out as an incitement to vice
and sloth, and an irritant to passions’ (Ray 2001, p. 81). Note for instance how
José Eusebio Caro referred to the genre in 1852:
Esta detestable inundación de novelas es algo moderno, modernísimo. En
el siglo pasado apenas había otras novelas que el Quijote, Gil Blas, y las
novelas de Richardson y Fielding, que no todos leían [...]. Víctor Hugo,
Eugenio Sue, Federico Soulié, la Jorge Sand, Alejandro Dumas y qué se
yo cuantos otros, son los que han acumulado “the huge amount of
mischief” [...]. La literatura de pura ficción tengo para mí que es en su
esencia mala [...]. Tengo la convicción profunda de que si [...] se
desterrase del mundo toda novela [...] el género humano haría una
ganancia incalculable (quoted in Curcio Altamar, p. 26).
[This detestable inundation of novels is something modern, very modern. In
the past century there were few other novels besides Quixote, Gil Blas and
Richardson’s and Fielding’s novels, which not everyone read [...]. Victor
Hugo, Eugene Sue, Federico Soulié, George Sand, Alexandre Dumas and
I don’t know who else, are the ones who have accumulated “the huge
amount of mischief” [...]. Purely fictional literature, I believe, is essentially
bad [...]. I have the deep conviction that if [...] all novels were banished from
the world [...] the human species would make an incalculable profit].
Following on his father’s path (and certainly forcing literary notions), Miguel
Antonio Caro (Colombia’s ‘president-grammatician’, founder of Academia
Colombiana de la Lengua and leader of the late nineteenth-century conservative
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movement La Regeneración) declared that the Quixote did not belong in the
novelistic, but rather in the poetic genre (Pöppel 2002). In many conservative
positions, ‘modern’ Western-European ‘fashions’ were considered a menace to
the Hispanic Catholic tradition: ‘Si no estan prohibidas, por lo menos son
peligrosas la Moral Universal de Holbach y las novelas de Dumas y de Balzac’
(quoted in Martínez 2001, p. 112) [Although not forbidden, Holbach’s Universal
Moral, Dumas’ and Balzac’s novels are dangerous] declared in 1856 the
newspaper El Catolicismo.

It is against this background of political and ideological agitation that the historical
novel emerges in the American continent; although popular, historical novels were
not unanimously adopted. For its detractors, the genre menaced the disciplinary
boundaries of ‘fiction’ (Literature) and ‘reality’ (History) and allowed ideological
criticism, for instance, liberal criticism of the colonial legacy (dear to the
conservatives). An oft-quoted criticism of the historical novel is that by Cuban poet
José María Heredia, published in 1832:
El novelista histórico abandona al historiador todo lo útil, procura
apoderarse de lo que agrada en los recuerdos de la historia y
desatendiendo las lecciones de lo pasado, solo aspira a rodearse de su
prestigio. Su objeto es pintar trajes, describir arneses, bosquejar
fisonomías imaginarias y prestar a héroes verdaderos ciertos movimientos,
palabras y acciones cuya realidad no puede probarse. En vez de elevar la
historia a sí, la abate hasta igualarla con la ficción, forzando a su musa
verídica a dar testimonios engañosos. Género malo en sí mismo, género
eminentemente falso, al que toda la flexibilidad del talento mas variado
solo presta un atractivo frívolo, y del que no tardara en fastidiarse la moda,
que hoy lo acepta y favorece. […] La novela es ficción, y toda ficción es
mentira (1949, pp. 195-197).
[The historical novelist abandons to the historian whatever is useful;
endeavours to take possession of what is likeable in historical memories
and, ignoring the lessons of the past, aspires only to surround himself with
its prestige. His goal is to depict clothes, describe harnesses, sketch
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imaginary physiognomies and provide real heroes with movements, words
and actions the truthfulness of which cannot be proved. Instead of lifting
history towards him, he lowers it until it is equated with fiction, forcing the
truthful muse to give false testimony. Bad genre in itself, eminently false
genre, to which all the flexibility of the most varied talent only gives a
frivolous attraction, of which fashion, which today accepts and favours it will
soon get tired. […] The novel is fiction, and all fiction is a lie].
Similarly, Colombian letrado Miguel Antonio Caro, condemned the violation of the
fact/fiction boundary in these terms:
Los escritores que falsifican y alteran los hechos, los que bajo el título de
historia escriben novelas históricas, cometen el doble crimen de oscurecer
la verdad y tratar de engañar al lector, o de divertirle como a un niño. Qué
grosero irrespeto a los tiempos pasados! y qué pérfida preparación para
los venideros! Por nuestra parte, declaramos que nada nos mueve tanto a
tirar un libro con indignación, como el descubrimiento de que el autor
pretende amenizar su estilo y recrear al leyente a costa de la verdad
(1920, II, p. 128).
[The writers who falsify and alter facts, those who under the label of history
write historical novels commit the double crime of obscuring truth and try to
mislead the reader, or to entertain him like a child. What coarse disrespect
for times past! And what perfidious preparation for times to come! On our
part, we declare that nothing makes us throw a book away with indignation
so much as the discovery that the author tries to make his style more
appealing and amuse the reader at the expense of truth].
Despite these criticisms, historical novels were seen as an attractive literary form
since they combined a ‘discourse that maintained the illusion of reality while
imprinting on that discourse [Creole] values and ideas about the past’ (GerassiNavarro, p. 119). Similarly, Doris Sommer has argued that the reason for resorting
to this particular genre is related to the Creole need to ‘both […] fill in a history that
would increase the legitimacy of the emerging nation and […] the opportunity to
direct that history towards a future ideal’ (1990, p. 76). The genre undeniably
offered a medium to express the need for creating a relation with the past, that
although inherited from European Romanticism, was soon made adequate to the
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cultural needs of the post-Independence period, like the nationalist search for
origins (tradition, ‘sources’, legends) and evolutionary landmarks in an organic
conception of society: ‘La novela, composición antes frívola, […] ha sido
absorbida por el interes histórico. Se le ha pedido, no que cuente aventuras de
individuos, sino que nos los muestre como testimonios verdaderos y animados de
un país, de una época, de una opinión’ (Bello 1981, p. 236) [The novel, formerly a
frivolous composition […] has been absorbed by historical interest. It has been
asked not to tell the adventures of individuals, but to show them to us as real,
animated testimonies of a country, an era, an opinion].

There was critical consensus that literature needed to be American and national,
that it should find its sources in history, customs or nature. Hence, the indigenous
past and the conquest were of particular interest for historical novelists who saw in
the indianista novel not only a way to talk about the past, but a suitable subjectmatter for romantic plots: the conquest, the rejection of the Spanish legacy, the
evocation of Indian characters as civic example and the exaltation of love were
the main topics. Common characteristics of these novels are the idealisation of
the Indian and social criticism. Characters like the native warrior and the
passionate heroine, the missionary and the conquistador are widespread (Acosta
2002, p. 18; also Meléndez 1961). More abundant, however, were historical
novels about colonial times, which agreed more with the costumbrista canon,
although some included topics of crime and mystery (i.e. Bernardino Torres
Torrente’s Sombras y misterios o los embozados, 1859). The third major topic
addressed by the historical novel was independence.
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Undoubtedly, the exploration of the functions of the past in the construction of
nationhood was one of the objectives of the Colombian historical novel, seeking to
act as spokesperson for the whole of society. As such, historical novels had a
definite social role as carrier of culture and as an arena to discuss the great
concerns of the era (the past, the construction of the nation and of citizenship). It
became one of the main elements of lettered societies for the diffusion and
defence of its political and ideological projects. Despite the relevance of the
historical novel as a site to articulate identities in a time of intense turmoil and
change, the genre remained relatively invisible within the national canon, resulting
in many of these texts being virtually unknown today, with very few contemporary
reprints.26 In the nineteenth century, however, an emerging criticism played a key
role in placing (or displacing) historical novels in Colombian literary history. Works
like Juan José Nieto’s Yngermina (1844) were disqualified by literary critics on the
basis of not agreeing with aesthetic conventions and for being historically
inaccurate accounts. Other historical works were canonised because of certain
documentary and aesthetic values. Antonio Curcio Altamar considers Eustaquio
Palacios’ El alférez real (1886), for instance, as the best-documented historical
work (1975, p. 85); the work, however, is also a key costumbrista piece, closely
related to the canonical María (1867) in its descriptions of the landscape of the
region of Valle del Cauca (Menton 1978, p. 392; Reyes 1988, pp. 239-242).
Curcio Altamar goes on to argue that texts like El alférez real and José Caicedo
Rojas’ Don Alvaro (1871-1872) are ‘costumbrista novels about the colonial past’,
characterised by the interest in the ‘old’ customs and their comparison with the
present, which was significant in conservative circles: ‘En su vuelta intelectual
26

Like Nieto’s Yngermina, reprinted only until 1998 and 2001 and Soledad Acosta de Samper’s Un chistoso
de aldea, reprinted in 1988.
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hacia el pasado, los novelistas añoran las costumbres viejas idealizándolas y
denuestan o menosprecian el presente que les parece carecer de sabor y de
interés, de nobleza e hidalguía’ (p. 85) [In their intellectual return to the past,
novelists longed for the old customs, idealising them and denigrating or despising
the present, which they saw as devoid of flavour and interest, of nobility and
aristocracy], which points to the connections between the historical and the
costumbrista genres. Literary critic Cedomil Goic argues in the same vein that:
‘Desde el punto de vista de su estructura la novela histórica y la de costumbres
no se diferencian mas que por su asunto’ (1972, p. 78) [From the point of view of
their structure, the historical and the costumbrista novel can only be differentiated
by their subject matter]. Costumbrismo, which broke out of the limits of the
historical novel, played an important role in embracing the regional and the
national and tried to provide a sense of tradition and continuity (Franco 1970, p.
20). It also sought to incorporate the ‘culturally deficient middle class and lower
sectors of society into unity with the ruling elite, [and] diffus[ing] “correct” taste and
common cultural standards’ (Williams 1991, p. 28). The costumbrista boom in
Colombia can also be seen as affiliated to other discourses, like the visual and the
scientific associated to the Comisión Corográfica (1850-59) (Reyes 1988, p. 225),
involved in mapping social time and space.

This analysis, however, interprets writing as a central part of the performance of
the letrado. Involved in writing there is the crafting of a self-concept, a productive
act of self-construction accompanied by the discursive production of others.
Hence, through the writing of historical fiction, letrados were able to articulate
individual and collective identity through the fictional projection of space, body and
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subjectivity and thus narrativise the nation.27 In this sense, historical writing is
closely related to the organisation of the body politic and the consecration of
class, racial and sexual hierarchies. This implies as well a historical understanding
of the subject, that is, as extended over time, which in the case of historical novels
is done through the articulation of past and present in a line of continuous
development that traces links between the newborn nation and the modern world.
In this performative view, ‘language does not just transmit thoughts or reflect the
meanings of social contexts, but it actually participates in the constitution of both’
(Cabrera 2001, p. 88).

Writing and the writing of history are ‘world-making devices’, accompanied by
disciplinary regimes and institutions (i.e. a publishing system, specialised critics
and a growing reading public) which articulate a sense of individuality and
subjectivity, in which according to liberal ideology, a free and autonomous ‘author’
creates texts, that construct the idea of the ‘universality’ of individualism, the ethos
underpinning nineteenth-century liberal capitalism. In this sense, historical novels
are texts that provide valuable insights on the trajectories of modernity in
Colombia, in particular on the production of the private and public body, by
documenting hegemonic discourses on ‘government’, culture, the space/body of
the nation and the construction of the social collectivity, of memory and tradition.
These constructions, framed by the economies of modernity, can be seen as a
performance in the ‘poetics of shame’.

27

Hayden White (1978), Paul Ricoeur (1988), Paul Veyne (1976), and Reinhart Koselleck (1985) concur that
the historical event is that which is narrated. This narratological model does not simply assert that history
amounts to texts, but recognises that formulaic and ideological depiction can leave vast realms of experience
unnarrated and dehistoricised and thus inaccessible to society as a cultural resource.
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Performing Shame in the Historical Novel
One may think that literature is a solitary art as private and quiet as prayer.
Not true. Literature is one of the most exhibitionistic expressions in the
world. This is because it is a stream of texts and there are few things as
exhibitionist as a text. It should be remembered that what a performer
writes – the word author has justifiably fallen into disuse – is not a text, but
something previous and qualitatively different: a pre-text (Benítez-Rojo
1996, p. 23).
The American novelist, whatever the cultural zone he [sic] belongs to, is not
at all in search of a lost time, but finds himself [sic] struggling in the
confusion of time (Glissant 1989, p. 144).
This analysis focuses on the historical novel as part of a self-fashioning regime in
which the ‘poetics of shame’ contributes to the shaping of both the individual
(private) and the public in all dimensions (the ideological, the visual, the material
and so forth) and in consonance with the symbolic economies of modernity – the
body of the letrado is constructed in consonance with the body of the nation
(Franco 1998, p. 223) and their relation framed by the economies of modernity.
Therefore, the reading of historical novels proposed here is related to the creation
of a discourse or sets of discourses located at an intersection between the
microphysics of power and the geopolitical domain.

In this view, historical novels are seen as a mimetical narrative form, seeking to
represent reality (Auerbach 1968); a writing-based technology seeking to
articulate complex relations between the private body of the writer and the public
body of the nation. Moreover, the historical novel articulates these constructions,
through narrative conventions, as a temporal continuum, organising the past in
order to give sense to the present and often, projecting the future as well.
Historical novels, thus seen, are also instruments that seek to organise in memory
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a narrative that gives the past a fixed, stable identity. Since individual and
collective identities can only be grounded in the past, historical novels and
historiography become key written28 ‘national’ discourses in the nineteenth
century:
Con la Independencia, los escritores aportaron elementos para la
definición de las naciones recién creadas, y parte de este proyecto fue un
examen del pasado […] Muchas novelas históricas de la época servían a
tales propósitos, y algunas sostenían que la idea que se tenía de la historia
en el siglo XIX era una prueba del progreso del hombre (Souza 1998, p.
18).
[With independence, writers contributed elements for the definition of the
recently created nations, and part of that project was an examination of the
past […] Many historical novels of the time served these purposes and
some argued that the nineteenth-century idea of history was proof of the
progress of man].
There is also a sense of rupture with the metropolis in the Creole nation. In this
regard, Benedict Anderson refers variously to ‘a profound feeling that a radical
break with the past was occurring’ and ‘[a] profound sense of newness’ and a
‘profound rupture with the existing world’ (1983, p. 193). This notion, however, is a
profoundly ambivalent one: some texts are influenced by positivist science while
others express a deep sense of strangeness. Nineteenth-century Colombian
writer José Joaquín Borda summarises that sense of strangeness, wonder and
uniqueness that surrounds the continent and the past as well as the idea of being
loyal to the truth in the following quote from his historical short story Koralia
(Leyenda de los llanos del Orinoco):
Oh la historia!... qué necesidad hay de inventar, cuando no hay fábula más
rara, ni más divertida, ni más dramática, ni más sangrienta, ni más tierna,
ni más sublime, ni más baja ni más variada, en una palabra que la historia?
28

Other discourses sought truth effects as well: the diary, documental literature, sensationalist news,
historical museums, photography, costumbrista painting and literature and so forth (Colmenares 1987, p. 39).
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Sobretodo la nuestra, virgen aun como la naturaleza de América,
inexplorada, llena de abismos y de proezas (1871, p. 154).
[Oh, history! What is the need to invent when there is no fable that is more
rare, or funny, or dramatic or bloody or more tender, or sublime, or low, or
varied, in a word, than history? Especially ours, virgin as the nature of
America, unexplored, full of abysses and prowess].
Borda’s quote interestingly links both the feeling of an unknown and distant past
and of an unexplored and marvellous nature.29

It is at this intersection between America’s ‘novelty’ and ‘originality’ and the
appropriation and reworking of European models and tropes, like Rousseau’s
‘noble savage’ or Chauteaubriand’s exoticism, where the ‘poetics of shame’
emerge.30 ‘America’ appeared as irreducible to early European forms of
representation, which can be exemplified by the written or visual representation of
natives through ‘an arsenal of Greco Latin prefigurations’ (Colmenares 1987, p.
92), or through European conventions seeking to homogenise in the notions of
‘God’ and ‘king’ the native space (Tovar 2000, p. 211). In this view, the American
world was a natural one, alien to history as an autonomous creation of will: a mere
ethnographic object that could only be fixed in memory as the reflection of
Europe’s own past: as garden of Eden, as living a Golden Age, as part of Atlantis,
and so forth. During the nineteenth century, the view of American reality still
depended on European conventions; the insertion of Creole writers in the
enlightened tradition and later in liberal romanticism was what filled them with that
sense that their own reality was strange (Colmenares 1987, p. 92). The fear of the
29

A trope present in colonial and imperial discourse as part of the two different master narratives: ‘America’
(in which Amerindians are situated in a distant past) and the ‘New World’ (in which the idea of America’s
newness is central) or a mix of both (Mignolo 1999, p. 45).
30
The French and Spanish Romantics were widely read: Lamartine, Saint Pierre, Dumas, Rousseau, de
Larra, Mesonero Romanos, Lafuente, Bretón de los Herreros, Zorrilla y Espronceda, Gracia Tassara and
many others (see Henríquez Ureña 1963, pp 143-52).
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past was also fear of miscegenation, to which a strange and unforeseeable legacy
of ancestral violence was attached. This fear of a barbaric society excluded
completely the dream of unity (p. 95).

Hence, the ‘poetics of shame’ is a project in fictional governmentality where
letrado self-fashioning, the production of the body of the nation and of
subjectivities are discursively constructed within the narratives of Western
modernity. The fictional construction of the body politic exposes uneasy relations
between the public and the private, between the elite and the masses, while the
physical body of the nation appears represented in spatial narratives where
inhabited spaces, like the city, landscape and nature expose other sets of
negotiations, like the idea of the newness and originality of America against
modern efforts to control such nature.

The fluctuation between a revaluation of America as new and unique and the
‘inevitability’ of Western modernity might seem contradictory, but it is in fact an
oscillation of the tensions between imitation and authenticity. The question of
identity in Latin America is a complex phenomenon characterised, as Aníbal
Quijano states, by the ‘simulation of the other and shame of the self’ (1999, p.
104). A double movement articulates this tension: the disciplinary mechanisms
employed in the construction of homo economicus, coupled with the forces
playing within the geopolitic domain, articulated in turn by colonial or neo-colonial
relations of power. Hence, while many letrados depicted Latin America as unique
and distinct from Europe, they were inevitably linked to a modern project modelled
by complex discourses, such as the civilisation/savagery-shame/imitation binaries
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and by the disciplinary power of the written word. The idea that the non-Western
world represented backwardness and the West modern civilisation (which may or
may not include Spain, depending on the prevailing ideology, since it was seen as
‘feudal’ when compared to France and England) was fiercely defended by the
authoritative voice of the letrado.

Dialogues: Memory, Rupture and Continuity
[…] national identity is a process of ramified reference in which a number of
texts are linked to each other. The result can be likened to a palimpsest: a
text being written over previous texts, manuscripts, or other writing
material, but in a way that the earlier layers of writing can shine through the
more recent layers. In this way, different layers or fragments of texts can
get into conflict, questioning and contesting each other. Unavoidably
inviting controversial interpretation, the reading of such a palimpsest is
more like a process of multivocal, and often ambiguous, communication
than an act of linear understanding (Brockmeier 2001, p. 222).
The reconstruction of the past, with a coherent articulation of the pre-Hispanic era,
the three centuries of colonial rule and independence, was a fundamental task of
nineteenth-century letrados, seeking the foundations of national identity. For this
reason, both literary and historiographic discourses coexisted, although marked
by conflicting ways of representing the past and its cultural content (Colmenares
1987, p. 69). Post-independence historiography was in a contradictory position,
representing at the same time rupture (through independence) and continuity (the
development of the colony into ‘nation’), depending on the historian’s ideological
inclination. This dilemma resulted in ‘historical novels [calling] into question the
relationship between history and narrative and [casting] doubt on the possibility of
a seamless integration of the two’ (Skinner 1999, p. 301).
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Both literature and historiography, based upon writing, relied on pre-existent
written records in order to build their interpretations in the absence of native
mnemotechnic systems, codices or written registers: 31
los historiadores del siglo XIX persiguieron las raras ediciones de las
crónicas de la conquista en París, Madrid o Londres. Veían en ellas un
posible modelo historiografico autónomo que ahora podían cotejar con una
geografía y una sociedad mejor conocidas. Estos eran los materiales
esenciales para una síntesis futura, para una narrativa posible, siempre y
cuando se expurgaran y confrontaran con archivos españoles y
americanos (Colmenares, p. 92).
[Nineteenth-century historians chased the rare editions of the conquest
chronicles in Paris, Madrid or London. They saw in them a possible
autonomous historiographic model that they can now compare with a
better-known geography and society. These were the essential materials
for a future synthesis, for a possible narrative, as long as they were
cleansed and compared with Spanish and American archives].
While an early, deeply influential historiography like José Manuel Restrepo’s
Historia de la Revolución de la República de Colombia (1827) focused on the
recent war of revolutionary independence, mid nineteenth-century historiography
re-discovered

the

pre-Hispanic

past.

For

his

Compendio

histórico

del

descubrimiento y colonización de la Nueva Granada en el siglo decimosexto
(1848), liberal independence General Joaquín Acosta employed the unpublished
chronicles of Juan Rodríguez Freyle and Pedro de Aguado (a continuation of Fray
Antonio Medrano’s chronicle, who died in Jiménez de Quesada’s expedition to El
Dorado, Murray 1994, p. 125) as well as the Colección Muñóz (a collection of
manuscripts from the Archivo de Indias) (Melo 1988, p. 606). With this
documentation, Acosta tried to build an objective and ‘truthful’ narrative, as he
declares it in the introduction. The contemporary liberal historian José Antonio de

31

There are graphic representations in petroglyphs, statues, ceramics and gold artefacts. The Spanish
sources overlooked in general the graphic representation of the Indians, but Indian villages can be found in
maps and the toponymy was preserved in most cases.
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Plaza in his Memorias para la historia de la Nueva Granada desde antes de su
descubrimiento hasta el 20 de Julio de 1810 (1850), who also covered the preHispanic past in his account basing his research on Castellanos and Piedrahíta,
speaks rather of ‘extracting’ and ‘choosing’ (n.p). He employed Acosta’s same
documentation and included information from the archives of Bogotá and the
memoirs of the viceroys, although he did not quote his sources, which have to be
inferred from the text. The liberal letrado José María Samper tried to give his
Ensayo sobre las revoluciones políticas y la condición social de las repúblicas
colombianas (1861) a critical edge, interpreting the colonial era in terms of the
position of the individual against the institutions, a view influenced by Benthamite
utilitarianism, en vogue in the liberal circles since the 1820s (Bushnell 1954, pp.
192-193): ‘El progreso de la civilización no ha sido, en el fondo, otra cosa que un
esfuerzo constante de individualización y de armonización de las fuerzas
individuales’ (p. 59) [The progress of civilisation has not been, in the end, anything
else other than a constant effort of individualisation and harmonising individual
forces]. Conservative historiography, on the other hand, gave more importance to
institutions such as the State and the Church. José María Groot’s Historia
eclesiástica y civil de la Nueva Granada (1869) is, for instance, a revaluation of
Catholicism and of the Spanish legacy, even though it employed as sources
Acosta’s and Restrepo’s historiographies, and for the conquest, it follows Acosta
almost literally (Melo 1988, p. 607). José María Quijano Otero’s Compendio de
historia patria (1874), which centres on conquest and independence, follows
Restrepo’s interpretation as well.
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Similarly, the historical novel tried to bring the past forth by re-writing certain texts,
particularly the colonial chronicles. Many historical novels are based on colonial
texts and examples of intertextuality between chronicles and between chronicles
and novels abound. A good example of this is the chronicle of Juan Rodríguez
Freyle, Conquista y descubrimiento del Nuevo Reino de Granada, best known as
El Carnero (1638), which is based on Juan de Castellanos’ Historia del Nuevo
Reino de Granada (first part published in 1589; the second and third in 1847) and
Fray Pedro Simón’s Noticias historiales de las conquistas de Tierra Firme en las
Indias Occidentales (published in 1882) as well as in public and private
documents (Tovar 1982, p. 31). El Carnero, which circulated in the form of
manuscript until 1858, when the letrado Felipe Pérez printed it using as base a
copy that belonged to historian Joaquín Acosta (Moreno-Durán 1988, p. 59),
became in turn the base of a number of works of fiction, like Temístocles Avella’s
Los tres Pedros (1864) and José Caicedo Rojas’ Don Alvaro (1871-72) and Juana
la bruja (1894) (Acosta 2002, pp. 72-73; 1998, p. 138). The Spanish chronicles
entered the canon of Latin American literature in the nineteenth century through a
perceived need to reconstruct the past, but also to define Latin American national
literatures as distinct from European literatures (Zamora 1987).32 Other examples
of intertextuality occur between parallel texts, either as a reference to a certain
text or source (real or not) to the original chronicler of the events or to previous
works relating to the same events. For example, a sixteenth-century true crime
has been reworked in three different nineteenth-century historical texts: Juan
Francisco Ortiz’s El oidor de Santafe (1845), José Antonio de Plaza’s El oidor de

32

The most remarkable chronicles of this time are Lucas Fernández de Piedrahíta’s Historia general del
Nuevo Reino de Granada (written in 1666 and published in 1688), Juan Flórez de Ocariz’s Genealogías del
Nuevo Reino de Granada (1674); the religious chronicle of Fray Alonso de Zamora Historia de la provincia de
San Antonio del Nuevo Reyno de Granada (1701) and the aforementioned El Carnero.
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Santafe. Romance del siglo XVI (1850) and the drama by Germán Gutiérrez de
Piñeres El oidor de Santafe. Drama histórico (1857).33 Felipe Pérez’s Los Pizarros
(1875), on the other hand, is based on Garcilaso de la Vega’s Comentarios
Reales (1611) (Acosta 2002, pp. 73; 76).

For the purposes of this analysis, the particular sources or texts to which
reference is made are identified in order to examine the relation of the two texts
and the position of the source to the fiction, rather than to qualify one as more
‘truthful’ than the other.34 The novels analysed here are rather articulated by
scientific, nationalistic discourses and aimed at the production of a narrative
capable of providing both writer and collectivity with a historical and cultural
identity.

33

For an analysis of these three texts, see Acosta (1997).
A particularly difficult task. In the case of the chronicles, for instance, some historiographic and literary
analyses have classified them as hybrid texts since they allowed, in Renaissance fashion, for the imaginary in
the conception of history – history as a subgenre of fiction (Merrim 1981; White 1973; Nelson 1973).
34
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Chapter 2

The Construction of Identities: Science, Space, Aesthetics
Imagine a world where identity has been accomplished, where things,
individuals, and communities have come to rest within themselves:
wouldn’t it be the worst of nightmares? (Moreiras 1994, p. 206).
Identities are about questions of the use of the resources of history, language and
culture in dynamic processes – becoming rather than being (Hall 1996, p. 4).
Representation and the narrativisation of the self/collective are fundamental parts
of the construction of identities which can be modelled, at least partially within the
imaginary and the symbolic spheres; ‘within a fantasmatic field’ (Hall, p. 4). This,
however, does not undermine its discursive, material or political effectivity. To
understand identity as discursively situated means it should be regarded as the
product of specific historical and institutional sites within specific discursive
formations and practices, using specific enunciative strategies. Identity emerges
within the play of specific modalities of power, and is thus the product of
difference and exclusion. Hence, in Latin America, the construction of the identity
of the Creole elites grew from a differentiation from the European while creating
internal others: blacks, mestizos and Indians. ‘National identities’ were built
likewise: the construction of a unique ‘nature’, for instance, contributed to the
differentiation of the American nations from Europe (as well as from Asia and
Africa).

The concept of a shameful construction of Creole identities is useful to explore the
tensions and contradictions embedded therein. Shame links the Creole creation of
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identities with the narratives (of ‘progress’ and ‘civilisation’) and the symbolic
economies of modernity. Hence, the concept of shame explored here is related
both to the microphysics of power and to Creole self-fashioning. The former is
articulated by a number of infolding forces (and resistances) which work on the
body and entail authority: advice, techniques, habits of thought and emotion,
routines and norms of being human. These infoldings are partially stabilised to the
extent that the subject can imagine itself as the subject of a biography, using
some ‘arts of memory’ to render this biography stable and employing certain
vocabularies and explanations to make it intelligible to itself (Rose 1996, p. 143).
These memories are organised through certain practices like biographical writing
and storytelling and supported by material and visual artefacts such as albums,
letters, photographs and so forth. The self is thus narrated but also spatialised
and rendered intelligible in terms of routines, habits and techniques within specific
domains of action and value (Rose, p. 143). The writing of historical novels – the
fictional recreation of the past – is thus a self-conscious and performative exercise
in self-fashioning. It is articulated by the practice of writing and responds not only
to the purely ideological, but is also closely linked with the material and the
corporeal. These dynamics of the creation of identities can be explored by
focusing on the projects of ‘governmentality’ that arose in the post-revolutionary
period and the way they constructed, conditioned and regulated different subjectpositions. In this respect the construction of a social body to fit the narratives of
the nation can be explored as an effect ‘not of consensus [shared bourgeois
values, democratic participation and so forth] but of the materiality of power
operating on the very bodies of individuals’ (Foucault 1980, p. 55). The social
body can be seen as constituted through three domains: the discursive practices
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which articulate objects within the domain of knowledge; governmental practices
which problematise objects in relation to power; and the ethical practices or
‘techniques of the self’ which order the formation of the self as a desiring but selfreferencing subject (Dean 1994).

In the case of the formation of Creole identities, its modern origin shows that the
strategy employed in its creation is based on difference. Well before
independence, there began a process of differentiation between Creoles and Old
World Spaniards, coupled with a construction of the American continent as a
‘unique’, ‘distinct’ and ‘singular’ space, which gave birth, even before
independence, to a proto-nationalism entwined with scientific discourses. Parallel
to these differentiations, power was being articulated through the installation of an
economy of signs in which the signifiers of modernity gained pre-eminence as
opposed to its others, the signifiers of a supposed backwardness and savagery.

Difference and the Construction of Creole Identities
No somos ni indios ni europeos, sino una especie media entre los legítimos
propietarios del país y los usurpadores españoles; en suma, siendo
nosotros americanos por nacimiento y nuestros derechos los de Europa,
tenemos que disputar éstos a los del país y que mantenernos en él contra
la invasión de los invasores; así nos hallamos en el caso mas
extraordinario y complicado (Bolívar 1964, p. 46).
[We are neither Indians nor Europeans, but rather an intermediate species
between the legitimate owners of the country and the Spanish usurpers; in
sum, being Americans by birth and our rights those of Europe, we have to
dispute these to those [Spaniards] in the country and remain in it against
the invasion of the invaders; hence we find ourselves in the most
extraordinary and complicated situation].
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Creole identity-creation and a sense of belonging to a society with roots in
America could arguably be traced back to the conquistadors. During the sixteenth
century, conflicts between descendants of the conquistadors and new settlers
emerged, as all were seeking a place in the new nobility of service once the
conquest period was over. By the middle of the seventeenth century, the sons of
conquerors viewed the holding of royal office and ecclesiastical benefices as an
inalienable right conferred by their ties with the land. During the three centuries of
colonial rule, the conquerors and their descendants protested and rebelled
against royal dispositions that could harm their interests. Such was the case of
conquistador Alvaro de Oyón in the province of Popayán, Colombia, in 1553, selfdeclared general de la libertad en lucha (Ocampo 1984, p. 67) [General of liberty
in struggle]. These rebellions were not infrequent throughout the continent and fed
into a Creole patriotism characterised by the desire to differentiate the Creole from
the peninsular-born Spaniards and the history of the New World from that of
Europe (Brading 1998, p. 18).

The Spanish crown, on the other hand, regarded conquistadors and Creoles as
very similar in temperament and no more reliable than the Indians. Nevertheless
there ‘emerged a workable compromise between what the central authorities
ideally wanted and what local conditions and pressures would realistically tolerate’
(Leddy Phelan 1978, p. xviii). In this way, the entire population of the American
colonies soon came to acquire in the minds of many peninsular Spaniards a
negative character. The traveller-scientist Alexander von Humboldt commented on
this very issue: ‘the lowest, the least educated and uncultivated European
believes himself superior to the white born in the New World’ (1941, p. 117).
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When the Bourbon reforms of the eighteenth century attempted to centralise
power, the colonies had already achieved an incipient degree of political and
economic self-sufficiency (Ocampo, pp. 68-69; González 1983, pp. 129-132). This
move on the part of the Spanish crown was often referred to as a ‘second
conquest’ seeking to stimulate dependency, and resulted in riots all over Spanish
America, most notably the Tupac Amaru Rebellion in Peru (1780-83) and the
Comunero revolt in Nueva Granada (1781). The reforms were also widely
criticised by the Creole elite (Lynch 1987, p. 26). By this time there was a rupture
in the sense of Spanishness as the Creole had lost a sense of identity with his
‘mother country’ as Bourbons were increasingly identified as an external enemy
(Palacios 1980, p. 1666). By the time of independence, it was clear that Creoles
only sought control their own affairs and political authority (Pagden, p. 65). Creole
identity, based on pride in creating an identity apart from the Old World Spaniard,
was in part a necessary response to persistent hostility and contempt from the
metropolitan authorities. Francisco Montalvo, the next-to-last Viceroy of Nueva
Granada (1816-1818), put it this way: ‘[…] juzgo ser la principal [causa] […] esa
odiosa distinción entre americanos y europeos, que viene casi con la conquista
de estos países, y se sostiene contra lo que piden los intereses del soberano’
(quoted in Ocampo 1984, p. 70). [I judge the main [cause] to be […] that odious
distinction between Americans and Europeans that comes almost with the
conquest of these countries and is sustained against what the interests of the
sovereign require].
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The Production of Internal Others
No son los pobres indios los que promueven [las revueltas], son los
ESPAÑOLES CRIOLLOS, que no pelean por sacudir un yugo [...] sino por
arrebatar un mando que envidian a la metrópoli’ (Jovellanos 1811, quoted
in Ocampo p. 72, emphasis in the original).
[It is not the poor Indians who promote [the revolts] it is the SPANISH
CREOLES who do not fight to throw off the yoke […] but rather to seize
from the metropolis an authority they envy].
As the Indian population declined and the Creoles slowly began to diversify their
activities, a distinction between living Indians and those of the past began to
develop. Like the old conquistadors, the ‘old Indian’ became mythologised. For
the Spaniards, the image of a ‘heroic’ Indian past was crucial to their military
imagery (and later to the Creole version of history) as heroic colonisers, civilised
and Catholic (Pagden 1994, p. 66). The degree of mythologisation and the role
played by the mythical Indians in the Creoles’ consciousness of that history differs
from one country to another. While the Indian was employed by the elite as a
means to construct an ‘American’ history (Brading 1998, p. 18), elsewhere, ‘when
Creoles sought to define their new condition in proclamations and written
constitutions, they were rarely intent on locating an historic ‘nation’ to legitimate
projects for independent states. Indeed, in many regions, Creoles had no myths of
a glorious past to which to turn’ (McFarlane 1998, p. 331).

The Tupac Amaru uprising of 1780-83 made Creoles more apprehensive about
the possibilities of awakening old loyalties and ancient ambitions among the
Indians (Pagden pp. 66-67). The idea that Indians were noble barbarians as well
as the idea that Indian blood might confer some degree of nobility upon a plebeian
Spaniard did not last long. Although some of Cortés’ and Pizarro’s men had been
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proud to marry into the ancient Indian aristocracy, they were not keen to associate
themselves with their successors. Intermarriage and concubinage were
widespread in the early days of the conquest and colonisation as many cronistas
observed. In Santa Marta, in the Colombian Caribbean, Fernández de Lugo
stated that colonists: ‘[vivían] amancebados […] Otros conociendo indias
carnalmente sin estar bautizadas, y éstos son muchos’ (in Friede 1955-60, III, p.
282) [lived in free unions [...] Others carnally knew unbaptised Indian women, and
these were many]. Intermarriage was then encouraged by the crown since it was
deemed preferable to concubinage and the baptism of the Indians was urged in
order to legitimate these unions, as the visitador Juan de Santacruz declared to
an expedition travelling inland from Cartagena in 1539: ‘[que] ningún cristiano se
eche con India que no sea cristiana’ [that no Christian should lie down with an
Indian woman who is not a Christian] (in Friede 1955-60, V, p. 65). These
relationships do not mean that the Spaniards had fewer racial prejudices than
other colonists. The reduced number of white women in the colonies and the
occasional willingness of the natives, among other causes, contributed to this
apparent ‘tolerance’ (Melo 1996, pp. 249-251). 35

The ideal of the noble Indian and the belief that noble Indian blood might confer
noble status was revived in the eighteenth century. Creoles were thought of as
half-breeds (mestizos), a term that suggested racial inferiority, but that could not
be applied to those who had married into the Indian nobility. Yet too close an
association would be an uncomfortably close link with living Indians. To avoid
such inconvenience, a text like Antonio de Ahumada’s Representación político-
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On the topic of the situation of women under colonial rule, see Lavrín (1989); Socolow (2000).
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legal (1725)36 pointed out that after so many generations, the Indian strain in
those whose ancestors had mixed their blood with ‘the royal families of the nation’
was so weak by then that they had all become ‘pure’ Spaniards.

The Creoles wanted to assume a direct link through kin with an ancient Indian
past that would provide them with an independent historical identity, at the same
time they needed to avoid, in a society so obsessed with racial purity, any
suggestion that this association might have contaminated their blood. To further
complicate things, these societies were multiracial since the sixteenth century due
to the introduction of Africans and their interbreeding with both whites and Indians.
This produced a diversity of racial mixtures that led to an obsessive classification
of racial variations, as shown in the casta paintings, which depicted racial
combinations.37 In law, however, the social hierarchy was divided into Spaniards,
Creoles (born in America and claiming European or white ancestry), castas
(mestizos, mulattos, zambos and others), Indians, who were kept as isolated as
possible in order to keep them ‘docile’ (with Christianisation playing a main role in
this project) and blacks, with practically no place in the social map.38 Complex
intersections of race and gender were also found in colonial society, since a social
organisation based on lineage or kinship necessarily involves the two terms; these
‘technologies’ of race and gender maintained the hegemony of a group over the
others by employing classificatory and valuative discourses, which contributed to

36

Representación politico-legal, que haze a nuestro senor soberano Don Phelipe Quinto...para que se sirva
declarar, no tienen los Espanoles Americanos obice para obtener empleos politicos y militares de la America,
y deven ser preferidos en todos, assi ecclesiasticos como seculares.
37
These paintings are comments on miscegenation, but also on status and purity (Dean & Leibsohn 2003, p.
10). Usually destined for members of the colonial elite, they are images of both the exotic and the self,
depicting not only the exotic nature of colonial racial heterogeneity, but also the colonial universe itself
(Katzew 1996, p. 17).
38 For an account of the diversity of slave experiences in Colombia in the face of the Enlightenment-inspired
reforms of the Bourbon era, see Soulodre-La France (2001).
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develop an ‘elaborate social lexicon of privilege and worth’ during the colony and
after (Kuznesof 1995, pp. 160,168).

In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the Indian was included in protonationalist discourse as a legitimising figure – the original inhabitant of the land
degraded by Spanish colonialism. In other discourses, connected to the Spanish
notion of ‘purity of blood’ however, it was assumed that the Indians’ ‘idleness and
viciousness’ was due to innate disposition or environmental determinism. NeoGrenadine scientist Pedro Fermín de Vargas, for instance, mentioned their
‘pereza, estupidez e indiferencia frente a los esfuerzos normales [que] nos hace
pensar que proceden de una raza que se deteriora proporcionalmente a la
distancia de sus orígenes’ (1953, p. 83) [laziness, stupidity and the insensibility
that they show to normal efforts [which] makes one think that they come from a
race that degenerates in proportion to the distance from its origins].

The notion of an innate generalised inferiority of America is central to the
deepening of the sense of difference from Europe and signalled the emergence of
science as a discursive tool that would fashion both ‘America’ as natural space,
and the letrado as a patriot-scientist The idea that America was inferior appears
for instance in the works of Buffon (George Louis Leclerc). In the 1750s the
French naturalist attempted to explain the scarce population of America, its
arrested social development (in a ‘state of nature’), and the scarcity and small size
of its quadrupeds by resorting to the physical environment of the continent. In
Buffon’s argument, America had just emerged from the waters and the humid
miasmas had caused all organic life to degenerate; humidity had feminised the
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natives and shrunk the animals. A more radical version of Buffon’s thesis was
articulated in the Encyclopaedist Corneille de Pauw’s Recherches Philosophiques
sur les Américains (1768), based on a pessimistic natural determinism. In the
same vein were the writings of the Abbé Guillaume-Thomas de Raynal and the
Scottish historian William Robertson. Creoles, as Raynal declared, were sunk in
‘barbarous luxury, pleasures of a shameful kind, a stupid superstition, and
romantic intrigues’ (1798, VII, p. 189). Robertson stated likewise that, as a
consequence of climate and repressive government, ‘the vigour of [the Creole’s]
mind is so entirely broken, that a great part of them waste life in luxurious
indulgences’ (1825, VII, pp. 340, 342). As a result of their many weaknesses,
Creoles were unfit to govern themselves. The discovery of this ‘natural order’ (the
core of the ‘classical’ episteme) was instrumental in the production of an inferior
America, justifying colonialism and racism. In the nineteenth century this position
shifted into a modern scientific form and articulated the human sciences and
institutions such as asylums, hospitals, prisons, (Foucault 1965, 1970, 1973,
1977), key in the construction of modern Latin American societies.

The late eighteenth-century Creole intelligentsia avidly read these authors,
(although forbidden by the Inquisition, Benítez-Rojo 1993, p. 186) and articulated
a similar discourse to respond to them, and to the feeling of being denigrated by
the metropolis (Saldaña 1995, p. 32) – what Antonello Gerbi (1993) has called
‘the dispute of the New World’.
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In Colombia, Creole scientist (and future vice-president of Gran Colombia)
Francisco Antonio Zea answered De Pauw directly:39
[De Pauw] quiere ver que la especie humana haya degenerado en la
América […] no quiere encontrar entre nosotros quien pueda componer un
libro […] Pero dejemos este malediciente filósofo. Diga lo que quisiese,
tenemos demasiadas pruebas de que podemos ser sabios. No, no ha
degenerado en este suelo la especie humana; antes ha producido individuos
que la honran. Llegará un día en que las ciencias fijen aquí su habitación
(1792, n.p).
[De Pauw] sees the degeneration of the human species in America [...] he
does not want to find among us someone capable of writing a book [...] But
let us leave this insulting philosopher. Say what he pleases, we have proof
enough that we can be sages. No, the human species has not degenerated
in this land; instead, it has produced individuals who honour it. The day will
come when sciences will fix here their abode].
While science had a main role in the construction of Creole elite subjectivities,
aesthetics and good manners complemented the production of Creole modern
forms of sociability (Arboleda 1993, p. 338). Creole forms of sociability included
‘patriotic societies’ and tertulias (literary salons), where individuals would
associate to discuss certain topics (Guerra 1992). The most renowned of these
were the Sociedad Eutropélica, directed by Manuel del Socorro Rodríguez,
founder of the Papel periódico, the Círculo Literario and the Tertulia del Buen
Gusto, founded by Manuela Santamaría, who loved both ‘literature and natural
sciences’ (Arboleda, p. 342). The coexistence of natural sciences, economy and
bellas artes (Obregón 1990-91, pp. 101-102) was directed towards the creation of
a sociocultural consensus on scientific, philosophical and economical issues
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The Mexicans José Eguiara y Eguren and Francisco Clavígero also replied to European scientific racism.
The latter, a Jesuit exiled in Italy, answered Buffon and reclaimed the indigenous past as part of a Creole
identity in an effort to re-establish some connection between the Indian past and the Creole present.
Clavígero claimed that Indians were as innately gifted as any white, but what prevented them from producing
‘philosophers, mathematicians, and theologians’ was their ‘miserable servile life’. It is interesting to note that
while Clavígero revindicated the ancient Aztecs, in the contemporary Notes on the State of Virginia (1787),
Thomas Jefferson, who also responded to Buffon’s arguments, exalted instead white British Americans
(Rodríguez 1998, pp. 13-19).
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within the ‘interpretative community’ (Silva 2002) aimed at modernising society.
The natural sciences were particularly suited to fit the patriotic projects of the elite,
as they simultaneously embodied instrumental knowledge, an opportunity to serve
the fatherland and the possibility of self-improvement:
Observar el cielo por observarlo, sería una ocupación honesta, pero no
pasaría de ser una curiosidad estéril que llenase los momentos del hombre
ocioso y acomodado. Este observador sería inútil, y la Patria lo miraría como
un consumidor de quien no esperaba nada. Nosotros no queremos
representar este papel en la sociedad: queremos que nuestros trabajos
astronómicos mejoren nuestra geografía, nuestros caminos y nuestro
comercio (Caldas 1966, pp. 401-404).
[To observe the sky just for the sake of it would be an honest occupation, but
it would be nothing more than sterile curiosity which would fill the moments of
the idle and wealthy man. This observer would be useless and the
Fatherland would look at him as a consumer of whom nothing was expected.
We do not want to represent this role in society: we want our astronomical
works to improve our geography, our roads and our commerce].
In these discourses, the sense of patriotism is articulated more around notions of
‘land’ or ‘nature’ than ‘race’, as the elite overlooked in general the Indian heritage
to insist rather on the equality of white Creoles and Spaniards. As the
Enlightenment-inspired Camilo Torres, a leader of the 1810 revolution put it in his
Memorial de Agravios (1809):
Las Américas […] no están compuestas de extranjeros a la nación
española. Somos hijos, somos descendientes de los que han derramado
su sangre por adquirir estos nuevos dominios a la Corona de España [...]
Los naturales conquistados y sujetos hoy al dominio español, son muy
pocos o son nada, en comparación de los hijos de europeos […] Tan
españoles somos, como los descendientes de Don Pelayo, y tan
acreedores por esta razón, a las distinciones, privilegios y prerrogativas del
resto de la nación (1960, pp. 90-91).
[The Americas […] are not composed of foreigners to the Spanish nation.
We are sons; we are descendents of those who had shed their blood to
acquire these new dominions for the Spanish crown […] The conquered
and subjected natives are little or none compared to the sons of Europeans
[…] We are as Spanish as the descendents of Don Pelayo and as
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deserving, for this reason, of the distinctions, privileges and prerogatives of
the rest of the Nation].
Here Torres interestingly mentions ‘nation’ and applies it exclusively to Creoles
and peninsular Spaniards. The very term ‘Creole’ then seems to mark an
intellectual difference with the European; it underscores a feeling of Americanness
and makes an apology for the autochthonous while simultaneously claiming
European origins and thus superiority in comparison with Indians, blacks and
mestizos. In this view, natural resources and the very landscape are praised, but
the previous history of the territory or its inhabitants is simply left aside (Arrom
1953, pp. 266-269). In contrast, royalist discourse constructed the Indian as a
‘loyalist’ to Spain, thus steering clear both of the climatic determinism of the
European scientists and the Creole ‘greed and ambition-oriented’ revolution. In an
ambivalent rhetoric, the ‘simple-minded’ Indian came to represent the image of a
loyal America: childlike and savage at the same time (Earle 2001, pp. 137-138;
141).

The topic of Indian heritage was to enter letrado discourse in the liberal second
half of the nineteenth century via the works of the Comisión Corográfica, which
played a major role in depicting national racial types and diverse regions
(Restrepo 1999) and through Acosta’s and de Plaza’s historiographies and
Ezequiel Uricoechea’s Memoria sobre las antigüedades Neo-Granadinas (1854)
and Indian language grammars (1871, 1877). Liborio Zerda’s search for El
Dorado, fruit of the positivistic enthusiasm of the last quarter of the century,
revived interest in the so-called ‘Indian antiquities’ (1873, pp. 180-186; 1883), a
term suggesting a now redundant Indian history (Obregón, p. 112). There were
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less positive versions of the pre-Hispanic past in Groot’s historiography, in Vicente
Restrepo’s Los chibchas antes de la conquista española (1895) and in Ernesto
Restrepo Tirado’s Estudio sobre los aborígenes de Colombia (1892) (Melo 1988,
pp. 621; 639-640). Similarly, for historian Joaquín Posada Gutiérrez, for instance,
the conquest had done the Indians a service (1929, p. 99).

The reasons for the Neo-grenadine elite avoiding the use of the Indian past in
proto-nationalistic discourses might be related as well to events such as the
comunero uprising of 1781 in Nueva Granada, which gives an idea of the place of
the Indian in the Creole imagination. On that occasion, Creoles regarded the
plight of the Indians as a metaphor for their own condition under colonial rule, thus
connecting Indians to other popular groups. The comuneros were a group of
merchants, peasants and municipal employees whose main objective was the
abolition of taxes for important merchandise. They were not revolutionaries; their
motto was traditional: ‘long live the king and death to bad government’ (Lynch, p.
32). The Indians joined the group inspired by the example of Tupac Amaru in
Peru. The 35-point document known as Capitulaciones de Zipaquirá (1781),
demanded administrative reforms, opportunities for the Creoles and a better
treatment for the Indians and mulattoes in the following terms:
Que hallándose en el estado más deplorable la miseria de todos los indios,
que si como la escribo la veo y conozco, la palpase V.A., creeré que,
mirándolos con la debida caridad, con conocimiento que pocos anacoretas
tendrán más estrechez en su vestuario, y comida, porque sus limitadas
luces y tenues facultades de ningún modo alcanzan a satisfacer el crecido
tributo que se les exige con tanto apremio, así a éstos como los mulatos
requintados, sacándoles los Corregidores los tributos con tanto rigor, que
no es creíble, a lo que concurren sus Curas por el interés de sus
asignados extipendios; que, atenta la expresada miseria, solo quede la
contribución total y anual de cuatro pesos, los indios; y los requintados, de
dos pesos , y que los Curas no les hayan de llevar plata por los derechos,
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por sus obvenciones de oleos, entierros y casamientos, ni precisarlos con
el nombramiento de alférez para sus fiestas, pues éstas, en caso que no
haya devoto que las pida, las costeen las Cofradias […] (Berbeo 1781, my
emphasis).
[That finding themselves in the most deplorable state of misery of all the
Indians, that as I write, see and know it, Your Highness could see it, I will
believe that, looking at them with due charity, with the knowledge that few
hermits have more scarcity in their clothing and food because their limited
understanding and slight faculties are in no way enough to generate the
high tribute that is demanded from them as also from the mulattoes, the
Corregidores seizing the tribute with such rigour it is unbelievable, to which
their priests concur for the interest of their assigned stipend; that attending
the aforementioned misery, the final annual contribution should be left at
four pesos for the Indians and two pesos for the mulattoes and that the
priests shall not collect from the Indians any fee for the administration of
holy oils, funerals and weddings not to demand their services for their
celebrations, since these, in case no pious person asks for them, should be
paid for by the Confraternities […].
The comunero leader, the Creole Juan Francisco Berbeo, made common cause
with the Indians, mulattoes and other popular sectors, while acknowledging the
‘limited understanding’ of the Indians. This kind of defence, typical of the late
eighteenth century in both Creole and Spanish discourses, was based on the idea
that Indian inferiority ‘called for their genetic assimilation, along with their legal
and civic integration’ (Safford 1991, p. 7), as Creoles like Pedro Fermín de Vargas
claimed: ‘[s]ería muy de desear que se extinguiesen los indios, confundiéndolos
con los blancos, (quoted in Safford 1991, p. 8) [it would be desirable for the
Indians to be extinguished, blending them with the whites].40 The comuneros used
a political language that relied on the concept of Indian rights to legitimate their
own claims, but this alliance only identified the Spanish government as the source
of an unfair legislation and demanded a solution, not a total rupture with Spain;

40

An early eugenic project (the term was coined by Francis Galton in 1883). On eugenics in the Latin
American context, see Stepan (1991).
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Berbeo signed the document: ‘Puesto a los pies de V.A. el más rendido vasallo’
[At the feet of Your Highness, the most obsequious vassal].

The Capitulaciones were signed by an official commission of the Spanish
government, but were annulled shortly after. The comunero rebellion then took a
very different route when its leadership passed from Berbeo, a Creole, to José
Antonio Galán, a mestizo with more radical ideas. During Galán’s military
campaign, violence was directed towards both Creoles and Spaniards, as well as
royal authorities. The landowners had to escape from the insurrection, which
blacks, Indians, mestizos and poor whites had joined and whose motto was
Mueran los blancos! [Death to the whites]. The struggle for the abolition of slavery
and the hierarchical social order based on skin colour and pureza de sangre was
linked to the idea of proclaiming the Inca king of the new kingdom. It was not an
elaborate idea, since it came from an illiterate sector, but it was quite significant in
that it opposed the legitimacy of an ancient empire to a foreign, invading
monarchy. It is also significant that blacks, Indians, mestizos and poor whites
appropriated this idea. Another aspect of the insurrection pointed out by Jane
Rausch (1997) is the anticlericalism of the comuneros, who accused the priests of
exploiting the Indians.

Not surprisingly, this and other insurrections failed to win the support of colonial
elites because their invocation of the indigenous past threatened to mobilise a
mass that, in the eyes of the Creoles, was far from the noble Indians depicted by
Clavígero and others. Association with living Indians was always uncertain and
perilous for the white groups. Indian revolts tended to be directed against white
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rule, whether Creole or Peninsular, and threatened to carry with it the mestizo,
mulatto and black masses (Pagden p. 79), and were quite frequent throughout the
eighteenth century (around 140 according to Lynch 1986, p. 165). Galán was
executed in 1782 and subsequently ignored by the leaders of independence,
since his example was all too inconvenient for the purpose of a war of
independence. He survives in memory as a social ‘bandit’ and a legend of the
peasants of his province, Socorro, rather than an antecedent to national
liberation.41

Producing the Body of the Nation
¡Benditos seáis, oh naturalistas, mártires del saber, del patriotismo y de la
filantropía! […] Algunas de esas huellas esplendentes que dejasteis, han
sido dignamente seguidas; tan solo una, la más cara para vosotros, la huella
de vuestra ciencia predilecta, permanece aún solitaria. ¡Perded cuidado, sin
embargo, que vuestro reino se acerca! (Vezga 1971, p. 239).
[Blessed are you, naturalists, martyrs of knowledge, of patriotism and
philantropy! [...] Some of those splendorous traces you left have been
pursued with dignity; only one, the most dear to you, the trace of your
prefered science, remains solitary. Have no fear, though; your kingdom is
getting closer!].

The work of the Creole intelligentsia refuted European scientific racist thought in
which Americans are depicted as incapable by nature of producing anything of
‘lasting cultural value’ (Pagden, p. 76) and then resorted to the construction of
their ‘homelands’ as singular and unique spaces by employing scientific
discourse, introduced by the utilitarian rhetoric of the Bourbons (1759-1808)
(Becerra & Restrepo 1993, p. 77). Examples of this are the many Enlightened
41

The social bandit is first in a series of liminal characters, (whose last incarnation could well be the drug
trafficker) oscillating between the abject and the epic, the murderer and the founder of nations (Hobsbawm
2000).
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projects and scientific lectures, as well as the numerous treatises on natural
history with exhaustive inventories of the unique flora and fauna written in the
colonies before independence. Each colony was presented in these works as
uniquely endowed by Providence with natural wonders and resources, a narrative
that was to be transculturated to Europe and back to America by European
traveller/scientists, of which the example par excellence is Humboldt (Pratt 1992,
pp. 111-143).42 European traveller/scientists contributed to generating Creole
interest in the space of the nation (Benítez-Rojo 1993, pp. 187-188).

Colombia was no exception to these trends, although the cultural conditions were
more austere than those of Mexico or Peru as there were fewer spaces for the
circulation of knowledge, diffusion of ideas and intellectual activity (Becerra &
Restrepo, p. 78). Empirical science is central in this setting, as it is the privileged
vehicle for the construction of identity since it enabled self-description and thus
self-definition: ‘Man’ occupies the main position, since he is the source of
intelligibility and the subject of enquiry; he is ‘a living being (the subject of
Biology), an instrument of production (a labouring subject), a vehicle for words
which exist before him (subject to the language)’ (Foucault 1970, p. 313). Despite
the aforementioned cultural conditions the Expedición Botánica (1783-1810), led
by the enlightened Spanish physician-botanist José Celestino Mutis43 before
independence was central to Colombia’s process of self-definition. Mutis was,
significantly, a disciple of Carolus Linnaeus, who along with Buffon exemplifies the
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Humboldt visited Cuba, the North and Central Andes and Mexico. The report of his five-year journey (17991804), published over three decades and following as it did in the wake of the Enlightenment’s interest in
science and the so-called ‘primitive’ cultures, excited Europe as if it were a second discovery of a New World
whose wonders had been hidden by Spanish protectionism (Catlin 1989, p. 46).
43
Mutis is also credited with the introduction of modern medical mentalities (Miranda, Quevedo & Hernández
1993, p. 56), modern physics and astronomy in Colombia (Saldaña 1995, p. 38).
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‘classic’ episteme in the development of a classificatory system in natural history
based on differential morphologies (Foucault 1970, p. 162).

The Expedición articulated nature and knowledge in a proto-nationalistic
discourse based on the uniqueness of Nueva Granada. Chartered by royal decree
in 1784, it produced in its 33 years of existence more than 5,300 meticulously
detailed studies of previously unknown species of Colombian flora (Catlin p. 43;
Fajardo 1985-86). The drawings were preserved, although they remained
unknown for a long time as the Crown shut down the Expedición in the wake of
Bolívar’s independence campaign.44 Its importance, however, was to be
recognised after the mid-nineteenth-century, when the Spanish heritage was
revalued as part of a ‘new cycle in Colombian thought’, as Jaramillo (1974, p. 39)
terms it. Between 1821 and 1845 the elite could not recognise the legacy of the
Spanish Enlightenment for political reasons (Safford 1976, pp. 13-15; 114-123).

The emphasis on the natural sciences was also tied to a utopian vision of the
‘homeland’. The best example of this Creole attempt to revindicate local nature
and locate the future nation in the politico-economic map of the world, is probably
found in the texts of the enlightened scientist and later independence martyr
Francisco José de Caldas45 in Estado de la geografía en el virreynato de Santafe
de Bogotá con relación a la economía y el comercio (1808).

44

A discussion on the aesthetic values of the Expedition’s paintings can be found in Barney Cabrera (1965);
on the participating painters and apprentices see González & Amaya (1996).
45
Francisco José de Caldas epitomises the Creole scientist – to this day government institutions, scientific
publications and a province bear his name.
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He argued that Colombia ‘appear[ed] destined by its geographical position for
universal commerce’ (quoted in Chenu 1992, p. 276). Such a position was no less
than ‘the centre of the New World. To its right it ha[d] all the riches of the north, to
its left, all the natural productions of the south, it ha[d] ports both in the Pacific and
the Atlantic and [was] in the middle of these vast oceans, far away from the
hurricanes’ (p. 276). It was ‘better situated than Tyre and Alexandria’, and as it
enjoyed all the climates of the world, it was able to supply the world ‘all the
perfumes of Asia, African ivory, European industrial commodities, northern furs,
whales from the southern seas […] everything produced on the surface of our
world [can be obtained]’ (p. 276). Caldas also established differences between
Nueva Granada and its neighbours: ‘there is nothing better situated in the Old and
New world than Nueva Granada […] Can Peru, cornered in a sterile zone of the
Pacific Coast, or Mexico, [somewhat] better located in the confines of the torrid
zone and temperate zones, count as we do with prodigious numbers of rivers that
will someday carry our riches from the centre to the extremities?’ (p. 277). Caldas
enthusiastically depicted his ‘homeland’ as ripe for capitalist exploitation, which
with the aid of science was ready to join the modern, civilised world – as a
producer of raw materials.

This interest in the natural sciences and the knowledge of the natural resources of
the territory shifted by mid-century towards the need to know the territory and
trace its maps and to know its population. The objective of this disciplinary shift
was to fix resources, territory, landscape, and its inhabitants within coalescing
cultural, social, political and economic discourses which will produce through a
combination of positive science and aesthetics, the body of the nation and depict
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its internal others. The task was undoubtedly a necessary one in the context of
the modernising stance of mid-nineteenth century reforms.

Geographical and cartographic information was scarce46 and during the
eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth century, a major portion of the existing
information came from memories of foreign traveller-scientists.47 The first school
of engineering, the Colegio Militar, was founded in 1848 and President Tomás
Cipriano de Mosquera decided that same year to assemble a commission to trace
maps of the country and of each and every province. The Comisión Corográfica
(1850-1859) planned to fill all the gaps in the knowledge of the country. The third
article of the contract between the chief of the Comisión, the Italian engineer,
Colonel Agustín (Agostino) Codazzi and Victoriano de Diego Paredes, delegate of
the government, demonstrates the extent of its pretensions:
En los planos de las Provincias que haya explorado, determinará y situará
todas las ciudades, villas, aldeas, parroquias y vecindarios; los caminos y
veredas que conducen de un pueblo al otro; las ventas, haciendas y hatos
que puedan señalarse; los límites de los diversos cantones; las cordilleras,
sus principales alturas y ramificaciones; las grandes selvas y su extensión;
el curso de los ríos, su navegación y ventajas; los afluentes, quebradas y
caños... Noticias tan cabales como sea posible adquirir acerca de los
productos naturales y manufacturados de cada localidad, su población y
estadística militar, comercio, ganadería, plantas apreciables, terrenos
baldíos y su calidad; animales silvestres; minerías, climas, estaciones y
demás particularidades que sean dignas de anotarse (in Restrepo 1983, p.
281).
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The only trustworthy maps were the charts of the Caribbean coastline, done by the Fidalgo Expedition, the
Atlantic coast, by Vicente Talledo y Rivera, the middle and lower Magdalena, by Humboldt and the upper
Magdalena and Cauca, by Caldas. Regions like Orinoco and the Amazon (two thirds of the total territory of
the nation) were virtually unknown (Domínguez 2000, pp. 344, 345).
47
Humboldt and Bonpland (1801); French physician Francois Roulin (1822-24); Peruvian geologist Mariano
de Rivero (1825); British colonel John Hamilton (1819); French geographer Gaspar Mollien (1823); French
chemist and geologist Jean Baptiste Boussingault (1822-32); North American colonel William Duane (1820);
French consul Auguste Le Moyne (1830); Swedish engineer Karl de Greiff (arrived in 1826); German
geologist Hermann Karsten (1850) and French geographer Elisee Reclús (1850-54) (Poveda 1993, p. 83).
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[In the maps of the Provinces that have been explored it will determine and
locate all the cities, villages, towns, parishes and neighbourhoods; the
roads and trails that lead from one town to another; the inns, haciendas
and herds that can be pointed out; the limits of the diverse cantons; the
mountain ranges, their main heights and ramifications; the great jungles
and their extension; the course of rivers, their navigation and advantages;
tributaries, creeks and glens... News as exact as possible about natural
and manufactured products in each locality, its population and military
statistics, commerce, livestock, useful plants, untilled terrains and their
quality, wild animals, mining resources, climate, seasons and every other
particularity worth noting].
One would be hard-pressed to try to add something to the list. In order to fulfil
such a demanding task, the Comisión assembled a group of painters, writers,
botanists48 and cartographers who took ten years to chart the physical, political
and human geography of Colombia in each of its highland, coastal and tropical
provinces.

The team of painters that joined the Comisión49 left a record of around 200
watercolours in the Album de la Comisión Corográfica, a colourful collection of
topographic features, characteristic economic activities, socioracial types of the
various regions (i.e. Tundama: tipo blanco e indio mestizo, 1850 by Carmelo
Fernández or Lavadoras de oro río Guadalupe, 1852 by Enrique Price) and
indigenous ‘antiquities’. Mestizos, mulattoes, whites and blacks (Indians were
displayed separately) ‘stare into space, never at one another: they are illustrative
types, not characters; they inhabit tableaux, not narratives (Rappaport 1992, p.
123). Representations of women make up seven per cent of the one hundred and
twelve paintings (Londoño Vélez 1995, p. 281).
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Like naturalist José Jerónimo Triana, who was able to collect and study around 4000 plants.
Carmelo Fernández (1850-1852), Enrique Price (1852) and Manuel María Paz (1853–1859) belonged to
Humboldt’s school of traveller-painters, combining scientific precision and a spiritual perception of nature,
Castrillón (1997-98); González (2000); Barney Cabrera (1965).
49
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As Colmenares states, visual representation replicated social representations:
Acuarelas y bocetos desplegaban las tipologías de oficios humildes con
una condescendencia similar a la del costumbrismo literario. Los criollos,
encerrados hasta entonces en una imaginería sombría y barroca que
adornaba las naves de los templos o los retratos encorsetados de
funcionarios reales, descubría con el mismo aire maravillado de los
viajeros extranjeros el mundo extraño y abigarrado de su propio entorno
(1987 p. 76).
[Watercolours and sketches showed typologies of humble crafts with a
condescension similar to that of literary costumbrismo. The Creoles, locked
up until then in a sombre and baroque imagery that adorned the naves of
temples or the corseted portraits of the royal bureaucrats, discovered with
the same wonder of foreign travellers the strange and variegated world of
their own environment].
As Olga Restrepo has noted in her reading of the paintings and descriptions of the
Comisión, a sense of belonging was built on the basis of the exaltation of a
recognisable ‘Neo-grenadine’ nature, the production of a nostalgic Indian past, the
classification of human types seeking to represent the characteristics of a given
region, social class or ethnic group and the need for a unified identity based on
the education of the ‘people’ (1999, pp. 41-57), a project that was to bloom during
the radical liberal period.

The Comisión was also fundamental in delineating the boundaries of the body of
the nation: after Codazzi’s death in 1859, his charts were still used to compose
the first Atlas de los Estados Unidos de Colombia (1864) and after the territorial
reorganisation of 1886, they were used again for the Atlas geográfico e histórico
de Colombia, published under Manuel María Paz’s name in France in 1889.
Historical novelist and geographer Felipe Pérez used them too for his Compendio
de Jeografía General de los Estados Unidos de Colombia (1876) and General
Francisco Javier Vergara y Velasco, for his Nueva Geografía de Colombia (1901).
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Travel accounts are also part of the legacy of the Comisión, like Manuel Ancízar’s
‘best-seller’, Peregrinación de Alpha por las provincias del norte de la Nueva
Granada (1850-51), and Santiago Pérez’s articles.50

Supported later by the modernising president José Hilario López (1849- 1853),
who sought to remove the remaining colonial structures that hindered liberalism,
the Comisión not only continued the efforts of traveller-scientists like Humboldt,
but also implied a ’further application of the European Enlightenment’s principles
of empirical research and knowledge gathering, now associated with rational
control of its own affairs by an autonomous state’ (Catlin, p. 57). This was carried
out in part by local artists and letrados-cum -scientists in order to gain an
understanding of their native patrimony.

In short, science and aesthetics, along with visual and written discourses, produce
the physical space of the nation as well as identities, seeking to regulate them in
order to build the modern nation. The emergence of practices such as mapping,
surveying, cataloguing (natural species, regions, resources, racial types or social
classes) point to the diverse nexus between space, knowledge and power. The
space of the nation is socially produced (and reproduced) and is implicated in the
production and reproduction of power differentials (Harvey 1989, pp. 226-229).
Space, in turn, can be also seen as both a constituting and constituted dimension
of human interaction as well as a significant factor in the politics of identity. In this
view, identity and location are inseparable.
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For a complete listing of the legacies of the Comisión, see Poveda (1993, pp. 98-102).
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A New Beginning: the Symbolic Economy of the Independent Nation
Like other aesthetic forms, the nation-state too promises to bring forth order
out of disorder, mould form from that in which form is absent (Daniel 1997,
p. 309).
La ciudad letrada no estuvo, sin embargo, hecha solo de palabras, de
parnasos y de gramáticas, sino tambien de monumentos, que preludian el
sentido de los museos en cuanto signo que busca articular el pasado al
futuro, pero “conjurando el tiempo”, encubriendo las zozobras e
incertidumbres de los orígenes tras las imágenes de heroes mitificados
(Martín-Barbero 2000, p. 43).
[The lettered city was made not only of words, Parnassuses and grammars,
but also of monuments that prelude the role of the museum as a sign
seeking to articulate the past to the future, although “conjuring time”,
covering the doubts and uncertainties of the origins behind images of
mythicised heroes].
The nation joins together institutions and social actors moulding time and space
as a single totality. The sense of continuity in history, of temporal unfolding of
national progress is constructed through narratives that depart primarily, although
not exclusively, from the state. According to Homi Bhabha, the state constructs
narratives of nation, which produces in turn subjects and objects that inhabit those
narratives. These subjects and objects become then the legitimate receptacles
and constituents of the nation through ‘complex strategies of cultural identification
and discursive address that function in the name of “the people” or “the nation”
and make them the immanent subjects and objects of a range of social and
literary narratives’ (1990, p. 292).

The nation cannot be experienced immediately as perception, so it has to be
imagined. Its visualisation occurs through the mediation of a catachresis, an
arbitrary sign (Redfield 1999, pp. 61-62). In Colombia, the letrados embarked in
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the creation of a national imagery; a sense of novelty, unity and uniqueness of the
newborn nation was conveyed by the emergence of a new symbolic economy,
manifested in the national literary histories and historiographies, in the emergence
of a new rhetoric (proclamations, official discourses), a new iconography (the
flag,51 the escutcheon), music (the national anthem) and architecture (plazas,
avenues and public buildings, all in neoclassic style, seeking to convey modernity
and progress; the naming of these places with independence heroes names,
seeking to convey the idea that the nation is born with independence) (González
Ortega 1996).

New national holidays also came to mark the secular time of the modern nation.
The symbolic ‘birth’ of the nation is materialised in the celebrations of
independence. In the 1810 revolution, a combination of tradition and new
discourses (patria, freedom) entered the popular imaginary. For instance, some
swore to shed blood to defend the Spanish king, Ferdinand VII, Catholicism as
well as the freedom of the fatherland and popular will. Both royalists and
revolutionaries saw war as a familial drama. The rejection of royal authority was
described as a radical break between parent and child, where the king referred to
the revolutionaries as rebellious sons. Republicans saw themselves as grown
children rejecting parental tyranny. The image of the king as father will change
later into that of Spain as a stepmother, as appears in the writings of leaders such
as Bolívar and Nariño (Earle 2000, p. 130-131). The notion of breaking with the
king’s authority caused opposition to the revolution by certain groups of natives
and blacks (Aguilera & Vega 1998).
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According to Marc Redfield, the solid colours in the flags of modern nation-states testify to the arbitrariness
of a sign that has been posited, not inherited or found, in contrast with heraldry (p. 62).
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The definitive victory over the Spanish troops nine years later (during which time
the Spanish took almost the entire continent again by force in what is known as La
Reconquista) signalled a radical rupture with the Madre Patria (motherland) and
royal authority. The date of the definitive military victory is August 7th 1819, date of
the battle of Boyacá, which meant the defeat of the Spaniards. A month later, on
September 18, a triumphant Bolívar entered Bogotá and the urban space was
employed as a means to ‘perform’ the idea of political and military victory, thus
anchoring a sense of rupture in collective memory in what Georges Lomné has
termed ‘the spectacle of the victorious nation’ (1994, p. 147) where the city is the
privileged stage of institutional memory, used in the construction of a univocal
national memory. A new republican calendar was set (in the Roman style),
marking the glorious events of the nation, reifying independence and contrasting a
sombre past to a luminous future (Colmenares 1987, pp. 96-97).

The Gaceta de Santafe de Bogotá, October 17 1819 offers a detailed account of
the celebration of independence. First, there was a parade:
Todos venían vestidos de gala, y montados sobre soberbios caballos
adornados de ricos y preciosos jaeces. [...] Cuatro clarines rompían la
marcha anunciándola con sus toques [...] Cerraban la marcha los Cuerpos
militares que iban reuniendose y formándose en columnas. [...] La marcha
era lenta y majestuosa; un golpe armonioso de música guerrera, llevaba a
los corazones la admiración, el respeto y un entusiasmo inexplicables
(Lora p. 368).
[They were all wearing full dress and riding spirited horses adorned with
rich and precious harnesses […] Four clarions opened the march,
announcing it with its rhythms […] The march closed with the military corps
which joined and formed columns […] The march was slow and majestic,
the beat of the martial music carried to the hearts admiration, respect and
an unexplainable enthusiasm].
This is followed by a description of the physical space:
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Las calles [...] estaban aseadas, blanqueadas y pintadas de antemano [...]
Siete arcos triunfales [...] estaban erigidos […] [u]na lluvia incesante de
flores caía sobre las cabezas del General en Jefe y de sus Ilustres
compañeros de armas. [En el templo] salieron a recibirle el Prelado
Eclesiástico y su cabildo, con el Clero, los Rectores de la Universidad y de
los dos Colegios, los Prelados de las cinco Ordenes de Religiosos de la
Ciudad y los Síndicos de los Monasterios de Religiosas [...] Se oyeron un
solemne Te Deum, y otras preces en acción de gracias (p. 370).
[The streets […] were cleaned, whitened and painted beforehand […]
Seven triumphal arches […] were erected […] an incessant rain of flowers
fell was falling on the heads of the General in command and his illustrious
companions-at-arms. [At the temple] they were received by the
ecclesiastical prelate and his council with the clergy, the Deans of the
University and of the two Colleges, the prelates of the five religious orders
of the city and the trustees of the monasteries of the nuns […] There was a
solemn Te Deum and other prayers as acts of thanksgiving].52
The streets were clean; maidens in white threw flowers on the heads of the
heroes: the social body was clean and pure in its origin and its links to Antiquity
are explicit. The parade, however, was organised in a strict hierarchical order full
of uniforms and horses. The great pomp of the monarchy was displaced towards
the worship of the heroes and the glory of the newborn republic. The fact that
Bolívar was received in the Cathedral both by the ecclesiastic authorities and the
deans of the Colegios Mayores is significant; they represented the religious and
intellectual authorities and heads of the social pyramid. These images interact in
the creation of a new symbolic economy of victory and power that replaced the old
one (damnatio memoriae), combined with a national symbolic economy that
stands as a sort of ars memorativa, a set of memorable images that are supposed
to provoke in the onlooker certain feelings – patriotism, glory (Yates 1978). This
symbolic economy legitimates the new republic, in which the military came to
occupy an important place. These celebrations have survived in present-day
52

On the shifting position of the Church throughout the nineteenth century, see González (1985; 1987).
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Colombia: there is still a military parade on Independence Day, and modern
‘heroes’ (artists, scientists, sportsmen and women) are still given the Cruz de
Boyacá.

In short, the symbolic economy of the nation was built through an operation of
‘cultural ritualisation’, as cultural critic Néstor García Canclini (1995, p. 109) terms
it. This operation entails the staging or dramatisation of the ‘tradition’ in several
ways, as in commemorations, monuments and museums, that is, through a visual
economy. In this sense, ‘to be cultured […] is to grasp a body of knowledge –
largely iconographic – about one’s own history, and also to participate in the
stagings in which hegemonic groups have society presented itself with a scene of
its origin’ (p. 109).

In this process, the female body was particularly suitable to the purpose of
creating an inclusive imagery: ‘the “essential woman” (raced or not) becomes the
national iconic signifier for the material, the passive, and the corporeal, to be
worshipped, protected, and controlled by those with the power to remember and
to forget, to define, and redefine’ (Alarcón, Kaplan & Moallem 1999, p. 10). In
Colombia, an Indian woman dressed in Greek fashion appeared as early as 1812
in the escutcheon of Cartagena (Lomné 1991, p. 13) and reappeared as
representation of ‘American liberty’ in coins, engravings and paintings – an image
reminiscent of colonial representations of America.

When independence was

consolidated, the image of a feminine ‘liberty’ slowly receded in favour of Bolívar’s
patriarchal figure. 53 In the 1819 portrait Simón Bolívar, Libertador y Padre de la
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On the cult to the figure of Bolívar, see Fajardo de Rojas (1983).
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Patria by Pedro José Figueroa, for instance, Bolívar stands protectively besides a
cute Indian girl dressed in European attire (Rojas 2001, p. 69; also Traba 1974, p.
48). In less than a decade (1812 -1821) the Indian woman on the coins and the
escutcheon was replaced by a woman in a Roman outfit (Rojas, p. 71).

Independence did not substantially modified social or economic structures.
Despite its constructions of newness, there was an enormous disparity between
the objectives of unity and democracy and the means to obtain it. The
intelligentsia, a network of letrados which included historians, naturalists,
politicians, writers, and so forth, constructed Colombia as a white, Andean,
Catholic country whose independence was the work of male Creoles, with little
participation of the ‘passive mass’ of Indians, mulattos, blacks and women:
El criollo es en todos los lugares el cerebro de la revolución, sin
economizar generosidad ni sacrificio, mientras que el indio, el negro, el
mulato y el mestizo son instrumentos materiales. El criollo es a la vez
legislador, administrador, líder popular y jefe… El es quien guía la
revolución y es el depositario de la filosofía de la revolución. Las razas o
castas restantes, especialmente en los inicios, no hicieron nada diferente a
obedecer el ímpetu de quienes poseían el prestigio de la inteligencia, la
intrepidez e incluso la superiodad de la raza blanca (Samper 1853, pp.
186-187).
[The Creole is, everywhere, the brain of the revolution, without economising
generosity or sacrifice, whilst the Indian, the black, the mulatto and the
mestizo are material instruments. The Creole is legislator, administrator,
popular leader and boss at the same time… It is he who guides the
revolution and acts as depositary of the philosophy of the revolution. The
rest of the races or castas, especially at the beginning, did nothing but
obey the impetus of those who had the prestige of intelligence and even
the superiority of the white race].
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Samper did not limit himself to praising white leadership but analysed as well why
the castas and women54 had such limited participation in the revolution:
Los negros esclavos, incapaces de comprender la revolución y oprimidos
por su condición servil, sirvieron simultáneamente a dos causas, según la
opinión de sus amos o los recursos de acción de los jefes militares
enemigos […]. En cuanto a los indios, mulatos y otros mestizos, […] por
regla general los primeros fueron en su mayor número instrumentos de la
reacción en las regiones montañosas; que los mulatos y zambos libres
formaron en las filas de la revolución, en su mayor número, y que los
mestizos de indio y español fueron los mas terribles combatientes en los
dos campos, sirviendo esas turbas semibárbaras de elementos de acción a
cada partido […]. Las mujeres […] no comprenden la filosofía de las
revoluciones, ni tienen la fuerza moral e intelectual bastante para hacerse
cargo de las cuestiones políticas, de cuyos pormenores pueden
equivocarse y se equivocan con facilidad y frecuencia. Pero su instinto es
definitivamente más sensible y penetrante que el del hombre para adivinar
la justicia, para sentir noblemente y ejercer su piedad (p. 157).
[Black slaves, incapable of understanding the revolution and oppressed by
their servile condition, served simultaneously two causes, depending on the
opinion of their masters or the resources of action of the enemy military
commanders […] Concerning Indians, mulattoes and other mestizos, […]
the first ones were in general instruments of the reaction in the
mountainous regions; mulattoes and free zambos joined the revolution for
the most part and the Indian and Spaniard mestizos were the most terrible
combatants in both fields, serving those semi-barbaric crowds as elements
of action for both sides […]. Women […] do not understand the philosophy
of revolutions, nor do they have enough moral and intellectual strength to
assume political questions, which details they can mistake and do mistake
easily and frequently. But their instinct is definitively more sensible and
penetrating than men’s to discover justice, to feel in a noble way and
exercise piety].
As with the Indians, the mass was idealised – sometimes praised, and more
frequently feared and rejected. It inhabited a ‘low-culture’, a pre-modern world of
ignorance and superstition, which included syncretic popular religious celebrations
and supernatural phenomena (miracles, apparitions of Virgins), which became
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Women did contribute in many ways to independence as combatants, spies, nurses, hosting tertulias,
donating money and so forth. This, however, did not lead to major changes in their role or position in society
(Cherpak 1978, pp. 220, 230).
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entangled with the nation with the introduction of the new symbolic economy of
patriotism.55

The Sacred Heart of Jesus, for instance, played an important role in the
construction of national-political-religious identities in Colombia. It was declared
‘General of the Army of Cundinamarca’ in the 1810 revolution and the 1886
conservative constitution declared Colombia a Catholic nation, consecrating it in
1892 to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, a tenet that lasted until a constitutional reform
in 1994 declared it unlawful (Henríquez 1996). The ‘masses’ were, in short, of
interest as legitimators of the bourgeois order and hegemony, but bothersome as
the locus of the uncultured (García-Canclini, pp. 147-148), embodying the
shameful part of national identity and therefore had to be disciplined through a
number of technologies – education, work, observance of civic festivities. The
intelligentsia, by contrast, created the nation for the ‘people’ and engaged in a
number of practices, to which we now turn.

Shaping the (classic) Elite and the (grotesque) Masses
El naturalista, el químico, el ingeniero estudian para dominar la naturaleza;
el sacerdote y el letrado, naturalmente con muchas excepciones,
estudiaban para dominar los pueblos. Contenidas ambas profesiones en
los límites justos de las necesidades a que dan satisfacción, son útiles a la
sociedad; pero llevadas al exceso se convierten en fuerzas dañinas y
opresoras (Samper 1985, p. 21).
[The naturalist, the chemist, the engineer study to dominate nature; the
priest and the letrado, with many exceptions, naturally, studied to dominate
peoples. Contained both professions in the just limits of the needs they
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The elite favoured European Enlightened rationalism over popular Catholicism (Morandé 1991, p. 51)
although religion was entwined with ethnic/national and proto-national identities. See Brading (2002; 1998) on
Mexican nationalism and the Virgin of Guadalupe and Mujica Pinilla (2001) on Saint Rosa of Lima and the
creation of a Peruvian Creole conscience.
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satisfy, they are useful to society, but if taken to excess, they become
harmful and oppressive forces].
Parallel to the creation of the symbolic economy of the nation, the elite engaged in
projects of governmentality, whose objective was the modernisation of the
country. Masses and elites, however, occupy different positions in the project. To
delineate the position of the elite in the project, Frank Safford (1976) makes a
useful distinction between the two successive elite groups that formed after
independence: the neo-Bourbons (1821-1845) (thus called because the state
retained responsibility for social, economic, and political change, as it had during
the Bourbon reform period) and the radical liberals (1850-1880).

The first group, linked to the independence generation, inherited from the
Enlightenment the ideals of ‘educating the elite’ and ‘civilising the people’ by
stimulating habits of ‘work’ and ‘morality’. Examples of this are Colombia’s first
general education laws, issued by the Congress of Cúcuta in 1821 and
emphasising religion, morality and politics: public primary schools were needed in
order for students to learn the ‘sacred obligations imposed upon [Colombians] by
religion and Christian morality’ (quoted in Safford, p. 50). Five years later, the
general education law confirmed that education would foster ‘public morality and
[…] useful knowledge, which make the people prosperous’ (p. 52). The first half of
the century also saw the publication of many ‘patriotic’ catechisms, focused on the
formation of an honest, virtuous and hard-working citizen (Ocampo 1988). In
short, the neo-Bourbon strategy was markedly institutional and based on the
strengthening of higher education, which passed under the state’s control.
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The objective of the radical liberals, on the other hand, was to integrate the
‘people’ into a market economy while trying to self-fashion a technical, scienceoriented elite. As a consequence, they sought to strengthen elementary education
and educational laissez-faire. Their objective was to replace the bureaucrat or
letrado with the technician; theological or juridical sciences were to be superseded
by physical-natural sciences; an agrarian economy by a manufacturing one; and
an interventionist, paternalist state, by a liberal one. Industry and science and an
entrepreneurial spirit largely unencumbered by the state, the organisation of a
system of law modelled on the French instead of the casuistry of Spanish
legislation, immigration and a bourgeois conception of life, even romantic and
utopian solutions were contemplated as the best constitutive elements of the
nascent Republic (Jaramillo 1974, pp. 35-37; Delpar pp. 70-71).

Education was a key issue because through it, the power of the written sign could
be more accessible to ascendant social groups. Education would be an
instrument of social levelling that would replace the aristocratic order of lineage
and money. Hence ‘Peace, instruction and material progress under the
Constitution of Rionegro’ become one of the mottoes of the radical era. As Aline
Helg (1987) and Jaime Jaramillo (1980) have shown in their respective works, the
belief in the rectifying power of education was widespread. Civil wars, for instance,
were usually followed by an educational reform (Jaramillo, p. 260) and if possible,
a new constitution.

The radical-liberal conception of society rests on two main ideological sources:
Benthamite utilitarianism and the philosophies of the French revolution of 1848.
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Utilitarianism placed happiness or pleasure as a fundamental ethic principle and
represented the ideals of an ascendant middle class (commercial and industrial),
pragmatic and rationalist, and it conflicted with sentiments of honour and nobility
in the profane sphere, and charity and salvation in the religious one, which were
the core of the Spanish conception of the world, on which much of the Creole
spirit was also modelled. Utilitarianism’s focus on ‘pleasure and pain as motivating
forces of human behaviour’ was offensive to Colombian Catholics, who
consistently condemned Bentham’s works (Delpar, p. 61).

It was in the pragmatic spirit of those ideologies that the sons of many rich families
were sent to study abroad, to the United States and Europe. After 1850 there
were additional reasons to leave the country: civil wars, exile, or the favourable
expansion of trade, which made the elites look towards other countries (Safford
1977, p. 118). There was interest in new techniques in mining and agriculture as
well as in learning the English language and the commercial practices of the
Anglo-American world. The conservative sectors of the elite also promoted
technical education as a way to get closer to the economic achievement of
England and France and also to contain social and political chaos. The concern of
the elite was partially founded in the growing number of lawyers with political
aspirations. Lawyers were important since colonial times as a state-service elite
and continued to be so in the independence and early national periods. By midnineteenth century, the legal sector was still growing, but the state was unable to
absorb all the lawyers (Uribe-Urán 2000). Lawyer-bureaucrats were considered
useless and even harmful, since they were primarily interested in political
advancement; divisions among them even saw temporary outbreaks of
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caudillismo, like those of Alberto Urdaneta (1830-31), the Supremos (1839-42)
and José María Melo (1854). Consequently, elements from both the Conservative
and the Liberal parties sought to deflect attention from politics and to redirect it
towards industry. Studying abroad (or having work experience abroad) was a way
of getting acquainted with a technical culture which was non-existent in
nineteenth-century Colombia. The preoccupation with the practical was such that
many families sent their sons to the United States instead of Europe, which was
identified with luxury and consumption, as José Eusebio Caro insisted.56

This movement from humanities to science and technology implies a redirection of
political rationalities or ‘mentalities of rule’. Here, rule becomes a matter of the
calculated management of the affairs of each and all in order to achieve certain
desirable objectives (Foucault 1991), making intelligible the diversity of attempts
by authorities of different sorts to act upon the actions of others in relation to
certain objectives – national prosperity, harmony, virtue, productivity, social order,
discipline, emancipation. In Colombia, the development of these mentalities of
rule appears since the late eighteenth-century, with identification of science and
patriotism to the nineteenth-century efforts to direct the elite towards technical
careers while integrating the popular sectors into a market economy. The former
was carried out mainly through education, since mentalities of rule also establish
in the subjects a certain relation to themselves through transformations in
‘mentalities’ or ‘intellectual techniques’, like reading, memory, numeracy, and so
forth, which come to represent the possibility of success of the nation: numeracy
would generate a ‘calculating self’, who would establish a prudent relation to the
56

There were ‘two Europes’ for Colombian nineteenth-century travellers, although there was unanimous
fascination by Europe’s exterior signs of modernity (Martínez 2001, p. 308-318).
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future, to budgeting, trade, politics and to life conduct in general (Cline-Cohen
1983, pp. 148-149).

During the radical-liberal period, there emerged a modern scientific disciplinary
movement aimed at rational control and carried out through different means such
as division, alteration, classification, measurement and so forth. As a
consequence, the body of the nation was rationalised through Agronomy
(systematised in the 1870s), Geography (exemplified in the works of the Comisión
Corográfica, mapping, the establishment of frontiers), Geology, and Engineering
(characterised by the foundation of faculties; road building and railway works,
especially in the 1870s). The individual body was rationalised through Medicine
(which had to be ‘national’ and therefore connected to patriotism and public well
being, Obregón 1988-89, pp. 142-143), with the first French-inspired schools
founded in the 1860s, Biology and manuals of good manners. The social body
was to be rationalised through census and statistics and aided by Sociology
(introduced in the 1880s by Salvador Camacho Roldán); and language through
dictionaries and grammars. These and other disciplines would domesticate bodies
both in the private and the public spheres, although through different means.

In the public sphere, ‘corporealities’ or ‘body techniques’ – the ways in which
different corporeal regimes have been devised and implanted in rationalised
attempts to enjoin a particular relation to the self and to others – would eliminate
or at least control the otherness of the ‘grotesque body’, the body of the people.
The grotesque is ‘impure’, material, low; it is the other of the ‘classical’ body, it is
the outside of the public sphere (Bakhtin 1984; Stallybrass & White 1986). Habits
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and routines of cleanliness, hygiene, good manners, self-control, morality – all
characteristic of the ‘classical body’, the body of modernity – were counterpoised
to dirt, crime, dementia, illness, ignorance, sexual difference – features of the
‘grotesque’ body. For Bakhtin (1984) the ‘classical’ body denotes the form of the
high official culture and suggests that the shape and plasticity of the human body
is indissociable from those of the discursive material and social norm of a
collectivity (Stallybrass & White 1986, p. 21). The higher classes are, in contrast,
‘classical’, devoted to the intellectual realm and to the direction of the State. The
modern State, a legitimate and rational institution cannot simply expel the
grotesque others, i.e. Indians, blacks, women, vagrants, homosexuals, and even
the elderly from the social body. It is its task then to provide them with assistance
in order to control or correct their deviation, as was stated in the Gaceta de la
Nueva Granada, September 22 1833:
It is not the principal interest of a society to gather the poor and the feeble,
so that, instead of wandering through the most public streets displaying
their misery and misfortunes, and disgusting the citizens with their daily
demands, they are collected in a place where they at least do away with
their idleness […] the principal and most important [object] is to attack the
evil at its origin, to collect the youth of both sexes in a house of correction
or instruction, where learning the principles of religion, some useful trade,
and good morality, they may leave prepared to live with profit to themselves
and to the state (quoted in Safford 1976, p. 59).
Henceforth, a myriad of institutions (some short-lived or unsuccessful) were
established for the purpose of controlling the ‘low other’ (or at least place it under
the surveillance of the punitive gaze – usually male – of teachers, fathers,
husbands, doctors). Nineteenth-century Colombia thus saw the creation of
hospitals, schools, ‘philanthropic societies’ (created to promote morality and arts
and sciences during the first half of the nineteenth century), charity homes (for
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instance, Casa de Refugio, a workhouse with a Bourbon precedent revived after
independence) and also the reinforcement of the institutions of family and
marriage. Their objective was, in general terms, to found a legal, bourgeois order
based on discipline, hygiene and productivity through the establishment of new
relations between power and individual bodies. Manners and hygiene amounted
to a valuable symbolic capital in multiracial societies where the mid-sectors were
not entirely white, as in Colombia.

On the side of the private sphere, a concept related to that of ‘corporeality’
appears: ‘technologies of the self’ (Foucault 1986, 1986a, 1988). ‘Technologies of
the self’ entails the elaboration of techniques for conducting one’s relation to
oneself in different ways: epistemologically (know yourself), despotically (master
yourself) or in other ways (care for yourself) (Rose 1996, p. 135). They are
embodied in particular technical practices (i.e. writing) which take place under the
actual or imagined authority of an individual (priest, critic) and of a system of truth
(Church, State, literary critique). In this case, letrado self-fashioning is a
technology of the self in which the subject undertakes the task of fashioning
his/her own body and subjectivity which are projected in the body of the nation.
This is a project entailing, with varying degrees, rationalism, aesthetics, ethics. In
this sense, the scientific, the administrative and the aesthetic become part of a
regime of service to the country and contribute to personal growth.

The links between the government of others and the government of the self are
heterogeneous because there are diverse modes in the relation to oneself and
also because the ways of governing the others are linked not only to the
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subjectification of the governed, but also to the subjectification of those who one
would govern. Therefore, practices like writing, aimed both at the government of
the self and of the other, created a clear differentiation between a rational subject
that sees, classifies, studies, represents and can self-represent him/herself,57 and
a passive object, which is seen, disciplined and studied and whose selfrepresentation is seen as ‘irrational’ or simply as belonging to the ‘low culture’ of
the popular masses. While the intelligentsia participated in a world of rational
knowledge, modernisation, capitalist exploitation, the exploration of the national
physical and human geography and leisure sustained by all kinds of ‘civilised’
practices such as writing, literary salons, travels abroad, political discussions and
scientific interest, the world of the ‘people’ was to be governed by a number of
projects directed by an authoritative subject – articulated by a regime of truth –
who, at the same time, had to undergo a self-government process:58
Las grandes teorías filosóficas y religiosas son inútiles e inaccesibles al
pueblo, el cual teniendo las ideas y virtudes indispensables al género de
sus trabajos y a la felicidad de su vida, en bastando sus luces a sus
capacidades, debe estar satisfecho. Las clases elevadas, por el contrario,
deben entrar en el secreto de las ciencias de que han de hacer aplicación
para el interés del Estado y conservar su depósito (García del Rio 1945, III,
p. 98).
[The great religious and philosophical theories are inaccessible and
useless for the people, who, having the indispensable ideas and virtues for
their type of work and the happiness of their life, in sufficing their
understanding to their capacities, should be satisfied. The upper classes,
on the contrary, should enter the secret of the sciences that should be
applied in the interest of the State and conserve their deposit].

57

Woman’s writing grew since the 1850s in connection to the expansion of journalism (Rodriguez-Arenas
1991a, pp. 78-79).
58
The popular sectors (workers and artisans) did tried to articulate an intelligentsia by mid-nineteenth century
based on the ideals of the French revolution and the ethos of work and education, but failed because of their
instability and the loss of legitimacy (Gutiérrez 1993).
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In sum, the creation of the nineteenth-century Creole identity is a process of
differentiation of selves and of territories from its others spanning three centuries.
It begins with the arrival of the conquistadors, from whom the Creole slowly
emerged as different from the Old World Spaniard, as another, a movement
whose culmination is the independence movement of the early nineteenthcentury. This process is characterised by a complex interplay of mimesis and
alterity, where the elites simultaneously represented a unique and different
‘America’ (and the individual nations) while installing modern economies. The
Creole elite employed in this strategy a vast array of mechanisms, from the
material (dress, furniture) and visual domains (maps, paintings, engravings,
collections, diagrams), to the use of the written word as a ‘legitimising gesture’
(technologies of the self embodied in the ‘arts of memory’) validated by writing –
biography, autobiography, memoirs, literature and connected visual ‘artefacts’ –
albums, pictures, cartoons, drawings – and the public sphere, the body of the
nation. Let us now turn to an analysis of the historical novels which seem to
exemplify the process of Creole, letrado self-fashioning in nineteenth-century
Colombia.
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Chapter 3
Yngermina, Tale of a White Caribbean (The Civilising Project)

The extermination of the Caribs has created a difference between the
Caribbean and South America. The existence of the Amerindian population
shapes our vision of the Other America. It is not an exaggeration to say that
up to today this silent community brings a coherence to the continent, with
the possible exception of the Brazilian subcontinent. Alll of this America is
anyway the product of three legacies: the Amerindian, the African, the
Western. In the Caribbean, the Amerindian legacy was taken care of by the
Spanish. It can even happen that this heritage (a pre-Columbian display)
can be used to conceal African survivals. Yet there is some continuity
between the archipelago and the subcontinent. Civilizations of maize,
manioc, sweet potato, pepper and tobacco, cultures created since
colonization and built around the plantation system, lands destined to
functional syncretism, our lands share three common spaces: the heights
of the Andes, where the Amerindian world passionately endures, the plains
and plateaus in the middle, where the pace of creolization quickens, the
Caribbean sea, where the islands loom! (Glissant 1989, p .115).
The conceptualisation and representation of internal others was problematic for
Creole letrados in the creation of the nineteenth-century body politic. Since the
late eighteenth century, scientific discourse began to shape what later became the
civilisation/barbarism dichotomy. Nineteenth-century liberalism defended the idea
of the nation as a single body and saw the popular sectors, including blacks and
Indians, as hindrances to the advancement of the nation. This position had been
explicitly articulated by Enlightenment Creole letrados such as José Ignacio de
Pombo and Francisco José de Caldas in terms of a conflict between civilisation
and barbarism well before Domingo Faustino Sarmiento’s influential Facundo
(1845) (Múnera 1995, p. 126).

In the nineteenth century, the depiction of the Indians was generally poised
between the nostalgic resistance to and the acceptance of Western civilisation.
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Yngermina, a novel written and set in the Caribbean world navigates between
these two waters. Its objective was to re-imagine the first contact between natives
and conquistadors and rewrite the history of the region. In this particular case, the
writer, a letrado from a coastal province, fashions himself as a liberal Romantic
and rewrites the foundational episode of his region, seeking to delineate an ideal
body politic modelled according to a particular view of civilisation and modernity.
Here, the native element is depicted both as critical of and compliant with the
colonial situation, and the African element, a fundamental part of the heritage, is
concealed. Creole identity, on the other hand, is firmly rooted in the Spanish
heritage.

Juan José Nieto and the Project of An-other History

En fin, mi amigo, los diputados de esta Provincia que han ido al Congreso
nos han acabado de desengañar. De la boca de ellos sabemos que en la
legislatura donde hay una mayoría excesiva sobre la diputación de esta
parte, es imposible poder conseguir nada en su favor, porque se encuentra
un espíritu de oposición que degenera hasta el insulto y que allí encalla
cuanto proyecto se proponga en utilidad de la Costa [Caribe], con tal que se
presuma siquiera que toque en algo los intereses del centro, aunque sea
indirectamente, mientras para allá se consigue todo (Nieto 1993, p. 23).
[Anyway, my friend, the deputies of this province that have gone to the
Congress have disillusioned us. Through them we know that in legislature
where there is an excessive majority over the deputies of this region, it is
impossible to obtain anything in its favour, because there is a spirit of
opposition that degenerates into insult; there runs aground every useful
project proposed for the [Caribbean] coast if it is assumed that it affects the
interest of the centre, even indirectly, while for [the center], everything is
obtained].
A discussion of Juan José Nieto’s Yngermina is indissociable from the cultural
history of the Colombian Caribbean coast and of the city of Cartagena from the
sixteenth to the nineteenth century. In this text, Colombia’s first historical novel,
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the urban and regional spaces are entwined in a complex weave of fact and fiction
in which women, race, city and territory are linked together in a utopian project.
Founded in 1533, Cartagena was the main colonial port of South America through
which black slaves were trafficked. The city became a stronghold of African
culture and mestizaje, producing a complex system of social stratification based
on race and lineage. The Inquisition was introduced in 1610, since Cartagena had
become an important colonial port with scant social control and swarming with
‘crimes’ such as adultery and sorcery. The Church Fathers judged the colonial city
the ‘most vicious and sinful in the Spanish Dominions, [with] the faith on the point
of destruction’ (Lea, quoted in Taussig 1980, p. 42). Blacks in particular were
notorious for anti-Christian outbursts, resulting in the identification of slave folklore
and religion with sorcery. In the late seventeenth century, runaway slave camps
(palenques)59 began to appear, later including Indians and mestizos, forming
unsupervised tri-ethnic communities. In contrast to other important cities,
Cartagena became an overwhelmingly black and mulatto society since the early
seventeenth century (Múnera 1995, p. 96).

The distinctive social and ethno-cultural characteristics of the region and
Cartagena’s importance, however, were to create disputes between the elite of
the Coast and that of the Highland. This process begins in the early colonial
period, as the Caribbean was constructed in colonial semiosis60 as the home of
the Caribs, the savage cannibals (cannibalism being ‘the mark of unregenerate
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The most renowned of which is San Basilio. To this day, it is inhabited by descendents of a maroon
community, featuring a unique Creole language and memory of their ancestors (Wade 1995, p. 344).
60
For Mignolo (1989), a study of all texts (whether written in European alphabetic systems or not) is
necessary to understand a ‘colonial situation’. Hence, the term employed should be ‘colonial semiosis’ – the
totality of symbolic messages and exchanges in colonial situations – rather than ‘colonial discourse’, an
expression that limits the corpus to verbal messages, whether oral or written.
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savagery’, Hulme 1986, p. 3) that pervaded European texts, imagery and
imagination since the sixteenth century – from Columbus’s diary to Sebastian
Munster’s map (1550), to Amerigo Vespucci’s letters, to Theodor de Bry’s
engravings (1590-1634). The process of marginalisation of the Colombian
Caribbean from the Highland, which was to become the signifier for the nation, is
based on intertwining discourses of scientific determinism and on the presence of
African slaves, who arrived there in the first half of the sixteenth century.

A point of departure in the othering of the Colombian Caribbean on the basis of its
black population is found in the Spanish priest Alonso de Sandoval’s De
Instauranda Aethiopum Salute (1627). This text articulated the ‘innate’ inferiority
of Africans and was instrumental in the production of the institution of slavery and
its discursive substance remained active until the post-independence period
(Maya 2001, pp. 184-188). These discourses were condensed already by the
eighteenth century in an image of liminality and disorder of the Colombian coastal
towns; in 1796, for instance, Highland merchants considered Cartagena as
located in the very margins of the viceroyalty (Múnera 1995, p. 51). These notions
were reinforced in the late eighteenth to early nineteenth century with the use of
positivistic scientific discourse (inherited from the Expedición Botánica), of which
the best examples are the writings of the prestigious Creole scientists Francisco
José de Caldas and Pedro Fermín de Vargas. El sabio (the sage) Caldas, for
instance, wrote in his Del influjo del clima en los seres organizados (1808) that
climate was a fundamental influence that determined the degree of development
of human beings – the better suited of all was the inhabitant of the temperate
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regions: ‘El hombre en sociedad, el pacífico cultivador de los Andes’ [Men in
society, the peaceful planter of the Andes]. In contrast,
el africano de la vecindad del Ecuador, sano, bien proporcionado, vive
desnudo bajo chozas miserables. Simple, sin talento, solo se ocupa con los
objetos de la naturaleza conseguidos sin moderacion y sin freno. Lascivo
hasta la brutalidad, se entrega sin reserva al comercio de las mujeres. Estas,
tal vez mas licencionsas, hacen de rameras sin rubor y sin remordimientos.
Ocioso, apenas conoce las comodidades de la vida, a pesar de poseer un
país fértil […] Vengativo, cruel, celoso con sus compatriotas, permite al
europeo el uso de su mujer y sus hijas (Caldas 1966, p. 87).
[the healthy, well proportioned African in the vecinity of the Equator lives
naked under miserable huts. Simple, without any talent, he only busies
himself with objects of nature obtained without moderation and without
restraint. Lascivious to the point of brutality, he dedicates himself without
reserve to the commerce of women. These, probably more licentious, work
as whores without shame and without remorse. Lazy, he barely knows the
comforts of life, although he has a fertile country […] Vengeful, cruel, jealous
of this compatriots, he allows the European the use of his woman and his
daughters].
Hence, the Caribbean Coast and its ‘savage’ and ‘undisciplined’ people
represented not only a precise image of the absence of progress, but the
impossibility of attaining it, in contrast with the Andean Highland, hailed as the site
for creating a moral and intellectually superior individual. This, according to
Múnera, is one of the first discourses on the Colombian nation (1998, p. 37) and
marked an ongoing rivalry between Coastal and Andean elites in the construction
of the nation. In 1861, for instance, almost fifty years after the events of the
revolution, highland liberal letrado José María Samper would write:
La raza europea se fijó casi totalmente sobre las altiplanicies […]; la raza
africana, esclava, fue condenada a la explotación de las minas y a los
desmontes de colonización, en los valles profundos y ardientes […]. Así se
tuvo, pues: arriba, la civilización […] abajo, las violencias y los horrores de
la esclavitud. En virtud de esa distribución de razas y de las condiciones
sociales, todo el trabajo de la civilización en Nueva Granada debía
resumirse en un doble movimiento de descenso y ascención. La
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civilización tenía que descender, […] la barbarie debía subir […] para
desaparecer o modificarse profundamente (1861, p. 299).
[The European race settled almost entirely in the highlands […]; the African
race, enslaved, was condemned to the exploitation of mines and the
clearings of colonisation in deep and scorching valleys […]. In this way
there was civilisation up high […] and the violence and horror of slavery in
the depths. Due to that distribution of races and social conditions, all
civilisational work in New Granada must be summarised in the double
movement of ascent and descent. Civilisation had to descend, […]
barbarism had to ascend to disappear or to be profoundly modified].
In fact, the Caribbean society had developed with little institutional control by
either viceregal or local Creole authorities. A small, sophisticated urban elite,
eager to modernise the region, had coexisted with a growing population of free
blacks and mestizos working as artisans since the eighteenth century (Conde
1996; Meisel & Aguilera 1997). In 1811, a group of armed artisans imposed
absolute independence from Spain on a horrified Creole junta, as historian
Gabriel Jiménez Molinares stated: ‘La coacción de la plebe armada sobre los
organismos del gobierno redujo la autoridad a una sombra; el motín era el
expediente con que se solucionaban todas las cuestiones’ [the coercion of the
armed mob over the organs of government reduced authority to a shadow: mutiny
was the way in which all matters were solved] (1947, I, p. 287). Creole José María
García de Toledo called November 11 ‘el día el más funesto que podrá ver la
patria [...] día de llanto y escándalo no sólo para esta plaza y su provincia, sino
para todo el reino’ [the most unfortunate day that the motherland would see […] a
day of sorrow and scandal, not only for this city and its province, but for all the
kingdom] (in Corrales 1883, I, p. 390).

This picture of social anarchy is reinforced by the influential nineteenth-century
historian José Manuel Restrepo: ‘como desde el principio fue llamada la plebe a
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tomar parte en los movimientos a fin de echar por tierra al partido real, ella se
insolentó; y la gente de color, que era numerosa en la plaza, adquirió una
preponderancia que con el tiempo vino a ser funesta a la tranquilidad pública’
[since the common people were called from the beginning to take part so as to
overthrow the royalist party, they became insolent; and the coloured people, who
were numerous in the city, acquired a preponderance which came to be
disastrous for public order] (1942-1950, p. 167). Such were the expressions of the
feelings of the ruling class in general, menaced by a ‘low-other’ that hoped mainly
for equality, as is evident in the 1812 Constitution of Cartagena (Múnera 1995, p.
239). This first experiment in republican life lasted until 1815, when the Spaniards
occupied Cartagena until 1821. It was the last important city of New Granada to
be liberated, with its Creole, black and mulatto leaders dead, imprisoned or in
exile. Consequently, the port entered a period of decadence and was unable to
actively negotiate with Bogotá in the creation of the nation (Múnera 1998; 1996;
Helg 2000).

Juan José Nieto, author of Yngermina, was born in 1804 into a humble tri-ethnic
family but ascended the social ladder through his two marriages to upper-class
women (Fals Borda 2002, p. 37B). Nieto, a self-taught man, became a popular
leader and a military person, as well as a member of the local intelligentsia61 –
despite the initial rejection of Cartagena’s elite (Lemaitre 1983, p. 14). He wrote
Colombia’s first regional geography, Geografía histórica, estadística y local de la
provincial de Cartagena (1839), a ‘Mercantile Dictionary’, many political texts and
three novels: Yngermina (1844), Los moriscos (1845) and Rosina o la prisión del
61

Which was slso seen as inferior as compared to Bogotá’s elite in the late eighteenth century – lacking
higher educational institutions and newspapers (Múnera 1995, pp. 121-122).
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Castillo de Chagres (1850). The first two were published during the author’s exile
in Jamaica62 and the last one published in a regional newspaper, La Democracia
(founded by Nieto in Cartagena). During his successful political career, Nieto
occupied several positions: governor of the province of Cartagena (1851-1853)
and president of the province of Bolívar (1859). In 1860 he declared its secession
from the national territory and in 1861 Nieto declared himself president of the
Republic of Nueva Granada occupying the position until 1862 (Fals Borda, p.
146B). Those two years were Nieto’s caudillo period, although his sense of
civilisation, tolerance, humanism and republicanism (derived from the ideologies
of the 1848 French Revolution as well as from his belonging to a Masonic lodge)63
makes him what Fals Borda terms a caudillo/anticaudillo (2002, pp. 150B, 172B;
1996, p. 49). After that, Nieto returned to Cartagena and faced an insurrection,
which ended in his fall from power (1864). He retired from public life and in 1866,
died in the region whose history he sought to re-write.

Nieto’s novels have received little critical attention; Yngermina, published in
Jamaica and refering to a regional theme,64 was qualified as ‘unattractive’ in an
1894 critical essay (Laverde, IV, p. 79), and labelled in the 1950s as an ‘embryo’
of a novel with no imaginative spirit (Curcio Altamar, p. 72). According to Curcio
Altamar, the narrative is naïve and the literary resources of the author are limited.
His style is simple and monotonous and Nieto creates a typical nineteenth-century
omnipotent narrative point of view. A highly unlikely plot is punctuated by historical
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On the regional connections between Cartagena and Jamaica, see Bell Lemus (1991).
Cartagena was the main Masonic centre in Colombia until 1866 (Martínez 2001, p. 132).
64
Yngermina is nevertheless remarkable in that Nieto managed to publish it through sponsorship, ‘a
expensas de unos amigos del autor’ [at the expense of some friends of the author]. Based on the fact that
twelve sponsors financed the project, Williams (1991, p. 93) calculated its readership between one and two
hundred people.
63
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and moralising digressions and is full of intrigue and adventures which place it
close to the romance of chivalry (p. 72). McGrady argues that Nieto was not in
control of his novelistic technique: his vocabulary and the construction of the
characters are simplistic, Manichean and easily pigeonholed as brave, cowardly,
greedy, or gentle. The dialogues are not well dramatised; they only present long,
academic-like speeches. McGrady also criticises the inclusion of an excessive
number of characters (1961, p. 74).

Yngermina exhibits (along with Los moriscos)65 the influence of Romanticism on
Colombian literature. Curcio Altamar argues that Romanticism was widely
influential since it was taken as antagonic to ‘Neoclassic formulas and logical
disciplines which required formal preparation’ and also because the postindependence generations were enthusiastic about anything that favoured in
some way the feeling of freedom (p. 68). Yngermina, as was the case with the
novels of the first republican years, still belonged to Spanish Romanticism, while
English and French influence grew stronger as the century progressed (Pineda
1999, p. 103).

Yngermina is a romanticisation of the conquest of the Caribbean told through the
story of the love between Alonso, brother of conquistador Pedro de Heredia (both
historical characters) and Yngermina, a fictional Indian princess. The novel
features two other stories intertwined with the main plot: the story of the Spaniard
Hernán Velásques (a story of successful integration into the native culture) and
the story of the Indian couple Gambaro and Armosala, told from an imaginary
65

The story of a Moorish family expelled from Spain, retold in clear Scottian technique, according to Curcio
Altamar (p. 72).
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native point of view. The novel is preceded by a tribute (Obsequio), a romantic
letter dedicating the work to Nieto’s second wife, Teresa Cavero. Nieto uses the
Obsequio as a space to discuss his motivations for writing: ‘yo no sé cual sea el
impulso que me arrastra a estar escribiendo siempre alguna cosa’ [‘I do not know
which is the impulse that forces me to always be writing something’] (p. iii). Writing
is an uncontrollable force: ‘una fuerza enemiga que no puedo conjurar, se resiste
a que renuncie’ [an enemy force I cannot exorcise, it will not allow me to give it up]
(p. iii) with a positive effect for the writer: ‘no me ha faltado razón para distraer el
fastidio causado por el encierro de mas de cuatro meses, en la composición de
esta otra Novela’ [I had many reasons to seek distraction from the tedium caused
by being locked up for more than four months in the composition of this other
Novel] (p. iii). For Nieto, literature has a soothing effect which distracts him from
the harsh reality of exile: ‘Las letras no son piedras con que se rompen cabezas,
aunque tienen un poder mágico sobre el espíritu’ [Letters are not stones that
could break heads, although they have a magical power over the spirit] (p. iii).
Literature is an escape from his: ‘calamitosa situación agravada con las
enfermedades’ [calamitous situation aggravated by illness] (p. iv). The feeling of
alienation, the suffering, the will to escape from a cruel or unfair reality through the
mysterious impulse of writing, are all means by which Nieto, a devoted reader of
Hugo, Dumas, Sue and Lamartine during the time of his exile (Lemaitre, p. 15),
fashions himself as a Romantic. Moreover, the dedication of the novel to his wife –
and his direct address to her in the second volume – gives Nieto the opportunity
to draw parallels between his wife and the character of Yngermina.
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The Obsequio is followed by a scientific ‘brief notice’ (Breve Noticia Histórica),
which features a detailed description of the physical appearance and dress of the
natives, their chiefs, government, religious rites and habits. It is also stated that
this text is taken from the fragments of an unpublished chronicle by Fray Alonso
de la Cruz Paredes66 (Nieto, p. v). The whereabouts of such a chronicle or the
way it was found are never mentioned. The ploy of a ‘found manuscript’ that
reinforces the verisimilitude of the plot was introduced into Colombian literary
history with Yngermina, but was widely used in Latin American literature
throughout the nineteenth century (McGrady, pp. 34-36). In the Breve Noticia and
throughout the narration, footnotes provide information reinforcing the historicity of
certain dates, events or characters. This strategy provides the writer with a
scientific authoritative voice. It is the use of these authoritative strategies that
articulates what Roberto González Echevarría terms the ‘archive’, in which
science is the mediating document for nineteenth-century Latin American novels
(1990; 1984). According to González Echevarría, there are three basic features
which define a novel as archive: the presence of historical documents through
which the novel is narrated; the existence of an internal historian; and the
presence of an incomplete manuscript that the historian is trying to conclude.
Nieto emphasises the function of Yngermina as archive by immersing it in the
sources of the colonial chronicle. He then reinforces the archival quality of the
novel by providing other clues, such as the inclusion of the words ‘historical novel’
in the title and by situating the action in a precise period of the Conquest (15331537). Yngermina is a good example of the writer-scientist, especially in the
Introduction, but also in the explanatory footnotes throughout the text. Although
66

Fray Alonso García Paredes de la Cruz, founder of the monastery of La Popa is the probable author of this
lost text (González Henríquez 1993, p. 211).
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the presence of documents and the narration of historical events in Yngermina
accord with González Echevarría’s categorisation, Yngermina lacks the reader,
interpreter or re-writer of the text (the internal historian). It is the narrator who
fulfills this function; the presence of a historian struggling to complete the text
would have implied a level of historical critical consciousness which Yngermina
lacks (Williams 1991, pp. 95-99).

Nieto’s intention, however, is to assemble a Caribbean regional history through
the use of archival, colonial documents. His goal was to historicise the
foundational episode of his fatherland, Cartagena, not the nation as a whole: ‘su
patria [de los Calamareños] es hoy la mía’ [Their fatherland [of the Calamareño] is
today my fatherland] (p. 4).67 Nieto lived under the shadow of the conflict between
the Andes and the Coast, as an 1835 letter to President Francisco de Paula
Santander, suggests:
Ninguno podrá negar la oposición de intereses que hay entre las provincias
de la Costa y el Centro [...] Es voz general de todos nuestros patriarcas de la
independencia, que cuando los españoles sitiaban esta plaza, que se
pidieron auxilios a esta capital, se lo negaron al comisionado que los fue a
solicitar [...] diciendo que dejasen tomar a Cartagena para tener el gusto de
venir de allá a recuperarla, prefiriendo la rivalidad al patriotismo, rivalidad
que según el testimonio de los de aquella época, causó mil males a la
república y espantosos desastres a nuestra tierra (1993, p. 21-22).
[No one can deny the opposition of interests which exist between the
provinces of the Coast and the interior […] There is general agreement
among all of our independence patriarchs, that when the Spanish besieged
[Cartagena], help was requested from the capital city. That help was denied
[…] saying that let them [the Spaniards] take Cartagena to have the pleasure
of coming from [Bogotá] to recover it, preferring rivalry to patriotism, rivalry
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This task was to be fulfilled more than a century later with Gabriel García Márquez’s Cien Años de Soledad
(1967), a successful archival and historical novel set on the same regional background that Nieto
reconstructed (Williams 1990, p. 99).
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which, according to the testimony of the people of that era, caused a
thousand misfortunes for the republic and terrible misfortunes for our land].
As a Romantic, Nieto designed Yngermina as a cautionary tale about the evils of
the abuse of power where the topic of ‘freedom’ is reiterated. In 1834 Nieto wrote
in his French-inspired Derechos y deberes del hombre en sociedad [Rights and
duties of man in society]:
Cuando el gobierno viola los derechos del pueblo, la revolución es […] el
más sagrado e indispensable de sus deberes […] un tirano es el que
pretende oprimir y poner restricciones a la conciencia de otro, de cuyo abuso
nacen el ominoso fanatismo y la torpe intolerancia que ha llenado de
horrores al Universo y de descrédito a la moral y a la Religión (quoted in
Lemaitre, 1983 p. 12).
[When the government violates the rights of the people, revolution is […] the
most sacred and indispensable of duties […] a tyrant is he who attempts to
oppress and restrict the conscience of other, of whose abuse is born the
ominous fanaticism and the clumsy intolerance that has filled the Universe
with horrors and discredited morals and Religion].
The focus of this analysis revolves around Nieto’s concern with government and
civilisation, the body and regional space, all of which are shaped into a utopian
project, to which we now turn.

The Delights of ‘Civilisation’
Civilización, pues, llamamos nosotros al conjunto de medios de todo
género que el linaje humano ha acumulado para su perfección y felicidad
(Ospina Rodríguez 1969, p. 73).
[Civilisation, then, we call the set of means of all kinds which the human
lineage has accumulated for its perfection and happiness].
Yngermina features both a celebration and a critique of civilisation. On the one
hand, ‘civilisation’ appears as the sine qua non of life and happiness which the
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natives are ready to join; Williams (1991, p. 97) has suggested that by applying
literary critic Gerard Genette’s (1972) idea of an ‘essential phrase’ which
synthesises the plot, Yngermina could be summarised as: ‘Alonso civilises
Yngermina’. Civilisation as urban development, literacy and manners are desired
features of the social body and are expressions of the inadequacy of the
autochtonous culture within a modern setting. On the other hand, the character of
Catarpa is employed to voice a critique of the abuse of power and explicitly
mentioning slavery and greed, topics coherent with Nieto’s Romantic liberal
ideology.

In his description of the natives, Nieto depicts them as beautiful and strong, ‘de
buena estatura y bien formados: eran fuertes, sagaces y determinados’ [of good
stature and well shaped: they were strong, sagacious and determined] (p. xviii)
but also ‘no dejaban de participar de la mala fé que ha distinguido generalmente a
los indegenas [sic]’ [they did share the bad faith that has generally distinguished
the indigenous] (p. xviii). The Spaniards, in turn, are constructed as generally
good and noble, with the exception of Peralta, the mayor of the neighboring
village of Turbaco, ‘hombre de pasiones inicuas y violentas y de carácter duro’ [a
man of iniquitous passions and hard character] (Nieto, p. 42), and Governor
Badillo, ‘hombre avaro y codicioso de la fortuna y mérito ageno’ [an avaricious
man covetous of the others’ fortune and merit] (II, p. 4). The two evil bureaucrats
are the opponents of the Heredia brothers and an obstacle for the fulfilment of
Yngermina and Alonso’s relationship.
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The novel opens with the arrival of the conquistadors, the brothers Pedro and
Alonso de Heredia, at the village of Calamar on the fourteenth of January 1533, a
date Nieto qualifies as ‘historical’ in a footnote. With the aid of a Malinche-like
Catalina, a native translator, they take the village without resistance. The
inhabitants of Calamar, guided by chief Ostáron, who knows about the superiority
of Spanish weapons, flee to the nearby village of Canapote. Pedro, as head of the
expedition, immediately establishes the colony in order to begin to explore inland.
Before leaving, he visits Canapote to convince the natives to return to Calamar,
where they will be free ‘con tal de que se sostuviesen como fieles y leales
súbditos de su majestad’ [as long as they remained as faithful and loyal subjects
of his Majesty] (Nieto, p. 9).68 As the Indians begin to move slowly back to their
village, Pedro visits them in order to
hacer a los indios nuevas protestas de seguridad, quedando ambos muy
complacidos: Heredia de la sumisión y mansedumbre de sus nuevos
súbditos, y estos, de la cortesana afabilidad de su nuevo Señor. [...] a los
Caciques y sus familias se les conservaron sus títulos y preeminencias, no
en la plenitud de su antigua soberanía, sino como una halagüeña
distinción de que podían hacer uso, en todo aquello que no contradijese
las leyes del gobierno Español (p. 10).
[Make the Indians new promises of security, leaving both parties very
pleased: Heredia, of the compliance and meekness of his new subjects,
and those, of the courteous affability of their new Lord […] The Indian
chiefs and their families kept their titles and pre-eminence, not in the
plenitude of their ancient sovereignty, but rather as a flattering distinction
they could use as long as it did not contradict the laws of the Spanish
government].
The text describes the foundation of a colonial order based on an articulation of
difference. Race and culture are the markers of the new order, although its
installation is shown as an amicable agreement between the Spaniards and the
68

The arrival of Heredia with Catalina and the idea that the Spaniards were gentle if obeyed follows
Castellanos (1955, III, p. 46), Nieto’s most probable main source.
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natives. This fictional construction of a mutually agreed colonial order is thus
dependent upon a mythical Indian acceptance of their place in the colonial
hierarchy and their attitude towards the Spaniards. They are to hold and exert
power, as when Pedro, who is leaving the colony in his brother’s hands, advises
him ‘[que] visitase con frecuencia a los Calamareños y los tratase con dulzura,
procurando adquiriese su estimación por medio de una conducta benigna y
conciliadora, sin detrimento de la gravedad y la justicia’ (pp. 10-11) [to] visit
frequently the Calamareños and treat them with sweetness, endeavouring to
acquire their esteem through benign and conciliatory conduct, without detriment to
graveness and justice].

While the subjugation of the Indians is happening, a critical voice arises: that of
Catarpa, son of chief Ostaron and Yngermina’s fiancé. While the Indians are
‘tranquilos y contentos’ [tranquil and content] in Canapote ‘sin echar menos su
antigua independencia’ [not missing their old independence] (p. 12), he disrupts
their naïve happiness. Catarpa is subsequently sent away with the excuse of a
traditional ceremony to prevent him from getting involved with an emerging group
of rebels, which he nevertheless joins. When Catarpa is about to be defeated, he
challenges Alonso with these words:
¿Crees orgulloso Castellano […] que preferiré la deshonra de deber la vida
al enemigo de mi patria, a la muerte gloriosa que en esta hora me ha de
libertar de una miserable esclavitud? […] Si tienes el corazón de un
hombre, si eres magnánimo, haznos dichosos devolviéndonos nuestros
derechos y nuestra libertad sobre esta yerba que pisamos, y que no
volvera a producir si caigo luchando contigo sobre ella. Si nacimos
bárbaros, déjanos sin una civilización que provee de tantos medios para
subyugar al débil – abandona nuestra tierra; esta tierra, que llamáis inculta
– nada reclamaron de vosotros mil generaciones que la han ocupado sin
quejarse, tranquilos y felices. Nosotros os damos nuestras riquezas, objeto
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de vuestra insaciable codicia – ningun sacrificio es este para nosotros,
pues la libertad no tiene precio (pp. 56-57).
[Do you think, proud Castilian […] I will prefer the dishonour of owing my
life to the enemy of my fatherland to a glorious death that shall free me
from miserable slavery? […] If you have a manly heart, if you are
magnanimous, make us happy by giving our rights and our freedom back
on this grassland where we stand and that shall never produce if I fall on it
fighting you. If we were born barbaric, leave us without a civilisation that
provides so many means to subjugate the weak – abandon this land; land
you call wild – a thousand generations have occupied it without complaint,
content and happy, without reclaiming anything from you. We give you our
richnesses, object of your insatiable greed – this is no sacrifice for us,
because freedom is priceless].
Catarpa is not only critical of Indian submission and the loss of freedom, but also
of the Christian faith: ‘si la caridad es una de las máximas de la nueva creencia
¿por qué no la ejercen con nosotros los nuevos dominadores, sino que por el
contrario se empeñan y complacen en nuestras calamidades?’ [if charity is one of
the mottoes of the new faith, why do the new dominators not exert it, but instead
they take part in pleasing themselves on our calamities?] (Nieto, II, p. 43). This
critical behaviour estranges Catarpa from the community, since he is disrupting
the foundation of the social body, but when he is recognised as brave and loyal he
is able to rejoin it, which occurs towards at the end of the novel.

The presence of a critical voice in the text reveals an awareness of the historical
circumstances of the foundation of Cartagena as well as an intention to give the
natives a voice. The romanticisation of the foundation is aligned with nineteenthcentury literary fashion, and the depiction of brave and gentle conquistadors
bringing civilisation to the ‘savages’ conveys liberal notions of progress. Moreover,
this can be seen as well as an effort to revindicate the Caribbean coast as
‘cultured’, or at least, as Alvaro Pineda has suggested, a strategy aimed at
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making the novel more appealing to his Creole readership (1999, pp. 105-106).
Raymond Leslie Williams echoes this opinion when he asserts that Nieto aspired
to gain acceptance into the upper class by employing the conventions of
Romanticism and science (p. 25): Nieto was ‘viewed as [one of those] social and
intellectual upstarts whose work was relatively unimportant as literature since [his]
novels in particular and the genre in general rendered an insignificant contribution
to the ideological enterprises of the upper-class political and literary elite’ (p. 23).
In fact, Nieto remains today relatively unrecognised as a novelist.69 It is not farfetched to think that the sum of these prejudices might have made Nieto turn to
the revindication of the Spanish as the source of civilisation in his rewriting of the
history of his region.

Catarpa, although a secondary character, voices opposition and criticises the
Spaniards, positioning the text as an effort to give the natives a voice. This is also
true of the lengthy story of Gambaro and Armosala. A critique of the abuse of
power is evident here as much as in the subplot involving Peralta and Badillo, the
‘evil’ Spaniards. Despite these alternative views, the conquest in general appears
as a more or less tranquil encounter between Indians and Spaniards, where the
first are fascinated by the gentleness of the second, a process nevertheless
marked by hierarchies.

New Orders: Governmentality as Time/Space Reconversion
La ciudad bastión, la ciudad puerto, la ciudad pionera de las fronteras
civilizadoras, pero sobre todo la ciudad sede administrativa [...]
constituyeron la parte material [...] del orden colonizador [...] (Rama, p. 24).
69

Yngermina had a single edition for over a century, until 1998, although the introduction has been published
separately before this in 1990 and 1993. The entire novel was republished again in 2001.
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[The fortress, the port, the pioneer city of the civilising frontiers, but above
all, the administrative centre […] constitutes the material part […] of the
colonising order].
The natives return to their village, Calamar, to find it transformed into the colonial
town of Cartagena: ‘grande fue la admiración de los Indios al ver la
transformación de su tierra natal, el orden de los nuevos edificios, y, mas que
todo, los cuerpos de guardia, los centinelas, y el aparato militar que les infundía
ese temor que es compañero inseparable de la esclavitud’ (Nieto, p. 22, my
emphasis). [Great was the admiration of the Indians to see the transformation of
their native land, the order of the new buildings, and moreover, the guards,
centinels and the military apparatus that infused in them that fear which is
inseparable partner of slavery].

Here, two intertwining elements hold together the colonial order: a re-organisation
of the physical space brought about by a new architecture (the city) and policial
power. These produce an Indian subject contained within the physical limits of the
architectural grid by policial power,70 which establishes relations between
populations and territories – how they live, what they produce and so forth: ‘What
the police see to is alive, active, productive man [sic]’ (Foucault 1988a, p. 79). The
city, in turn, organises space, translating the Western ideal social order into
physical reality – it embodies the symbolic language of a culture articulated by
rationalism (Rama 1984, p. 6) and was therefore fundamental in the territorial
expansion of the civilising mission. Cartagena was, indeed, the quintessential
‘lettered city’: fortress, port, pioneer and administrative centre. The project to
70

A term derived from the Greek politeia, applied in classical antiquity to the art of administering orderly urban
living (Martínez 2000, p. 15).
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urbanise the indigenous communities was inspired by notions of spatial order
linked to social, religious and sexual practices; it was an in integral part of the
mission to ‘eradicate, transform and constitute indigenous forms of living and
being’ (Martínez 2000, p. 15).

In consequence, Christianity appears as the colony grows ‘así por la fidelidad de
los pueblos ya conquistados, como por la esperanza de someter otros, y por las
continuas inmigraciones que de la isla de Santo Domingo, y de la misma
península compuestas de individuos de todas profesiones, llegaban a Cartagena
a poner sus establecimientos (Nieto, p. 23), [by the fidelity of the already
conquered peoples, as much as by the hope of submitting others and by the
continuous migrations from the island of Santo Domingo and the Peninsula itself
composed of individuals of all professions arriving in Cartagena to set up their
establishments]. A church is built and the Indians begin to receive Catholic
indoctrination, since ‘uno de los primeros cuidados del gobierno Español, era
proveer de clérigos y religiosos, cualquiera pequeña posesión que ocupasen en
la conquista, edificándose las mas veces un templo antes que un cuartel’ (p. 23)
[one of the first concerns of the Spanish government was to provide priests, in any
possession occupied by conquest, building temples more often than barracks].

The church stands as the central point of reference in the village, which will grow
around it and marks both the utopian ideals of the civilising mission and its desire
to control and dominate (Leibsohn 1995). It stands for authoritative control and
supervision as well as for the organisation of life into regular units, reflecting the
measured order of a Christian colony, the ‘dream of an order’, to use Rama’s
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expression (1984, p. 1), as well as an analogy to the correspondence ‘between
the corporate parts of the community and its concentric configuration of power
around a central square [Church and State] to the ‘natural hierarchies of the
political order’ (Martínez 2000, p. 17). Christianisation is key in the organisation of
the colonial order. It establishes a pastoral power that is totalising (tied to the
crown and its general interests) and individualising at the same time (involving
techniques of self-examination, confession, guidance and obedience, among
others) (McNay 1994, pp. 120-24). It is aimed at the control of a growing
population brought about by conquest and migrations. The power embodied in the
church is shown as being non-coercive; the Indians are irresistibly attracted to the
Catholic rite because of its ‘solemne majestad [que] les inspiraba alguna idea de
su perfección’ (Nieto, p. 24) [‘solemn majesty which inspired in them the idea of its
perfection’] after the foundation of the first churches. The majesty that surrounds
the rite is also contained in a system of objects and rituals which exudes an aura
which is both spiritual and cultural:
la forma y riqueza de los vasos sagrados, las vestiduras sacerdotales
elegantes y vistosas donde ingeniosamente brillaban el oro y las piedras
preciosas, y el recogimiento y devoción de los cristianos en sus
ceremonias, celebradas con cantos armoniosos y clásicos (p. 24).
[the shape and wealth of the sacred vases, the elegant and showy priestly
clothing where gold and precious stones ingeniously shone and the fidelity
and devotion of the Christians in their ceremonies, celebrated with
harmonious and classic chants].
This resulted in an unavoidable comparison with the pagan rites, and the natives
soon noticed the difference between the Catholic rite and
la estúpida simplicidad y desaliño de sus ministros idólatras, por cuya
ignorancia carecían sus prácticas de magnificencia y atractivos, los
arrastraba a una edificación, que aunque hija de las impresiones
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producidas por el aparato, endulzaba sus costumbres, atrayéndolos
insensiblemente al seno de la religión cristiana como meros devotos,
ignorantes de su verdadero espíritu; único que puede obrar el
convencimiento del alma, y su reconciliación con las verdades eternas (p.
24).
[The stupid simplicity and negligence of their idolatrous ministers, because
of whose ignorance their practices lacked magnificence and attractiveness,
compelled them to a building, that although born of the impressions
produced by the apparatus, sweetened their customs, drawing them subtly
to the heart of the Christian religion like mere devotees, ignoring its real
spirit; the only one that can achieve the soul’s conviction and its
reconciliation with eternal truths].
This excerpt shows the operation of colonial power as embodied in the church as
a ‘construct’ invested with authority: ‘una edificación […] hija de las impresiones
producidas por el aparato’ [a building born of the impressions produced by the
apparatus] (p. 24) and depicts a majestic Catholic rite which attracts the Indians
through its truth effect, solemnity and pomp. The Indians are not coerced; they
join the new faith by their own free will. The colonial subject is constructed as a
pagan, unsophisticated other in need of spiritual guidance and yet only grasping
its more superficial aspects. Here, all trace of violence on the part of the coloniser
is erased; the Indians simply convert because they realise that their own religion is
‘stupid’ and simple; paganism is a shameful practice which lacks majesty and
authority and is therefore divorced from ‘eternal truths’.

But Christianisation certainly entails more than the spiritual; it is useful in the
teaching of the new language:
Todas las tardes salía por la calle una procesión de indígenas niños de
ambos sexos, presididos por el ministro cristiano, que les hacía entonar en
alta voz la doctrina que pronunciaban como unos papagayos; por que los
articulos de la fé, eran las primeras nociones de la lengua Española que se
daba a los naturales (p. 23).
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[Every afternoon, a procession of Indian children of both sexes walked
through the streets, presided over by the Christian minister, who made
them chant loudly the doctrine which they repeated like parrots; because
the articles of the faith were the first notions of the Spanish language that
the natives were taught].
Language is another important feature in the subjectivising of the natives. The
Spanish language is not only a means of communication between Indians and
Spaniards, but also is a carrier of culture – the ideal companion of Empire, as
Antonio de Nebrija put it in his fifteenth-century grammar text. Moreover, language
is embedded within a pedagogical and disciplinary regime directly linked to the
colonial enterprise and has had a central function not only in colonial times, but
also in the time Nieto was writing and after (von der Walde 1997, p. 72).

In short, the Indians welcome the new architecture, religion and language – the
new culture – as if in recognition of the insignificance of their own culture and the
superiority of the Spanish. This also legitimises conquest and naturalises its
power relations. This is articulated by a series of binary oppositions that appear
throughout the text where one term is subordinated to the other: Indian
village/colonial city, paganism/Catholicism, an unknown Indian language/Spanish,
native/Spaniard. Consequently, the foundation of Cartagena reveals itself as a
well-structured project of control of populations and territories under the aegis of a
modern/colonial power operating through difference. The text clearly alludes to
the implantation of a pastoral and policial power and diplomatic-military
techniques (Foucault 1991, p. 104), which are complemented by ‘biopolitics’, as I
argue in the following section.
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The (Bio)politics of Love
One very obvious feature of romance is its pervasive social snobbery.
Naïve romance confines itself largely to royal families; sentimental romance
gives us patterns of aristocratic courage and courtesy, and much of it
adopts a ‘blood will tell’ convention, the association of moral virtue and
social rank implied in the word ‘noble’ (Frye 1976, p. 161).
The trope of romance in Yngermina is part of a complex project based on the
construction of a harmonious racial/cultural hierarchical order in which the Indian
other is discursively constructed as having an inferior, feminine ‘nature’ which
requires a European male ‘culture’. Biracial love plots, as Peter Hulme has argued
in his research on colonial encounters in the Caribbean, serve to articulate ‘the
ideal of cultural harmony through romance’ (1986, p. 141). Yngermina and
Alonso’s trope of mutual love clearly falls into this category and also articulates
the biopolitical project of the construction of a white and civilised Caribbean, in
which the triumph of this relationship is its symbolic foundation.

Seemingly natural hierarchies mark this romance from the start: after Alonso falls
in love with Yngermina, he is relieved to discover that ‘la joven Calamareña
descendía de los soberanos de la tierra – Orgullo propio de casi todo Español
que siempre quiere ser hijo de algo’ (Nieto, p. 21, my emphasis) [the young
Calamareña descended from the sovereigns of the land – Pride of almost every
Spaniard, who wants to be the son of someone [respectable]. The noble origin of
Yngermina overcomes the first obstacle to the realisation of the relationship. Here,
Nieto accurately alludes to the sixteenth-century idea that marrying into the Indian
nobility was honorable, an idea that was anachronistic by the nineteenth century.
Other hindrances appear, albeit less menacing: illiteracy and paganism. Illiteracy
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is overcome by Alonso’s desire to personally ‘educate’ Yngermina and paganism,
through baptism. Yngermina undertakes both projects without hesitation; she is
(female) ‘nature’ in need of (male) ‘culture’. The otherness of women appears fully
entwined with the otherness of the native culture. As Helen Carr insists, ‘women’s
unknowable otherness can also be projected onto the non-European’ (1985, p.
49). When Alonso begins her education, Yngermina ends up falling for the
Spaniard and forgetting her irksome Indian fiancé, Catarpa.

Despite Yngermina’s nobility and her newly acquired education, the couple expect
the rejection of their relationship by the patriarch of the colony, Pedro. Alonso
confesses his love despite
la sospecha de que el orgullo Español pudiese obrar en su ánimo para
persuadirlo a que desistiese de aspirar a una joven Indiana, que aunque
descendiente de los soberanos de su país, por su condición de
conquistada y colona, la tuviese como indigna de ser la esposa de un
Castellano, y hermano del Gobernador (Nieto, p. 37).
[The suspicion that Spanish pride could act upon him to persuade [Alonso]
to desist from aspiring to a young Indian woman, that although a
descendant of the country’s rulers, because of her condition of conquered
and colonized, would find her unworthy of being the wife of a Castilian and
brother of the Governor].
Although noble, Yngermina is a feminine colonial subject, ‘conquered and
colonised’, who occupies the subordinated end of the binary equations that
articulate the discourses of this text: male/female, culture/nature, active/passive,
conqueror/colonised and European/native. Pedro disagrees with the idea of
marriage; he sees it as potentially harmful to the social hierarchy. Even the priests
criticise Alonso’s ‘íntimas relaciones con una mujer pagana’ [intimate relationship
with a pagan woman] (p. 26). Pedro states that it would be strange to:
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ver a un castellano unido a una Indiana con mengua de su dignidad: que
los colonos con tales alianzas creyéndose iguales a sus señores,
degenerarían del respeto a que debe tenérseles siempre acostumbrados:
que estas naciones medio salvajes, destinadas por la naturaleza a la
sumisión y la obediencia de sus conquistadores, irían poco a poco
olvidandose de su humilde condición, si por medio de relaciones
domésticas, adquiriesen confianza y amistad con sus señores (p. 38).
[see a Castilian united to an Indian woman with the lessening of his dignity:
that the colonists with such unions believing themselves equal to their
masters, would degenerate in the respect to which one should always
accustom them: that these almost savage nations, destined by nature to
submission and obedience to their conquerors, would slowly forget their
humble condition, if by means of their domestic relations they would
acquire confidence and friendship with their masters].
This is a tangential comment on the population of the Caribbean coast by
mestizos born of this archetypical couple. Nevertheless, Alonso cleverly directs
the argument towards the control of the native population, revealing the
biopolitical dimensions of the love plot. Foucault has defined biopolitics as ‘a
technology of power centred on life’ (1978, p. 10), that is, a ‘politics concerned
with subjects as members of a population, in which issues of individual sexual and
reproductive conduct interconnect with issues of national policy and power’
(Gordon 1991, p. 5). Hence, for Alonso, his marriage to Yngermina is a means to
preserve the obedience of the native population:
esta alianza es de grande utilidad a nuestros mismos proyectos de
conquista. Por ella, los indígenas se persuadirán de nuestras saludables
intenciones, pues no reparamos en unirnos con sus hijas, como una
prueba de que aun siendo colonos no tratamos de humillarlos y oprimirlos;
y como mi escogida, es una princesa de su tribu, este motivo mas les hará
respetar el dominio a que se les ha sometido [...] [estos enlaces son] un
medio muy eficaz e insensible, de atraer y conservar mas estos naturales
en la obediencia (p. 38).
[This wedding is of great usefulness to our own projects of conquest.
Through it, the Indians will be persuaded of our healthy intentions, since we
do not hesitate in forming unions with their daughters, as proof that even
though they are colonists we do not try to humiliate or oppress them; and
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since my chosen one is a princess of her tribe, this very reason will make
them respect the dominion to which they have been submitted […] [these
unions are] a very effective and subtle way to further attract and preserve
these natives into obedience].
Alonso cites as examples of this ideal conquistador Francisco Pizarro’s marriage
to the Inca Atahualpa’s widow ‘para quedar sin ninguna dificultad dueño absoluto
de todo aquel imperio’ [‘to remain without difficulty absolute owner of that empire’]
(p. 39) and that of Pocahontas (footnote, p. 39).

Interestingly, Pocahontas is the case chosen by Peter Hulme (1984) to discuss
sexuality and mobility in early colonial discourse. Hulme introduces in his text the
term ‘polytropic man’, taken from the epithet applied to Odysseus in the first line of
the Odyssey and defines it as containing ‘at least three interconnected meanings:
[…] “much travelled”, […] “cunningly intelligent” or even “slippery and deceitful”
[…] and “much given to troping, to the use of tropes”’ (p. 20). Hence, the character
of Alonso seems to fulfil the function of a ‘polytropic man’, just as John Smith did
in the story of Pocahontas. As a conquistador and colonist, Alonso is ‘much
travelled’ and although not deceitful, he defends his love of an Indian woman with
the use of topoi, ‘common places’ or ‘recurrent motifs’71 where it appears clearly
that Alonso, like Odysseus and Smith, ‘covet[ed] the land whose inhabitants they
confront’ (p. 22). Those tropes are: interracial marriage as a means of control;
Spain’s providentialism in the civilising mission; and a humanistic rejection of
slavery:
¿Es culpa de los Indios, el que la providencia les haya hecho nacer en
estas regiones? ¿Dejan por eso de ser hijos de Dios, y dignos como
nosotros de todos sus beneficios? ¿Quién nos ha dado derecho, de
71

Hulme usefully distinguishes here between ‘topos’, recurrent motif, and ‘trope’, which implies a turn in
which the discourse is exercising power (p. 28, ft. 14).
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reputar como esclavos nuestros a hombres que se nos asemejan, tan solo
por la casualidad de haber descubierto sus países? La gloria que [...] nos
cabe como conquistadores, consiste en habernos tocado la dicha, de
hacer un bien al género humano sacando a los conquistados de la
ignorancia y la idolatría, para cultivar su entendimiento, y atraerlos al seno
de la verdadera religión; y no, en clase de verdugos, sujetar enormes
masas de hombres a la humillante condición de esclavos, contraviniendo a
las leyes de la creación y la humanidad (Nieto, pp. 39-40, my emphasis).
[Is it the Indians’ fault that providence made them be born in these regions?
Do they cease for this reason to be God’s children or worthy like us of all
His benefits? Who has given us the right to use as slaves men which are
similar to us, only because of the coincidence of having discovered their
countries? The glory that […] we have as conquerors, consists in having
the joy of doing good to the human species by rescuing the conquered of
ignorance and idolatry in order to cultivate their understanding and bring
them to the heart of the true religion; and not, like tyrants to hold enormous
masses of men in the humiliating condition of slaves, against the laws of
creation and humanity].
‘Polytropic man’ embodies individualism and humanism in order to re-write a
successful narrative – and ‘successful narratives can only be written backwards’
(Hulme, p. 23). Therefore, the use of ‘polytropic man’ serves the function of
constructing

an

allegory

of

male

European

cultural

and

technological

sophistication opposed to the passiveness of a feminine America in a way that is
typical of early colonial discourse and whose best examples can be perhaps
found in visual discourses (i.e. van der Straat’s America, c. 1575-80) but which
echoed well into the nineteenth century. Nieto fully acknowledges this discourse in
order to articulate his narrative of the conquest of the Caribbean as one of a land
in need of European power – ‘land’ and ‘women’ are interwoven in this text, and
the construction is held in place via the trope of harmonious interracial love.

Yngermina is constructed textually as ‘respectful’, ‘modest’ but also, ‘noble’ and
‘elegant’ (Nieto, pp. 46-47), a dignified, non-threatening female. As Ania Loomba
has asserted, ‘the figure of the “other woman” haunts colonial imagination in
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ambivalent, often contradictory ways. She is an example of barbarism, but also
encodes colonial fantasies of the perfect feminine behaviour’ (1998, p. 157). In the
passage where she and Pedro meet, Yngermina is self-conscious of her ‘natural’
inferiority as an Indian woman and is thus afraid of causing ‘alguna impresión
desagradable [...] pues aunque los hombres de este carácter, generalmente se
extrañan de tratar con sus súbditos, esta cualidad era más inherente a los
conquistadores, que reputaban a los Indios de condición inferior a la de los
demás hombres’ [an unpleasant impression […] since men of this character
generally estrange themselves from having dealings with their subjects; such
quality was more inherent to conquistadors, who considered Indians to be of an
inferior condition to that of the rest of men] (Nieto, pp. 47-48). Pedro found
Yngermina ‘hermosa, respetuosa sin humillación, de noble y modesto aspecto,
con los fundamentos de educación suficientes para sacar de ella la digna esposa
de un jefe Castellano’ [beautiful, respectful without humiliation, of noble and
modest look, with enough education to be able to make of her a worthy wife of a
Castilian ruler] (p. 48). Appended to Pedro’s opinion is a footnote where Nieto
offers the reader his personal appreciacion on the physical features of the native
women in these terms:
el autor ha conocido en la costa del Darién jóvenes Indianas de color muy
claro y facciones bellas; y en los pueblos de sotavento de Cartagena,
muchachas de la misma raza de figuras interesantes, que adornadas e
introducidas en la sociedad de gran tono, harían muy bien el papel de una
señorita. Sin hablar de los aborígenes de los lugares fríos, donde son tan
comunes las bellas caras y hermosos colores, que se las puede disputar la
bizarra Europa (p. 49).
[the author has met in the Darien coast young Indian women of very light
complexion and beautiful features; and in the towns leeward of Cartagena,
girls of this same race with interesting figures, that if adorned and
introduced in high society, would very well play the roles of ladies. Without
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mentioning the aborigines of the cold areas where beautiful faces and
colours are so common that they could be taken for European].
Indian women with the appropriate physical features (‘very light complexion’) can
be allowed in high society, disciplined and re-fashioned into ‘ladies’, a project of
which Yngermina is the prototype. She, however, is destined to the conquistador
since she belongs to the Indian nobility, is beautiful, educated, baptised and
therefore distinguishable from other native women: ‘Pedro notó la diferencia
personal que había entre ella y sus compatriotas: que se aproximaba mas a la
clase Europea que a la indígena; y que sus gracias y gentileza realzadas en gran
manera, podían causar orgullo a la mas garbosa hija de la risueña Andalucía’ (pp.
48-49, my emphasis) [Pedro noticed the personal difference between her and her
compatriots: that she was closer to the European class than to the indigenous;
and that her grace and kindness greatly increased could make proud the most
sprightly daughter of the cheerful Andalusia].

Yngermina is, to use Homi Bhabha’s words, ‘a subject of a difference that is
almost the same, but not quite’ (1984, p. 126, my emphasis). Yngermina
embodies the subject of a disciplinary, regulatory project: she is appropriated by
the masculine, colonial gaze of the conquerors in a movement which entails both
the representation of her difference and its disavowal at the same time (p. 126). It
is interesting to note how Nieto had described her earlier in the novel:
su tez casi blanca y sonrosada a que daban realce los rizos de su pelo
color de azabache, su talle esbelto, sus maneras graciosas, sus facciones
proporcionadas, y unos hermosos ojos negros intérpretes de la alegría y
demás prendas de su alma; la hacian la reina de los amores, y el tormento
de más de un joven Calamareño que suspiraba por ella sin esperanza (p.
16, my emphasis).
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[Her skin almost white and blushing highlighted by the curls of her black
hair, her slender figure, her graceful ways, her well-proportioned features
and beautiful black eyes interpreting happiness and other gifts of her soul;
made her the queen of love and the torment of more than one young man
from Calamar that sighed for her without hope] (p. 16).
Yngermina’s proximity to whiteness is an instance of what Camilla Griggers
(1997) calls the ‘despotic face’ of white femininity, defined as a redundant signifier
‘emptied of specific meaning and therefore excessive in its signification’ (p. 8.9)
which function is to rationalise race and class distinction and modernisation.
Yngermina’s ‘almost white face’ is what puts her beyond the reach of Indian men
(except the prince of the tribe, Catarpa) and makes her the perfect counterpart for
a white conquistador, after her complete fashioning according to modern Western
standards of beauty and decorum. Later in the novel, in the second volume, the
secret of Yngermina’s whiteness is revealed: her real father was not an Indian
chief, but a shipwrecked Spaniard.72 By employing the trope of Yngermina’s
original whiteness, she and Alonso are suddenly turned into a white couple: the
social order in which whiteness/Europeanness is preponderant will not be
transgressed, but rather reinforced and reproduced. Nieto’s project of biopolitics is
totally secured: the Indian population is put firmly under control and the Caribbean
will be populated by a white, Christian, civilised archetypal couple thus assuring
that the social body has a pristine source.

72

The discovery of the original whiteness (usually acompanied by wealth) of the heroine is an oft-used trope
present in modern-day telenovelas (soap operas).
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Cartagena is Afraid of the Darkness

So pristine is the social body produced in the text that violent conquest and
slavery appear only fragmentarily. Alonso’s rejection of slavery, commented
above, is one of the few passages in Yngermina where it is mentioned. It only
reappears later when an Indian uprising protesting mayor Peralta’s mistreatment
ocurrs. On this occasion, Pedro intervenes and simply recommends ‘que se
condujesen con los Indios con bondad y moderación, para atraerlos y hacerles
más llevadero el peso de la esclavitud’ (Nieto, p. 45) [that Indians should be ruled
with goodness and moderation, to attract them and ease the weight of slavery].
Indian slavery, however, had been illegal since the Cédulas Reales of 1503, but
they were often ignored, as bishop Toro (who appears briefly in Yngermina)
denounced in his time (in Friede 1955-1960, III, p. 277).

The topic of slavery, Indian or other, sets up a conflict in the narrative since it
disrupts the images of Spanish nobility and gentleness, or the seductive power of
the Spanish culture being articulated. The text explicitly avoids the mention of the
traffic or even the presence of black slaves, which is surprising for an account of
the history of the main colonial port, through which around 150,000 slaves entered
the viceroyalty (Gutiérrez 1986, p. 16). When confronted by historiographical
sources available in Nieto’s time, Yngermina is found to be a text that wilfully
ignores facts like Heredia’s importing of black slaves, brought to aid the looting of
Indian burials along the coast (Friede 1982, p. 137). There is even documentation
of the escape in 1533 of some of them (Palacios 1982, p. 337). Moreover, the
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historical Badillo introduced them in the region of Antioquia and Juan de
Castellanos mentions them in relation to Heredia in his widely known chronicle:
A fin de ranchear alguna alhaja
Un negro del Heredia muy ladino,
Que con favor del amo se aventaja
A visitar las casas del vecino,
Una múcura vio como tinaja
Cubierta con chaguala de oro fino,
La cual a su señor puso en las manos
Y pesó cuatrocientos castellanos (III, p. 60)
[with the intention of stealing some jewel
a clever black man owned by Heredia
with the favour of his master took advantage
and visited the neighbouring houses
he saw an amphora
covered with fine gold
which he gave to his master in his own hands
and it weighed four hundred castellanos].
The reluctance to acknowledge the African legacy of Cartagena might be founded
on the discursive production of low-class blacks and mestizos not only as lacking
culture and civilisation, or as evil-doers and Satanists, but also as a dangerous
group, capable of disputing the political power of the elite (as happened in 1811)
and penetrating the public sphere. In short, blacks, mulattos and zambos are
grotesque, racialised ‘low others’. The blacks in particular were associated with
savagery, since they came as slaves from Africa; a continent discursively
constructed both for European and Creole imagination as ‘cultureless’ and
‘history-less’.73 Since the 1820s fear was employed as a general argument
against manumission, where the ‘criminal nature’ of the black was constantly
underscored by accusations of murder, infanticide, abortion and so forth (Bierck
1977). By the time Yngermina was published (1844), slavery was not yet
73

De Friedmann (1984) has argued that the contemporary negation of the African origins of the Negro in
Colombia amounts to a de-historisation which is, in itself, a form of invisibility.
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abolished in Nueva Granada (abolition came in 1851) and the emancipation
debate was active (Jaramillo 1969).

Nieto’s silence on the black heritage of the coast was a typical position for both
coastal and highland elites as well as coastal popular sectors, the consequence of
which was Colombia being increasingly depicted as a white, Andean nation; a
nation that thus has continued to exclude vast sectors of its population (Helg
2000, pp. 243, 245). Furthermore, the black heritage has no place in Nieto’s
project; the Indian was useful to justify an original ancestry, which is rapidly
neutralised by the supposed ethnic and cultural superiority of the coloniser. In this
project, Indian subjectivities are fashioned as needy and then re-fashioned as
mimic whites, but the blackness and its attached signifiers do not fit the economy
of signs of this social body. This version of the Caribbean is a utopian microcosm
where a eugenic project has been installed; it is a closed world with practically no
contact with the outer world, nurtured only by endogenous Caribbean migratory
fluxes. Spain appears as a background, as a source, whilst the links with Africa
have been severed in a clear Occidentalist stance in which relational stories are
dissagregated, differences turned into hierarchies and naturalised (Coronil 1996,
p. 57). This project, critical of Spanish abuse of power in some sections, also
provides the region with a ‘sacralised’ historical version, tending towards
homogenisation and even towards the negation of otherness (Bernd 1994, pp. 8687; 98), thus tracing the boundaries and identity of this imagined community and
producing both social and historical spaces.
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Modern/Colonial Spatial Narratives: Capitalist Progress and White Heroism
The utopia’s imaginary community is thus not only a way of imagining
subjectivity, but also a way of imagining space, thereby helping the nationstate to become both the agent and locus of much of modernity’s histories
(Wegner 2002, p. xvii).
Although Nieto’s interest seems to focus on the lettered city of Cartagena, which
sprang from a ‘primitive’ Indian village thanks to Spanish willpower and superior
culture, the regional space appears as well. The regional space is the site of
spreading civilisation and change, which are brought about by the conquistadors,
as opposed to Indian tradition, stasis and conformity. This trope is instrumental to
the discursive construction of an active, heroic Spaniard male, who introduces
modernisation in an underdeveloped territory marked by what Pratt (1992) has
termed disponibilité. This discourse is articulated through the descriptions of
Pedro de Heredia’s conquest, which is tied to the search for gold throughout the
whole region; looting is an adventure as much as a necessary task, undertaken by
courageous explorers: ‘Había que descubrir y someter las poblaciones’ [The
population ought to be discovered and subdued] (Nieto p. 49). At first, however,
the power of the conquistadors is practically non-coercive:
todos los pueblos de los indígenas de aquella parte de la provincia [...]
sometidos con muy poca resistencia, aumentaban no solo la población de
la colonia, sino los medios de reducir los otros a la obediencia. La política y
moderación del Gobernador, le atrajeron el amor de los nuevos súbditos, y
algunos le siguieron voluntariamente (p. 34).
[all the indigenous villages of that part of the province […] subdued with
little resistence, increased not only the population of the colony, but also
the means to reduce others into obedience. The policy and moderation of
the Governor attracted the love of the new subjects and some followed him
voluntarily].
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‘Historical’ conquistadors, however, were in constant tension with their own men,
with competing conquistadors, with the duties of conquest and the organisation of
the local government. Cartagena, as an important colonial port and point of entry
to the continent, was no exception. The population of the city grew very quickly
due to migration; the arrival of a bishop (Toro) reveals its importance. During 1534
(a year after the foundation of Cartagena) another three expeditions arrived,
including that of Alonso de Heredia. The abundance of gold attracted merchants
who sold all kinds of goods; Indian gold ended up in their hands.74 This created
enormous pressure to further exploit the Indians in order to get more gold to share
between a growing population of conquistadors and its soldiers and also to pay
the merchants, who supplied basic commodities. As a result, the conscious
portrayal of this setting as amiable in Yngermina puts forth a ‘diffusionist narrative
of progress and legitimises it as a collective, hegemonic project’ (Pratt 1992, p.
178).

The peaceful conquest depicted at the beginning of the novel gives place to a
more difficult one later in the novel. Nieto then introduces fierce Indians
conquered by the strength of the Spanish national ‘spirit’:
Apenas habían encontrado los primeros lugares del Sinú, que se vieron los
Españoles obligados a batirse tan frecuentemente, y a sufrir tantas
penalidades y privaciones, que llegaron a verse desalentados. Las
parcialidades de Indios eran numerosas y valientes, y sus Caciques
habiles en mandarlas. Pero la constancia e intrepidez de los
conquistadores superó todos los obstáculos, tanto por el caracter
emprendedor y perseverante que distingue a los Castellanos, cuanto por
que desde el principio del descubrimiento de estos países, empezaron a
encontrar muestras de la enorme riqueza que se les esperaba (pp. 69-70).
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Despite Cartagena’s richness, there was a shortage of gold in 1534 (Friede, p. 138). Cartagena’s fame for
being rich, although justified, was also nourished by a mistaken belief that it was close to Peru.
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[As soon as they found the first places of Sinú, the Spaniards were forced
to fight so frequently, and to suffer so many troubles and privations, that
they even felt discouraged. The groups of Indians were numerous and
brave, and their chiefs skilled in commanding them. But the perseverance
and intrepidity of the conquerors overcame all obstacles, due to the
persevering and entrepreneurial character that distinguishes the Castilians,
as well as because since the beginning of the discovery of these countries,
they began to find samples of the wealth that awaited them].
The Spanish strength is magnified by the construction of ‘numerous’ and ‘brave’
Indians, although the chronicle of Juan de Castellanos documents a scarcely
populated Sinú, a region ‘de pocos aunque ricos naturales’ [a few but wealthy
naturals] (1955, III, p. 60) whose wealth was the great amount of gold in the
Indian tombs. Spaniards, however, also infuse the region with founding values of
organisation and civility, the values of the Creole liberal utopia.

Nevertheless, a critique of the abuse of power remains; in the passage of the
discovery of the treasures of the village of Chinú, found with the help of an
imprisoned native, Spanish ‘rapacity’ and native (fruitless) resistance are
mentioned:
El templo estaba cargado de ofrendas de oro, con unas estatuas
chapeadas del mismo metal. Los arboles funerarios eran las señales con
que se distinguían los sepulcros de los ricos: en cada arbol había una
como campana de oro, cuyo tamaño [...] denotaba la mayor o menor
opulencia de los difuntos, cuyos tesoros estaban enterrados al pié; y eran
en tanto numero que, dedicados los Españoles a explotarlos, bien
saciados, tuvieron que dejar muchos sin tocar hasta su vuelta, pues había
necesidad de apresurar el descubrimiento. Los indios que vieron como una
profanación el expolio de las tumbas de sus muertos, desocuparon las que
habían escapado a su rapacidad tan pronto como volvieron las espaldas.
Las averiguaciones y castigos les hicieron devolver lo sustraído (pp. 7071).
The temple was full of gold offerings, with statues covered in the same
metal. Funerary trees were the signs that distinguished the sepulchres of
the wealthy: in each tree there was a golden bell which size indicated the
more or less opulency of the deceased, which treasure was buried beside
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him; and they were so numerous that, dedicated the Spaniards to their
exploitation, well satiated, they had to leave many untouched until their
return, since it was necessary to speed up the discovery. The Indians, who
saw as a profanation the spoliation of the tombs of their dead, emptied the
ones that had escaped their rapacity as soon as they turned their backs.
The investigations and punishments made them give back the removed
pieces].
The topic of violence surfaces here, as at other points in the narration: Indian
golden artefacts are emptied of symbolic meaning and reduced to a commodity by
an-other economy either by force:
[Heredia] había despojado los templos de sus adornos é ídolos de oro; y
para formar un cálculo aproximado de lo que podía valer el producto de
esta expedición, baste decir, que el puerco espín de oro quitado al templo
de Zipacúa, pesaba cinco arrobas, y los ocho patos sagrados del mismo
metal tomados al de Mahates, cuarenta mil ducados (pp. 34-35, emphasis
in the original).75
[Heredia] had looted the temples of their adornments and golden idols, and
to form an approximate value of what the product of this expedition was
worth, suffice it to say that the golden porcupine taken from the temple of
Zipacúa weighed five arrobas, and the eight sacred ducks of the same
metal taken from Mahates, forty thousand ducados].
– or by trading with ‘backward’ natives: ‘estos naturales desconociendo la belleza
y adelanto de las artes, cualquier bujería Española los alucinaba como una cosa
maravillosa que jamás habían visto, y la cambiaban por su oro que reputaban en
menor precio’ [These natives, not knowing the beauty and advancement of the
arts, any Spanish knick-knack would impress them as the most marvellous thing
they have ever seen and they exchange their gold, which they esteemed in lower
price] (Nieto pp. 35-36). The text reworks the dispossession of both land and gold
as tropes of adventure, infusing the region with modernising change: the
‘capitalists’, get gold from the Indians and establish new villages, always in
75

The conquest of Sinú and the looting of its treasure are described in detail by Castellanos, including the
discovery of the golden porcupine (1955, III, p. 53) and the trees with the golden bells (p. 61).
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consonance with Spanish law (p. 36). This panorama appears then in opposition
to Indian stasis and social backwardness, in yet another set of binary oppositions.
What Hulme (1985, p. 18) has termed the ‘classical colonial triangle’ is thus
present in Yngermina: the settler, the virginal, feminine land, and the original
possesors who have to be dispossessed in order for civilisation to triumph.
Cartagena is thus constructed as the epicentre of civilisation, spreading all over
the region thanks to Spanish agency and will power. Looting is turned into a
necessity, an adventure and a condition of pre-capitalist modernisation, with
development of urban centres, primitive accumulation, brought about precisely by
looting, incipient market relations, and so forth. The conquest is needed to diffuse
civilisation to remote, empty corners of the colonial space, a configuration that is
inseparable in colonial discourse from the heroic action undertaken by white
males. This process hence entails the opening of the space of the other and its
insertion in the spatial history of the modern/colonial.

Summary
En las paredes […] del edificio de la Academia Colombiana de la Lengua
se lee la siguiente inscripcion: un dios, una raza, una lengua (Arocha 1998,
p. 343).
[On the walls […] of the building of the Colombian Academy of Language,
the following inscription can be read: one god, one race, one language].
Yngermina is the reconstruction of the foundational episode of the lettered city of
Cartagena as site of civilisation in response to the ‘national’ history written from
the Andes. The narration is articulated through binary sets of essential
oppositions: ‘Indians’ (primitive, pagan, static) and ‘Spaniards’ (civilised, Catholic,
dynamic), where the former rapidly acquire the culture of the latter. This makes
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Yngermina a text with a sacralising function articulated by poetics of shame: it
gives the region an original ancestry, while the arrival of the Spaniards symbolises
the arrival of civilisation and time and space are reorganised. Black culture, a key
component of the heritage of the Colombian Caribbean coast, is absent from this
project, as it has no role within the social body.

With the arrival of civilisation the technologies of control and subject formation are
normalised and resulting in the erasure of the history of violence implicit in the
process. Nevertheless, Yngermina is a deeply ambivalent text, seeking to give a
voice to the Indians and featuring a critique of Spanish abuse in several parts of
the narration. The overarching plot, however, features a successful biracial union
as foundation of the social body, where race, gender and culture are intertwined.
This economy of signs aims at the production of a harmonious civilised social
body localised in the Caribbean.
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Chapter 4

Memorable Antiquities: El ultimo rei de los muiscas (The Nostalgic Project)
Both the historical romance and the magical realist novel are compensatory
sentimental fictions that allow, indeed encourage, their readers to indulge
in a nostalgic longing for an imaginary return to a world that is past, or
passing away (Valdez Moses 2001, p. 106).
El ultimo rei de los muiscas was published in 1864, exactly twenty years after the
pioneer of the historical genre, Yngermina. Unlike Nieto, Jesús Silvestre Rozo, the
author, was not interested in describing the first contact between natives and
Spaniards, but rather focused on the reconstruction of the history of the Muisca,
the native inhabitants of the plains that surround Bogotá, well before the arrival of
the conquistadors and up until first contact. Another significant difference is that
while Nieto was a well-known regional figure Jesús Silvestre Rozo is virtually
unknown. It is known that he was born in the town of Guatavita (near Bogotá) in
1835 and was a lawyer, according to Curcio Altamar (1975, p. 83). In 1864, he
published El ultimo rei as feuilleton as well as a book-length novel (the edition
referred to here) and in 1873 published a costumbrista novel, Las travesuras de
un tunante. Alvaro Pineda mentions in his work only that Rozo was ‘[un] escritor
republicano, heredero del Romanticismo y la Ilustración’ (1999, p. 181) [a
Republican writer, heir to Romanticism and Enlightenment], which is evident from
the reading of the novel.

The critical reception of El ultimo rei established it as a nice, pleasant novel to the
point it was even suggested that it should be adapted as a ‘national opera’
(Laverde, p. 91). Donald McGrady celebrates ‘la elegante sencillez de su prosa’
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(p. 102) [the elegant simplicity of his prose] and the beautiful descriptions of the
landscape. He criticises, on the other hand, the large gap between ‘historical truth’
and fiction, exemplified in the introduction of an imaginary protagonist (Jafitereva)
and his depiction as a ‘European man’ (p. 105). Curcio Altamar argues that the
Indians depicted in the novel are idealised since Rozo employed the Spanish
cronistas (without mentioning which ones) as source and because he was
influenced by ‘las tendencies filantrópicas del Enciclopedismo’ (p. 84) [the
philanthropic tendencies of Encyclopaedism]. Similarly, Pineda argues that the
text is ‘una exaltación de los valores más tradicionales de la cultura española y
del valor de aquellos conquistadores que lograron “civilizar” a sangre y fuego a
los primitivos pobladores de estos territorios’ (p. 184) [an exaltation of the Spanish
culture most traditional values and of the bravery of those conquistadors who
succeeded in ‘civilising’ by blood and fire the primitive inhabitants of these
territories] and points in his critique to the many anachronisms found in the work.

The book was published during the period known as Olimpo Radical, inaugurated
by the liberal Constitution of Rionegro, with which the country became a
federation and changed its name to Estados Unidos de Colombia (United States
of Colombia). The Olimpo Radical was characterised by liberal ideology –
anticlericalism, free trade and active commerce. There was also an emphasis on
disciplines aimed at the rationalisation of the body of the nation, evidenced in the
importance given to education and by the intense effort in building infrastructure –
bridges, railways, roads – around the country. Despite this modernising effort, the
political sphere was unstable and power remained centralised, as economic
resources were monopolised by a small upper class, interested in preserving its
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position and incapable of generating new wealth (Bergquist 1987, p. 3). During
this period, there were so many revolutions and armed struggles linked to the
interests of the oligarchies that the Constitution was seen as consecrating an
‘organised anarchy’ (Tirado Mejía 1995, p. 123). A conservative period, La
Regeneración, ensued accompanied by a new constitution (1886) which restored
centralised power. By the time Rozo died, (1895) the conservative republic, with
its positive revaluation of Hispanism and Catholic religion, was established.

Despite the lack of biographical details, the dedication and introduction to El
ultimo rei provide valuable information about Rozo. The novel is dedicated to the
letrado Lorenzo María Lleras (1811-1868), a politician (he was Secretary of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs at one point and Dean of the prestigious Colegio del
Rosario from 1842 to 1846), poet and journalist for a number of publications (La
Gaceta Oficial, El Constitucional de Cundinamarca, La Bandera Nacional, El
Neogranadino, El Mosaico, Biblioteca de Señoritas, among other journals). Lleras,
possibly mentor to the writer, is thanked by him in the dedication for ‘sacarme de
mi oscuro gabinete a la luz del sol, para presentarme al mundo como un hombre
que tiene pensamiento’ (n.p) [taking me from the dark of my office into the light of
the sun, to introduce me to the world as a man endowed with thought].

The introduction also provides some information on Rozo’s ideological leanings. It
begins with an anti-despotic quote by the Abbé Gregoire: ‘la historia de los reyes
es el martirolojio de los pueblos’ (p. 5) [the history of kings is the martyrology of
the peoples], a criticism that is reiterated throughout the text. Rozo then states
that the best way to understand the history of the ‘semi-salvaje y sencillo’ [semi-
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savage and simple] Muisca people (p. 5) is by following the history of its rulers,
which develops in the form of a teleological progression:
Como los príncipes que sucesivamente han ocupado el trono de una
monarquía, no son sino otros tantos eslabones que forman la pesada
cadena que por largos siglos ha oprimido a un pueblo, nosotros, sin
bosquejar la vida de cada uno de los zipas que empuñaron el cetro del
imperio cundinamarqués, no podremos escribir la historia de EL ULTIMO
REY DE LOS MUISCAS, sin bosquejar siquiera la de los otros, así como
nadie podrá presentar un tratado claro e inteligible sobre uno de los anillos
de la boa constrictora sin describir los que están con él en conexión (p. 5,
emphasis in the original).
[Like the princes who have successively occupied the throne of a monarchy
they are links in the heavy chain that for centuries has oppressed the
people. We, without sketching that of the other zipas that held the sceptre
of the empire of Cundinamarca, cannot write the history of THE LAST OF
THE MUISCA KINGS, in the same way that no one can present a clear and
intelligible treaty on one of the rings of the boa constrictor without
describing the ones besides it].
Rozo announces the use of a conventional linear narrative beginning with the
retelling of the creation of the Muisca world, moving on to its ‘primitive rulers’ to
finally arrive at the story of the last of the Muisca kings, Jafitereva. Before
proceeding with the story, Rozo warns the reader that it is going to be full of
wonders similar to those depicted in the Arabian Nights, which he dismisses as
‘vulgar fictions’ believed by ignorant peoples such as Persians and Romans (p. 6),
who ‘hicieron de sus reyes genios dotados de un poder sobrenatural, y de sus
reyes héroes dioses’ (p. 6) [made of their kings geniuses endowed with
supernatural power and of their heroes, gods]. This is reinforced by promising the
reader that he writer has not wasted time in ‘estériles patrañas’ (p. 6) [sterile fairy
tales] and that the objective was rather to trace a portrait of a memorable man,
although ‘adornado con algunas pinceladas que realzen su hermosura’ (p. 6)
[adorned with some brushstrokes that will enhance his beauty]. He insists on this
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by also promising to relegate ‘al país de las quimeras todo aquello que sea
fabuloso, ficticio o exajerado’ (p. 6) [to the country of chimeras the fabulous,
fictitious or exaggerated].

In this way, Rozo constructs himself as a liberal Romantic, whose intellectual
capacities are now played out in the public sphere through writing. Rozo assumes
the role of historical novelist by telling the reader that the book is an account of
historical facts (although he never mentions his sources)76 rendered intelligible by
his careful chronological reconstruction and research and that the events
described in it have only been retouched for aesthetic reasons. Rozo presents
himself as a writer-scientist to give the text an archival quality in the sense
described by Roberto González Echevarría (1990), which is reinforced by the
subtitle ‘novela histórica’ (as in Yngermina), and by the scientific grounding he
sought to give it by providing it with forty-four informative endnotes featuring
translations of Muisca names to Spanish and historical and geographical details.

The novel, however, is far from being an accurate historiographic account of the
pre-Hispanic past, neither it is a complete archival novel. It is rather a complex
weave of fact and fiction where historiographical and scientific discourses,
mythology and literary imagination are entwined. Via this narrative strategy Rozo
is thus able to discuss unashamedly the thesis of the migration of Asians to
America across the Bering Strait side-by-side with references to the Old
Testament, which are made right after the retelling of the Muisca foundational
myth (p. 109). In this text, history and myth work together to articulate a national
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Comparing Rozo’s endnotes with Acosta’s Compendio (1848, pp. 187-232) some coincidences are evident.
Acosta, in turn, used as sources on the Muisca the chronicles of Fernández de Piedrahíta and Simón.
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foundational myth where landscape (the physical space of the future nation) and
race are crucial features in the construction of an original identity for the body
politic. In El ultimo rei, both region and nation are inscribed in modern symbolic
economies, entailing in this case not a utopian panorama as in Yngermina, but
rather political emancipation and future progress at the cost of loss and nostalgia.
This foundational myth provides the nation with a heroic past and a bond to the
land not at its regional margins but at the heart of its political heartland.

Heroes, Gods and Mortals: From Mythical to Historical Time
Myth represents the origin. Latin American history is narrated in the
language of myth because it is always conceived as the history of the
other, a history fraught with incest, taboo and the founding act of naming
(González Echevarría 1990, p. 21).
Rozo reconstructs the Muisca world, with its rites and habits, from the time of its
mythical creation by a supreme god, Chiminigagua, followed by five ages and
ending with the death of its last king, Jafitereva, which coincides with the arrival of
the Spaniards. The cause of the collapse of the Muisca Empire is not the
conquest, but rather the tragic and forbidden love between Jafitereva and the
beautiful Bitelma, who is sent to sexually tempt the prince as part of his trials to
prove he is worthy to inherit the Muisca throne. This is a tradition described by the
chronicler Juan de Castellanos in his Historia del Nuevo Reino de Granada, as
noted by Curcio Altamar (p. 83).

Having fallen in love, the couple break the Muisca tradition and escape only to
find that their Empire is on the verge of a collapse provoked by their sin and that
the only way to expiate such sin is via their own death. Thus, in a sacrificial
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gesture, the lovers plunge to their death in the waters of the Guavio River. The
story is told in chronological order and is divided into three parts. The first tells the
Muisca creational myth until 1530 B.C. This mythical period begins with the
description of the foundational cosmogony in which Chiminigagua, a supreme
being, creates the world. A couple appears and they give birth to the human
species and a Golden Age begins: ‘las generaciones se sucedían unas en pos de
las otras, avanzando siempre por un camino de flores [...] Vivían felices porque
eran virtuosos’ (Rozo, p. 8) [Generations succeeded one after the other, always
advancing on a flowery trail […] They lived happily because they were virtuous].
Rozo employs the widely extended trope of the locus amoenus (Pineda, p. 179),
the primeval paradise to describe this world: ‘la tierra [...] producía abundantes
frutos [...] las fuentes ofrecían aguas frescas y transparentes [...] las abejas
fabricaban riquísima miel [...] la naturaleza toda parecía formada para la dicha del
hombre’ (Rozo, p. 8) [the land […] produced abundant fruit […] springs offered
fresh and transparent waters […] the bees produced exquisite honey […] the
entire nature seemed created for the delight of man]. There was no form of
government until private property came along: ‘un hombre de instintos perversos
se rebeló contra el orden establecido, rompió los lazos que lo unían a sus
semejantes y, hollando todo sentimiento de razón y de justicia, echó una cerca en
derredor de un campo y dijo: ‘ESTO ES MIO’ (p. 8, emphasis in the original) [a
man of perverse instincts rebelled against the established order, broke the links
that joined him to the others and contravening feelings of reason and justice, built
a fence around a field and said: THIS IS MINE]. The emergence of private
property was a source of conflict for the Muisca and hence a saviour had to be
sent – the ‘Celestial father’s’ own son, Botchica, who gives the Muisca a religion,
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morals, government, arts and science: ‘los civilisa en fin’ (p. 9) [he finally civilises
them]. Botchica, the civiliser, also advises the Muisca not to profane the solar cult,
or they will be punished. The Muisca, however, eventually disobey Botchica’s
order and are consequently punished six centuries later, when the giant Rúbide,
who conquers the kingdom of the Hunza, the Chibcha and the Panche, is sent. He
falls in love with a Pijao princess, Pigna, and carries out heroic deeds, like the
killing of a monstrous crocodile and a jaguar, to win her love (p. 15). In his reign of
terror, Rúbide succeeded in unifying the three kingdoms but imposed a new cult
to a minor deity, Chibchacum (p. 16). Rúbide is feared and hated by the people
and is consequently killed. His protector, god Chibchacum, sends a deluge to
avenge his death and Botchica has to be sent again to rescue the Muisca. On this
occasion he performes a ‘miracle’ by breaking a mountain to get rid of the water
that has flooded the plains of Bogotá, which in turn, creates the Tequendama falls
(p. 18). After retelling the mythical origins of the Muisca, Rozo moves on to history
and begins by listing the succession of kings that occupied the throne of the
‘Empire’ (Saguanmachica, Nemequene, and so forth), until the last king,
Jafitereva.

The second part of the book has seventeen chapters and describes the six-year
preparation of Jafitereva in order that he be crowned king of the Empire. He is left
alone in the ‘grotto of penitence’, where all sorts of nightmares and temptations
attack him, in reminiscence of Calderón’s La vida es sueño (Pineda, p. 181). One
night Bitelma appears at the cavern. Jafitereva falls in love with her and knows
that his fate is sealed. When the preparation period is over, Jafitereva is ready to
be crowned as king. During the coronation ceremony, however, he is horrified to
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discover that he has to sacrifice a young virgin, which turns out to be Bitelma.
Instead of sacrificing her, the couple disappear under the waters of the lake at the
ceremony, and are presumed dead.

Finally, the third part, ten chapters long, describes a complicated political
situation, full of intrigue and disputes over the throne after the ‘death’ of the
prince. Jafitereva, who is hiding in the woods, finds out that there are clashes over
the succession to the Muisca throne, which endangers the stability of the empire
amidst growing rumours of the arrival of foreign invaders. Jafitereva, worried for
the fate of the empire and remorseful for his sin, returns in disguise to the city to
try to fix the situation. Having been defeated in his intention to restore the power
of the Muisca, he consults a ‘sibyl’, to whom he tells his story. The sibyl suggests
that the couple sacrifice their own lives in order to appease the gods. Jafitereva
and Bitelma’s sacrifice coincides with the arrival of the Spaniards, who defeat the
army of the weakened Empire. The primigenial body politic, the Muisca Empire
and its ancient capital Bacatá die to give birth to the colony and its capital,
Bogotá, which will in turn become the modern nation.

Genius loci: Nature, the Sublime
Even the landscapes that we suppose to be most free of our culture may
turn out, on closer inspection, to be its product (Schama 1995, p. 9).
El ultimo rei de los muiscas is a text traversed by concerns with memory and
remembrance, place and identity, a quality evident in the very title of the novel.
Despite its brevity, Chapter XVI, (two pages long), appears as a key passage
where these concerns are made explicit, connecting sublime natural landscapes
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and the native culture with national memory and identity. The prose throughout
the chapter is quite inflamed and poetic. It opens by stating that the fall of the
Muisca was imminent and that it would come by the hand of the Spaniards and
that the coronation of Jafitereva would take place as the General of the Muisca
army is stepping on the same site where ‘Jiménez de Quezada había de levantar
ventiún meses despues una hermosa ciudad’ (Rozo, p. 72) [Jiménez de Quezada
would found twenty-one months later a beautiful city], underscoring again an
impending, abrupt disruption of Muisca life and culture.

Rozo then concentrates on a detailed description of the physical space where the
ceremony will take place, the lake of Guatavita, described as ‘un pintoresco lago
decorado con todas la galas de la naturaleza, el cual fue el primer altar de
adoración ofrecido al SOL’ (p. 72, emphasis in the original) [a picturesque lake
decorated with all the graces of nature, which was the first altar of adoration
offered to the SUN]. The lake of Guatavita is an imposing round lake atop a hill, a
symbolically charged place, a recognisable icon that stands as a sacred site of the
Muisca and probable site of the legendary El Dorado. Theodor De Bry
represented it in his engraving The legend of El Dorado (1599) and cronistas like
Fernández de Oviedo and Rodríguez Freyle retold the story of the ceremony held
at the lake where a newly crowned Muisca chieftain, his body covered in
powdered gold, would sail on a wooden raft, making offerings of emeralds and
gold, which were thrown in the lake.77 Its legendary richness made it the object of
several drainage projects (whose objective was the retrieval of the gold and
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A legend that seems to have been confirmed by the finding in 1969 of a votive figure known as the Muisca
Raft, traditionally interpreted as representing the investiture ceremony for the chieftain of the village of
Guatavita. A key piece of the contemporary Gold Museum, the Muisca Raft is an icon with links to memory
and national identity.
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emeralds), and of scientific inquiry by Humboldt and Zerda in the late nineteenth
century. The multiple histories of the lake (of native myth and wealth, of Spanish
greed, of scientific inquiry) are imprinted in the landscape:
[…] when a story becomes sedimented into the landscape, the story and
the place dialectically help to construct and reproduce each other. Places
help to recall stories that are associated with them, and places exist (as
named locales) by virtue of their emplotment in a narrative. Places, like
persons, have biographies inasmuch as they are formed, used and
transformed in relation to practice. It can be argued that stories acquire part
of their mythic value and historical relevance if they are rooted in the
concrete details of locales in the landscape, acquiring material reference
points that can be visited, seen and touched (Tilley 1994, p. 33).

The well-known ceremony is described in the next chapter, marking the beginning
of the tragedy. The lake is the focus of the description and plays a fundamental
role as the ‘monumento histórico que recuerda con mas plenitud un pueblo, una
civilización, un dogma, confundidos y sepultados en la nada’ (p. 73, my emphasis)
[historical monument that recalls more fully a people, a civilisation, a dogma
confused and buried in nothing]. Rozo’s Guatavita is a natural landmark endowed
with symbolic significance to the point it becomes a ‘historical monument’, the
meaning of which is worthy of remembrance (Gass 1982).

Narrative emphasis, however, falls on a highly aestheticised description of the
lake and its immediate surroundings:
¿Qué pluma podría describir su alfombra de musgo recamada de líquidos
diamantes? ¿sus flores silvestres matizadas de colores mil? sus árboles
frescos y lozanos recubiertos de renuevos, donde en cada rama hay un
concierto de gorjeos y armonías, producidos por esos músicos de pico de
coral y plumaje de topacio y esmeralda? ........................ ¿Qué pincel
podria pintar la serenidad del cielo, el esplendor del sol, esa luz, esas
sombras del lago y del bosque en perfecta armonía? ¿esas aguas claras,
transparentes y dormidas donde, como en un espejo, se retrata el sol con
su celeste campo, con sus blancas nubes; la ribera con su follaje, sus
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flores, sus pájaros; y la alta ceja con sus montañas tapizadas de verde y
sembradas de tiernos vástagos que se mecen al soplo de la ventolina? (p.
73).
[What pen can describe its moss carpet ornamented with liquid diamonds?
Its wild flowers combining a thousand colours? Its fresh and luxuriant trees
covered with buds, where in every branch there is a concert of chirps and
harmonies produced by those musicians with coral beak and topaz and
emerald feathers? What brush could paint the serenity of the sky, the
splendour of the sun, that light, those shades of lake and forest in perfect
harmony? Those clear waters, transparent and sleepy, where, as in a
mirror, the sun and its celestial field is portrayed with its white clouds; the
riverside with its foliage, its flowers, its birds; and the high escarpment with
its mountains coated with green and planted with tender shoots that sway
to the wind].
The landscape is represented as rich in material and semantic substance (Pratt
1988, p. 24), adding to the sense of wealth associated with it. Rozo organises it
as a pictorial composition, endowed with a sublime, untouched nature, capable of
affecting the onlooker with a sense of overwhelming power, and reverence for its
beauty and grandeur: ‘Quién al ver este cuadro encantador […] no renuncia a
describirlo!…… Quién al contemplarlo no canta, no poetiza, no entona himnos
encomiando al poder de Dios, alabando las obras del Creador’ (p. 73) [Who, in
watching this charming tableau […] would refuse to describe it! Who, in
contemplating it can refuse to sing, to poetise, to intone hymns eulogising the
power of God, praising the works of the Creator]. 78

The lake is a place with semantic power, represented in its capacity to refer,
return or remit the viewer to a fundamental historical moment in the discursive
construction of society (Butor 1974). After describing the lake, Rozo’s narrative
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For discussions on the category of the sublime, see Burke (1958); Kant (1951).
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gaze fixes on a reflection of the sun on its surface, which leads him to reflect upon
the reasons for the natives adoring the sun:
Oh! ¿Cómo no habrían de rendir culto las tribus de cien pueblos a esta
estupenda maravilla, en donde el sol, con todo su brillo y toda su majestad,
se dibuja en el líquido espejo desde que brota sus dorados rayos sobre la
faz del mundo, hasta que los recoje y se oculta? ... ¿No han tributado
homenaje, talvez adoración, los hombres cultos de dieciocho siglos a las
imágenes de Jesús y de María? […] ¿Y qué otra cosa hacían los religiosos
indios, sino doblar la rodilla a la fiel imagen del sol, estampada en el cristal
de las aguas? ….. Ah! ¿Y no tenían razon de adorar al sol como al ser de
los seres, cuando veían que en todas partes del orbe era conocido por su
esplendor, su magnitud, su movimiento y su forma? (p. 73, emphasis in the
original).
[Oh! How could the tribes of a hundred peoples not offer worship to this
splendid marvel where the sun, with all its shine and majesty reflects on the
liquid mirror since its golden rays burst on the surface of the world until it
gathers them and disappears? Haven’t cultured men of eighteen centuries
paid homage, perhaps adoration, to images of Jesus and Mary? […] What
did religious Indians do, but bend the knee to the faithful image of the sun,
imprinted in the crystal of the waters? Ah! Didn’t they have reasons to
adore the sun, as the being of beings when they saw that everywhere the
orb was known for its splendour, its magnitude, its movement and shape?].
The connection between nature and spirituality is focalised on the lake, leading to
the articulation of the notion of genius loci, the Latin term for ‘spirit of place’ which
refers to a kind of divine presence emanating from or dwelling in a specific
location. This connection, however, is not merely natural; it is rather the result of
several overlapping natural and cultural processes as the landscape is embedded
within personal and cultural narratives, memories and associations. Places are
infused with significance ‘as part of a nation’s rites or the object of a people’s
national pilgrimage, they [become] invested with national soul and memory
(Young 1993, p. 2).
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In this sense, Rozo justifies the mythical understanding of the world by the Muisca
by comparing it to Christianity, as in the quote above, and to the pagan religions
professed by other ‘peoples of the past’:
A los aborígenes del Nuevo Mundo se los ha llamado bárbaros y salvajes
porque adoraban al sol como al unico ser a quien debían su vida y su
felicidad acá abajo, y la dicha de la inmortalidad allá arriba; y a los
egipcios, griegos y romanos se los ha tenido por civilizados, porque
inventaron sus dioses, los fabricaron con sus manos, les alzaron templos y
les compusieron exageradas fábulas... Oh justicia de la tierra, ella no será
jamás un reflejo de la eterna! (p. 74).
[The aborigines of the New World have been termed barbarians and
savages because they adored the sun as the only being to which they
owed their lives and their happiness down here, and the joy of immortality
up there; the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans have been taken for civilised
because they invented their gods, fabricated them with their hands,
temples were raised and exaggerated fables invented for them… Oh,
earthly justice will never be a reflection of the eternal one!].
Rozo claims justice for the Muisca because they have been considered
‘barbarous and savage for adoring the sun’ (after employing adjectives like ‘semisavages’ and ‘despots’ in the introduction and elsewhere) when they have done
the same as Egyptian, Greek and Romans, that is, invented their gods and myths
and built temples for them. This posits the revaluation of the Muisca as a great
civilisation of the past as a crucial feature of El ultimo rei.

Nostalgia for Civilisation
Los museos aquí casi nada o nada nos dicen de esos desaparecidos […]
Una pobreza casi increíble de antigüedades aborígenes; sólo algunos
objetos de barro, insignificantes; ni un documento relativo a los mismos
muiscas, definitivamente acabados, borrados de la tierra que los vió nacer
(D’Espagnat 1983, p. 90).
[The museums here say nothing or very little about those disappeared ones
[…] An almost incredible poverty of indigenous antiquities; only some
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insignificant pottery items; not a single document about the Muisca, definitely
finished, erased from their native land].
The Muisca landscape is not merely natural in Rozo’s text; temples or at least
their remains appear throughout and are also compared with the buildings of other
‘peoples of the past’: ‘El templo del SOL era una obra portentosa del arte, una
pasmosa maravilla! el fue al nuevo mundo lo que el templo de Diana al orbe
civilizado. Una muestra espléndida de los adelantos, de los progresos, de la
cultura de un pueblo’ (p. 82, emphasis in the original) [The temple of the SUN was
a marvellous work of art, an incredible wonder! It was to the new world what the
temple of Diana was to the civilised world. A splendid proof of the advancement,
the progress, the culture of a people]. Although the temple of the sun was
destroyed by the ‘rapacity of the Spanish soldiers’ (Rozo, p. 111), it was
equivalent in value to the temple of Diana and proof of the cultural, architectonic,
and technological progress of the Greek and the Muisca.79

But Greeks and Romans were not the only civilised peoples; so were the Inca, the
Maya and the Aztec. The great monuments of the Aztec are superimposed on the
Muisca landscape; as a result, the temple of Sogamoso has ‘columnas y
capiteles, estucados y pulimentados a estilo mexicano’

(p. 82) [painted and

polished columns, Mexican style] and when Bitelma is about to be sacrificed, she
walks on a ‘calzada ancha y recta, que se extendía desde la casa del zipa hasta
la puerta del templo consagrado al sol’ (p. 94) [a long and narrow path which
extended from the house of the zipa to the door of the temple consecrated to the
sun], which resembles the Calzada de los Muertos in Teotihuacán. Curcio Altamar
79

The wood and hay temple burned in a fire, according to Spanish chronicler Pedro de Aguado (1956, pp.
294-295).
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points to other connections with the Aztec, such as the trope of the Spaniards as
presage and punishment paralleling the myth in which the Aztec were expecting
Quetzalcoátl and believed the Spanish conquistador Hernán Cortés to be his
avenger, ‘Idénticos prejuicios pone Rozo en la mente de los chibchas’ (p. 84)
[Identical prejudices are placed by Rozo in the mind of the Chibcha]. These
allusions to the Aztec seem to point to the idea that in Rozo’s opinion they were
the most ‘developed’ people of the Americas.

Remains, monuments and ruins are thus important in two ways: on the one hand,
as markers of culture, embodied in the control and transformation of nature. Their
visibility is the core of discourses regarding the empirical determination of the world
as perceivable. Visibility is also a key part of the apparatuses of investigation,
surveillance, verification and cognition (Rogoff 1999, p. 21) that inform modern
societies. Remains and ruins, on the other hand, are material embodiments of
collective experiences which give stability by transmitting the experience of the
forefathers and hence creating a sense of belonging, tradition and identity linked to
a place. They are instrumental in the discursive production of the nation and
communicate in time through a symbolic, auratic power. The materiality of those
remains is linked to social ways of viewing and accessing the past, both personally
and collectively (Edwards 1999, p. 228). Rozo sought to construct in the text a set
of physical embodiments of the past aimed at the creation of a memory of the
native inhabitants of the plains, that is, a memory linked to a place, which Rozo
accesses and explains poetically. The text seeks to establish links between
material memories, racialised landscapes and nationhood.
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The project, however, is infused with a feeling of nostalgia, rootlessness and loss
– of the Muisca Golden Age; of continuity with the ancestors; of the native culture,
and so forth. Feelings of loss and nostalgia are usually accompanied in Romantic
fiction by a sense of alienation as Jafitereva’s monologue in the cavern
exemplifies: ‘El hombre ha nacido para la sociedad […] Sin tener a quien
comunicar sus pensamientos, su palabra enmudece lentamente y la muerte de
este don precioso acarrea la muerte del alma! ... ¿Y qué es el hombre sin
espíritu? Un autómata, una máquina que se mueve y nada más!’ (p. 52) [Man is
born for society […] Without having someone to communicate his thoughts to, his
word silences slowly and the death of that precious gift entails the death of the
soul! …. And what is man without spirit? An automaton, a machine that moves
and nothing else!].

Nostalgia has multiple meanings in literary and critical discourses ranging from
associations with passivity and uselessness to reactionary political positions; bell
hooks sees it as ‘longing for something to be as once it was, a kind of useless act’
(1990, p. 147) and Susan Stewart qualifies it as ‘social disease’ that evokes
‘insatiable demands’ for a nonexistent origin (1993, pp. ix, 135). For Renato
Rosaldo, nostalgia is a tool of ‘agents of colonialism’ who use a ‘pose of “innocent
yearning” both to capture people's imaginations and to conceal [their] complicity
with often brutal domination’ (1993, pp. 69-70). On the other hand, nostalgia
represents a relationship between past and present that is capable of widening
the understanding of the present: what becomes the subject of nostalgia are
social and cultural indicators of what is of concern at a given time. In this sense,
the use of nostalgia in El ultimo rei seems to be related to the need to connect the
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present of the nation to the more specific past of a community with ties to the land.
From an individual point of view, Rozo is inscribing his native region into the
broader narrative of the nation through an act of social memory, defined as
‘discrete instances in a network of performances, enunciations in historical writing,
speaking, (re)-enactment, (re)-presentation and so on' (Healy 1997, p. 5) where
nostalgia is present. Since nostalgia is also connected to notions of identity it can
be used in the construction of the self (Davis 1979, p. 31), linking the persona of
the writer to a place, time and nation. The reconstruction of Muisca history by
Rozo is therefore a Romantic rendition of the lost world of the ancestors, of a
‘natural’, harmonious community.

The use of nostalgia as an instrument to access Muisca past in nineteenth century
historical fiction can be seen as a strategy to reconstruct and appropriate a
Muisca history that was nonexistent at the time; a treatise on the Muisca by Pedro
de Aguado, the first chronicler was eliminated by Spanish censorship from his
Recopilación historial (c. 1570). Most information on the pre Hispanic era and the
conquest was provided by seventeenth-century chroniclers, such as Rodríguez
Freyle, Simón and Fernández de Piedrahíta, writing in a moment when many
traditions had already dissapeared. Contemporary texts like those written by
Jimenez de Quezada80 are lost (Friede 1966, p. 20). The arrival in the plains of
Bogotá and the encounter with the Muisca (qualified as ‘dressed people’),
however, were narrated by Juan de Castellanos in these verses:
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It has been argued recently that Jiménez de Quezada’s relación Epítome de la Conquista del Nuebo
Reyno de Granada, was rather written by cosmographer Alonso de Santa Cruz (Millán de Benavides 2001).
The text was found in Spain in 1889 and republished in a number of later editions like Demetrio Ramos’
Ximénez de Quesada en su relación con los Cronistas (1972).
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Tierra de oro, tierra bastecida,
Tierra para hacer perpetua casa,
Tierra con abundancia de comida,
Tierra de grandes pueblos, tierra rasa,
Tierra donde se ve gente vestida,
Y a sus tiempos no sabe mal la brasa;
Tierra de bendición clara y serena,
¡Tierra que pone fin a nuestra pena! (1955, II, p. 483)
[Land of gold, providing land,
Land to build perpetual home,
Land with abundant food,
Land of great peoples, flat land,
Land where dressed people are seen
And roast meats are delicious
Land of clear and serene blessing,
Land that puts an end to our suffering!]
The years following Bogotá’s foundation (1538-39), however, were extremely
harsh for the Indians. In 1544, for instance, the Spanish priest Jerónimo de San
Miguel stated that he had seen Indians ‘atados y con colleras y otras prisiones,
llorando y dando gritos’ [tied and with collars and other restraints, crying and
shouting] and also that the Spaniards, in the absence of more Indians to work the
land, ‘salían a saltear por los caminos y tomar por fuerza a los indios que irían a
sus labranzas y mercados, y así los llevaban atados y presos’ (in Friede, 1955-60,
X, p. 2351) [went out to attack and take by force the Indians that would go to their
farms and markets and in this way they took them tied and imprisoned]. The
situation was worsened by a flu epidemic in the 1560s, described by chronicler
Pedro Cieza de León (1947, p. 376), which further diminished their numbers.

Spanish interest concentrated in the construction of urban space: ‘the certainty
that there was nothing – neither society nor culture – in the new continent or
rather nothing worthwhile in the New World, was undoubtedly instrumental in
setting the European city upon the unknown land’ (Romero 1991, p. 51). Socio158

economic relations between natives and Europeans were established in the form
of a system of objectification of the Indians (the encomienda), by which the crown
legitimised the control of the peoples vanquished in the conquest. Although the
original intention of the Crown was to make Indians pay taxes, the system became
a way of benefiting from Indian goods and labour (Villamarín 1972, I, pp. 47-71).
The natives became merchandise, as the 1580 Cédula de encomienda attests.
Through this kind of document, the beneficiaries were given entire groups of
natives: ‘[para que] los ayais y tengais y poseais por todos los dias de v[uest]ra
vida’ (Visitas de Cundinamarca, II, p. 871) [for you to have them and possess
them for all the days of your life]. By the late seventeenth century, the countryside
seemed to have emptied of indigenous population, who moved into the city
according to Fernández de Piedrahíta (Vargas 1990, p. 57). By the eighteenth
century the process of mestizaje had contributed to Indian ‘invisibility’ (Jaramillo
1965, pp. 23-25; Friede 1969, pp. 60-61), the language had not been spoken
since about a century before,81 and in general, Indian life-style was substantially
altered (Jaramillo 1964, p. 252).

In the second half of the nineteenth-century, when Rozo was writing, the most
obvious traces of the Muisca past had disappeared and very little was known
about the pre-Hispanic Muisca. Rozo’s eminent contemporary, the letrado
Ezequiel Uricoechea, complained in his 1854 Memoria sobre las antigüedades
Neo-Granadinas:
De las otras partes de América ha habido quienes con laudables escritos
hayan hecho conocer sus antigüedades. Desgraciadamente de la nuestra
aún faltan hasta pequeñas memorias […] y lo mismo podemos decir […] del
81

In 1738 the Spanish crown ordered the end of the teaching of Muisca in Santafe, a measure that, ironically,
could not be applied since its teaching had already disappeared because it was unnecessary (Ortiz 1965).
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resto de naciones que antiguamente habitaban la Nueva Granada, pues, en
general, de las artes de estos pueblos se sabe muy poco o por mejor decir,
casi nada (1984, p. 30).
[From other parts of America there have been those who, with laudable
writings, have made their antiquities known. Unfortunately, we are still
missing even small memories about ours […] the same can be said of the
rest of the nations that inhabited Nueva Granada in ancient times. In general,
of the arts of those peoples very little, or rather close to nothing, is known].
The work of the Comisión Corográfica (1850-1859) considered the pre-Hispanic
past as part of the production of a national identity which is also connected to
feelings of loss and nostalgia; petroglyphs and descriptions were seen as mute
witnesses of the past (Restrepo 1999, p. 44). For instance, in the works of the
Comisión on central Colombia, where the native population was more abundant,
more emphasis was put on the sites where battles of independence took place
that on Muisca past: ‘tal es el torbellino de acontecimientos que llenan los días de
nuestra República, que no dan tiempo para levantar en ella ni aun los trofeos de
aquellas victorias, únicas dignas de perpetua recordación’, claimed Comisión
participant Manuel Ancízar (1983, p. 323, my emphasis) [Such is the whirlpool of
events that fills the days of our Republic that there is no time left to erect the
trophies of our victories, the only ones worthy of perpetual remembrance].

Rozo’s aesthetic project makes part of a discourse of re-inscription of the preHispanic past in the public sphere typical of the second half of the nineteenthcentury, along with Felipe Pérez historical novels, Joaquín Acosta’s historiography
and Uricoechea’s Memoria whose objective was to integrate the pre-Hispanic
Muisca into the history of the body politic, providing it with a mythical origin and
all-encompassing identity linked to the territory.
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Dynamics of Representation: the Indian as Westerner
Cuando se trataba de las culturas aborígenes, las formas de
representación, tanto visual como discursiva, tenían que recurrir a un
arsenal de prefiguraciones de origen grecolatino […] La América
precolombina solo podía fijarse mentalmente en el espejo de viejos mitos
europeos: “El Edén de la Biblia, la Edad de Oro de los antiguos, la Fuente
de Juvencia, la Atlántida, las Hespérides, las pastorales y las islas
afortunadas (Colmenares, pp. 91-92).
[When dealing with aboriginal cultures, both visual and discursive forms of
representation had to resort to an arsenal of prefigurations of Greco-Latin
origin […] Pre-Hispanic America could only be fixed mentally in the mirror
of old European myths: “The Eden of the Bible, the Golden Age of the
ancients, the Fountain of youth, Atlantis, the Hesperides, pastorals and
fortunate islands].
Representation was problematic for nineteenth-century historical novelists,
seeking to define the symbolic boundaries of the body politic by including or
excluding certain subjects from it. This generated an ambivalent form of
representation which Homi Bhabha terms mimicry: ‘mimicry emerges as a
representation of a difference that is itself a process of disavowal’ (1984, p. 126).
In this sense, those bodies different from the white, male bourgeois body of the
modern body politic were represented as an other which is simultaneously
recognised and rejected. They are recognised because of their symbolic
usefulness in the production of a fictive project of governmentality, but they have
to be rejected because their difference threatened the unity of the Colombian
body politic and its highest aspiration throughout the second half of the
nineteenth-century: to join the league of the civilised nations of the world (Rojas
2001, pp. 36, 38). The differential subjects and their attached signifieds of
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savagery, backwardness and ugliness82 had to be policed, both in reality and in
representation, to preserve the purity of the social body.

In El ultimo rei de los muiscas the natives occupy a central role, but their
representation depends on a series of parallels with Greece and Rome, traditional
western ‘sources of civilisation’, as well as the Bible into a hybrid configuration
that Pineda has qualified as ‘cultural contamination’ (1999, p. 181). The Muisca
are constructed throughout the text as modern; their political system is modelled
on Greco-Roman antiquity and referred to as the ‘Empire’. Terms like ‘fatherland’
and ‘national honour’ are employed and the native hierarchy has been given titles
such as ‘King’, ‘Prince’, the ‘President of the Council’, ‘Generals’, ‘Captains’ and
so on. Jafitereva is ‘otro Licurgo’ (Rozo, p. 22) [another Lycurgus] who has to
undergo exams in ‘esgrima y de gimnástica’ (p. 40) [fencing and gymnastics] in
order to be crowned, and Muisca law is described as ‘un pálido reflejo de las
austeras costumbres de la Grecia antigua o de la celebre república de Platón’ (p.
35) [a pale reflection of the austere customs of Ancient Greece or Plato’s celebre
republic]. The Muisca nation is all-powerful and stands comparison with any other;
at some point, an emissary of the Inca appears to notify Jafitereva that ‘el pueblo
peruano en masa os a proclamado generalísimo de sus tropas, y confia en que,
por vuestro amor a la libertad, no vacilaréis en aceptar tan honroso encargo [...]
[para] romper el cetro del inca’ (p. 38) [The Peruvian people have proclaimed you

82

Bitelma, for instance, had ‘[facciones] finas, perfectas, animadas, [que] desdecían el tipo característico de
su raza’ (p. 47) [fine, perfect, lively features unlike the characteristic type of her race]. Similarly, Curcio
Altamar noted that in José Caicedo Rojas’ historical novel Don Alvaro (1871-72), an Indian woman is deemed
beautiful because ‘han degenerado [en ella] los rasgos físicos y morales de su raza’ (p. 84) [the physical and
moral features of her race have degenerated].
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en masse as general of their troops and trusts that for your love of liberty, you
would not hesitate in accepting such a honorific task].

The comparisons are not restricted to Greco-Roman antiquity, as the Muisca can
also compete with modern France in public display: the burial of king Nemequene
is accompanied by ‘un séquito y una pompa relativamente superiores al
acompañamiento y fausto que honraron al cuerpo de Voltaire en la época de su
segunda inhumación’ (Rozo, p. 29) [an entourage and a pomp relatively superior
to the retinue and magnificence that honoured Voltaire’s body in the time of his
second inhumation]. In the same vein, Jafitereva’s six-year penitence in the
cavern is compared in a footnote to the rites of the secret lodges of the eighteenth
century (p. 111). Other passages are a mixture of motifs, like Jafitereva’s visit to
the temple of Sogamoso, similar to ‘el templo en que Cicerón consagró a su hija
Julia en Gaeta’ [the temple where Cicero consecrated his daughter Julia at Gaeta]
and offers a deer ‘que en holocausto al sol degolló sobre el ara santa’ (p. 82)
[which, in sacrifice to the sun, was slaughtered on the sacred altar], in the style of
the characters of the Old Testament. After the sacrifice, he and Bitelma ‘elevaron
una larga y ferviente plegaria a Dios’ (p. 82) [raised a long and fervent prayer to
God]. Biblical narratives (the Bible itself being another traditional source of
‘western civilisation’) are also employed as narrative and representational
conventions. This is suggested since the plot, relies on tropes of sexual desire,
virtue, guilt, sin and punishment to construct the narrative. Allusions to ‘God’ and
the ‘Creator’ are abundant throughout making the pagan Muisca resemble
Catholics.
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Although Rozo traces analogies between the Aztec and the Muisca on several
occasions, Greek and Roman conventions are more widely used, as they are
more suitable to draw a continuous line between the sources of ‘universal history’
and Western civilisation and model for nations like Colombia, eager to join the
ranks of the civilised. The notion of the linearity and universality of civilisation
(what Enrique Dussel has termed the ‘unilinear diachrony Greece-Rome-Europe’,
2000, p. 41) was widespread in the second half of the nineteenth century, as the
article ‘La civilización se define’ [Civilisation is defined], by conservative letrado
Mariano Ospina Rodríguez suggests:
Llamamos sociedad civilizada a la que aventaja a otras en instrucción,
moralidad y riqueza. Desde las hordas bárbaras, que sin ley, sin jefe ni
doctrina apenas se distinguen de los brutos, hasta esas naciones que
hacen la admiración del mundo por el inmenso desarrollo de la inteligencia
y la riqueza, hay una larguísima escala de sociedades que cada una llama
civilizadas a las otras que la aventajan , y bárbaras a las que vienen a la
zaga (1849, p. 76).
[We call civilised society that which advantages others in instruction,
morality and richness. From the barbarian hordes, which, without law, chief
or doctrine, can barely distinguish themselves from animals to those
nations that excite the admiration of the world because of their immense
development of intelligence and wealth, there is a very long scale of
societies in which each one calls the next one civilised and barbarian the
ones that precede it].
Through a Westernised, mimetical representation of the natives, their difference is
disavowed and reworked according to moulds that do not compromise the
nation’s access to modernity. Indianness is dissolved into an-other image which
provides a much more suitable past for the nation and the links that connect the
body politic to the native heritage are obscured. The translation of an authorised
ancestry of the ‘West’ provided Rozo with a tool to connect the Colombian preHispanic past, its landscape and inhabitants with acceptable sources of
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civilisation. A viable Indian identity, one in agreement with the symbolic
economies of modernity, was thus created. As in Yngermina’s case, Indian
otherness is turned into western sameness. Indian otherness thus comes to
embody the autochthonous shameful, the Muisca had to be shaped according to
western conventions, re-created by poetics of shame.

The Indian Male/Female Grotesque
If women have been marginal in the constitution of the meaning and power
in Western culture, the question of woman has been central, crucial to the
discourse of man, situated as she is within the literary text, the critical
text…and social texts of all kinds as the riddle, the problem to be solved,
the question to be answered (Martin 1988, pp. 13-14).
The tropes of male virtue versus female temptation reveal a series of discourses
on womanhood and sexual hierarchies running under the moral outlook of the
novel. Female characters like Pigna and Bitelma cause the ‘fall’ of ruling men and
therefore the destruction of the community, although they share their same tragic
fate in the end: Pigna is murdered along with Rúbide/Hercules, and Bitelma
commits suicide with Jafitereva. Women are temptresses with the power to
corrupt men; they threaten masculine rationality and self-control (Seidler 1987). El
ultimo rei abounds with examples of dangerous womanhood, such as the
‘extravagant’ Beuchinia, who capriciously convinces Jafitereva to kill a lion just to
prove his love for her (Rozo, pp. 54-59), or the sibyl who tempts a helpless
Jafitereva, alone in the cavern, imperilling both his ascent to the throne and the
future of the Muisca empire in a way reminiscent of the biblical story of the devil
tempting a weakened Jesus in the desert:
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si hubiera un monarca en el mundo que renunciara a su trono por amor a
mí, yo en recompensa lo haría en la tierra el rey de la sabiduría, y en el
paraíso le señalaría un puesto distinguido....Desde el punto en que
desechara la corona, tendría ojos para verlo todo e inteligencia para
sondear mis arcanos infinitos: él conocería a fondo las propiedades de las
plantas, el instinto de los animales, los elementos de que se forman los
metales, y sabría, en fin, cuantas estrellas hay en el cielo y el destino que
allí tienen (p. 43).
[if there was a monarch in the world that would renounce his throne for love
for me, I would reward him by making him the king of wisdom on earth, and
in paradise, I would reserve a special place for him… From the moment he
would decline the crown, he would have eyes to see everything and
intelligence to explore my infinite arcana: he would fully know the properties
of plants, the instinct of animals, the elements that form the metals, he
would know, in the end, how many stars are there in the sky and the fate
they have].
A virtuous Jafitereva despises her, but is only to be tempted again by an Eve-like
Bitelma, who is described as a:
virgen de quince años, con el pelo suelto y derramado sobre sus lindas
espaldas; la cabeza coronada de flores, que despedían un aroma
delicioso; el cuerpo desnudo ofreciendo los contornos de la deidad de la
hermosura, y apoyándose en un arco de flecha que sostenía su mano
delicada, representaba al vivo la imagen de la voluptuosidad de los
antiguos […] Su cuerpo airoso y flexible como el mimbre, poseía un
movimiento tan voluptuoso y seductor que arrebataba de lejos; las
facciones de su rostro, todas finas, perfectas, animadas, desdecían el tipo
característico de su raza; su mejilla ardiente, su ojo negro y penetrante, su
encarnada boca adornada de perlinos dientes, embelesaban el alma y
encendían el alma del hombre mas frío e indiferente al sexo encantador.
Su luenga cabellera, derramada con descuido sobre sus nacaradas
espaldas, tenía algo de romántico que le sentaba bien, y, por fin, su pecho
fime y turgente poseía no sabemos que mágica atraccion, pues no podía
mirarselo sin que los ojos no se detuvieran en aquella parte, como los del
pájaro que fija su mirada en la de la boa que comienza a magnetizarlo (p.
47).
[fifteen-year-old virgin, with loose hair spreading over her beautiful back,
the head crowned with flowers that released a delicious aroma, her naked
body presenting the contours of the deity of beauty, and leaning on a bow
that she held in her delicate hand, represented the live image of the
voluptuousness of the ancients. Her light and flexible body like the willow
had a voluptuous and seductive movement that attracted from a distance;
the features of her face, all fine, perfect, animated, unlike the characteristic
type of her race, her rosy cheeks, her black and penetrating eye, her red
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lips adorned by pearly teeth delighted the soul and light up the soul of the
man most cold and indifferent to the charming sex. Her long hair, disorderly
spread over her nacreous back, had a becoming romantic air and finally,
her firm and jutting breast possessed some magical attraction because it
could not be regarded without the eyes stopping in that region, like those of
a bird which fixes its gaze upon those of the boa which commences to
hypnotise it].
At a later point of the narration, Bitelma is compared to Narcissus: ‘Su belleza
exagerada enjendró en su alma femenina una pasión tan loca por sí misma que
hubiera corrido la loca suerte de Narciso, si antes no se hubiera a sí propia
conocido’ (p. 62, emphasis in the original) [Her exaggerated beauty engendered
in her feminine soul such a wild passion for herself that she would have suffered
Narcissus’ fate if she would not have known herself better]. In this moralising fable
beauty, vanity and sensuousness are dangerous attributes of the ‘feminine soul’
that have to be curbed since they pose threats to both herself and to male order.
Bitelma, for instance, is variously qualified as a sorceress (p. 47), a temptress (p.
59), as fascinating (p. 60) and insinuating (p. 91) although she is partially
revindicated because she tempted Jafitereva in order to rescue her enslaved
father (p. 65).

Bitelma appears in the first encounter at the cavern as a naked, voluptuous and
desirable Indian virgin, combining danger and innocence. Jafitereva ‘Cubrióla al
punto con una mirada de aquellas que rasgan el velo del pudor, y penetran hasta
donde alcanza solamente el malicioso pensamiento. Mirada temible que la griega
menos honesta hubiera procurado escapar con más interes, que la de la
maravillosa cabeza de Medusa que todo lo petrificaba’ (p. 47). [Covered her
instantly with one of those gazes that rips the veil of modesty and penetrates up to
where only malicious thought can reach. Frightful gaze that the least modest of
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the Greek women would have tried to avoid with more energy than she would the
marvellous head of the Medusa, which could petrify anything].83 Sexual desire and
intercourse are metonymically displaced from bodies to the gaze. Jafitereva does
not touch Bitelma, but his gaze ‘rips’ and ‘penetrates’ her. Sexual tension builds
up in successive encounters: ‘El príncipe, presa del mas furioso amor, con los
ojos chispeantes, la boca entreabierta, oprimida la respiración, inflamado el
rostro, y los músculos temblorosos, le decía con voz apagada y balbuciente “un
beso, diablillo encantador… dame un beso y venga sobre mí la ira del cielo y el
odio de la tierra”’ (p. 64) [The prince, prey of furious love, his eyes sparkling,
mouth half-open, gasping, red faced and muscles trembling said in a low and
babbling voice: “a kiss, charming little devil…give me a kiss and may heaven’s
wrath and earth’s hatred fall upon me”].

The transgression of the boundaries, the defilement and corruption of the Muisca
social body connects this text with notions of the grotesque: ‘the grotesque implies
discovery […] and disorder is the price one always pays for the enlargement of the
mind’ (Harpham 1982, p. 191). The elements of self-containment, nobility, virtue
and morality which code a ‘classical body’ (Bakhtin 1984) like Jafitereva’s,
associated with rule and nobility – the public sphere of the Muisca body politic,
were corrupted. Bitelma, on the other hand, embodies the threat of corruption, the
inability to access the public sphere on the basis of gender and foreignness and
ultimately, the grotesque opposition to the classical, indicating a feminine coding
of the grotesque (Miles 1997, p. 88). The grotesque body […] represents the
otherness which is excluded [and] becomes the object of desire’ (Featherstone
83

The head of Medusa is a particular coding of the female body associated with the grotesque (Russo 1995,
p. 14).
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1991, p. 79); it stands as a metaphor for the native community, natural and
gendered, a body both destructive and regenerative (Bakhtin, p. 19). When the
boundaries of the body politic are transgressed by Jafitereva’s sin, tragedy
ensues and the survival of the Muisca body politic is seriously compromised. The
disappearance of the Muisca body politic is nevertheless inescapable; it has to be
replaced by the modern nation. The ultimate sacrifice of Bitelma and Jafitereva
serves the function of restoring metaphorically the ‘primitive’ community as a
hybrid mythical/civilised ancestry of the modern nation (Girard 1972) and the
grotesque double quality of destruction and regeneration insures the rebirth of the
Muisca as an-other body: a Creole nation.84

The Spaniard as Executor

When conquistadors are mentioned for the first time, they appear as forecasting
the fall of the Muisca and the emergence of the modern nation. As the natives
celebrate in Guatavita, Jiménez de Quezada steps on the site where he ‘había de
levantar ventiun meses despues una hermosa ciudad’ (Rozo, p. 72) [where he
would found twenty-one months later a beautiful city]; the native landscape and
the modern cityscape. The arrival of the conquistadors arrival in the Muisca
Empire coincides with the defeat of the troops lead by Jafitereva, who was making
his last effort to keep the Empire together amidst ‘civil war’, marking the collapse
of the already doomed Muisca world; the Spaniards are mere agents of
retribution. They are described from a native perspective:

84

In terms of generic conventions, the plot functions as a tragedy where the hero is not in control of his
destiny and becomes a sacrificial victim (Frye 1957, pp. 213-214) after having a ‘nearly divine destiny almost
within grasp […] while catastrophe is the normal end of tragedy, this is balanced by an equally significant
original greatness, a paradise lost’ (p. 210).
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[son] una tropa de gente nunca vista ni imaginada [...] tienen el rostro
blanco y casi cubierto de barbas negras que se dilatan hasta el pecho, que
su estatura es alta y bien musculada, sus vestidos elegantes y hechos de
telas primorosas, en los cuales se refleja el luminar del dia. Agregan que
son soagagoas (hijos del sol y de la luna) porque manejan unas cosas de
las que hacen salir el relámpago, el trueno y el rayo, como tambien porque
vienen montados en unos animales ágiles como el mono, veloces como el
venado, y dóciles a la voluntad del jinete cual pluma a la dirección del
huracán (p. 89).
[they are a troop of people never seen or imagined […] they have white
faces covered with black beards that hang down to their chests, they are
tall and muscular, their attire is elegant and made of beautiful fabrics, on
which the light of the day reflects. They say they are soagagoas (sons of
the sun and the moon) because they manipulate things that provoke
lightning, thunder and flash and also because they ride animals that are
agile as the monkey, fast as deer and docile to the will of the rider as a
feather in the direction of the hurricane].
The strange bearded beings are a vision both exciting and terrifying in all their
power. The natives are confused and take them for ‘celestial beings’ at the
beginning, but then quickly realise they are pitiless invaders. Their proximity
becomes ominous and the Muisca start to panic; treasures are thrown in lakes
and people flee the ‘city’ of Bacatá. The Muisca troops, exhausted from their ‘civil
war’, try to reassemble to respond to the invasion. They set about attacking the
Spaniards and sing ‘patriotic’ songs to keep their spirits high:
Adalides de la patria,
Animad a los guerreros
A derramar a torrentes
La sangre del estranjero (p 100).
[Chief leaders of the fatherland
Lead the warriors
Into shedding torrents of
The foreigner’s blood].
The attack on the Spaniards is described once more by the use of abundant
classical tropes: ‘La memorable batalla de las Termópilas iba a repetirse: veamos
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si Quezada fue tan grande como Leonidas, y nuestro héroe tan pequeño como
Jerjes’ (p. 100) [The memorable battle of Thermopylae was about to repeat itself:
let’s see if Quezada was as great as Leonides, and our hero as little as Xerxes].
Despite the numerical superiority of the Indians, the Spaniards are not afraid: the
troop ‘mira con frialdad y sin espanto las inmensas líneas de indios armados de
hondas, flechas, quisques y tiraderas, y dando muestras de alegría desea risueña
la hora del combate’ (p. 100) [regards coldly and fearlessly the immense lines of
Indians armed with slings, arrows, catapults and shooting butts]. They are not
afraid because, as the conquistador Jiménez de Quesada arrogantly asserts: ‘Son
millones, pero bárbaros; nosotros somos pocos, pero civilizados....veamos la
diferencia que hay entre un español y un hombre de los bosques’ (p. 100) [They
are millions, but barbaric; we are few but civilised…let’s see the difference
between a Spaniard and a wild man]. The conquest of the Muisca was indeed
fast; their leaders were killed and the smaller political units were unable to offer
resistance to the Spaniards. Jiménez de Quesada then set out to explore a vast
portion of present-day central Colombia, found treasures – gold and emeralds,
although not El Dorado, as he intended – defended his interests from two other
conquistadors that arrived in the plains (Federmann and Belalcázar), established
the village of Bogotá in 1538 and founded it officially in 1539, all of which was
done in less than two years.

What happened after the defeat of the Muisca and the colonial organisation of
their territory was not, however, Rozo’s concern. The plot stops right after the
definitive battle in which the Muisca are defeated by the foreign invaders. Rozo
only tells the reader that after such battle, the Muisca General leading the army,
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Thisquesusa ‘derrotado ya, abandonado de los suyos y perseguido de los
extranjeros’ (p. 101) [defeated already, abandoned by his men and chased by the
foreigners] retired to the woods where he is murdered later by a ‘un feroz
aventurero’, (p. 103) [a wild adventurer] a Spanish soldier. While this tragedy is
ensuing, Jafitereva and Bitelma are slowly approaching the river where they
intend to expiate their sin with death, which marks the end of the novel: ‘las aguas
se abren como un sepulcro de cristal, para cerrarse al punto, dejando escondidos
en su seno los fríos cadaveres de tan ilustres víctimas!’ (p. 106) [the waters
opened up like a crystal sepulchre to close immediately, leaving in its interior the
cold bodies of such illustrious victims!].

The descriptions of the arrival of Jiménez de Quesada and the battle that followed
are the passages where the Spaniards appear more fully. Their presence in the
text is fragmentary and they are depicted as having a double condition: they are
‘la celestial escuadra’ (p. 92) [the heavenly army] and have ‘alma de hierro y
corazón de león’ (p. 100) [soul of iron and lion heart]; they are brave adventurers
and posses civilisation, but are also foreign invaders, arrogant, greedy and
murderous. Despite their power, the Spaniards are not the source of the
civilisation of the future nation, which is mythical (unlike Nieto’s Yngermina).

Besides Jiménez de Quesada’s expedition, the only other mention of the external
other, the European, is to Columbus: ‘Cristóbal Colón habia conquistado una
gloria y un nombre que la historia, en letras inmortales, como estrellas de eterno
resplandor, transmitía al fin de los siglos’ (p. 23) [Christopher Columbus had
conquered glory and a name that history, in immortal letters like stars of eternal
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splendour, transmitted until the end of the centuries]. Columbus is mentioned as
the beginning of historical time in words that give its inception the glory of a new
myth. Rozo, however, revindicates the Muisca despite their defeat, again, by the
way of anticipation:
Los extranjeros sueltan entonces la carrera a sus caballos, y los persiguen
hasta donde hoy se eleva la estatua del libertador... Admirable
coincidencia! Estos aventureros se detienen en su carrera de sangre, allí
donde trescientos años despues se levantó un monumento a la memoria
del hombre que expelió a los españoles de la heroica Colombia, y rescató
los dominios usurpados! (p. 101).
[The foreigners let go their horses and chased them up to where the statue
of the liberator stands today … Admirable coincidence! Those adventurers
stopped in their bloody race where, three hundred years later, will rise a
monument to the memory of the man who expelled the Spaniards from the
heroic Colombia and rescued the usurped dominions!].
Bolívar, the Creole independence hero and ‘father’ of the nation, is the avenger of
the ancient inhabitants of ‘heroic Colombia’ and the event is inscribed in a
monument that stands in the landscape as the symbol of the permanency of the
nation. With this gesture, the Muisca are simultaneously inscribed as a source of
the nation and erased from official history, as the monument recalls Bolívar’s
deed.

Summary
The bourgeois subject continuously defined and redefined itself through the
exclusion of what it marked out as ‘low’ […] Yet that very act of exclusion
was constitutive of its identity. The low was internalised under the sign of
negation and disgust. But disgust always bears the imprint of desire. Those
low domains, apparently expelled as the ‘Other’, return as the object of
nostalgia, longing and fascination (Stallybrass and White 1986, p. 191).
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El ultimo rei de los muiscas is a truncated, ambivalent project of spatial history.
Rozo sets out to interpret the relation between the Muisca and their territory in
terms of experience, of temporal and spatial presence (which is evident in the
chapter XVI, focused on the lake of Guatavita) but ends up inscribing both the
land and its native inhabitants into the coordinates of modernity. The Muisca are a
‘natural’ community which disintegrated internally and disappeared later under
external pressure. Their attack by the Spaniards is finally ‘avenged’, significantly,
by a Creole hero thus turned into the ‘father of the nation’. This gesture
simultaneously summons a pure ancestry into the present and displaces it into the
nostalgic past to clear the space for an authorised, modern Creole nationhood.

By inscribing the region and Bacatá/Santa Fe in a narrative of progress and
development, Rozo sought to give not only the nation but also the national capital
long and deep roots with a mythical civilisation and a precise location. Therefore
Rozo sets about building a memory for the social body which would ease the
anxiety produced by the absence of a past in which no trace of civilisation, as
conceived by modernity, can be found. This anxiety arises from the fact that the
landscape, the Muisca territory upon which the nation will be built, is seen as
devoid of symbolic landmarks, of markers of human action, it is an empty space
which generates horror vacui; it cannot be read, it is not meaningful, it is
dehistoricised. In modernity the spatial dimension requires visible marks so that it
can be inscribed in history, a linear temporal dimension.

Rozo’s natives are hybrid: they appear as a ‘natural’ civilisation which
nevertheless parallels at several instances modern societies. With this ambivalent
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depiction, Rozo gave the nation a dignified, imaginary past, in which the native
inhabitants of the country have abundant and visible proof of their development,
so they can be inscribed in a History that seems to have unfairly forgotten them.
The Spanish disruption – also oscillating between admiration and condemnation –
is momentary. The broken nexus between modern society and natural community
(a remarkable, albeit invisible, native civilisation) can be re-established; the social
body will heal definitely after independence and the nation will be finally inscribed
in modernity, generating a cohesive, all-encompassing cultural memory that would
generate an identity and a sense of belonging amidst the turbulence of national
life.
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Chapter 5

The Awakening of the Nation: Los Jigantes (The Educational Project)
Pueblo secuestrado de la vida universal, embrutecido por la tiranía, sujeto
a la influencia perniciosa de la sotana y de la esclavitud; sin comercio, sin
artes, sin escuelas, sin costumbres fijas ni carácter nacional; el debía ser
incapaz de proceder a virtud de un pensamiento radical que encaminase
sus movimientos hacia el advenimiento de un orden social enteramente
nuevo (Samper 1853, p. 25).
[People cut off from universal life, made brutish by tyranny, subject to the
pernicious influence of the cassock and slavery, without trade, arts,
schools, fixed customs or national character; it was incapable of proceding
according to a radical thought that would direct its movement towards the
advent of an entirely new social order].

The topics of revolution and independence provided nineteenth-century letrados
with a space to re-create foundational events. Those topics, although still
immersed in European conventions, paradoxically sought as well to mark a
difference between the New and the Old World, where the image of Spain was
often that of a stepmother, an illegitimate authority, stripped of prestige
(Colmenares 1987, p. 94). The fictionalising of the struggle for independence was
appealing and useful as it related to the immediate past and was full of colourful
epic episodes: ‘El mundo de la épica es del pasado nacional heroico: “it is a world
of beginnings and peak times in the national history, a world of fathers and of
founders of families, a world of firsts and bests”’ (Lugo-Ortiz 1999, p. 230,
emphasis in the original) [The world of epics is that of the heroic national past: “it
is a world of beginnings and peak times in the national history, a world of fathers
and of founders of families, a world of firsts and bests”’].
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Independence was a ‘success story’ full of heroes and military prowess where
destiny played a definitive role. The outcome of the story is the articulation, via
military operations and memorable battles, of a succession of previously unknown
geographic locations into one national, albeit somewhat abstract, national heroic
geography (Colmenares 1987, p. 95). For the Creoles writing about the revolution,
this event was crucial in the production of their identity; it provided legitimation, an
origin, and a language to recreate the past and project the future.

A radical liberal, optimistic view of independence and the destiny of the nation
appears in Los Jigantes (1875) set in the period prior to the revolution of 1810
which inaugurated the first Republic (1810-1816). Its writer, Felipe Pérez (18361891) was a radical liberal, a true representative of the period of the liberal
hegemony and of the so-called Olimpo Radical, which spanned from 1863 to 1885
and promoted federalism, free trade and public education. Pérez was an
extraordinarily active letrado, a mixture of writer, politician, journalist, military man,
geographer, diplomat and ethnographer with an incredible record of written
production. Curcio Altamar provides a sketch of his life in the following terms:
Su propia vida se moldeó conforme a todos los lugares comunes de las
biografías románticas de América: educación juvenil apresurada en el
marco de dolorosas perturbaciones políticas; luchas periodísticas agriadas;
brillante papel en la vida pública; intervención activa en las contiendas
civiles; y por ultimo el destierro, la vuelta a la patria y el olvido póstumo (p.
74).
[His own life was moulded according to all the commonplaces of American
Romantic biographies: hurried juvenile education in the context of painful
political perturbations; bitter journalistic fights; brilliant role in public life;
active intervention in civil wars and lastly, exile, the return to the fatherland
and posthumous oblivion].
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Of humble origins, Pérez studied to be a lawyer and joined in his twenties the
Colombian diplomatic body visiting Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia and Chile, after which
he published a political essay on Ecuador and four consecutive fictional works on
Peruvian history:85 Atahualpa (1856), Huayna Capac (1856), Los Pizarros (1857),
and Jilma (1858). As a civil servant Pérez acted as governor of the province of
Zipaquirá, as senator, as secretary of Treasury, War and Navy and President of
the State of Boyacá, among other positions. As a journalist, Pérez wrote on
literature, travels and politics and other topics for a number of periodicals: El
Tiempo, Los Debates, El Comercio, El Mosaico, El Diario de Cundinamarca, La
Opinión, Los Anales de Instrucción Pública and others. In 1858, Pérez founded
Biblioteca de Señoritas, Colombia’s first periodical devoted to women, and in
1877 founded El Relator, where some of his novels were published.

Pérez was responsible for recovering and putting together the information from
the Comisión Corográfica after the death of its head, Agustín Codazzi, and
published extensively on geography: Geografía física y política del Distrito
Federal (1861), Geografía física y política de los Estados Unidos de Colombia
(1862), regional maps of the states of Bolívar (1868), Magdalena (1861); Panamá
(1862), Cauca (1862), Santander (1863), Tolima (1863) and Boyacá (1863),
Compendio de geografía universal: contiene la geografía particular de los
Estados Unidos de Colombia (1871), Compendio de geografía elemental y
prontuario del atlas colombiano (1888) and Geografía general del Nuevo mundo y
particular de cada uno de los países y colonias que lo componen (1888).
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He was preceded in his reconstruction of the Peruvian past from an Indian point of view by José Eusebio
Caro’s En boca del ultimo inca (1835), as Curcio Altamar points out (p. 75).
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As a historical writer, Pérez is considered by Curcio Altamar as the author who
gave the genre ‘un contenido mas valioso y representativo de las corrientes
culturales europeas e hispanoamericanas’ (p. 74) [a more valuable and
representative content of the European and Hispanic American cultural streams].
He criticises, however, Pérez’s positioning of Indians as protagonists of the 1810
as a mistake that distorts the historical background: ‘Poner a un descendiente del
rey muisca en el palacio de Amar y Borbón desaconsejando a este políticamente
y dirigiendo o animando la revolución con avisos llevados a los patriotas por
palomas mensajeras es un desatino literario y un indicio de mejorable gusto
imaginativo’ (p. 76) [To put a descendent of the Muisca king in the palace of Amar
y Borbón giving him bad political advice and directing or inciting the revolution via
messages taken to the patriots by doves is literary foolishness and a sign of
improvable imaginative taste].

In a similar vein, the conservative Roberto Cortázar, pointed in 1908 to Pérez’s
deviation from ‘truth’ when placing the Indians at the centre of independence ‘sin
acordarse que los indios fueron siempre partidarios incondicionales de la causa
del Rey’ (2003, p. 87) [forgetting that Indians were always unconditional partisans
to the cause of the king].86 His criticism of Spain is unfair and untrue, ‘[…] sería
desconocer los bienes que España dio a sus colonias’ (p. 85) […] it would ignore
the benefits Spain gave its colonies]: namely religion and language. Donald
McGrady qualifies Los jigantes as ‘totalmente desprovista de valores estéticos’ (p.
193) [totally devoid of aesthetic values]:
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The image of the ‘loyal Indian’ was constructed both pre- and post- independence (Earle 2001, pp. 138;
144).
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Toda la obra obedece a una finalidad polémica tan acentuada que
destruye todo valor estético que de otro modo pudiera tener. Pérez se
propone hacer resaltar todos los males del régimen colonial español,
corrompido y oblivio de los intereses de sus súbditos, los americanos.
Recalca los “horrores de la Conquista” ya descritos en Los Pizarros, y el
oprobio y brutalidad indecibles de sus sucesores, los gobernantes
españoles […] Los jigantes es una mezcolanza de polémica antiespañola,
datos históricos, noticias arqueológicas, disgresiones sobre gran cantidad
de materias, alusiones pedantescas y acción romántica mal desarrollada.
Por primera vez en su producción novelística, se nota en Pérez una
evidente y pronunciada intención docente, segun la cual intercala largos
trozos de historia pura, dirigidos exclusivamente a la educación del lector,
y de escasa o ninguna conexión con la acción novelesca (pp. 194-95).
[The whole book obeys a polemical objective so accentuated that all
aesthetic value the novel may otherwise have is destroyed. Pérez’s
purpose is to underscore all of the evils of the Spanish colonial regime,
corrupted and forgetful of the interests of its subjects, the Americans. He
highlights the “horrors of the conquest”, described already in Los Pizarros
and the unspeakable opprobrium and brutality of its succesors, the Spanish
rulers […] Los jigantes is a mixture of anti-Spanish controversy, historical
information, archeological news, disgressions on a great number of
matters, arrogant allusions and badly developed Romantic plot. For the first
time in his novelistic production, an evident and pronounced didactic intent
is obvious in Pérez, according to which large chunks of pure history are
inserted, aimed exclusively at the education of the reader and of scarce, if
any, connection to the novelistic plot].
The text, however, responds to a feeling of moral and civil duty of the writer,
collapsing the political and the aesthetic and seeking to create a national
aesthetics linked to American and national landscape amidst intense instability
and regional clashes between oligarchical groups, facilitated by federalism.
Feelings of leadership, of civic responsibility and intellectual advancement
construct the various subjectivities that intervene in the plot. Pérez depicts an
inclusive panorama in terms of gender, class and race that seeks to connect the
common nineteenth-century fiction, which functioned within the logics of the
feature of ‘poetics of shame’ and excludes the very subjects it attempted to
include on the basis of their incongruence with the symbolic economies of
modernity.
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In terms of form, Los jigantes does not employ resources such as footnotes to
provide historical or scientific information or the trope of a found manuscript in
order to reinforce the archival quality of the novel and avoids as well the use of an
introduction or dedications. Pérez simply qualified his work as a ‘novela original’
[original novel]. Sources on the independence process like the first Colombian
historiography, José Manuel Restrepo’s Historia de la Revolución de la República
de Colombia (1827) and José Antonio de Plaza’s Memorias para la historia de la
Nueva Granada desde su descubrimiento hasta el 20 de Julio de 1810 (1850),
letters and documents such as an anonymous narration of the events, Revolución
de Santafe de Bogotá dia 20 de julio de 1810 (which coincides with Pérez’s
description of the events in chapter IX, book six) as well as late eighteenthcentury and early nineteenth-century newspapers were available and most
probably were known by Pérez. The writer fully acknowledges the patriotic rhetoric
and discourses of the independence era.

The novel is longer than Yngermina or El ultimo rei de los muiscas, spanning six
books and three hundred and fifty-four pages and has only one edition (1875).87 It
features subplots like the love affair between independence leader Francisco
Miranda and empress Catherine of Russia, or the story of the black slaves Anglina
and Congo and other moralising or informative interventions, such as the history
of the missions of the plains. Pérez remained an omniscient author, interrupting
the narration to give extensive details on the state of the colony, of history,
geographical descriptions and other information
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The book was published during Santiago Pérez’s (Felipe Pérez’s brother) presidency (1874-1876).
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Los jigantes tells the story of a fictitious conspiracy behind the revolution of 1810.
Bogotá Creoles, relying on popular anti-Spanish feeling, pressured Viceroy Amar
y Borbón to accept independent Juntas, which nevertheless recognised the
authority of King Fernando VII. Although an important antecedent
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independence, the fragmented nature of the Juntas and the diverging interests of
the different social groups facilitated the reconquest of the viceroyalty in 1816
(Tovar 1983). In Pérez’s account, three enlightened conspirators act secretly to
carry out the objective of removing the viceroy and creating a junta. They are: don
Juan, half Spanish half Indian, ‘un sujeto de más de treinta años, de aspecto
grave y caballeresco, barba negra, fina y caudal. Sus pardos ojos, no muy
grandes, brillaban con una luz notable’ (p. 5) [an individual of more than thirty
years, of serious and chivalrous aspect, fine black beard. His brown eyes, not too
big, shone with a notable light]; his fifteen-year-old daughter Luz, who ‘no parecía
hija de los Andes; y se hubiera jurado que no circulaba por ella sangre mora y
latina, sino sangre inglesa y de la más pura’ (p. 33) [did not resemble a daughter
of the Andes, it could have been sworn instead that Moorish and Latin blood did
not circulate through her, but rather the purest English blood] and her Indian lover,
the Muisca prince Sagipa,88 described as:
un mozo de color moreno, cabellos lazos, abundantes y negros, de ojos
grandes, llenos de melancolía, nariz tipo griego y dientes bellísimos.
Aunque contaba más de veinte y cinco años, no tenía pelo alguno de
barba. Su boca era grande, de rojo pálido y corte marcado. Su espalda era
ancha, su cintura delgada y su musculatura vigorosa (p. 5).
[a brown young man, with abundant and black straight hair, big eyes full of
melancholy, Greek nose and beautiful teeth. Although he was more than
twenty-five years old he did not have any beard. His mouth was big, pale
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Sagipa (Saxagipa) was the last zipa (ruler) of Bacatá, killed by the Spaniards in 1539 for his brother
Tisquesusa’s treasure (Friede 1960, p. 108). Pérez probably invoked the name to stress the idea of American
victimhood and Spanish greed and cruelty.
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red and had marked contours. His shoulders were wide, his waist thin and
his muscles vigorous].
These fictional characters, whose physical descriptions seem to reflect moral
attributes highlighted by their interracial features, interact with Spanish historical
characters like the viceroys Mendinueta and Amar y Borbón and his wife,
Francisca Vilanova and Creole independence figures like Antonio Nariño. Even
Simon Bolívar, heroic figure par excellence in Creole imagination, makes a brief
appearance.

‘La España trataba a la América como a una mujer tártara’89
New ideas and practical knowledge were what mattered, not just for the sake
of a new and different understanding of nature, but also for a new and
different understanding of the fundamental problems in philosophy and in
social and political life (Romero 1999, p. 132).
An unrelenting assessment of colonial life traverses this text. From the very first
paragraphs, the novel is devoted to a strong condemnation of the Spanish
performance during the three centuries of colonial domination in practically all
fields of social development: from the arts to education, from science to morality.
The opening paragraphs describe Bogotá in July 1803 as a ‘pobre ciudad, sin
monumentos, sin edificios notables, y sin nada que pudiera corresponder ni en
ciencias, ni en artes, ni en buen gusto, al pomposo título que le había dispensado
la madre patria’ (Pérez, p. 3) [poor city, devoid of monuments, of noteworthy
buildings and without anything that could correspond in science or arts or good
taste to the pompous title given to it by the motherland], although this is a Golden
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‘Spain treated America as if it was a Tartar woman’ (Pérez p. 67).
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Age of the colony. The city is dull and poor although the motherland seems quite
pleased with its state of affairs: the lack of aesthetics in the city seems to reveal
the moral poverty and depravity of Spain. The cities, especially the capitals, were
the stages where the struggle for power took shape, and it was in them that the
movements that would accelerate or thwart the consolidation of power were
formed (Romero 1999, p. 170).

Pérez’s explanation for the wretched state of Nueva Granada is simple and
concrete: the viceroyalty (along with all the other Spanish colonies) has been
kept, intentionally, in a state of backwardness by the motherland, not only
because Spain itself is a backward, semi-medieval country, but also to prevent it
from becoming independent, as has already happened in the British colonies in
North America. This situation has a long genealogy, dating back to the early days
of the colony in the sixteenth century:
Tras de Colón, aves de rapiña de plumaje de acero, se lanzaron a la
América. Cortés, Pizarro y Almagro. Los horrores de sus conquistas
estremecieron al mundo. El sol del reino español no tenía oriente ni ocaso,
pero rodaba por un horizonte de sangre, lágrimas y oprobio. Tres siglos
dominaron los hijos de Pelayo el mundo que se extiende desde el Orizaba
hasta la Tierra del Fuego, y que estrechan por los costados de izquierda y
derecha, los océanos Atlántico y Pacífico. En estos tres siglos el europeo
dio al americano en cambio de su salvaje tranquilidad, de su oro, de su
honor, de su dignidad y de sus bellezas, la abyección por patrimonio y el
látigo por gobierno (pp. 13-14).
[After Columbus, birds of prey with steel feathers set out for America.
Cortés, Pizarro and Almagro. The horrors of their conquest shook the
world. The sun of the Spanish kingdom had no East or dawn, but it
travelled through a horizon of blood, tears and hatred. For three centuries
the sons of Pelayo dominated the world that extends from the Orizaba to
Tierra del Fuego, stretched on left and right by the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. During those three centuries the European gave the American in
exchange for its savage tranquillity, its gold, its honour, its dignity and
beauties, abjection as patrimony and whip as government].
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Departing significantly from Nieto’s view, Pérez (publishing thirty-one years later)
depicts the conquistadors as greedy, cold-blooded torturers with absolute
disregard for human life, ‘La América era una charca de sangre, y cada
conquistador un verdugo’ (p. 14), [America was a pool of blood and each
conquistador, an executioner]. At the end of the conquest a colonial regime, full of
hierarchies and bureaucracy, and marked by inhumanity, was installed:
Mas tarde se organizaron gobiernos y hubo adelantados, virreyes y
capitanes generales; pero esto en nada varió la condición de los
americanos, porque el continente estaba secuestrado para el resto del
mundo. Este marchaba en las otras zonas por el camino de la luz y de la
libertad. El libre examen, el derecho, la imprenta, el comercio, la ley, las
ciencias, las artes, la religión libre, el progreso en todas sus fases era el
galardón de los hombres en todas partes; solo la América española
constituía la amarga excepción del querer de Dios! (p. 14).
[Later, governments were organised and there were adelantados, viceroys
and captains general, but this did not alter the conditions of the Americans,
as the continent was hijacked for the rest of the world. In other areas, it
marched on the path of light and freedom. Free exams, rights, the printing
press, trade, law, science, freedom of worship, progress in all its phases
was the prize of men everywhere, only Hispanic America was the exception
to God’s will!].
While other regions of the world were advancing thanks to numerous
developments in the arts and sciences and also to liberal ideology, Spanish
America lagged behind, immersed in ignorance and impotence: ‘En la América no
se podía pensar ni obrar’ (p. 14) [In Hispanic America one could not think or act].
This situation had come about because the scarce public instruction available in
Spanish America was considerably distanced from the world of rationalistic
knowledge, which, in the eyes of the Spanish authorities, would alter the colonial
status quo. As Pérez puts it, there are no schools in the colonies because:
En las escuelas se enseña a leer; el que lee desarrolla sus facultades
intelectuales; el que desarrolla sus facultades intelectuales, piensa; el que
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piensa, medita; el que medita, obra; el que obra puede conspirar; el que
puede conspirar, puede atentar contra el derecho divino de los reyes; y, lo
que esto todavía peor aún, puede atentar contra la paz de la colonia. Que
no haya escuelas, pues. La corona podia ser bárbara [...] pero era lógica
(p. 64).
[Reading is taught at schools; those who read develop their intellectual
faculties; those who develop their intellectual faculties think; those who
think, meditate; those who meditate, act; those who act can conspire; those
who conspire can threat on the king’s divine right, and even worse, can
threaten the peace of the colonies. No schools, then. The crown might
have been barbaric […] but it was logical].
The colonial educational system is full of useless subjects with no practical
application, underscoring the pragmatic, positivistic, scientific character of Pérez’s
own project. Hence, the ‘intellectual state of the colony’ is evaluated in these
terms:90
Hacíase estudiar a los niños [...] cuatro años de latín, llenando su cabeza
de reglas confusas y multiplicadas, y sin aplicación util alguna [...] seguían
los tres llamados de filosofía. Consagrábase el primero al estudio de la
logica, consistente en lecciones orales en que el rancio preceptor discurría
por medio de las universales, las categorías, los entes y otros disparates
del mismo tenor; y en que se trataba de aguzar el entendimiento de la
juventud con la formación de silogismos escolásticos figurados en las
frases mágicas de barbara, celarem, dari, ferio, baralipton, mas a propósito
de embotar y circunscribir la inteligencia que para hacerla fuerte en la
inquisición de la verdad. El segundo año se consagraba a [...] una
metafísica absurda, oscura, ridícula; y el tercero a la física, pero sin
instrumentos, sin experimentos, y según los atrasados autores del siglo
XVII. Terminado este [...] periodo de [...] nigromancia literaria, el educando
recibía el título de bachiller, y empezaba el estudio de las facultades
mayores. Componíanse estas del aprendizaje del derecho canónico y el
romano, y la teología; la medicina no era por el momento una carrera. Ser
sacerdote o abogado, era el bello ideal de las gentes acomodadas (p. 280,
my emphasis).
[Children had to study Latin for four years […] filling their heads with
confusing and multiplied rules with no useful application […] followed by
three years of philosophy. The first year was devoted to the study of Logic,
90

Pérez is quoting historian de Plaza (1850, pp. 413-414) almost verbatim. A critique of the Colegios and the
teaching of law which shares this same view can be found in Caldas’s correspondence (1978, pp. 94, 99), as
well as the idea that Spain’s strategy was to keep America ignorant: ‘[…] en vano adoptó España el bárbaro
sistema de embrutecernos para dominarnos’ (1966, p. 181) [… in vain has Spain adopted the barbaric
system of making us brutish in order to dominate us].
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consisting of oral lessons in which the musty preceptor discoursed through
universals, categories, entities and other nonsense of the same kind, and
in which they tried to stimulate the youth’s understanding with the formation
of scholastic syllogisms figured in the magical phrases barbara, celarem,
dari, ferio, baralipton, more to the purpose of weakening and circumscribing
intelligence than strengthening it for the pursuit of truth. The second year
was dedicated to an […] absurd metaphysics, obscure, ridiculous; and the
third one to physics, but without instruments or experiments and according
to the backward authors of the seventeenth century. Once this […] period
of […] literary necromancy was over, the student received the title of
bachiller and commenced the study of the major faculties. These were
composed by the teaching of Roman and canonical law and theology;
medicine was not a career at the moment. To be a priest or a lawyer was
the beautiful ideal of the rich].
The scholasticism and metaphysical emphasis of a curriculum that remains
medieval despite the modern, empirical knowledge circulating in the more civilised
Western Europe is scorned. Pérez also describes the importance given to the
Humanities and to Law in the lettered city up until mid-nineteenth century; this was
characteristic of what Safford (1976) termed the ‘neo-Bourbon generation’. Pérez,
as a radical liberal, viewed modernisation as a matter of integrating the masses
into the market economy while fashioning a technical, science-oriented elite. The
underlying political rationality was the unification of the country into a ‘common
purpose’ through public instruction and the avoidance of social conflict (Obregón
1988-89, p. 153).

Education as civilising medium had played an important role since the beginning
of the colony, but it was restricted to the elitist colegios, (whose curriculum
included the study of languages, the classical cultures, philology and grammar)
which contributed to weaving strong links between letrados, power and social
prestige (Deas 1993; Palacios 1986). An incipient system of public primary
schools appeared in mid-eighteenth century under the enlightened Bourbons. The
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information on primary education during the colony is fragmentary. It is known,
however, that racial and social discrimination was the rule, as a 1789 petition for
the opening of a public school in San Juan de Girón attests: ‘se cuidaría
especialmente que los niños de buena estirpe no fueran osados de injuriar con
mofas y malas palabras a los de baja extracción, ni se mezclen con ellos sino
para enseñarles aquello que ignoren, o auxiliarles en lo que necesiten por efecto
de la generosidad que debe ser propia de la gente noble’ [special care would paid
to those children of good lineage so they would not be audacious enough to mock
with bad words those from low extraction, to mingle with them other than to teach
them what they don’t know or help them in whatever they needed as a
demonstration of the generosity that should characterise noble people]. In this
way, white children would get used to ‘mirar bajo la perspectiva que conviene a
otros hombres de clase inferior y borrarán del todo perniciosas preocupaciones
que reinan aun contra los artesanos y menestrales, indignas de una nación
civilizada (quoted in Jaramillo 1982, p. 253) [see the world from the perspective of
the inferior classes, definitively erasing pernicious reservations that persist against
artisans and workers, unworthy of a civilised nation].

Perez’s project demonstrates the unprecedented conviction in the power of
education as the way to access civilisation, as reflected in the 1870 radical
education reform. This reform encompassed virtually all aspects of education,
from the education of the teachers to the construction of schools and prioritised
primary teaching (Jaramillo 1985, p. 264). It banned physical punishments ‘que
puedan debilitar el sentimiento del honor’ [that could weaken the feeling of
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honour], stimulated observation in the natural sciences programs and strove to
construct a virtuous citizen:
es un deber de los directores de escuela hacer los mayores esfuerzos por
elevar el sentimiento moral de los niños y jóvenes confiados a su cuidado e
instrucción, y para grabar en sus corazones los principios de piedad,
justicia, respeto a la verdad, amor a su país, humanidad y universal
benevolencia, tolerancia, sobriedad, industria y frugalidad, pureza,
moderación y templanza y en general todas las virtudes que son el
ornamento de la especie humana y la base sobre la que reposa toda
sociedad libre (quoted in Jaramillo 1985, p. 267).
[it is the duty of school directors to make the greatest of efforts to elevate
the morality of the children and youths to their care and instruction and to
engrave in their hearts principles of piety, justice, respect for truth, love of
their country, humanity and universal benevolence, tolerance, sobriety,
industry and frugality, purity, moderation and temperance and in general all
the virtues that are the ornament of the human species and the base upon
which free society rests].
The liberal emphasis on the production of a virtuous citizen through science,
however, had an underside of social control in which social and political struggles
were to be superseded by secular reason (Obregón 1988-89, pp. 155-157). The
optimistic goals of the reform were not met, as the gap between them and the
conditions of the popular sectors was too wide. The reform also met opposition
from the church, from some federal states and from conservative sectors (and
indifference from some liberal sectors) (Jaramillo 1985, p. 273). In 1876, one year
after the publication of Los Jigantes, a civil war broke out (protests began in 1870)
in defense of religion and against the State’s perceived tyranny in imposing
secular education: this interrupted the reform and marked the end of the radical
liberal project, which was followed by the Regeneración. 91
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Jane Meyer states that in the province of Cauca, where the revolt was particularly active, the protesters
carried banners along with the flag of the Papal state and the Sacred Heart of Jesus (Rojas, p. 314).
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As a radical liberal, Pérez underscores the need of modern education by drawing
a clear differentiation between a world of rationalism and progress and the
Spanish world of tradition. This binary is made explicit in the novel in a
conversation between don Juan and his father, don Fernando, a quintessential
Catholic, monarchist and traditional Spaniard, revealing competing versions of
‘civilisation’. In this passage, don Fernando tries to convince his son to travel with
him to Spain, which he disdainfully rejects, since he has ‘pocas simpatías por el
mundo que vuesamerced me recomienda ver’ (p. 21) [I have little sympathy for
the world you recommend me to see]. Don Fernando insists and qualifies Spain
as interesting and worth visiting since it is ‘el mundo de la religión y de los reyes’
(p. 21) [the world of religion and kings],92 the very world which don Juan abhors.
Don Fernando is horrified by his son’s blasphemy and blames don Juan’s
readings for his rejection of Spain: ‘[n]unca me imaginé que ese fuera el resultado
de la lectura de esos malditos libros, escritos en lenguas impías [...] que me costó
tanto trabajo traducir’ (pp. 21-22) [I never imagined that to be the outcome of the
reading of those damned books, written in impious languages […] which were so
hard for me to translate]. The last resource don Fernando employs to convince
don Juan of the many virtues of the motherland is none other than the civilising
mission; he argues that the conquest ‘Ha civilizado un mundo’ (p. 25) [It has
civilised a world]. Don Juan does not see it that way. For him, the conquest was
founded on violence and pillage; América was indeed civilised by Spain, but it was
done by
asesinando primero a sus reyes, tumbando despues sus altares, violando
a sus vírgenes, pillando a sus príncipes, distribuyendo sus tierras,
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Religion is critiqued here as instrumental in the preservation of the colonial order by replacing rationalistic
knowledge and as a tool for the containment of the colonial subjects, although the novel features as well a
Spanish ‘patriot’, a priest.
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aniquilando sus poblaciones, degradando su raza, y haciendo de la
violencia y del escándalo toda una ozganización [sic], todo un sistema! (p.
26).
[first murdering their kings, knocking down their altars, raping their virgins,
robbing their princes, distributing their lands, annihilating their populations,
degrading its race and making of violence and scandal a whole
organisation, a whole system!].
Don Fernando sees all these accusations as an unfair sign of ingratitude towards
the motherland and don Juan summarises the diverging positions to conclude the
conversation:
Vuesamerced representa el mundo viejo, el mundo que agoniza ahora en
Europa bajo las patas del caballo de Napoleón, el mundo de los
Borbones... yo represento el mundo nuevo, el mundo que comienza con
Washington y que acabará con la república universal (p. 29).
[You represent the old world, the world that is now dying in Europe under
the hooves of Napoleon’s horse, the world of the Bourbons…I represent
the new world, the world that commences with Washington and that will
end with the universal republic].
Here, the tropes that articulate the criticism of the colonial situation appear at
large. Spain is an aged and backward world ‘of kings and religion’ which has
unjustly kept America under a reign of terror and ignorance, cut off from the world
of progress and science embodied by Western Europe and the United States; the
former being a source of inspiration for the rest of the continent, depicted as new
and destined for freedom.

Don Juan represents the enlightened subject, a self-fashioned model of civic
virtue and intellectual cosmopolitanism that assumes the civilisation of others and
therefore is apt to be in a commanding position in the revolution:
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En medio de ese sistema de sombras, pocas era las inteligencias
superiores que lograban ponerse en contacto con la luz. De este número
era don Juan [...] debido a los libros que [...] le trajera su padre [...]
aprendió el español, el latín, el italiano, el inglés y el francés; la literatura y
la historia; la mitología y la política. [...] La historia de Grecia y de Roma
prepararon su corazón para la libertad; la tiranía iberica lo acabó de
decidir. Pronto la idea de la República se agitó atrevida en su cerebro
como Palas, armada y poderosa, en el cráneo de Júpiter’ (pp. 39-40).
[Amidst that system of shadows, few were the superior intelligences able to
make contact with the light. Of that number was don Juan […] due to the
books […] his father brought him […] he learnt Spanish, Latin, Italian,
English and French; literature and history; mythology and politics […] The
history of Greece and Rome prepared his heart for liberty; Iberian tyranny
made him decide. Soon the idea of the Republic agitated boldly in his brain
like Pallas, armed and powerful in the head of Jupiter].
The enlightened don Juan teaches his daughter Luz;93 Sagipa and his parents,
who take care of Luz, all become enlightened. ‘Enlightenment’ here is a condition
of knowledge, granted by education and although emanating from the West and
specifically from France and universal in scope:94
Pero llegó un dia en que una chispa del fuego celeste se escapó de lo alto.
Voltaire y Rousseau, juntos con otros Prometeos del siglo XVIII, se
apoderaron de esa chispa y con ella incendiaron la Francia. La Francia
incendió en seguida al mundo, y por consiguiente a la América (pp. 14-15).
[But one day a spark from the sacred fire escaped from above. Voltaire and
Rousseau, along with other Prometheuses of the eighteenth century, took
hold of this spark and with it they set France on fire. France immediately
set fire to the world, and consequently, to America].
Enlightenment for All (who can read)

By employing the widespread trope of referencing and comparing characters and
situations of the novel to historical characters from all times and places, Pérez
connects the revolution with other struggles placed in the frame of a recognisable
93
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Luz is ‘light’ in Spanish, in one of many allegories of Enlightenment.
On the notions of progress for nineteenth-century Latin American elites, see Bradford Burns (1983).
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‘universal history’, whose origins are invariably located in Greece and Rome, then
passing on to Western Europe (Spain excepted) and North America finally to
reach Spanish America.95 This linear progression from absolutism to democracy
universalises the Enlightenment by establishing it as a fundamental step in a
teleological narrative of general amelioration of the world: the savagery of
colonialism is superseded by the civilisation embodied in the liberal state. This
notion is furthered in the text by the use of abundant metaphors that reinforce the
idea of stark opposition in which one term is positive and morally located: light vs.
darkness, grief vs. happiness, and so forth. Consider for instance, don Juan’s
triumphant prophecies on the future of Spanish America:
Romperemos nuestras cadenas de tres siglos, y un mundo entero saludará
la Libertad, como saludó otro la Cruz en la escena sangrienta del Gólgota.
Donde hoy lloran treinta millones de esclavos, reinarán mañana treinta
millones de ciudadanos. El Norte se ha alzado y triunfa por todas partes.
La Francia incendia al mundo con sus resplandores.... la República
germina desde el polo de las auroras boreales al polo de la noche (p. 8).
[We will break our chains of three centuries and an entire world will salute
Liberty, as another saluted the Cross in the bloody scene at Golgotha.
Where today thirty million slaves weep, tomorrow thirty million citizens will
reign. The North has rebelled and triumphs everywhere. France sets fire to
the world with its splendour… the Republic germinates from the pole of the
aurora borealis to the pole of the night].
Enlightenment marks the fate of the world; it is an irreversible, unstoppable
condition spreading all over the world, as the narration of the arrival of the text of
the Rights of Man to the colony conveys:
La metrópoli había prohibido la introducción al continente de toda clase de
libros y papeles impresos en Europa. Pero el destino, ese imperturbable
mensajero de Dios, lo tenía dispuesto de otro modo [...] [u]n tomo de la
‘Historia de la Asamblea constituyente de Francia’ llegó a manos de un
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Don Juan is likened to William Tell (p. 7), Columbus and Mahomet (p. 8); Bolivar is ‘the equal’ of Columbus,
Washington, Vasa and Tell and superior to Julius Caesar (p. 225). When the revolution triumphs, the spirits of
‘Demosthenes, Cicero and Mirabeau watched […] over [...] the nascent Republic’ (p. 313).
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capitán de la guardia del virrey de Nueva Granada, y este hombre se lo
confió a don Antonio Nariño. Este hombre de Plutarco, lleno de ideas
republicanas e hijo de una patria que había de ayudar a fundar mas tarde,
tradujo de ese tomo los Derechos del hombre (p. 15).
[The metropolis had prohibited the introduction into the continent of all sorts
of books and papers printed in Europe. But destiny, that imperturbable
messenger of God, had disposed otherwise […] [a] volume of the “History
of the Constitutive Assembly of France” reached the hands of a captain of
the viceroy’s guard, who trusted it to don Antonio Nariño. This man of
Plutarch, full of republican ideas and son of a fatherland that he was to help
found later, translated from that book the Rights of Man].
Antonio Nariño serves to underscore the type of man upon which the pantheon of
heroes was modelled: an illustrious, cosmopolitan Creole letrado, who imported
the first printing press and founded the newspaper La Bagatela (1811-1812).96
Nariño is described as: ‘hijo de una familia antigua e ilustre, había recibido una
educación brillante para el país y la época en que vivía; tenía un talento
distinguido y una elocuencia natural; su librería era excelente; hablaba el francés
y conocía la física’ (p. 18) [son of an old and illustrious family, he had received a
brilliant education for the country and the time he lived in; he had renowned talent
and natural elocuence; his book collection was excellent, he spoke French and
knew physics].

The importance of newspapers surfaces at various points of the narration, as
when Sagipa, qualified as an ‘admirador de Guttemberg’ (p. 9) [admirer of
Gutenberg] visits don Juan at the beginning of the novel, and regards admiringly
the ‘obra del ingenio humano’ (p. 9) [fruit of human cleverness] that a European
newspaper represents, since the only newspaper he has ever seen is the
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A sense of the Creole letrado as a self-made man was not uncommon. Caldas, for instance, refers to
enlightenment as ‘obra de los esfuerzos privados y la de algunos catedráticos sabios que despreciaban ese
espíritu de tinieblas a que los sujetaba el despotismo’ (1966, p. 181) [the work of private effort and those of a
few sage catedratics who despised that spirit of darkness to which despotism had subjected them].
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‘immortal’ but tiny Papel Periódico de Santafé de Bogota (p. 9). These references
to newspapers are also markers of the advancement of the Neogranadine society,
fundamental in the creation of the ‘imagined community’: ‘Fúndase el Correo
Curioso, el Redactor Americano y el Semanario de la Nueva Granada, periódico
lleno de elocuencia y sabiduría, y que no ha sido rivalizado despues’ (p. 282)
[Correo Curioso was founded, along with Redactor Americano and Semanario de
la Nueva Granada, a newspaper full of eloquence and wisdom that has not been
rivalled since].97 Pérez accurately recognises the role of literacy and of
newspapers in the patriotic endeavour but also acknowledges the fact that its
readership was a literate minority, since illiteracy was so widespread – and again
takes the opportunity to blame the Spaniards for this condition. This position
appears clearly, for instance, in a fragment of the conversation between don Juan
and Antonio Nariño, where the former argues that the idea of independence has
not penetrated into the masses because:
carecemos del poderoso medio de la prensa, tan útil para que los pueblos
conozcan sus derechos; y […] porque el gobierno colonial ha sido tan
profundamente malo, que mantiene a los criollos y a los indios en la mas
crasa ignorancia, a fin de que nunca puedan penetrar hasta ellos la buena
semilla (Pérez, pp. 42-43).
[we lack the powerful means of the printing press, so useful for people to
know their rights, and […] because the colonial government has been so
bad that it keeps the Creoles and Indians in the most crass ignorance, so
that the good seed cannot take root in them].
The combination of the lack of means to spread both news and knowledge from
the ‘civilised world’ and the ignorance of the masses is a great obstacle to the
independence enterprise. Therefore, independence had to be a project directed by
the educated elite, the only group capable not only of keeping contact with the
97

Pérez’s source is again de Plaza (p. 413).
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‘civilised’ world but also of guiding an ignorant mass along a path marked by the
political, economic, philosophical and scientific developments of Western Europe
and the United States.98

From the Grotesque to the Sublime (and Back)

Despite the fact that the colonial government kept its subjects in ignorance,
preventing them from contacting the rest of the world and particularly Western
Europe, the idea of the need for independence is widespread among all the social
strata, although their motivations vary: Creoles ‘aman la libertad por lo que ella es
en sí misma; y nuestras masas, que no tienen nada de sabias, odian a los
españoles por lo que ellos son en sí mismos’ (Pérez, p. 43) [love liberty because
of what it is in itself; and our masses, who know nothing, hate the Spaniards
because of what they are in themselves]:
Nuestro pueblo no ama la libertad porque no la comprende, y si queréis ni
aun sospecha que existe. Para él el rey es el gobierno, y el sacerdote Dios
en persona; pero si le disgusta la exclusión que se hace de él, no por la ley
sino por la práctica [...] Nosotros vemos la luz, ellos no ven mas que la
sombra; pero nos entendemos al primer cañón que se dispare (p. 43, my
emphasis).
[Our people do not love liberty because it does not comprehend it, and if
you wish, it does not even know it exists. For it, the king is the government
and the priest is God in person; but it does dislike its exclusion, not by law,
but by practice […] We see the light, they see nothing but shadow, but we
agree at the first shot of a cannon].
The masses have to be guided by the elite in all instances. Note for example how
don Juan comments on ‘una conspiración de negros franceses (y don Juan apoyó
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The notion of an enlightened minority and its social role was discussed in newspapers like Papel Periodico
(Silva 1988, pp. 34-35).
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con disgusto su aliento sobre esta palabra) con objeto de apoderarse del fuerte
de San Lázaro, asesinar al gobernador y robar los caudales públicos’ (p. 6,
emphasis in the original) [a conspiracy of French blacks (and don Juan breathed
his disgust onto that word) with the purpose of taking the fortress of San Lázaro,
murdering the governor and stealing the public funds]. Sagipa, his interlocutor,
seems pleased at the prospect of spilling Spanish blood, but don Juan replies:
‘esos movimientos aislados, extraños y de mal carácter, no tienen nada que ver
con nuestra grande obra. Ella es muy santa, Sagipa, para mancharla con tales
auxiliares’ (p. 6) [those isolated movements, strange, and of bad character have
nothing to do with our great labor. It too is saintly, Sagipa, to stain it with such
auxiliaries]. Elsewhere in the fiction, groups of ‘savage’ blacks always seem to
conspire against the revolutionaries (p. 231; p. 333). Similarly, insurrections
among the Indians are dismissed by don Juan as unimportant because they lack
political character.

The ‘popular’ is an anonymous mass composed by mestizos, Indians, blacks and
Creoles, which under the direction of an educated intelligentsia will be able to
impose on the Spanish authorities and establish a legitimate government based
on popular sovereignty. In Pérez’s account, the revolution is an endeavour which
integrates peoples from all the territory of the viceroyalty in varying degrees – the
plains, the Caribbean coast, the jungle, although the ultimate protagonist is the
people of Bogotá, who depose the viceroy in the last instance. Thus Pérez
recognises the little integration between the regions and seeks to construct a
‘national’ revolution. The popular sector of Bogotá appears as ugly and ignorant in
the passages involving Pedro and Tomasa, a dirty Spanish shoemaker and his
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drunken wife. Pedro is described in costumbrista fashion as a neighborhood
celebrity who can read and recites passages of the Bible thus impressing ignorant
people, while Tomasa is a mean woman who gets involved in the conspiracy for
money. In other passages, however, the people are depicted as full of dignity and
pride and the whole revolution appears as an exercise of ‘virtue and moderation’:
at some point the Creole leaders create a junta and put the viceroy as its head:
‘Tal vez la historia no presenta un ejemplo mas magnífico de moderación y virtud
en un acto semejante!’ (p. 315) [Perhaps there is no example as magnificent of
moderation and virtue in a similar act].

The popular was problematic for nineteenth-century letrados, often positioned
between the polarities of civilisation and barbarism so clearly expressed by
Sarmiento (1845). The ‘people’, the ‘backward’ elements represented by illiterate
peasants, Indians, mulattoes and mestizos, were a source of fear for Colombian
elites; a fear that is at the centre of the formation of the State and of foundational
narratives of the nation-state (Rojas, p. 38; also González 1988-89):
[…] En contraste con la burguesía, en la que se encarnaban la razón y el
respeto a las leyes, el populacho aparecía como el portador de apetitos
espontáneos, de fanatismos que tenían que ser domesticados y de una
lealtad a la tradición y al pasado que acusaban su irracionalidad
(Colmenares 1987, p. 95).
[…] In contrast with the bourgeoisie, which embodied reason and respect
for laws, the people appeared as carrier of spontaneous appetites, of
fanaticisms that had to be domesticated and of a loyalty to tradition and to
the past that revealed its irrationality].
While some popular sectors were praised for their participation in the revolution,
there were also reservations concerning their shocking lack of manners and more
entrenched excesses and vices (Colmenares, pp. 78-79).
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Pérez’s view of the participation of the people is constructed within the discoursive
boundaries of liberal Romanticism, according to which the people, although active
participants in the revolution and thus dignified, are met with reservations
regarding their lack of education and tendency towards excess. Hence the
revolution is full of ‘escenas grotescas y escenas heróicas’ (p. 326) [grotesque
scenes and heroic scenes]. This is true for the subplot of Mariana and Placido.
The humble Indian Plácido (“placid”) marries upper class Mariana after his
dignifying participation in the revolution, where he becomes Captain. More
generally, the people constitute a communal body, as opposed to the individual,
privatised bodies of the leaders. The people are physical while leaders are the
intellect of the social body. Thus constructed, the people can be coded as
grotesque, excessive, uncontrolled (Stallybrass & White 1986). The ability of the
people to exert self-control during the foundational event of independence
dignifies them:
[A]unque había que vengar una tiranía de trescientos años, latrocinios sin
cuento, odios inveterados, persecusiones inmerecidas e infamias de todo
linaje, no hubo [...] un solo hecho reprobable. No se mató a nadie, no se
ejecutó un robo ni acto alguno de violencia. La gran cuestión de la
independencia nacional ahogó todas las otras cuestiones subalternas. El
interés supremo de la libertad avasalló todos los otros intereses
secundarios. Hecho grandioso, que puso de manifiesto desde el primer
momento, que el pueblo bogotano estaba a la altura de su derecho, y que
entraba en el goce de él con la dignidad de la virtud. [...] la revolución del
20 de julio de 1810 [...] produjo para nosotros [...] tribunos, hombres de
Estado, oradores del temple de los antiguos, y acendrados patriotas.
Nuestro país tenía pues la corteza de una colonia envilecida, pero el
corazón de un pueblo de primer orden (p. 330).
[A]lthough a tyranny of three hundred years had to be avenged, along with
indescribable robberies, inveterate hate, undeserved persecutions and
infamy of all kinds, there was not […] a single blameworthy act. No one
was killed; no robbery or act of violence was carried out. The great
question of national independence submerged all other subaltern
questions. The supreme interest of liberty overwhelmed other secondary
interests. This great fact demonstrated that from the first moment Bogotan
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people were worthy of their law and entered its enjoyment with the dignity
of virtue […] the revolution of July 20, 1810 […] produced for us […]
tribunes, Statesmen, orators of Classic stature and pure patriots. Our
country had the skin of a vilified colony, but the heart of a people of first
order].
And then the writer adds, defiantly: ‘Que nos muestre la Europa orgullosa un
ejemplo semejante en su vida de siglos’ (p. 330) [Let proud Europe show us a
similar example in its centuries-old life], despite accounts of violence and pillage
(Ocampo 1984, pp. 54-55). Here, the colony surpasses the Old World, and after
the revolution has reached its goal, the mass dissolves and re-enters anonymity
and ‘darkness’:
Es una peculiaridad de las revoluciones populares: en ellas todo lo que se
dice y ejecuta tiene siempre autores desconocidos. Es durante esos
grandes momentos que aparecen en escena mil personajes raros y
desconocidos que piensan, hablan y obran con la inspiración del caso, y
que despues vuelven a la oscuridad de donde salieron (p. 332).
[It is a peculiarity of popular revolutions: everything said and done in them
always has unknown authors. It is during those great moments that a
thousand strange and unknown characters appear on scene and think,
speak and act with the inspiration of the moment and later return to the
darkness where they came from].
Pérez seems to suggest this at the last scene of the novel, when the revolution is
already triumphant. The main square, the stage where the victory of the nation
had been recently performed (Lomné 1994), is now the meeting place of:
varias mujeres de la hez del pueblo. Formaban estas un cuadro infernal.
Rostros aguardientosos y patibularios, miembros flacos y sucios, harapos
nauseabundos, ademanes desenvueltos, risas satánicas, gesticulaciones
horripilantes, palabras de taberna, todo se ostentaba y producía allí como
los cambiantes e inquietos anillos de un reptil asqueroso moviéndose en el
fango (p. 350).
[several women from the scum of the people. They formed an infernal
scene. Drunken and harrowing faces, emaciated and dirty limbs,
nauseating rags, impudent gestures, satanic laughter, horrifying
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gesticulation, tavern vocabulary, everything was displayed and produced
like the changing and restless rings of a hideous reptile moving in the mud].
All the perverse feminine characters of the novel (including the vicereine,
Francisca Vilanova) appear in this scene engaged in a street fight.99 The
language of the grotesque appears everywhere: excess, rowdy laughter, ugliness,
dirt, and so forth, all embodied in the group of women. Their filthiness represents
the threat of pollution, of corruption of the social body, the very failure of the
civilising mission. It is precisely for this reason that the low-other has to be
controlled and especially disciplined and in the case of women, who are shown
here in degradation. Degradation, however, has a double reading, it is
coming down to earth […] to bury, to sow and to kill simultaneously, in
order to bring forth something more and better, To degrade also means to
concern oneself with the lower stratum of the body, the life of the belly and
the reproductive organs; it therefore relates to acts of defecation and
copulation, conception, pregnancy and birth. Degradation digs a bodily
grave for a new birth (Bakhtin, p. 21).
The evil vicereine is degraded along with the low-class women, representing the
burial of the old, corrupted colonial social body. As a group these women
‘represent the otherness which is excluded from the process of middle-class
identity and culture’ (Featherstone 1991, p. 79). With this symbolic burial, a new
order is ready to emerge: a new social body based on bourgeois values, on work,
virtuosity, morality and cleanliness.
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The conservative Soledad Acosta de Samper present another view in Un chistoso de aldea: ‘Aquella
escena desengañó [...] a Justo de lo que eran las revoluciones; declaró que bueno era derrocar gobiernos y
echar vivas y mueras en calles y plazas públicas, pero cuando se trataba de desfogar la ira contra mujeres
indefensas la cosa cambiaba’ (1988, p. 266) [Such an scene dissapointed [...] Justo about revolutions; he
declared it was alright to topple governments and cheer or boo in streets and public plazas, but when it was
about relieving wrath upon defensiveless women, everything changed]. This episode is described in the diary
of tailor José María Caballero, according to whom the vicereine was later escorted to her residence by Creole
women of notable families (Safford & Palacios, p. 88).
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The Gender Politics of Modernity
Los patriotas de 1810, bajo el solio del presidente de la República, habían
colocado la Libertad figurada en una india sentada sobre un caimán. El
Tradicionista, en 1872, relacionando irónicamente los hechos políticos del
tiempo, hacía referencia al cuadro: “No nos ha quedado de él mas que el
caimán que devoró a la indiecilla” (Curcio Altamar, pp. 84-85).
[The 1810 patriots had placed Liberty under the throne of the president of
the Republic, represented by an Indian woman sitting on a crocodile. In
1872 El Tradicionista, retelling ironically the political events of that time,
made a reference to the painting: “All we have left of it is the crocodile that
ate the little Indian woman”].
The fact that a group of women come to embody the ‘grotesque’ in the last scene
of the novel is telling: it reveals the double quality of women in the material and
symbolic economy of modernity: angel and demon, weak and strong, virgin and
whore. This opposition is represented in the novel in the characters of Luz and the
vicereine Francisca Vilanova, who is corrupt, full of hatred and disdain: ‘[...] de la
América solo es aceptable el oro; todo lo demas es detestable. [...] Aquí no hay
gentes dignas de alternar con mi linaje; aquí todo es malo, inaguantable’ (Pérez,
p. 290) […] from America only gold is acceptable; the rest is detestable […]. There
are no people worthy of mingling with my lineage; everything here is bad,
unbearable]. Vilanova incarnates the demonic side of womanhood, treading on
the public sphere, where only corrupt women dare to assert themselves (Weeks
1981, p. 81).

Luz, on the other hand, embodies female purity: ‘Nada había en ella que no fuera
puro, inocente. Su risa era un ensueño; su habla, […] el canto de un ave, su
mirada no tenía igual sino en el rayo melancólico de los astros nocturnos. Su
pensamiento era una oración’ (p. 33). [There was nothing in her that was not
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pure, innocent. Her laughter was a dream, her speech […] the song of a bird. Her
thought was a prayer]. Moreover, she represents self-denial, self-sacrifice, finding
an apotheosis in her sacrifice to the male, Creole order she has secretly helped
establish. Selfless, she gives herself to the patria, not to her lover in an asexual
self-denial; Pérez depicts her as disappearing into the crowd, dressed as an
allegorical figure of liberty, all in white and carrying a banner, never to be seen
again. The character of Luz stands aptly as allegory (etymologically ‘other
speech’: allos=other, agoreuein=speech) since the female body has been
employed to project meanings assigned to it. As Marina Warner has demonstrated
in her Monuments and Maidens (1985) it is because ‘women […] occupy the
space of the Other that they lend themselves to allegorical use so well’ (p. 292).
This is precisely Luz’s position; she is only allegory, not executor. As her name
indicates, she can light the way of the rebels, but is nonetheless fated to
disappear – her name stands for: ‘una llama pálida, vaporosa, fantástica como un
fuego fatuo’ (Pérez, p. 33) [a pale, vaporous flame, fantastic as the will-o’-thewisp]. Her role in the revolution is crucial but secret, anonymous, unrecognised,
and her goal, independence, can only be achieved completely by male warriors.
While her feminine power is capable of transforming things positively as a force
for progress, it is also an elemental, uncontrollable natural force: a force of nature
and force for culture (when directed by it). Hence women’s otherness is not only
necessary, but also symbolically pre-eminent although women are excluded in the
end. In this way, ‘Indian women, who exercised no accepted authority
whatsoever, might represent the republic. Young women still subject to their
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father’s authority might impersonate liberty. Appropriate female patriotism was
thus depicted as passive and symbolic’ (Earle 2000, pp. 138-139). 100

The role of women shifted in the radical liberal project in terms of mentalities of
rule. During the neo-Bourbon period the focus was morality and religion but after
1870, women were expected to posess other knowledges in order to be
productive and even sustain themselves in the absence of a male (mainly as
teachers). By this time, women’s education in Colombia had greatly improved in
terms of access and coverage. In the decade of the 1860s, women were taught at
school religion, Spanish grammar, mathematics, French, sewing crafts, music and
sometimes geography while their male students were taught Latin, English,
accounting, algebra, geometry – ‘intellectual science’. In the 1870s hygiene, good
manners and domestic economy were included in the curriculum along with
Colombian and natural history. Subjects like Civility, Hygiene and Domestic
economy reappeared (which had existed in the 1840s and disappeared
afterwards) and new ones emerged: Calculus, Geography, History and Natural
history (Londoño 1994, p. 53). The new role of women in radical liberalism was
also attested by the proliferation of women’s periodicals since mid-nineteenth
century, seen as a vehicule to both educate and entertain upper class women.
Their topics included biblical themes, verse and prose and social news (Londoño
1990).

Images of women as weak and passive by nature persisted in connection to
Romantic conventions (and more specifically to those present in the key text of
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An example of which is republican heroine Policarpa Salavarrieta, turned by hagiographic accounts into a
‘symbol of willing sacrifice for the republic’ (Earle, pp. 139-140). For an iconography see González (1996).
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the genre, María) and to scientific discourses (Guerra Cunningham 1988, pp. 354355). The woman’s periodical El Iris, for instance, discussed the topic in an 1867
article: ‘¿Qué es una verdadera mujer? Es un ser débil, ignorante, tímido y
perezoso, que por sí mismo no podría vivir, al que pone pálido una palabra, a
quien sonroja una mirada; que tiene miedo de todo, que nada conoce y obra no
obstante guiada por un sublime instinto, por una inspiración que vale mas que la
experiencia’ (quoted in Bermúdez 1993, p. 109) [What is a true woman? She is a
weak, ignorant, shy and lazy being that could not live by herself, that pales at a
word, that flushes from a gaze, that knows nothing and nevertheless acts guided
by a sublime instinct, by an inspiration that is worth more than experience]. The
opposite view coexisted, according to which women were obscure beings, vain
and flirtatious, only concerned with the material (Bermúdez 1993, pp. 106-108).
Women in fact never made the transition from the mythical ‘state of nature’ to the
body politic, poised between extremes. They continued to be limited mainly to the
domestic sphere despite the liberal aura of the Olimpo Radical (Bermúdez 1987,
pp. 58, 66).

Space and the Other
Heureux sauvages! Oh! Que ne puis-je jouir de la paix qui vous
accompagne toujours!... vous, assis tranquillement sous vos chênes, vous
laissez couler les jours sans les compter (Chateaubriand 1961, p. 90).
[Cheerful savages! Oh! Could I not enjoy the peace that accompanies you
always! … you calmly sit on your oaks, you let the days flow without
counting them].
Pérez gives his text a general appearance of racial equality by depicting a
revolution in which the Creole, popular masses and Indians, men and women
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participate together, although the project is simultaneously inclusive and
exclusive. An operation similar to that applied to the female-other is set in place in
the case of the Indian-other, despite indications made by Pérez in the direction of
equality:
Los americanos somos todos hijos de Colón, Atahualpa y Moctezuma.
Aquí en nuestro mundo no hay fronteras. Las cadenas de España,
despues de las cadenas de nuestros Andes, atándonos con los mismos
eslabones, nos han hecho hermanos a todos. Nuestra vida es el dolor:
somos los gemelos de la desgracia (p. 9).
[Americans are all sons of Columbus, Atahualpa and Moctezuma. There
are no frontiers in our world. The chains of Spain, following the chains of
our Andes, tying us with the same links, have made us all brothers. Our life
is pain: we are the twins of misfortune].
While the colonial situation seems to have equalised all social groups, the
organisation of the nation, of its endless boundaries and hierarchical internal and
external demarcations is something entirely different, as Pérez recognises: the
national endeavour is a matter for the elite and all the other subjects have to be
displaced from the construction of the body politic.

Luz, the ‘American Eve’ (Pérez, p. 94) and Sagipa ‘hermoso con toda la belleza
de las razas primitivas, [...] hubiera sido un Adán índico’ (p. 94) [beautiful with all
the beauty of the primitive races […] could have been an Indian Adam] are
presented as the foundational biracial couple.101 At a particularly sugary point of
the narration, Sagipa has a dream in which Luz is ‘American independence’;
supposedly she has dreamt of Sagipa as ‘America’. Being in love, they decide to
marry as soon as they have ‘una patria’ (p. 100) [a fatherland] but their bonding is
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According to Curcio Altamar, Pérez’s Indian women often personify America, although they were too
similar to European or even Asian women, resulting in an exaggerated exoticism (p. 79). In this case, it is the
male Indian who represents the continent.
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compromised, as often occurs in romantic fiction: ‘Latin American romances are
inevitably stories of star-crossed lovers who represent particular regions, races,
parties, or economic interests which should naturally come together’ (Sommer
1990, p. 75). Luz is kidnapped from the idyllic although secret and isolated Valle
Feliz (where everything is ‘sosegado dulce, encantador’, p. 37) [peaceful, sweet,
charming] by two Spanish soldiers.102 Tragedy ensues: Sagipa’s parents are
murdered in the course of the incident and Luz is believed dead but secretly
commits to the revolution before being finally engulfed by the masses. Sagipa, on
the other hand, survives the revolution to die heroically nine years later, next to
don Juan in the battle of Pantano de Vargas.

Luz’s disappearance, along with Flor, Chia and Sagipa’s deaths, marks the
vanishing of the Indian trace from this project of patria. Indians continue to exist,
but isolated in time and space, relegated to remote corners of the national space
which Pérez significantly terms the ‘desert’. Pérez also discards from the narrative
the Indian pre-Hispanic past by identifying the beginning of America history with
the arrival of Columbus, hailed throughout the text as a great benefactor of
humanity, as in El ultimo rei de los muiscas. ‘The desert’ (El Desierto) is precisely
the title of the fourth book of the novel, where some of Pérez’s most interesting
comments on the Indians can be found, comprising the Eastern plains and the
Amazonian lowlands. The depiction of these traditionally marginal areas is part of
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Luz’s attempted rape by the Spanish soldiers is connected to the coding of the feminine body as a ‘matrix
of republican suffering’ in revolutionary Colombia, which Earle sees as linked to male anxieties in the face of
increased female mobilisation (pp. 134, 136).
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Pérez’s effort at constructing the fictional nation as composed of different regions
and different peoples. 103

In El Desierto, Sagipa is travelling from Nueva Granada to Venezuela by foot after
Luz’s supposed death and befriends Ruqui, a Guahibo Indian whom he saves
from a boa and who later becomes his guide. Sagipa travels with the Guahibo for
a short while and meets in the meantime many other tribes: Enaguas, Michias,
Guaipunabis, Choroyes and others, whose customs are described with
ethnographic detail. After meeting all these peoples, Sagipa asks Ruqui: ‘¿Serán
ellos más dichosos que nosotros, que habitamos en grandes ciudades, bajo la
éjida protectora de las leyes; rindiendo culto al Señor y auxiliados por los
adelantos de la ciencia y de las artes? [Are they happier than us who inhabit large
cities under the protective reign of the laws; worshipping the Lord and aided by
the advance of science and arts?] Ruqui answers ‘Yo lo creo, Sagipa, porque el
salvaje duerme en el seno de la indiferencia’ (Pérez p. 207) [I believe so, Sagipa,
because the savage man sleeps on the breast of indifference].

Those peoples have an indefinite role in this project:
Brotados en medio del desierto como plantas distintas, sin origen
averiguable, sin misión definida, y sin ningún otro carácter que el de una
letra cualquiera del gran libro de la naturaleza; nacidos y muertos allí como
un puñado de aves sedentarias, sin más conciencia de su ser que la que
puede tener una roca, y sin otros instintos que los puramente animales,
viven para la holgazanería y el placer. ¿Quiénes son esas gentes? ¿Qué
papel desempeñan en la gran familia del linaje humano? ¿Son simples
seres semi-humanos, o seres racionales por completo, objeto de una
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What Pérez terms ‘the desert’ has traditionally consisted of poorly known areas with little control from the
state. Uncontrolled colonisation has created violent conflicts between colonists and natives since the last
decades of the nineteenth century (Gómez 1998, p. 356; also Rausch 1993; Taussig 1987) and to this day,
they remain conflict areas, as the recent developments in the conflict between the state and other forces
(guerrillas, drug lords, and so forth) suggest.
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predestinación cualquiera? ¿Porqué nacen unos en el seno de la barbarie
y otros en el de la civilización; unos en París y otros en las pampas de
Buenos Aires? ¿Porqué unos al pie del altar de Jesucristo, y otros delante
del ídolo del salvaje? (pp. 209-210).
[Having sprung forth in the middle of the desert as different plants, without
an identifiable origin, definite mission and without any character other than
that of any letter in the great book of nature; born and dead there, as a
handful of sedentary birds, without any more consciousness of their being
than a rock and without any other instincts than the purely animal, they live
for laziness and pleasure. Who are these people? What is their role in the
great family of human lineage? Are they simple semi-human beings, or
rational beings, object of a certain predestination? Why are some born in
barbarism and others in civilisation, some in Paris and others in the
pampas of Buenos Aires? Why are some next to the altar of Jesus Christ
and others in front of the savage man’s idol?].
Not surprisingly, after guiding Sagipa and sharing some adventures together,
Ruqui decides to return to the ‘desert’, ‘única mansion del salvaje’ (p. 354, my
emphasis) [the savage man’s only mansion]. Despite the intention of
inclusiveness, this project of governmentality leaves these human groups aside,
as they are considered lazy, hopeless and unenterprising, peripheral to the
construction of the social body. Amongst the natives, Sagipa and his parents
participate in the revolution to a certain extent because of their nobility and
enlightenment and their highland centrality. While Sagipa actively participates and
even finances the revolution through the mythical El Dorado, his parents live in a
distant, secret place, disconnected from the events surrounding the birth of the
nation. About the original owners of El Dorado the text states: ‘Las personas que
se habían ataviado con aquellas joyas ya no eran ni polvo sobre la tierra; los
príncipes que las habían poseído no existían ni aún en la historia (p. 145) [The
persons that had wore those jewels were not even dust on the earth; the princes
who possessed them no longer existed, not even in history]. The links between
the native inhabitants of the land and the modern nation have been cut;
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contemporary Indians do not fit the racial/cultural symbolic economy and thus the
three main Indian characters, despite their enlightened condition, cannot find a
place in the social body, not even as a vanished source of belonging to the land
(as in El ultimo rei de los muiscas) and so they die.

Blacks also occupy the space of the other in this project. The chapter entitled La
Piel (‘The skin’) discusses in length the connection between race and slavery: ‘¿Y
cuál puede ser la carta de esclavitud de un ser racional? Su piel: la piel negra’
(Pérez, p. 170) [What could be the certificate of slavery of a rational being? His
skin: black]. Here discrimination is based on abuse, rather than on natural
differences: ‘El clima no hace la piel: el hijo del negro nace negro en el Cáucaso’
(p. 172) [Climate does not make the skin: the son of a black is born black on the
Caucasus] and then adds, ‘La cuestión de la piel negra no es más que la cuestión
del abuso humano’ (p. 172) [The question of the black skin is no more that the
question of human abuse]. The author then tells the story of Anglina and Congo,
an African couple brought as slaves to America. Anglina becomes a drunken,
swearing woman because of the mistreatment she receives as a slave. Her lover,
Congo, goes to England (also as a slave) but he becomes a gentleman due to the
education and good treatment he receives. So stark are the changes of the two,
that they do not recognise each other when they meet several years later in
Nueva Granada. This subplot underscores the rethoric of equality that
characterised radical liberal discourse and Pérez’s idea of the importance of social
conditions over race (Safford 1991, p. 31). In 1865 he stated in his Jeografia de
los Estados Unidos de Colombia that ethnic differences: ‘nada significan [...] para
los efectos civiles ni políticos, pues hay la más completa igualdad ante la ley y la
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sociedad por lo que el camino a los cargos y los honores públicos está abierto a
todos, no por el color de su piel, ni por la forma de su cráneo, sino por su talento,
su ciencia, su virtud o su valor’ (quoted in Martínez 2001, p. 169) [meant nothing
[...] for civil or political effects, as there is complete equality before law and
society, for this reason the path to public jobs and public honours is opened to all,
not for the colour of the skin, or the shape of the skull, but for their talent, science,
virtue or worth]. In Pérez’s project, the liberal and the romantic are entwined and
the equality of the races is defended throughout the text. Blacks, however, appear
mainly as a threat to the revolution in isolated incidents such as the one involving
French blacks in Cartagena in 1799, who are dismissed as criminals that have
nothing to do with the ‘saintly’ duty of independence (p. 6). Slave insurrections
throughout the French and Spanish colonies echoing the Haitian revolution (17911794) were not uncommon, and in Colombia there was constant fear of blacks
since the 1820s (especially in the Cauca province) (Safford 1991, p. 30).

Moral Geographies
…las poblaciones urbanas fueron las más accesibles a la revolución y las
más vehementes en su entusiasmo, haciendo contraste con las
poblaciones rurales, mucho más ignorantes y sometidas a influencias
tradicionales irresistibles. Así mismo se notó una diferencia muy marcada
entre las poblaciones, segun la topografía y el clima: en las llanuras y
regiones ardientes, la chispa revolucionaria cundió con más rapidez y
persistió con mas tenacidad que en las regiones montañosas y frias,
secuestradas con mayor rigor del contacto con la civilización, casi
incomunicadas con los centros sociales donde se había concentrado una
ilustración relativa (Samper 1861, p. 156).
[…urban populations were more accessible to the revolution and the most
vehement in their enthusiasm, in contrast with rural populations, more
ignorant and submitted to irresistible traditional influences. In the same
way, a marked difference between populations was perceived, depending
on topography and climate: in the plains and hot regions, the revolutionary
spark spread quicker and persisted more tenaciously than in the cold and
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mountainous regios, sequestered more rigorously from the contact with
civilisation, almost incommunicated from the social centres where a relative
enlightenment had concentrated].
Los Jigantes is grounded in spatial narratives, which is not surprising for a novel
written by a geographer. The nineteenth century in general is traversed by an
interest in geography, which in the case of Latin America was supported by the
promotion of sciences, and frontier-building in the political sphere. Throughout the
text, America is contrasted with other continents and appears as the site of
universal freedom and happiness:
Nada hay más contagioso que el espíritu de libertad; y en el Nuevo Mundo
esta palabra está escrita en las montañas, en los ríos, en los valles, en las
sabanas y en los volcanes. El Niágara y el Tequendama la cantan noche y
día con lo horrísono de su voz. El cóndor pregona al cubrir el sol con sus
alas, y la serpiente la saluda con sus silbidos (Pérez, p. 15).
[There is nothing as contagious as the spirit of liberty, and in the New
World, this word is engraved in mountains, rivers, valleys, plains and
volcanoes. Niagara and Tequendama sing it night and day with their
terrifying voice. The condor proclaims it when covering the sun with its
wings and the serpent salutes it with its hisses].
In this passage, American emblematic landmarks and animals like the condor are
highlighted to qualify the notion of difference and originality. The ‘terrifying voice’
of Niagara and Tequendama falls and the vastness of the space indicate a
sublime nature, beauty and human dimension and capable of provoking a sense
of awe in the onlooker (Burke 1958; Kant 1951). The sublime evokes here the
greatness of America’s primal nature and tangentially, its future potential in world
economy. Moreover, the continent is depicted as endowed with a mission
assigned to it by ‘destiny’:
Todos los continentes tienen su misión en el mundo: el Asia fue la cuna de
las ciencias y del linaje humano; la Europa el tablero en que se han jugado
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y se juegan aun, los destinos de la humanidad con el ajedrez de los
ejércitos; la América sera la salvadora de nuestra especie, la genitora de la
felicidad universal (p. 29, my emphasis).
[All continents have their mission in the world: Asia was the cradle of
science and of human lineage; Europe, the board on which the destinies of
humanities have been played and play still through the chess of the armies;
America will be the saviour of our species, the mother of universal
happiness].
Here, Pérez, writing in the aftermath of dispersed revolutionary interest in Europe
and renewed European imperialism in America (the 1859 Spanish attack on Santo
Domingo, the 1861 incursion in Mexico and repeated Spanish agressions in the
Pacific during the 1860s, Martínez 2001, p. 383) places America as a proud
sanctuary of freedom and republicanism. Asia represents the past, Europe the
present and America the future. Pérez will include Africa in his geography much
later, focusing on the topic of racism and exploitation:
¿[...] porque los hombres han vuelto sus ojos a la Africa, el país de los
negros, para desgranarlo [...]? No acertamos a decirlo. El Africa es un
misterio, y como todo misterio, un problema. Su nombre se encuentra
escrito desde las primeras páginas de la historia del linaje humano, pero
siempre con la misma oscuridad [...] Todo en ella, lejos de haber
degenerado, es superior a lo de las otras partes del mundo (p. 171).
[…] why have men turned their eyes to Africa, the country of the blacks to
strip it? We cannot say. Africa is a mystery, and like all mysteries, a
problem. Its name has been inscribed since the first pages of the history of
human lineage, but always with the same darkness […] Everything in it, far
from having degenerated, is superior to other parts of the world].
Africa’s superiority is conveyed in a long list of geographical, animal and botanical
wonders: the Nile, the elephant, the baobab, mountain ranges, zebras, gold and
so forth. Africa’s richness is comparable to America’s but Africa has no definite
role in the spread of civilisation, although it might have a place in world economy.
Africa is rather employed in the narrative to introduce criticism of slavery and
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moralising disgressions on the equality of all men, being the only occasion in
which Pérez criticises France’s slave trade.

America, like Africa, is mysterious to some degree, as it is a new continent,
endowed with great wonders which require of much observation and research: ‘La
América es un libro lleno de páginas magníficas y desconocidas [...] que
necesitan siglos para leerse y de sabios para ser comprendidas. Mundo
enteramente original, no tiene nada que ver con las otras partes del globo. En el
todo es distinto, particular, maravilloso’ (Pérez, p. 180) [America is a book full of
magnificient and unknown pages […] that requires centuries to be read and wise
men to be comprehended. An entirely original world, it has nothing to do with the
other parts of the globe. Everything in it is different, particular, wonderful].
America’s originality is above all, natural and therefore appears as fulfilling a fate
of greatness, which is underscored once more:
Bendita seas, pues, América, país nuevo, país grandioso, país original!
Chateaubriand solo te cobijó con una mirada: tu necesitas de cien poetas y
de un siglo de estudio. Tu nada vales por tus perlas, por tus esmeraldas,
por tu platina. Vales más por tus flores, con las cuales se puede formar
una alfombra que cubra la Europa, o un velo que tender entre la luna y el
sol. Uno solo de tus bálsamos llevado por cualquiera de tus grandes
vientos, impregnaría de perfumes el Asia. Las pieles de tus chacales
cubrirían la Oceanía. América! Tú eres, en fín, un mundo muy distinto del
antiguo, opulento como la copa de la vida, y separado de las rancias
naciones por la lámina de las aguas. Tus armas son la cruz y la oriflama de
la libertad: las de las otras gentes están representadas por un cañón y una
cadena. Es necesario pues creer en tu destino, e inclinarse! (p. 61). 104
[Blessed are you, America, new country, great country, original country!
Chateaubriand covered you with only one gaze: you need a hundred poets
and a century of study. You are worthy not because of your pearls, your
emeralds, your platinum. You are more worthy because of your flowers,
with which a carpet to cover Europe can be formed, or a veil to be
extended between the moon and the sun. Only one of your balsams carried
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Perez, an admirer of Chateaubriand, considers the French’s vision of the American world as incomplete
(Curcio Altamar, p. 78).
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by one of your great winds would impregnate Asia with perfumes. The
skins of your jackals would cover Oceania. America! You are, in the end, a
very different world from the ancient, opulent as the chalice of life,
separated from the musty nations by a sheet of waters. Your weapons are
the cross and the oriflamme of freedom; those of other people are
represented by a cannon and a chain. It is then necessary to believe in
your destiny and bow!]
Through difference, conveyed in the abundant comparisons with the other
continents, as well as poetic description, Pérez inscribes America into the politicoeconomic map of the world, inscribing it as a site of wonders through a discourse
reminiscent of that of Creole scientists Francisco José de Caldas or to that of
European travellers like Alexander von Humboldt (Pratt 1992, pp. 120-127), who
are both mentioned in the text. Here, America is turned into an object of scientific
interest in which the idea of ‘newness’ is paramount, turning it as well into an
ahistorical land, merely natural. This utopian view of the homeland revindicates
local nature and endows it with both economic and symbolic value: America is a
land of primal nature, abundance and perhaps more importantly, freedom as
destiny, a trope which is crucial in its symbolic positioning in Pérez’s moral
geography. It is awaiting intervention, scientific gaze, development, exploitation, in
an accurate depiction of the discourses of late eighteenth century and the interest
in nature raised by the Expedición Botánica (1783-1810), contemporary of the
events described in the text.

Immediately after praising the originality and richness of the continent, Pérez
jumps to the present to a scene of national modernisation rooted on the
revolution, itself a manifestation of American destiny:
Hoy las cosas han cambiado mucho gracias a la revolución de 1810, y el
país ha adelantado mas en cincuenta años de república que que en tres
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siglos de coloniaje. Hoy tenemos vías carreteras, y aún ferrocarriles en
alguna parte; tenemos ómnibus y carruajes en que viajar comodamente,
hoteles bien montados en las ciudades, y en los caminos posadas
decentes; vapores en los ríos y en los océanos; y sobre todo viajamos
libremente de Sur a Norte y de Norte a Sur, sin necesidad de pasaporte
[…] En lo antiguo no sucedía lo mismo... (p. 62).
[Today things have changed because of the 1810 revolution; and the
country has improved more in fifty years of republic than in three centuries
of colonialism. Today we have roads, and even some railways; we have the
bus and carriages in which to travel comfortably, well-equipped hotels in
the cities, and decent motels on the roads; steamboats in rivers and
oceans and specially, we travel freely from South to North and from North
to South without passports […] This did not happened in the old days].
Here nature, no longer primal and sublime, has been modified. Previously
unknown and disconnected spaces are beginning to be integrated into a
modernised national space, thanks to the rapid development of science since the
eighteenth century:
La llama de la ciencia […] tomó un incremento rápido en los primeros
albores del país. Bouguer en 1742 visita el país y empieza a dar a conocer
su rara geografia. Síguelo Humboldt en 1801, y traza sobre el mapa el
curso de nuestras grandes cordilleras y de nuestros ríos opulentos;
bosques, nieves, fuego y granito, todo lo estudia, todo lo comprende, los
explica todo. Viajero el mas célebre de cuantos han recorrido el mundo,
huella con su planta las cimas de hielo del Puracé, el Huila y Chimborazo,
atraviesa nuestras soledades, baja al profundo por las cintas de aljófar de
nuestras cascadas, respira sus brumas y se adorna con sus iris. Su ojo de
aguila todo lo escudriña y su pensamiento lo aclara todo; su paso por entre
el caos americano es el paso de la luz por entre la tiniebla. Caldas, el
genio del estudio, el sabio admirable, el artífice sin segundo, reconoce el
curso, pesa el volumen y determina el nivel de los rios Timbío, Quilcace,
Guachicono, San Jorge, Mayo, Juanambú, Guaitara, Patía; trepa hasta los
origenes del Cauca y sigue su lomo indomable hasta Cali. Descuida luego
las aguas y toma las masas enormes de nuestros Andes, y las corta con
líneas mas o menos rectas […], a fin de trazar caminos seguros al
mercader de los valles opuestos […] (p. 281).
[the flame of science increased […] rapidly in the early days of the country.
Bouguer visits the country in 1742 and begins to divulge its rare
geography. He is followed by Humboldt in 1801, and traces on the map the
course of our great mountain ranges and of our opulent rivers; forests,
snow, fire and granite, he studies everything, he comprehends everything,
he explains everything. The most famous traveller of all has toured the
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world, steps on the icy summits of Puracé, Huila and Chimborazo, crosses
our lonely places, descends into the depths of the blade-like cascades,
breathes our mists and adorns himself with their irises. His eagle eye
perceives everything and his thought clarifies everything; his journey into
the American chaos is the journey of light into darkeness. Caldas, the
studious genius, the admirable sage, artifice like no other, recognises the
course, weighs the volume and determines the level of the Timbío,
Quilcace, Guachicono, San Jorge, Mayo, Juanambú, Guaitara and Patía
rivers; climbs up to the origins of the Cauca river and follows its indomitable
loin up to Cali. [He] leaves the waters to take on the enormous masses of
our Andes and cuts them with more or less straight lines […] in order to
trace secure paths for the merchant of opposite valleys].

Several landscapes (as well as crops and animals) are touched upon and
described in different parts of the text: the prairie, the plains, swamps, rivers (pp.
181-182), mountains, valleys, and forests; in the landscape, nature and nation
became one and the same. The national space is immense, seemingly unlimited
and original, an ensemble of different regions and landscapes that Pérez
describes in detail. The landscape here is a historical document containing
evidence of the need to rationalise the body of the nation through disciplines like
Geography, dear to Pérez. Geography is an ensemble of technologies which are
fundamental in the rationalisation of territories and populations, as well as the
production of internal and external boundaries; which in nineteenth-century
Colombia, coincided with the boundaries between civilisation and savagery, as
letrado José María Samper explained:

La raza europea se fijó casi totalmente sobre las altiplanicies [...] la raza
africana, esclava, fue condenada a la explotación de las minas y a los
desmontes de colonización, en los valles profundos y ardientes; y las razas
indígenas, explotadas y abrumadas donde quiera, permanecieron en sus
respectivas comarcas. Así se tuvo, pues; arriba, la civilización; hacia el
medio, el abandono; abajo, las violencias y los horrores de la esclavitud
[...] La civilización tenía que descender [y] propagarse [...] La barbarie
debía subir hacia las altiplanicies para desaparecer o modificarse
profundamente (1861, p. 299).
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[The European race settled almost entirely in the highlands […] the African
race, enslaved, was condemned to the exploitation of mines and the
clearings of colonisation in deep and scorching valleys, and the indigenous
races, exploited and oppressed everywhere, remained in their respective
regions. In this way we had civilisation up high, abandonment in the middle
and the violence and horror of slavery in the depths, […] Civilisation had to
come down [and] [propagate […] Barbarism had to ascend to the highlands
to disappear or to be profoundly modified].
This interest in the population and the boundaries of the country was connected to
events like Comisión Corográfica (in which Pérez collaborated) and its associated
written and visual scientific and aesthetic discourses. In many of these, as well as
in Pérez’s text, the natives are part of the past, represented through their
artefacts. Sagipa, for instance, refers to the gold and emerald ‘trifles’ made by his
ancestors (p. 7). Living Indians, on the other hand, occupy faraway spaces (the
desert, an undetermined space with no name) and are more closely associated to
the landscape, as if they belonged more in topography than in the body politic
(Rappaport 1992, p. 126).

Summary
Los Jigantes is a text that seeks to provide the social body with a foundational
moment projecting the nation and the continent into a bright future as new
members of the group of the civilised. This moment implies the end of a stage of
terrible oppression and violence, followed by the flowering of the arts and
sciences in a context of peace, civil liberties and progress. Knowledge and
education represent key pieces in this new order. Through scientific knowledge,
the nation is modernised and its diverse regions will be integrated in the future,
fulfilling the promise of unity implicit in the image of the body politic. In Los
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Jigantes, the national space is taken into account in all its diversity and given a
foundational myth, an origin:
The scenic illusion of landscape made it easier to believe that different
historically constituted polities and places could be unified within the space
of a body politic as embodied by a geographical body. When thus
incorporated into a state, the polity would transmogrify into a natural
national body, bound by mystical bonds of soil and blood (Olwig 2002, pp.
218-219, emphasis in the original).
The nation is depicted here as an all-inclusive enterprise, incorporating social
class, race and gender. Other groups that do not participate in the event, like the
Indians inhabiting the ‘desert’, are also depicted and will presumably be integrated
into the nation in the future, fulfilling the prophecy of America’s future. The
symbolic economy of the text includes these groups, although some have more
participation in the making of the foundational myth, represented in the
enlightened Indian Sagipa and the mestizos Luz and don Juan, all of whom are
sacrificed in the revolution and ultimately disappear.

Perez’s spatial narratives are connected to the rational and aesthetic discourses
articulating the Comisión Corográfica, an enterprise which objective was to gain
knowledge of the territory and its populations. In this text, however, there is no
particular project of governmentality explicitly laid out in terms of the populations,
although there are projections of the rational control of the body of the nation
through modernisation as well as a geographical element of governmentality.
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Chapter 6

The Virtuous Body Public/Private: Los piratas en Cartagena (The DidacticConservative Project)
Un caso duro, triste y espantable,
Un acontecimiento furibundo,
Una calamidad que fue notable
En ciertos puertos deste Nuevo Mundo
Canto con ronca voz y lamentable (Castellanos, p. 9).
[A hard, sad and terrifying case
A furious event
A famous calamity
In certain ports of this New World
I sing with raucous and lamentable voice].
Pirate attacks against Spanish vessels and colonies in the Atlantic, Pacific and the
Caribbean were common ocurrences between the sixteenth century and the mideighteenth century. Motivated by the doctrine of mare clausum, whereby Spain
had the monopoly over commercial routes, these attacks and the very figure of the
pirate offered writers an appealing topic. For chroniclers and writers from the
sixteenth to the seventeenth century such as Juan de Castellanos, Cristóbal de
Llerena, Juan Rodríguez Freyle, Silvestre de Balboa, Martín del Barco Centenera,
Carlos de Sigüenza y Góngora and many others, the intense envy nations like
France and England felt towards Spain was the main motivation behind piracy.
Although religious difference was played up as a justification for piracy, the main
motivation was rather the securing of a trade route and market (Gerassi-Navarro,
p. 17).
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The Spanish view of the pirate as heretical criminal was to shift in the early
nineteenth century, as pirates began to embody romantic heroes adventurously
crossing the ocean towards the unknown or even national heroes defying Spain’s
economic and geopolitical hegemony, as is the case in Lord Byron’s epic poem
‘The Corsair’ (1814) or Walter Scott’s novel The Pirate (1821). Spanish romantic
José de Espronceda also dealt with the topic of piracy in his poem ‘Canción del
pirata’ (1839), where the English stands once more as rival of the Spanish. In the
second half of the nineteenth century, Latin American writers began to produce
works about piracy, starting with La novia del hereje o la Inquisición de Lima
(1854) by Argentinean liberal letrado Vicente Fidel López. In Latin America,
however, the portrayal of the pirate implied a complex set of images, as the
different nations were engaged in the creation of ‘foundational fictions’, defining
their sources of heritage and articulating coherent versions of the past.105 The
image of the pirate, as Nina Gerassi-Navarro has shown in her Pirate Novels:
Fictions of Nation Building in Spanish America (1999), is multifaceted and
dependent upon the ideological leanings of the writer, hence La novia del hereje
(1854), English pirates are depicted as gentlemanly and civilised in contrast with
Spanish ruthlessness and selfishness. In Colombian conservative Soledad Acosta
de Samper’s Los piratas en Cartagena (1886), López’s portrayal is reversed: the
English are seen as dangerous criminals who envy Spain’s lawful possessions in
America.
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Other works are: Justo Sierra O'Reilly’s El filibustero (1841-42); Coriolano Márquez Coronel’s El pirata o
La familia de los condes de Osorno (1863); Eligio Ancona’s El filibustero (1864); Vicente Riva Palacio’s Los
piratas del golfo (1869) and Carlos Sáenz Echevarría’s Los piratas: leyenda historica (1891). See Anderson
Imbert (1997, I, pp. 254-255).
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Soledad Acosta de Samper: Performing the Female Intellectual
Soledad y vacío han asediado por mas de un siglo a esta escritora que
nace el 5 de mayo de 1833 en lo que se llamaba República de Nueva
Granada y muere el 17 de marzo de 1913 en una República de Colombia
aún muy lejana a la actual, despues de haber dedicado la mayor parte de
su vida al oficio de escribir (Ordóñez 1988, p. 11).
[Solitude and void have beset this writer for over a century; born on May 5,
1833 in a country that was then called Republic of Nueva Granada, she
died on March 17, 1913 in a Republic of Colombia still very different from
the present one, after having devoted most of her life to the task of writing].
With these words, literary critic Montserrat Ordóñez introduced the work of
Soledad Acosta de Samper, arguably Colombia’s most prolific writer. She had a
bibliography composed of 37 novels, 49 short stories, 59 essays and articles, 21
historical texts, 4 plays, 12 travel accounts, 5 newspapers established and
directed by her, and 10 translations from English, French and German of essays
and novels (Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 137). Besides the quantity, Acosta de
Samper’s work is overwhelming for the difficulty of classifying and finding it,
scattered as it is in different publications and signed with pseudonyms (Ordoñez
1990, p. 134): S.A.S. (her initials), Aldebarán, Bertilda, Olga, Andina and Renato,
a masculine name (Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 135). The use of pseudonyms by
women writers was widespread in nineteenth-century Colombia; sometimes it was
a condition for collaborating in journals and magazines, and at other times, men
signed with feminine names when writing about feminine topics (Londoño 1990;
Dejong 1995). This is connected to the idea that entering the public sphere
through writing was improper for women, ‘this realisation that writing cannot come
from simply anyone, as Foucault notes […] makes women’s writing different,
because the conditions of production are different for most women’ (Mills 1993, p.
41).
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Acosta de Samper was able to devote herself to writing because of her
exceptional personal experiences, which placed her in a privileged situation for
her task of reception and appropriation of discourses. She enjoyed a special
education for a woman of her time, lived and travelled in Europe, North America
and Latin America and had very good knowledge of English and French. Her
career as a writer began in the early 1860s with collaborations for newspapers
and in 1869, her first book, Novelas y cuadros de la vida sur-americana was
published in Belgium106 and features an introduction by her husband, José María
Samper, oscillating ‘between pride and panic’ (Ordóñez 1990, p. 135):
La idea de hacer una edición en libro […] nació de mí exclusivamente; y
hasta he tenido que luchar con la sincera modestia de tan querido autor
para obtener su consentimiento. ¿Por qué lo he solicitado con empeño?
Los motivos son de sencilla explicación. Hija de uno de los hombres más
útiles y eminentes que ha producido mi patria, el general Joaquín Acosta
[…] mi esposa ha deseado ardientemente hacerse lo mas digna posible
del nombre que lleva, […] [y] de la noble patria colombiana; y ya que su
sexo no le permitía prestar otro género de servicios a la patria, buscó en la
literatura, desde hace mas de catorce años, un medio de cooperación y
actividad. He querido, por mi parte, que mi esposa contribuya con sus
esfuerzos, siquiera sean humildes, a la obra común de la literatura que
nuestra joven república está formando (1869, pp. vi-vii).
[The idea of a book-length edition […] was exclusively mine; I even had to
fight the sincere modesty of its dear author to obtain her approval. Why
have I asked for it with such insistence? The reasons are simple to explain.
Daughter of one of the most useful and eminent men my fatherland has
produced, general Joaquín Acosta […] my wife has ardently wished to
make herself as deserving as possible of the name she bears, […] [and] of
the noble Colombian fatherland; and since her sex does not allow her to
lend other kinds of service to the fatherland, she sought in literature, more
than fourteen years ago, a means of cooperation and activity. I have
wanted, on my part, for my wife to contribute with her efforts, however
humble, to the common task of the literature being formed in our young
republic].
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A compilation featuring the novels Dolores, Teresa la limeña and El corazón de la mujer, and the sketches
La Perla del Valle, Ilusión y realidad, Luz y sombra, Tipos sociales: La Monja y Mi Madrina and Un crimen.
The original book, 436 pages long, has never been republished and is available only in a few libraries around
the world (Ordóñez 2000, p. 3). According to Rodríguez-Arenas, this text is key in its contribution to the
formation of the Colombian novel and in being the first one by a nineteenth-century woman to deal with the
role of women in society (1991, p. 142).
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This not only provides Acosta de Samper’s work with a justification, but also
shows her position as a woman writer: writing is the only service possible for a
woman, but what she writes has to be validated by her husband’s authoritative
figure (Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 140; Guerra Cunningham, p. 355). Despite the
difficulties faced by women’s writing, in 1876 Acosta de Samper used her writing
to support her family when her husband was politically persecuted and imprisoned
by the government and their house and printing press were expropriated
(Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 136). Acosta de Samper’s participation in the public
sphere, through her writing for newspapers and magazines, modelled to some
extent the canon of literature for women in Colombia. Particularly since 1870, a
shift in mentalities of rule introduced changes in the content of the periodicals
directed to women: from advice, poems and news to entertain the ‘fair sex’ to
information with educational intent, such as articles on notable women, and on the
situation of women and moral and religious education indicating rules of conduct:
modesty, virtue, cleanliness. An example of this can be found in the liberal letrado
Medardo Rivas’ talks at Colegio de la Merced, a women’s school:
Estas conferencias tienden a hacer hermosa vuestra alma, animada por
nobles y generosos ejemplos [de mujeres notables]: hermoso vuestro
corazón, conmovido por la ternura y amando apasionadamente la virtud; y
hermoso vuestro cuerpo por los consejos de una sabia higiene y suavizado
por la práctica de la urbanidad y las maneras elegantes (1871, p. 23).
[These talks tend to embellish your soul, now sustained by noble and
generous examples [of notable women]; embellish your heart, moved by
tenderness and loving passionately virtue; and embellish your body thanks
to the advice of a wise hygiene and softened by the practice of civility and
elegant manners].
At this time, Acosta de Samper was editing five publications for women featuring
her articles, which ranged from explanations of the gospel and biographies of
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female saints and queens to texts on the education of children: La Familia, El
Domingo de la Familia Cristiana, Lecturas para el Hogar, El Domingo and La
Mujer. The latter was a fortnightly magazine exclusively run by women, which
appeared from September 1878 to May 1881 and reflects the shift in the
technologies of the self as applied to women. Departing from the prevailing view
of women as weak and passive, La Mujer sought to improve its female readership
‘through practical and moral advice [while offering] a brief respite from their taxing
domestic duties’ (Skinner 1999a, p. 73). In general, there was pressure for women
to acquire some education in order to be better housewives and mothers, or to be
able to make a living in case of being made a widow or an orphan (Bermúdez
1993, p. 112). Additionally, Acosta de Samper collaborated in other Colombian
periodicals: La Prensa, La Ley, La Unión Colombiana, El Deber, El Mosaico,
Biblioteca de Señoritas, La Nación and El Eco Literario, and in several foreign
publications (Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 136). In the late 1870s, Acosta de
Samper began to write historical novels dealing with American and Spanish107
topics and devoted herself entirely to the writing of history and to historical
biographies108 in the last decades of her life.

In spite of her success in penetrating the public male sphere, Acosta de Samper
has been marginal in Colombian literary history and only recently have some of
her works been re-read, analysed and republished.109 The evident lack of
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In Gil Bayle (1876) and Hidalgos de Zamora (1878).
Biografías de hombres ilustres o notables (1883) and Biografía del general Joaquín Acosta, prócer de la
Independencia, historiador, geógrafo, hombre científico y filántropo (1901). This text, that has not been
republished, employed General Acosta’s primary sources (Melo 1988, p. 637).
109
Bio-bilbiographical and critical works on Acosta de Samper are scarce; some of the critics that have dealt
with it are Laverde Amaya (1893-94), Otero Muñoz (1937; 1933), Caycedo (1952), Rodríguez-Arenas (1991)
and Samper Trainer (1995). Harold Hinds’ work (1977), the only one in English, is based on Otero Muñoz’s
(Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 136). More recently, the anthology Una nueva lectura (1988) republished some
short novels and stories as part of a government and university-sponsored research project, ‘Soledad Acosta
de Samper y la construcción de una literatura nacional’ (Ordóñez 2000, p. 1).
108
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participation of women in the Colombian literary production is related to the role of
women as audience and consumer while:
a contemptuous or paternalistic criticism systematically undervalued her
world and her subjects, she has to write without female models and without
a language of her own, in the midst of political, social and family pressures
that have never supported an activity that, of done well, may turn out to be
critical and subversive, though it usually remains economically
unproductive and very often ends up isolating her (Ordóñez 1990, p. 132).
During her time, criticism of her work was virtually non-existent. Acosta de
Samper’s contemporary literary critic Isidoro Laverde Amaya commented that
besides the historical curiosities they feature, her historical novels were not very
interesting (1893-94, IV, p. 83). Roberto Cortázar, writing during Acosta de
Samper’s lifetime, praises her foundation of newspapers and the publication of
Novelas y cuadros de la vida sur-americana (1869), but explicitly overlooks the
critique of her literary work (2003, p. 109). In other critical positions, Acosta de
Samper appears as daughter of independence hero and historian Joaquín Acosta
and wife of liberal-turned-conservative letrado José María Samper (Ordóñez
1990, p. 134).

More recently, critics have commented on Acosta de Samper’s pursuit of ‘pure’
historical truth and her didactic intent. Curcio Altamar states that: ‘Su fin didáctico
ahogó un poco su fantasía novelesca, y en vez de una novela histórica nos dió
[…] la historia anovelada, […] en ocasiones […] demasiado pegajosa y menos
amena que la pura historia’ (p. 99). [Her didactic objective overwhelmed to some
extent her novelistic fantasy, and instead of the historical novel, she gave us a […]
novelised history […] at times […] too sticky and less entertaining than pure
history]. For him it is this strict conception of the historical novel what plunged
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Acosta de Samper into oblivion (p. 100). McGrady agrees in Acosta de Samper’s
main purpose was the teaching of history: ‘La intriga novelesca está supeditada a
la reproducción fiel del hecho histórico’ (p. 42) [novelistic intrigue is subordinated
to the faithful reproduction of the historical fact], thus her ‘use and abuse of the
footnote’ (p. 43). Joined to this is a ‘fin moralizador, reflejo de los sentimientos
archicatólicos de la señora Acosta de Samper. Con una frecuencia demasiado
repetida interrumpe la narración para predicarle al lector […]’ (p. 44) [a moralising
objective, a reflection of the arch- Catholic feelings of Mrs. Acosta de Samper.
Much too frequently she interrupts the narration to preach to the reader […]. For
these reasons, Acosta de Samper’s novels have the same structure:
la acción principal consiste en la actuación de personajes históricos en
unos sucesos reales mas o menos bien conocidos; la acción secundaria
consiste en unos amores imaginarios del protagonista histórico con un
novio o novia ficticio. Esta fórmula nunca varía, de modo que el lector, al
coger un libro nuevo, siente el gran desengaño y desagrado de saber, en
sustancia, como se va a desarrollar la trama (McGrady, p. 45).
[The main plot consists of the acting of historical characters in more or less
well known events; the subplot consists of an imaginary love story of the
historical protagonist with a fictional lover. This formula never varies, so
that the reader, in grabbing a new book, feels great disappointment and
displeasure in knowing, in substance, how the plot is going to be
developed].
McGrady also criticises Acosta de Samper’s construction of characters in her
historical fiction (p. 47), her ‘primitive and naïve’ novelistic technique (p. 48), her
serious and monotonous narrative style (p. 48) and her unconvincing dialogues
seeming a ‘discurso académico, con léxico cuidadosamente escogido y sintaxis
rigurosamente correcta’ (p. 49) [an academic discourse, with a carefully chosen
lexicon and rigorously correct syntax]. Formal correctness, however, is associated
to the important role language played in late nineteenth-century Colombia. On the
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other hand, formal correction is characteristic of feminine writing: ‘women do seem
much less willing to experiment in a radical way with existing conventions […] this
“respect for form” appears at several levels: for example, at the syntactic level
through a hyper-grammatical correctness’ (Jardine, quoted in Gómez Ocampo
1988, p. 14). McGrady does concede that Acosta de Samper’s greatest
contribution can be otherwise found in her descriptions of the physique and dress
of the characters and of the interior of houses and palaces while nature is a
secondary narrative interest (as it is evident in Los piratas en Cartagena).

For Acosta de Samper the veracity of the facts is paramount, as she noted in the
introduction to Cuadros y Relaciones Novelescas de la Historia de América: 110
[…] nuestro propósito […] es simplemente el trazar algunos cuadros de la
historia de América, presentados en el punto de vista legendario y
novelesco, sin faltar por eso a la verdad de los hechos en todo aquello que
se relacione con la Historia. Nuestra intención es divertir instruyendo e
instruir divirtiendo; y solo inventaremos los pormenores, sin quitar nada a
la verdad de los hechos, pues la verdad tiene un encanto que no siempre
se puede reemplazar con sucesos imaginarios. No hay mayor mérito a los
ojos del lector que tener la seguridad de que aquello que le refieren
sucedió; que los personajes que le presentan existieron real y
positivamente […] (1878-79, p. 29).
[…] our purpose […] is simply to trace some tableaux of American history,
presented under a legendary and novelistic point of view, but remaining
faithful to the truth of the events in all that is related to History. Our intention
is to entertain while instructing and to instruct while entertaining, and we
only invent the details, without removing the truth of events, as truth has a
charm that cannot always be replaced with imaginary events. There is no
more merit, in the eyes of the reader than being confident in that what is
being told actually happened; that the characters presented to him really
and positively existed […].
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The same paragraph is repeated in the Proemio of Los españoles en América. Episodios históriconovelescos. Un hidalgo conquistador (1907).
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This principle is palpable in Los piratas en Cartagena, the only historical novel
republished (in 1946) after the writer’s death in 1913. Gustavo Otero Muñoz
qualifies it as ‘el mas interesante […] por su estilo claro y preciso, y por la
habilidad en la distribución de los resortes novelescos, en que mezcla la parte
histórica con la romántica a fin de atraerse la atención del lector’ (1972 pp. 17-18)
[the most interesting […] because of its clear and precise style and for the skill in
the distribution of novelistic resources, in which the historical and the romantic
plots are entwined in order to attract the attention of the reader]. For McGrady,
however, the novel features Acosta de Samper’s formulaic pattern: the narration is
virtually pure history and the imaginative string is so tenuous it eventually gets
lost. It differs from other novels with similar topics in that the figure of the pirate is
not romanticised, but generally depicted as a rapacious criminal who menaces the
colonial order (p. 180).

‘Orden, Progreso y Tradición’ : the Cultural Universe of Regeneración 111
¿Y qué diremos entre nosotros, en estos países de América, en donde el
pueblo es mas ignorante que en ninguna parte del mundo civilizado,
porque no tiene tradiciones históricas, ni monumentos que le recuerden los
acontecimientos pasados? (Acosta de Samper 1880-1881, 4, p. 44).
[And what can we say about these American countries, where the people
are more ignorant than anywhere else in the civilised world because they
do not have historical traditions or monuments to remind them of past
events?].
Los Piratas en Cartagena was published in 1886 during the so-called
Regeneración (1885-1904), a political and cultural project aimed at unifying the
country, ravaged by regional conflicts during the federalist era. The pivotal point of
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‘Order, Progress and Tradition’, the motto of Regeneración.
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this ‘authoritarian Republic’, as President Rafael Núñez112 termed it, was a
nationalism based on Hispanic foundations and the affirmation of patrimonial
values. This was incapable of including the masses or their values, or conceiving
of a national culture compatible with modernity (Safford & Palacios, p. 251).
Regeneración was appealing to many groups across the political and economic
spectrum, for which the ideal of ‘order’ was paramount; but in spite of its unifying
intention, it rather installed and consecrated an exclusive and repressive order
that ended up with the creation of unsolvable polarities and deep political and
ideological enmities.

The 1886 centralist Constitution (that was to rule the country until 1991)113
articulated Regeneración around religion: ‘la Religión Católica, Apostólica,
Romana es la de la Nación: los poderes públicos la protegerán y harán que sea
respetada, como esencial elemento del orden social’ (quoted in Tirado Mejía
1984, p. 379) [Catholic, Apostolic, Roman Religion is that of the Nation: the public
power shall protect it and see that it is respected as an essential element of social
order]. The Catholic Church assumed the control of education, social life and
individual behaviour replacing state institutions (Rincón 2003, p. 36) and
contributed to the reaffirmation of dominant social relations through class rather
than political partisanship (Leal 1984, pp. 130-131). The Constitution abolished
federalism, granting great power to the president; re-established the death penalty
was and limited individual freedom. Consequently groups of people were barred
112

Núñez, a liberal politician from Cartagena, was president in 1880-1882 and 1884-1886. In the second
period, he counted on both liberal and conservative support, although the predominance of conservative
ideas in the constitution is evident. Although not a religious man, Núñez believed that popular religiosity was
an instrument of cultural integration and social cohesion (Safford & Palacios, p. 245; Jaramillo 1974).
113
The Constitution was reformed in several occasions; in 1910, for instance, several authoritarian aspects
were softened. The cultural framework in which it was formulated, however, was altered only in 1991 (Wills
2000, pp. 388; 397-411).
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‘from access to liberty and citizenship according to political affiliation, religion,
race, ethnic and gender specific criteria’ (Rincón 2003, p. 35), evidencing the
ongoing traditionalism, authoritarianism and the hierarchical order of Colombian
society despite the years of liberalism (Melo 1995a, pp. 60-63). Not surprisingly,
the centralising process did not lead to peace, but rather ended in the most
disastrous of the nineteenth-century civil wars, the so-called ‘Guerra de los Mil
Días’ (1899 – 1902)114 and in the loss of the province of Panama in 1903.115

Connected to the ideals of morality and religious uniformity, there were notions of
racial homogeneity and the prevalence of certain ‘codes of style’: ‘la gramática, el
dominio de las leyes y de los misterios de la lengua, eran componentes muy
importante de la hegemonía conservadora que duró de 1885 hasta 1930, y cuyos
efectos persistieron hasta tiempos mucho más recientes’ (Deas p. 28). [grammar,
the mastering of law and the mysteries of language were very important
components of the conservative hegemony that lasted from 1885 until 1930 and
whose effects persisted until more recent times]. Manners, an impeccable use of
language, proper grammar and knowledge of Latin became an indispensable
symbolic capital in the access to political power; moreover, language ‘permitía la
conexión con el pasado español, lo que definía la clase de república que estos
humanistas querían’ (p. 47) [allowed the connection with the Spanish past, which
defined the type of republic these humanists wanted]. The ‘classical’ nature of this
movement is indicated in the labelling of Bogotá as ‘Athens of South America’, a
nickname that ‘self-monumentalized a Hispano-Christian civilizing ideal of
repression choreographed with grammarians as presidents’ (Rincón 2003, p. 35).
114
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See Bergquist (1987); Melo (1995a).
See Lemaitre (1971).
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In stark contrast, those groups that did not fulfil this profile were regarded with a
mixture of condescension, contempt and fear (Zambrano 1988; 1989).

Los piratas en Cartagena belongs to the universe of Regeneración. This ‘obrita’
(p. 19) [little work], as the writer calls it, is dedicated to Núñez: ‘Suplico, pues, a
usted que acepte esta dedicatoria, como un público testimonio del grande aprecio
y verdadera amistad que profeso al regenerador de mi patria y al más ilustre de
los hijos de Cartagena’ (p. 19) [I beg you accept this dedication as public
testimony of the great appreciation and true friendship I profess to the regenerator
of my fatherland and the most illustrious of the sons of Cartagena]. Núñez, in turn,
responded by recognising her links to Regeneración:
Ligado […] a la respetable casa de usted por vínculo político, en la obra de
salvación nacional a que usted bondadosamente alude, debo a ustedes
una de las más eficaces cooperaciones. El enorme contingente de su
ilustre esposo, el señor doctor Samper, es demasiado notorio. La parte
personal de usted es menos conocida; pero tanto a mi me consta, que mas
de una rectificación de ideas debo a palabras suyas, proferidas en tiempo
oportuno, en la epoca tempestuosa de 1875 en que tuvo principio
seguramente la complicada labor de regeneración, próxima ya a final y
feliz desenlace (p. 20).116
[Linked […] to your respectable home by political ties in the task of national
salvation you allude to with goodness, I owe you one of the most able
cooperations. The enormous contribution of your illustrious husband, Dr.
Samper is too notable. Your personal part is less known, but for me, it is
evident that I owe more than one rectification of ideas to your words,
pronounced at an appropriate moment, in the tempestuous period of 1875,
the sure beginning of this complicated duty of regeneration, now close to a
final and happy conclusion].

In the introduction that follows, it is stated that piracy was motivated by the
‘envidia, emulación y el odio que el poderío de España en el Nuevo Mundo
116

The ‘tempestuous period of 1875’ refers to the time when Acosta de Samper’s printing press was
confiscated and the family evicted from their house, after which she wrote her first historical novels (18781887) partly as a response to political instability. She was to take on the genre again in 1905, after the War of
the Thousand Days and the loss of Panama (Skinner 1999a, pp. 83).
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despertó entre las demás naciones europeas’ (p. 21) [envy, emulation and hatred
that Spain’s might in the New World awoke in the other European nations], a
notion common in the sixteenth and seventeenth century Spanish chronicles. As a
historian, Acosta de Samper seeks an objective and ‘truthful’ omniscient thirdperson voice, but adopts the perspective of colonial Spain:
No hay concordancia entre los historiadores españoles e ingleses acerca
de los muertos, heridos y prisioneros que resultaron de aquel combate […]
no ponemos nuestra confianza ni en los partes de los ingleses […] ni en
los de los españoles […] el lector juzgará de ello lo que le parezca, pues le
presentaremos los documentos de unos y otros (p. 209).
[There is no agreement between Spanish and English historians
concerning the number of dead, wounded and prisoners in that combat […]
we do not place our trust in the English […] nor the Spanish versions […]
the reader will be the judge, for we will present the documents of both
sides].
This strategy permits Acosta de Samper the cover of modern secular historicism
under which she can reinforce her own version of the events. Accuracy is
conveyed by the use of footnotes providing different information, such as
geographic and historic details such as the meaning of certain terms and so forth,
often citing the source. One of such sources is Juan José Nieto’s geography
(1839), as well as well-known Colombian authors such as the conservatives
Vergara y Vergara and Groot117 and Spanish authors. Acosta de Samper did not
include English authors, although she alludes to them (Gerassi-Navarro, p. 132).

Acosta de Samper’s careful research and love of historical detail are means
through which she sought to assume an authoritative voice, fashioning herself as
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Whom she corrects in ‘La expedición del almirante Vernon’ (pp. 191, 199), strengthening her own position
as historian.
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a learned female, a letrada, a project she would pursue more insistently in her
latter years with her incursions into historiography. Acosta de Samper thus
opened the rather limited choice of genres available to women writers in the
nineteenth century, given that ‘factual’ writing (like history and scientific writing)
requires great ‘authorising’ and was seen as an exclusively male genre. Historical
novels and travelogues were a more acceptable choice for women, as they
carried less authority (Mills, p. 81). By shifting from fiction to historiography Acosta
de Samper sought to acquire a more authoritative voice as part of her selffashioning project, presentating a new set of intellectual ranges and possibilities
for women’s ethical fashioning:
Una vez que la carrera de escritora está abierta y pueden las mujeres
abrazarla sin inconveniente, todas las que se sientan llamadas a ello
deberían fijarse en una cosa: en el bien que pueden hacer con su pluma.
Si Dios les ha dado cualidades intelectuales, aprovéchense de ello para
empujar a su modo el carro de la civilización: no imitemos el estilo de
moda de hoy en literaturas extranjeras y mucho menos el francés; no
pintemos vicios ajenos, sino virtudes propias de nuestro suelo. No en vano
el Altísimo ha prodigado en América todos los dones de la naturaleza mas
bella del mundo para que desdeñemos describirla; no nos ha puesto Dios
en esos paises nuevos, que trabajan en formarse, para que no estudiemos
su historia y sus costumbres y de ellas saquemos enseñanzas
provechosas (1988, p. 5).
[Now that the career of writer is open and all women can embrace it without
inconvenience, those who feel attracted by it should pay attention to one
thing: the good they can do with their pen. If God has provided them with
intellectual capabilities, use them to push in their own way the chariot of
civilisation: let us not imitate today’s fashion in foreign literature, particularly
the French; let us not depict foreign vice, but rather the virtues of our own
land. The most High was not vainly endowed America with all the gifts of
the world’s most beautiful nature for us not to write about it; God has not
placed us in these new countries, striving to shape themselves, for us not
to study their history and customs and obtain from them valuable
teachings].
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Soledad Acosta de Samper’s Pan-Hispanic World
[…] 1810 no establece una línea divisoria entre nuestros abuelos y
nosotros; porque la emancipación política no supone que se improvisase
una nueva civilización; las civilizaciones no se improvisan. Religión,
lengua, costumbres y tradiciones: nada de esto lo hemos creado; todo lo
hemos recibido habiéndonos venido de generación en generación, y de
mano en mano, por decirlo así, desde la época de la Conquista y del
propio modo pasará a nuestros hijos y nietos como precioso depósito y rico
patrimonio de razas civilizadas (Caro, in Curcio Altamar 1952, p. 102).118
[1810 does not set a dividing mark between our grandparents and us
because political emancipation does not suppose the improvisation of a
new civilisation; civilisations are not improvised. Religion, language,
customs and traditions: we have not created any of these, we have
received everything, which has been handed down to us from generation to
generation, from hand to hand, to it put this way, since the time of the
conquest and in the same way it will pass on to our children and
grandchildren as precious deposit and rich patrimony of the civilised races].
Los piratas en Cartagena displays a clear commitment to the civilising mission
and establishes the primary role Catholicism played in it. Throughout the five tales
or cuadros (covering from 1544 to 1738) that compose the work, Acosta de
Samper depicts a virtuous social body put under pressure by an external other
and always emerging victorious thanks to its moral supremacy.

‘La venganza de un piloto’, set in 1544, not only recounts Cartagena’s first pirate
attack by Robert Baal, but provides as well an overview of piracy in the sixteenth
century and the role that Spain, France and England played in it:
tenían los reyes de aquel tiempo tan poca idea de lo que hoy llamamos
honor, que los soberanos de Inglaterra y Francia no hallaban
inconveniente en permitir que en sus puertos preparasen los piratas navíos
casi publicamente, con el objeto de ir a atacar las colonias de otras
118

Miguel Antonio Caro, Núñez’s vicepresident and president in 1892-1898, was a key figure of
Regeneración and of the 1886 Constitution. For Caro, language, political notions and moral principles were
entwined; resulting in an anti-Positivist, anti-Utilitarian and antimodern discourse aimed primarily at the
defence of the Spanish heritage, of Catholicism and of inequality as an articulating force of the social order
(see von der Walde 1997; Rama 1985; Jaramillo 1974).
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naciones con las cuales estaban en guerra (Acosta de Samper p. 29,
emphasis in the original).
[the kings of that time had so little idea of what we called today honour that
the sovereigns of England and France had no qualms about allowing pirate
ships to be prepared in their ports with the goal of attacking the colonies of
other nations with which they were at war].
Here, Spanish traitor pilot Iñigo Ormaechea guides pirate Robert Baal in his attack
on Cartagena in order to kill a lieutenant Bejines in revenge for a punishment.
Two years later, the evil pilot dies at the hands of natives in the Lesser Antilles. In
‘El almirante corsario Francisco Drake’, which commences with an epigraph by
Núñez: ‘ellos, los viles, de botín sedientos, / cual camada de lobos han osado /
acercarse a tu umbral, cara matrona’ (p. 39) [they, the vile ones, bounty-thirsty/ as
a pack of wolves, have dared/ to approach your threshold, dear matron],
describes Francis Drake’s attack on Cartagena in 1586. Here, Bishop Juan de
Montalvo manages to rescue both the city and his own convent from being burned
down by paying ransom, after which Drake leaves. An epilogue informs the reader
of Drake’s death ten years after the attack, and of the happy-ending of a love
story involving Spanish official Hernán Mejía Mirabal and the governor’s daughter,
which is entwined with the main plot.

‘Los filibusteros y Sancho Jimeno’ describes the 1697 siege of Cartagena by the
French Jean Bernard Louis Desjean, Baron of Pointis and Jean-Baptiste Ducassé
and the heroic defence of the city by Sancho Jimeno, the officer in charge of the
fortress of Bocachica. Although Jimeno amazes Pointis with his bravery, the city
eventually succumbs to the pirates. As in ‘El almirante corsario Francisco Drake’,
an epilogue informs the reader of the happy fate of Jimeno, and of the deaths of
Pointis and Ducassé. The epilogue also features a research on the motives
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behind Portobelo’s (a town on the Isthmus of Panama) refusal to aid Cartagena
during the attack. ‘El Obispo Piedrahíta y el filibustero Morgan en Santa Marta’
refers to the kidnapping of cronista Lucas Fernández de Piedrahíta in 1699 by
pirate Henry Morgan, who treats him with great consideration because of his own
Catholic background.119 ‘La expedición del almirante Vernon’, set in 1738,
features a portrayal of the state of the internal affairs of England, of the
commercial disputes of the time between the European powers as well as an
explicit critique of Spanish passivity. In this story, an incident involving contraband
is used by the English to justify an attack on Portobelo and Cartagena. While
Portobelo is taken easily, Cartagena puts up a good defence thanks to the
heroism of the Spanish leaders and also to the information provided by Creole
spies in England. This, along with internal fights and unhealthy climate take their
toll on the English troops, who are finally defeated. The unity of Spain and
America, their historical links across time and space, touched upon throughout the
work, are reinforced in the concluding paragraph:
Hasta aquí el lector nos ha acompañado a traves de los siglos, desde la
primera expedición de piratas sobre Cartagena, encabezada por Roberto
Baal, en 1544, hasta la frustrada tentativa del almirante Vernon, dos siglos
despues. Quisieramos describir tambien el mas heroico de los sitios que
ha sufrido Cartagena: el del pacificador Morillo en 1815… Pero preferimos
no discutir aquellos hechos dolorosísimos de la epopeya de nuestra
independencia, en la cual los descendientes de los mismos que
combatieron juntos para rechazar al extranjero, se hacían entre sí tan ruda
guerra… Corramos un velo sobre aquellos acontecimientos; y por ahora no
recordemos sino que las glorias de España fueron tambien las nuestras
durante tres siglos en América, así como las habían celebrado nuestros
mayores desde la época de Numancia hasta la de Zaragoza, bajo una
misma bandera (p. 216, italics in the original).
[Up to this point, the reader has accompanied us through the centuries,
since the first pirate expedition on Cartagena, leaded by Robert Baal in
1544 until Admiral Vernon’s frustrated attempt two centuries later. We
119

General Joaquín Acosta recounts this episode in his Compendio (1848, pp. 385-389).
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would like to describe as well the most heroic of the sieges endured by
Cartagena: that of peacemaker Morillo in 1815… But we would rather not
discuss such painful events as our independence epic, in which the
descendents of the same ones who fought together to reject the foreigners
warred among themselves so crudely… Let us throw a veil over those
events and for now let us only remember that the glories of Spain were also
ours during three centuries in America, in the same way our elders had
celebrated them since the era of Numancia up to Zaragoza, under the
same flag].
The text, although positing Spain as source of civilisation, tradition and culture, is
also critical: ‘España con su natural inercia, no supo ponerse a la defensiva’ (p.
159) [Spain, with its natural inertia, could not defend itself]; the image of a
sleeping Portobelo conjures an:
Imagen de la España de aquella época [1739]: esta dormía tranquilamente
el sueño de la pereza, mientras que otras naciones que no conocían la
costumbre de dormir la siesta, adelantaban por el camino de la civilización
y el progreso, conspirando para tratar de arrancarle sus propiedades y
aprovecharse del letargo criminal en que yacía (p.162).
[Image of Spain at that time [1739]: it slept a lazy sleep while other nations
that did not know the habit of the siesta advanced through the path of
civilisation and progress, conspiring to try and take its properties and profit
from the criminal lethargy in which it lay].
Some Spanish characters replicate those attributes, such as Governor Diego de
los Ríos, ‘hombre perezoso, descuidado y poco atractivo, que nunca se decidía a
dar un paso sino despues de largas reflexiones, con lo cual dejaba escapar toda
ocasión favorable (p. 76) [a lazy, careless and unattractive man who never took a
step before long reflection, missing all favorable occasions]; or Portobelo’s interim
Governor, depicted as ‘anciano, inútil, inepto y descuidado’ (p. 163) [old, useless,
inept and careless].

Despite its defects, Spain represents Catholic civilisation: cultural, material and
moral advancement. This traces boundaries between a moral, virtuous Catholic
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Pan-Hispanic world and a violent world of foreign greed and heresy and makes it
possible to distinguish the wild and dangerous from the redeemable. Hence,
Pointis, a French Catholic, is depicted as gentlemanly as is Henry Morgan,
because he converts thanks to his Irish Catholic heritage. Pirates are often
qualified as ‘malandrines’ (pp. 21, 44, 61) [scoundrels] whose only interest is
revenge or plunder, in contrast with the Spanish painstaking construction of
civilisation. The English, as Protestants, are seen as particularly evil, moreover
when they are ruled by a rude, mannerless ‘herejota’ (p. 42) [big heretic]: Queen
Elizabeth. In ‘El almirante corsario Francisco Drake’, the Queen’s lack of good
manners is underscored: ‘los piratas regresaron a Inglaterra a dar cuenta de las
muertes de Hawkins y de Drake, e Isabel les insultó con palabras muy poco
comedidas, según la costumbre de la hija de Enrique VIII’ (p. 69) [The pirates
returned to England to tell about Hawkin’s and Drake’s deaths and Elizabeth
insulted them with not very courteous words, as was the custom of the daughter of
Henry VIII]. Manners and courtesy are codes of social behaviour but they also
articulate modes of subjectivation within moral projects (Foucault 2000, p. 368). In
Acosta de Samper, Catholic culture ties individual social conduct to collective
‘civilisation’:
[la cultura es] […] la expresión completa de la civilización cristiana y el
vestido que encubre una verdadera virtud y un profundo amor al bien. Una
persona que carece de buena crianza es un ser que no ha cogido el fruto
de la civilización; puede ser tan instruida como guste, rica,
espléndidamente ataviada, tener una posición elevadísima en la jeraquía
social, pero si no es cortés y no posee modales cultos, jamás se podrá
decir que pertenece a la buena sociedad (1880-81, 39, p. 75).
[culture is] […] the complete expression of Christian civilisation and the
dress that covers true virtue and a profound love of good. A person without
a good upbringing is a being that has not harvested the fruit of civilisation;
they can be as educated as they want, have a very elevated position in the
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social hierarchy, but if they are not courteous and have no good manners,
it cannot be said they belong to good society].
Hence, in ‘La expedición del almirante Vernon’, King George II is depicted as a
mean, selfish ruler: ‘No sabía que era benevolencia, y jamás hizo ningún bien por
su gusto, sino forzado. Nunca tuvo lástima de nadie, ni protegió a nadie, sino
cuando era preciso para fines políticos’ (p. 153) [He did not know what
benevolence was and never did any good for pleasure, but rather by force. He
never pitied or protected anybody unless it was necessary for political ends]. Even
a very minor character such as Frederick, Prince of Wales, is critically portrayed:
falso, débil, avariento en cuanto se trataba de algo bueno, y gastador en
todo lo malo; al mismo tiempo se mostraba despilfarrado y codicioso;
generoso con lo ajeno y nada liberal con lo propio, era apretado sin ser
económico; nadie que le conocía le apreciaba ni le quería. Mentía
descaradamente cuando pretendía ser franco, y decía verdades atroces
cuando quería manifestarse familiar. No comprendía la justicia, ni la
integridad, ni la sinceridad, ni era constante en sus afectos, ni tenía
dignidad en sus costumbres, y aún carecía de sentido común en sus
conversaciones. El rey le aborrecía tanto que por un motivo baladí le
desterró de la corte y no le permitió siquiera ver a su madre en el lecho de
muerte (p. 154).
[false, weak, avaricious when dealing with something good and wasteful in
all that is bad; at the same time he was careless and covetous; generous
with the belongings of others and stingy with his own, he was greedy
without being economical; no one who knew him liked him. He lied
impudently when pretending to be frank and said atrocious truths when
wanting to appear familiar. He did not understand justice, or integrity or
sincerity, was not constant in his affection, nor had dignity in his customs
and even lacked common sense in his conversations. The king hated him
so much, he exiled him from the court for an inane reason and did not
permit him even to see his mother on her death bed].
Prime Minister Robert Walpole, a more central character, receives a more
complex portrayal; he had ‘este principio corruptor: todo hombre tiene su tarifa
[…] Sin embargo era un hombre que conocía su época y los hombres de su
tiempo; era prudente, afable, y cuidó siempre de la honra de su país dentro y
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fuera de él’ (p. 154) [this corrupting principle: every man has a price […] He was
nevertheless a man who knew his era and the men of his time, he was prudent,
affable and always took care of the honour of his country, within and outside of it].
The description of the political and economic context where piracy is taking place
is also described:
Es cosa sabida que el comercio inglés era muy diferente de lo que es
actualmente: no era nunca franco y honorable, sino que buscaba la
ganancia por veredas que hoy día se considerarian deshonrosas, y no
tenían empacho los negociantes en hacer el contrabando en las colonias
españolas, con el pretexto de que abogaban en favor de la libertad del
comercio (p. 154).
[It is known that English commerce was very different then from what it is
now: it was never frank and honest, but rather sought profit through ways
that today will be considered dishonest and businessmen did not hesitate
in smuggling into the Spanish colonies under the pretext they were
defending free trade].
With these descriptions of historical characters and contexts, Acosta de Samper
paints a broad picture combining the fictitious and the historical, in order to
legitimise her vision for the future in which Catholic civilisation emerges
triumphant over all obstacles. In the text, it is Catholic higher moral standing, that
renders the Spaniards victorious, despite the military superiority or momentary
triumph of its enemies (deligitimised by their meanness, greed, lack of manners or
different religious faith) and projects the notion of a civilised, Catholic Colombia.

The ultimate triumph of civilisation is articulated by the use of epilogues in which
divine justice governs history. In ‘La venganza de un piloto’, Ormaechea murders
lieutenant Bejines, but ‘Dos años despues, día por día, […] Ormaechea moría
sacrificado por los indios caribes de una de las pequeñas Antillas, los cuales se
habían apoderado de una carabela pirata que naufragó en sus costas, robada por
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el piloto a su patrón Roberto Baal’ (Acosta de Samper, p. 35). [Two years later, to
the day, […] Ormaechea died, sacrificed by the Carib Indians of one of the Lesser
Antilles, who had taken a pirate caravel that was shipwrecked in their coast, stolen
by the pilot from his boss Robert Baal].120 In ‘El almirante corsario Francisco
Drake’, the pirate succeeds in plundering Cartagena, but dies ten years later to
the great dismay of the English (p. 69).121 In the epilogue of ‘Los filibusteros y
Sancho Jimeno’ order is restored after the main events and again, the deaths of
Ducassé and Pointis are referenced (p. 125). In ‘El Obispo Piedrahíta y el
filibustero Morgan en Santa Marta’, the kidnapped bishop-chronicler Fernández
de Piedrahíta is released by Morgan and two years later receives a letter from the
pirate telling him that he has abandoned the military career and has been
appointed to Jamaica as a result of the bishop’s advice. The focus on Morgan’s
sorrow and ‘shame’ avoid mentioning his well-known vicious acts. His piratical
attacks become rather downplayed ‘military actions’, allowing the Spaniards to
claim credit for his change of conduct (Gerassi-Navarro, p. 93).

In this project the cohesive force of Catholicism delimits the boundaries of the
social body through the exclusion of the ‘corrupt’ and by containing the virtuous in
a homogenised social body, the ideal body of Regeneración. The ordering force of
Catholicism and the civilising mission are rooted in the Spanish fatherland,
legitimising colonial rule. The colonial era is thus articulated as a period of order
and harmony temporarily upset by external forces represented in the figure of the
pirate. The presence of Spain in America represents the tradition and grandeur
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Baal’s attack is retold in Fernández de Piedrahíta’s chronicle (1688). Fray Pedro Simón’s (1882-92)
version of the attack includes the episode of the revengeful pilot.
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Drake’s attack is retold by Juan de Castellanos in his poem ‘Discurso del capitán Francis Drake’, written
shortly after the events and included in Elegías de varones ilustres de Indias (1589).
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fundamental in the construction of ‘estos países nuevos’ [these new countries].
Moreover, the discourse of religion enables Acosta de Samper’s authoritative
voice without transgressing the feminine discourse established for women (Mills,
p. 97).

Material Culture as Civilisation
In Los Piratas en Cartagena the city is again the cornerstone of the civilising
mission, related as it was to the creation of an order based upon religion. As in
Nieto’s portrayal of Cartagena at the time of the conquest, the colonial urban
space represents the triumph of Catholic civilisation, the ‘divine order of St.
Augustine’s City of God, as contrasted against the civitas diaboli, the city of the
heathens’ (Cummins & Rappaport, p. 176). Catholicism diffuses civilisation, thus
Cartagena is in 1544 a:
pobre caserío rodeado de espesa montaña, sin murallas, sin fortalezas, sin
puentes […] Las islas adyacentes, y aquellas cubiertas hoy de edificios
estaban las unas cuajadas de fieras, y otras infestadas todavia por tribus
de indígenas. La Popa y San Felipe estaban aun cubiertos de corpulentos
arboles; los únicos edificios de cal y canto eran una parte de la catedral
(empezada a edificar en 1538), el hospital y las casas del adelantado don
Pedro de Heredia (Acosta de Samper, p. 31).
[poor group of houses, surrounded by thick mountains, without walls,
without fortresses, without bridges […] The adjacent islands, and those
covered today with buildings were either full of wild beasts or still infested
with indigenous tribes. La Popa and San Felipe were still covered by
corpulent trees, the only strong buildings were a part of the cathedral
(construction of which began in 1538), the hospital and the houses of
adelantado don Pedro de Heredia].
By 1586 Cartagena is a prosperous city, featuring a cathedral that although
unfinished, was ‘una de las mas ricas de la América del sur en aquellos tiempos’
(p. 39) [one of the richest in South America at that time]. The city had as well two
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convents, a coat of arms (described according to Nieto’s geography) and the title
of ‘muy noble y muy leal’ [very noble and very loyal]. There are many other
buildings ‘construidos con elegancia y solidez, y familias ricas españolas se
empezaban a establecer allí definitivamente, llevando consigo las comodidades y
las costumbres cultas de la madre patria’ (p. 39) [There were many buildings
constructed with elegance and solidness and wealthy Spanish families began to
establish themselves definitively, bringing along the comfort and cultivated habits
of the fatherland]. In contrast, Crespo, where the convent of Santa Cruz de la
Popa will be built later, still was a ‘montaña espesa, poblada de fieras y
frecuentada por los indios que aun no habían aceptado la religión y soberanía de
los españoles’ (p. 54) [thick mountain, inhabited by wild beasts and Indians who
had not accepted yet the religion and sovereignty of the Spaniards].

By 1697 Cartagena is ‘un emporio de riqueza’ (p. 108) [an emporium of wealth],
which is nevertheless pernicious for the virtuous social body: ‘la riqueza lleva
consigo la molicie y el temor de perder la vida; así, pues, pocos eran los que
sentían amor a su rey y a su honor, y no les importaba humillarse ante las
huestes enemigas, si aquello podía reportarles mayores bienes que si resistiesen
con valor al empuje de los contrarios’ (Acosta de Samper, pp. 108-109) [richness
carries with it weakness and fear of losing one’s life; in this way, there were few
who felt love for their king and his honour, and they did not care about humiliating
themselves in front of the enemy if that could benefit them more than brave
resistance to the adversary]. Thus, a difference is established between the ‘mob’
(p. 109) asking the Governor to give in and the ‘brave’ merchants from Quito and
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Bogotá (p. 109) asking to defend the city. Here the material is on the one hand, an
indicator of civilisation:
[…] in the eyes of the Colombian elite, material consumption among the
general population was an important measure of “civilisation” as education
[…] Through schooling the masses would learn of the potential availability
of “comodidades” and would be induced to work hard for them. Thus for the
intellectuals there was a circular and mutually reinforcing relationship
between industriousness and consumption (Safford 1991, p. 23).
- and on the other hand, a promoter of greed and a danger to Catholic morals.
Throughout the text, the narrative emphasis falls on the Church’s material losses.
Hence, Ducassé steals many jewels:
entre otras, un soberbio y riquisímo sepulcro de plata maciza que era el
orgullo de los cartageneros. Pesaba ocho mil pesos de plata, y pertenecía
al convento de san Agustín, de donde una piadosa cofradía, que lo había
regalado a la iglesia, lo sacaba el Viernes Santo en procesión por las
calles de la ciudad (p. 113).
[among them, a superb and very rich silver sepulchre which was the pride
of Cartageneans. It weighed eight thousand silver pesos and belonged to
the convent of St. Augustine, from where a pious confraternity, which gave
it to the church, took it out on Good Friday in a procession along the streets
of the city].
Drake’s attack combines the loss of material wealth with desacralisation, as he
attacks on Ash Wednesday, ransacking both the homes of the rich and churches:
Era sábado santo y la semana santa se había pasado en Cartagena […]
sin una sola fiesta de iglesia […] el templo estaba saqueado; los
malandrines habían robado cuanto encontraron de algún valor, y la vista
de los santos sin vestido, las santas sin manto y desprovistas de las ricas
joyas que los fieles les habían donado, produjo un agudísimo dolor en el
ánimo del reverendísimo señor Montalvo (p. 61).
[It was Easter Saturday and Holy Week passed in Cartagena without a
single church holiday […] the temple had been sacked; the scoundrels had
stolen whatever they could find of some value, and the sight of the male
Saints without their dresses, the female Saints without cloaks and stripped
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of the rich jewels that the faithful had donated provoked an acute pain in
the spirit of the most reverend Mr. Montalvo].
When Drake was gone, ‘con la proverbial hospitalidad española, los que habían
conservado algunas propiedades, no tenían empacho en repartirlas con sus
amigos y vecinos’ (p. 65) [with the proverbial Spanish hospitality, those who had
some properties did not hesitate in sharing them with friends and neighbours].
Order is re-established by those who still own something and the virtuous social
body reconstructs itself, its social pyramid intact, while the fate of the people is
unknown. Acosta de Samper’s narrative gaze fixes almost exclusively on
monuments that convey officialdom, univocity, wealth and civilisation: castles and
military buildings, the houses of the rich and particularly, churches, cathedrals and
other religious buildings.122 There is little interest in natural landmarks bearing the
traces of native ancestors as in Jesús Silvestre Rozo, but rather in selecting
certain architectural features that designate Catholic civilisation.

The Location of Culture: Race and Place.
A pesar de la gran mezcla de la raza indígena con la blanca que existe en
Colombia, la primitiva tiende a desaparecer; y aunque ésta exista por
muchos años aun, la civilización de que gozamos nos viene de Europa, y
los españoles son los progenitores espirituales de toda la población. Así
pues, a éstos debemos atender con preferencia, si deseamos conocer el
carácter de nuestra población (Acosta de Samper 1883, p. 2).
[Despite the great miscegenation of the indigenous and the white races in
Colombia, the primitive tends to disappear, and even if it exists for several
years, the civilisation we now enjoy comes from Europe and the Spaniards
are the spiritual progenitors of all the population. Thus, we must preferably
attend to these if we wish to know the character of our population].
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This interest is evident in the travelogue Viaje a España en 1892 (1893), with its lengthy descriptions of
the architecture of every place Acosta de Samper visits, particularly cathedrals, churches and their treasures,
and historical monuments. Such narrative interest is connected to her belief in hierarchies and her belonging
in the Creole elite. On Acosta’s discourses of identity in this particular text, see Hincapié (2002).
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The civilising power of Spanish Catholic culture has a racial dimension. Spanish
white men are the active principle in the production of the virtuous social body, as
Acosta de Samper stated in her Biografías de hombres ilustres o notables,
‘atravesando los mares, vinieron a plantar sus tiendas en estas tierras tan
lejanas, y a fundar naciones cristianas en donde reinaban la barbarie, la
superstición y la idolatría (1883, pp. 3-4) [crossing the ocean, came to put their
tents in these faraway lands and founded Christian nations where barbarism,
superstition and idolatry reigned]. Indians, in consequence, are a secondary
interest in this project. When they appear, reference is made to the difficulties in
integrating them into the social body. In ‘El almirante corsario Francisco Drake’,
there is a parallel between the wild beasts and the barbaric and idolatrous
Indians, in need of both religion and control: ‘[Crespo era] una montaña espesa,
poblada de fieras y frecuentada por los indios que aun no habían aceptado la
religión y soberanía de los españoles’ (p. 54) [Crespo was a] thick mountain,
inhabited by wild beasts and Indians who had not accepted yet the religion and
sovereignty of the Spaniards]. In a similar vein, the faith and goodness of
bishop/chronicler

Lucas

Fernández

de

Piedrahíta

is

evidenced

by

his

determination to disseminate Catholicism: ‘su mayor placer consistía en visitar a
los indios de sus dioceses y hacer infinitos esfuerzos para catequizarles’ (p. 132)
[His biggest pleasure was to visit the Indians of his dioceses and make infinite
efforts to catechise them]. The dwelling places of the Indians are empty spaces,
uninteresting and contrasted to the civilised city.

The references to the blacks are more abundant and mostly refer to them as
unreliable and ready to betray their owners:
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los africanos, llenos de espanto al ver amenazada su vida, y además poco
adictos a sus amos, confesaron que ellos mismos habían ayudado a
sembrar de púas envenenadas todas las bocacalles de la ciudad, y les
dieron noticias de la fuerza que existía allí y de la manera más facil que
había de entrar en la ciudad (p. 52).
[the Africans, full of fear in seeing their lives under threat, and not very fond
of their owners, confessed they themselves had helped to put poisoned
spikes on all the streets of the city and gave them news of the force that
existed there and of the easiest way to get into the city]
When the Drake takes the city, the pirates:
atrajeron a los negros esclavos y los pusieron en tormento para que
confesasen en donde habían ocultado sus amos los efectos y valores que
no pudieron llevarse a la montaña. Muchos negros dijeron prontamente y
con gusto todo lo que pudiera lastimar a sus amos, sin que hubiese
necesidad de ponerles en tormento; pero algunos pocos procuraron
defender los intereses de sus dueños, y a éstos mandó Drake que les
llevasen a los bajeles para que sirviesen como esclavos de los esclavos
que llevaba ya (pp. 59-60).
[attracted the black slaves and tormented them to confess where their
owners hid the effects and values they could not take to the mountain.
Many blacks said promptly and willingly all that could harm their owners,
without being tormented; only a few tried to defend the interests of their
owners and Drake ordered that they be taken to the ships to serve as
slaves of the slaves he already had].
Despite the loyalty of a few, the picture of black untrustworthiness is more
generalised. At the end of Drake’s incursion, the inhabitants discovered that:
‘Muchos de los negros esclavos habían desaparecido, unos llevados por la fuerza
en los buques de los piratas y otros que habían huido en busca de otros amos,
figurándose que mejorarían de condición. Aquello no sorprendió a nadie […]’ (p.
65) [Many black slaves had disappeared, ones taken by force in the pirate ships
and others fled in search of other owners, believing that their condition would
improve. This did not surprise anyone…]. Blacks are also associated in the text
with savagery and lawlessness; in ‘Los filibusteros y Sancho Jimeno’, Pointis and
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Ducassé fill their ships with ‘negros prófugos, y piratas y filibusteros sin ley ni
Dios, pertenecientes a todas las naciones del mundo […] animados por la pasión
del lucro y llenos de osadía y crueldad’ (p. 74) [fugitive blacks and pirates and
filibusters without law or God from all nations […] encouraged by a passion for
profit and full of audacity and cruelty]. Likewise, the defence of the city is seriously
compromised because: ‘la guarnición del castillo de San Fernando no consta sino
de sesenta y ocho negros y esclavos de las haciendas vecinas, […] y solo treinta
y cinco soldados veteranos. Los primeros son casi salvajes y no entienden el
ejercicio ni la disciplina’ (p. 78) [the garrison of the castle of San Fernando is
composed only of sixty eight blacks and slaves from the neighboring haciendas
[…] and just thirty-five veteran soldiers. The former are almost savage and do not
understand exercise or discipline]. In the same cuadro, the black slave Juan is
involved in a conspiracy to facilitate the attack and murders a Spanish soldier (p.
85).

For the Highland letrada, Cartagena is the quintessential ‘lettered city’, founded
on the ideals of hierarchical order and Catholic civilisation. The Indian and African
cultures occupy a very minor role, as they are not active principles in the
construction of civilisation and are hard to incorporate into the virtuous social
body. The topic of piracy allowed Acosta de Samper to focus almost exclusively
on the heroism and moral values of the colonisers, circumventing other references
such as Sancho Jimeno’s strong repression of black rebels, which explains their
lack of interest in the defence of the city under his orders (Lemaitre 1983a, II, p.
209), or the excessive zeal of the Inquisition, introduced to curb heresy, sorcery
and Satanism.
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The ‘natural’ link between location and culture is pointed out in the text in its brief
references to the tropics as place of slothfulness, sin and lethargy, problematic for
the production of the virtuous body politic. The tropics are the ‘natural’ place of the
savage African slave, as it is suggested in ‘Los filibusteros y Sancho Jimeno’,
where the traitor slave Juan is told by the soldier he later murders, ‘Tú que vas a
sentir, si vosotros los negros nacísteis para aguantar soles y sufrir estos climas
endemoniados, sin que os hagan mella!’ (p. 85) [What can you feel, if blacks were
born to endure the sun and suffer these devilish climates without any harm!].
While Cartagena is depicted as the site of struggle between good and evil where
good, with its Catholic-Hispanic association, triumphs and ends in the production
of a heroic, virtuous body politic, the ‘insalubrious’ Portobelo is positioned as a
contrasting site, founded in:
una de las bahías mas hermosas del mundo, circundada de una
exuberante vegetación tropical […] dormida y aletargada bajo los
quemantes rayos del sol del mediodía. Las aguas de la bahía parecían un
inmenso lago dentro del cual se miraba el cielo azul y los tupidos arboles
del contorno. Ni una hoja se movía, ni un ser viviente ni un insecto alguno
hacía ruido; el calor era tan fuerte que se aguardaba casi ver salir las
llamas de los objetos que se miraban; es decir, si alguien hubiese abierto
los ojos a mediodía en aquel lugar en una hora tan bochornosa. Hasta los
tiburones dentro del agua y las piedras en la orilla del mar parecían tomar
la siesta y dormir el sueño de la muerte, producido por la sofocación (pp.
160-161).
[one of the world’s most beautiful bays, surrounded by exuberant tropical
vegetation […] asleep and lethargic under the scorching rays of the
midday’s sun. The waters of the bay were like an immense lake which
reflected the blue sky and the dense surrounding trees. Not a single leaf
moved, or a living being or an insect produced any sound; the heat was so
intense that objects could be expected to burst into flames, that is, if
someone would have opened their eyes in such a sultry hour. Even the
sharks in the water and the stones in the seashore seemed to be having a
siesta, sleeping the sleep of death, produced by suffocation].
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Portobelo reflects the inertia of eighteenth-century Spain, which ‘dormía […] el
sueño de la pereza’ (p.162) [slept […] a lazy sleep] and connects wealth, power,
sloth and heat with moral landscape: the city is easily taken by the pirates while
Cartagena, defended by Spanish heroes, Blas de Lezo and viceroy Eslava,
‘hombre de gran valer, de pericia y de mérito’ (p. 191) [man of great valour, skill
and merit], vanquish the English with the aid of the heat and fever (p. 198).

Cartagena is a model of the virtuous social body, in danger of defilement and
chaos, represented mainly by external others but also by uncivilised Indians,
fugitive blacks, and corrupt and lazy bureaucrats, although it is always capable of
restablishing an order founded on industriousness, manners and Catholic morals.
As in Nieto’s construction, the body of the nation was to be white and Catholic, a
portrayal that ‘clearly responds to the specific issues liberal intellectuals brought
forth when they criticised Spain for being the emblem of backwardness’ (GerassiNavarro, p. 133). Cartagena is of interest for the Highland letrada as the site that
condenses physical remains (fortresses, castles) and memories in which the
colonial past shines as an era of greatness, an image that is crucial in
restablishing the links of Hispanism in the context of Regeneración.

American Beauty
¿Cuál es la misión de la mujer en el mundo? Indudablemente que la de
suavizar las costumbres, moralizar y cristianizar las sociedades, es decir,
darles una civilización adecuada a las necesidades de la época y al mismo
tiempo preparar la humanidad para lo porvenir (Acosta de Samper 1988, p.
3, emphasis in the original).
[What is women’s mission in the world? Undoubtedly, to soften the habits,
to moralise and Christianise societies; that is, to provide an adequate
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civilisation for the needs of her era and at the same time, to prepare
humanity for the future].
Acosta de Samper endlessly advocated a more important role for women in
society, which she saw as achievable through education.123 She wrote countless
texts discussing the advantages of educating women to go beyond the traditional
roles of mother and wife into the sphere of economic production (Guerra
Cunningham p. 365), which could provide certain economic independence in case
the male was absent (Bermúdez 1987, p. 77; Rodríguez-Arenas 1991, p. 147).
Education plays a main role in the civilising stance of women while remaining an
excellent vehicule for the transmission and preservation of the values necessary
in the production both of the virtuous social body and the individual self of the
letrada:
Education then served as a mechanism of social control and to transmit
bourgeois and Catholic values, from sexual morals to domestic economy.
But it is also a tool to economic independence and to be in contact with
others. Soledad Acosta witnesses repression carried out through
education, but an uneducated woman is even more repressed […]
(Ordóñez 1988, pp. 22-23).
In Los piratas en Cartagena, Acosta de Samper traces feminine bodies that reflect
the values of the virtuous body such as moral valour and religiousness but also
also physical weakness and submission to the male, father or husband; they
function mainly as stabilisers, complementing their active masculine counterparts.
To depict these bodies, Acosta de Samper resorts both to a physical and moral
description. The physical description departs from the standards of white beauty

123

In what Otero Muñoz qualified as ‘un feminismo sano’ [a healthy feminism] (quoted in Dejong, p. 144).
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of other historical texts analysed in this study, thus Clara Bustos, the heroine of ‘El
almirante corsario Francisco Drake’, is:
un tanto morena, muy pálida por el calor del clima; sus grandes ojos llenos
de fuego y expresión, sombreados por largas y crespas pestañas,
formaban contraste con una abundantísima y larga cabellera color castaño
claro, que le caía en dos anchas trenzas, a la morisca y le bajaban casi
hasta los pies sobre su traje claro. Un collar de oro la adornaba el cuello;
brazaletes de perlas los blancos brazos; llevaba en su diminuta mano un
abanico, hechura de los indios, formado de vistosísimas plumas, y su pie
de andaluza estaba calzado con zapatitos bordados, de plumas tambien,
fabricados con fique y hechos en el país (pp. 41-42).
[rather light-skinned, very pale because of the heat; her big eyes full of fire
and expression, shadowed by long and curled eyelashes, creating a
contrast with the very abundant and long chesnut-coloured hair that came
down almost to her feet over her light-coloured dress. A golden necklace
adorned her neck; pearl bracelets the fair arms; she had in her diminutive
hand a fan of very bright feathers made by the Indians, and her Andalusian
feet wore fiber and feather-embroidered little shoes made in the country].
This portrayal moves away from the white heroine towards a differentiation
between stereotypical ‘Anglo-Saxon’ and ‘Latin’ types, the latter of which will
translate later in the type of the ‘Creole beauty’: light skinned but not white, with
big, expressive eyes. Clara’s depiction as a proto-Creole type is reinforced
through her accessories: a golden necklace, a feathered fan and shoes ‘made in
the country’, strengthening her links to America. Her moral attributes come to the
fore during Drake’s raid. While hiding in Crespo, she receives a visit from her
fiancé, who escapes the scene of the battle claiming that the defense of the city
has turned extremely difficult and that he should protect her. Ashamed of his
cowardice, Clara turns her back on him. Later in the epilogue, a happily married
Clara (to brave captain Mejía Mirabal) and mother of four, illustrates the
importance of the female role in the production and reproduction of the virtuous
social body, although the feminine space of action is basically restricted to the
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private sphere, set within the home, where women anchor their moral construction
first as daughters and then as mothers. This idea is reinforced in ‘Los filibusteros y
Sancho Jimeno’, where heroine Teresa de Guzmán matches Clara’s moral
strength. A former victim of piracy, Teresa is a physical and moral counterpart for
husband Sancho Jimeno: ‘no solo era bella como un lucero, sino virtuosísima y
de espíritu tan generoso y levantado como el de su esposo’ (p. 76-77) [was not
only beautiful as a star, but very virtuous and with a spirit as elevated and
generous as her husband’s]. In the epilogue, the couple celebrate happily despite
the pain of ‘carecer de sucesión. Dolíale particularmente a Teresa que su marido
no dejase hijos que heredasen su valor y su nobleza de carácter, y a él le pesaba
que su bella esposa no tuviese hijas que se parecieran a su madre en prendas
físicas y morales’ (pp. 123-124) [not having any offspring. It particularly hurt
Teresa that her husband did not have sons to inherit his valour and nobility of
character and he regretted that his beautiful wife did not have daughters who
resembled her in moral and physical gifts].

A more relevant female role is that of Albertina de Leyva in ‘La expedicion del
almirante Vernon’. Albertina is a beautiful and devout young woman, remarkably
similar to Clara: ‘morenita y pálida: tenía un par de ojos que brillaban como el
lucero vespertino, bajo unas pestañas crespas como su melena negra y sedosa;
sus labios rojos se abrían como una fruta madura para dejar ver dos sartales de
perlas finas que llevaba a manera de dientes’ (p. 150) [light-skinned and pale: she
had a pair of eyes that shone like a morning star under curly eyelashes like her
hair, black and silky; her red lips opened like a ripe fruit to reveal two strings of
fine pearls she had as teeth]. The similar depiction of these typical romantic
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heroines indicates not only that that their individual identities matter very little,
contingent as they are on their male counterparts (Gerassi-Navarro, p. 165), but
also their quality as imaginary projections of an androcentric subject ‘un otro
inmovilizado en la perfección y que carece tanto de una identidad propia como de
un lugar activo en el devenir histórico’ (Guerra Cunningham, p. 353) [an
immobilised other in perfection and lacking an identity of its own as well as an
active place in the unfoldings of history].

Albertina’s moral attributes, such as her respect for tradition and Catholic virtue,
are underscored in a number of occasions, as when contraband gold and silver
thread is discovered in an English ship and thrown in the ocean by the Spanish
authorities. On that occasion, Albertina’s only thought is ‘cuántos mantos para la
Virgen Santísima se podrían bordar con esos hilos, en lugar de que ahora ni los
pescados se aprovecharán ellos! (p. 150) [how many veils for the saintly Virgin
could be embroidered with those threads, now instead not even the fish can use
them!]. Later, when gallant English officer Robert Keith courts her, Albertina asks
him not to visit her in the absence of her father, fearful that ‘las malas lenguas
puedan herir mi reputación’ (p. 167) [gossipers could harm my reputation]. Keith
eventually kidnaps Albertina, leaving her in a desperate situation: ‘mi honor está
perdido’ (p. 176) [my honour is lost]. Keith offers marriage and Albertina accepts
to save her honour: ‘procuraré cumplir con mis deberes mientras viva…Quizá
Dios se apiadará de mi pronto’ (p. 177) [I will strive to perform my duties for as
long as I live… perhaps God will take pity on me soon]. Despite the disgrace of
having being kidnapped by an Englishman and taken to England against her will,
Albertina is thankful for the marriage offer: ‘veía al fin su honor rescatado, aunque
a costa de su dicha, y eso la bastaba para consolarla un tanto’ (p. 178) [her
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honour was saved at the expense of her happiness, and that was enough to
comfort her a bit]. Albertina sacrifices herself for her honour and her fatherland,
becoming a heroine pointing not only to a style of womanhood defended by many,
such as Vergara y Vergara in his famous ‘Consejos a una niña’ (1878) [Advice to
a girl], but also to Acosta de Samper’s own perception of the hardships of
womanhood (Londoño 1995, pp. 318-319).

Acosta de Samper’s interest in women’s education is addressed explicitly in this
cuadro. Albertina discovers the plans for invading Cartagena and feels that her
‘patriotismo se enardecía […] y hubiera dado su vida por poder enviar a decir a su
padre lo que sucedía, para que se preparasen a resistir al enemigo en Cartagena,
lugar que ella sabía sería atacado en primer lugar’ (p. 179-180) [patriotism was
kindled […] and she would have given her life to send her father information on
what was happening, so they can be ready to resist the enemy in Cartagena, the
place she knew would be attacked first]. After much pondering she betrays Keith
and warns her father of the plans of the English:
…aunque poco se escribir, pues mi padre no quiso que aprendiera sino a
firmar mi nombre, haré los garabatos que pueda en un papel para avisar lo
que he logrado averiguar acerca de los preparativos que se hacen aqui…
[…] Con mil dificultades logró al fin Albertina apuntar cuanto sabía de los
preparativos que se hacían en Inglaterra contra las colonias americanas.
Cuando su marido llegó a comer la encontró muy colorada por los
esfuerzos inauditos que había hecho para elaborar una página de mal
coordinadas y peor redactadas noticias; faena que costo más trabajo a la
pobre Albertina que a otro escribir un volumen (p. 181).
[… although I can barely write, since my father wanted me to learn only to
sign my name, I will scribble what I can on a paper to warn him of what I
have found out about the plans made here… […]. With great difficulty
Albertina wrote what she knew about the plans made in England against
the American colonies. When her husband arrived for dinner he found her
very flushed due to the unprecedent effort made to elaborate a page of
badly coordinated and even worse written news; a work that cost the poor
Albertina more work than it took some males to write a book].
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Albertina privileges her patriotism over her duty as a wife, rebelling against her
husband’s authority. Acosta de Samper points here very clearly to the difference
between male and female roles and underscores the importance of female
education (which she will also do in her non-fictional writing, insisting on the
importance of education for women of all social classes (Bermúdez 1993, p. 116).
Albertina succeds in penetrating the public sphere by stepping out of the domestic
sphere and intervening in international political and militar affairs, but disappears
in the end: ‘no hemos podido averiguar que fué de ella despues de su regreso a
Cartagena con su padre adonde llegó un mes despues de la muerte de don Blas
de Lezo, y desembarcó en el momento en que se celebraban en la catedral de
Cartagena unas suntuousas honras por el descanso de su alma’ (p. 216) [We
have not been able to find out what became of her after her return in Cartagena
with her father, where she arrived a month after don Blas de Lezo’s death and
disembarked while a sumptuous memorial for the rest of his soul was being
celebrated in Cartagena]. As Luz in Felipe Pérez’s Los Jigantes, Albertina
sacrifices for the fatherland and simply vanishes after playing a key role in the
creation and/or preservation of the social body and even in the projection of its
future. For Gerassi-Navarro, this trope relates to the melodramatic genre:
Women are essentially placed at the center of the political project while
being excluded from it. They articulate the melodramatic plot, but they must
wait for others to resolve it. They are assigned a distinct place within the
new sociopolitical order but have no freedom to act accordingly. Yet it is
through melodrama that women are given more agency. These are a few of
the political constraints imposed on women during the nineteenth century,
the contradictions of “domestic ideology” that the melodramatic plot
highlights so clearly (p. 177).
Thus Acosta de Samper, who repeatedly pointed to the difference between male
and female social roles, conscious of society’s patriarchal organisation, and
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recognising the difficulties in finding alternatives to women’s traditional roles, links
in this text domesticity and patriotism. The project offers models of sacrifice while
instructing contemporary readership on historical events, suggesting models for
ethical self-fashioning through literary exempla. Nevertheless, Acosta de Samper
became more radical in her latter work, notably in the conference paper Aptitud de
las mujeres para ejercer todas las profesiones (1893a) and in La mujer en la
sociedad moderna (1895), where women was seen as an intellectual equal of
men and as a moralising agent. Thus, her position was not that of total rupture,
advocating for more opportunities for women while remaining faithful to
conservative ideas; marriage, for instance, was seen one of women’s best
opportunities, although being single was also acceptable (Rodríguez-Arenas
1991, p. 147). In Acosta de Samper’s division of labour, the feminine role is,
above all, moral and spiritual, while politics and the more materialistic aspects of
life are clearly a masculine affair.
Summary
Los piratas en Cartagena is a didactical project that reconstructs five episodes of
piratical attacks in Cartagena throughout two centuries of Spanish colonial rule. In
these reconstructions, the city occupies again a central position as epicentre of
Catholic civilisation in the Caribbean region; it serves as the background for the
defensive action of Spain against the attacks of pirates, described as greedy,
heretical and blood-thirsty criminals. Virtuous Catholic white males who defend
the city are the main protagonists, while their female counterparts occupy
secondary positions. Indians, depicted as needy, and blacks, portrayed as savage
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and unreliable, are others to Acosta de Samper’s project of a social body based
on Catholic virtue.

Cartagena is a perfect backdrop for Acosta de Samper as it links the topics of
heroism, Catholicism and civilisation, although her use of this city is different from
Juan José Nieto’s in Yngermina (1844): while Nieto’s interest in the area was its
revindication as site of civilisation in a more ambivalent way, that is, taking into
account native culture, for Acosta de Samper Cartagena stands as symbol of the
goodness of the civilising mission. Writing more than forty years after Nieto,
Acosta de Samper links her fiction to the discourses of Regeneración, where the
links of Hispanism are strongly reinforced. Acosta de Samper employs the
historical theme to construct an authoritative position, with moral, ethical and
aesthetic resonances, as she also proposed in La mujer en la sociedad moderna:
¿no sería muy bello que la parte femenina se ocupare en crear una nueva
literatura? Una literatura sui generis, americana en sus descripciones,
americana en sus tendencies, doctrinal, civilizadora, artística, provechosa
para el alma; una literatura tan hermosa y tan pura que pudieran figurar
sus obras en todos los salones de los países donde se habla la lengua de
Cervantes; que estuvieran en manos de nuestras hijas; que elevaran las
ideas de cuantos las leyesen; que instruyesen y que al mismo tiempo
fueran nuevas y originales como los países en donde hubiesen nacido…
(p. 5).
[would not it be beautiful if the feminine part would occupy itself in the
creation of a new literature? A sui generis literature, American in its
descriptions, American in its tendencies, doctrinaire, civilising, artistic, good
for the soul; a literature so beautiful and pure that its works could have a
place in all the salons in the countries where Cervantes’ language is
spoken; that would be in the hands of our daughters; that would elevate the
ideas of those who read them; that would teach and at the same time, be
new and original as the countries where they were born…].
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The element of morality in Acosta de Samper involves both a relationship with
reality and a relationship with the self that is not only self-awareness, but also selfformation as an ethical subject (Foucault 2000, p. 367).
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Conclusion
Mas que monumentos, lo que el imaginario nacional despliega y moviliza
es un “espacio monumental”: la monumentalización de la memoria a traves
de dispositivos de visibilidad que vuelven invisible la trama espesa de los
mestizajes que pasa por el cuerpo y sus gestualidades, sus sexualidades y
erotismos, sus rasgos y sus ritmos. Lo que el espacio monumental da a ver
invisibiliza el conflicto de las memorias, obligándonos a hacer una pregunta
que hoy resulta ineludible: Quién recuerda cuando la nación hace
memoria? Y a costa de qué olvidos recuerda un sujeto-nación como
Colombia? (Martín-Barbero 2000, p. 43).
[More than monuments, what the national imaginary displays and mobilises
is a “monumental space”: the monumentalising of memory though visibility
dispositives that make invisible the thick weave of miscegenation passing
through the body and its gestures, sexualities and eroticisms, its features
and rhythms. What monumental space displays renders invisible the
conflict of memories, forcing us to ask an unavoidable question: Who
makes memory when the nation remembers? And at the cost of whose
memories a subject-nation like Colombia remembers?].
La lectura del pasado es siempre una lectura interesada, guiada por las
preguntas del presente y las expectativas del futuro. En otras palabras, la
memoria colectiva no es un registro acumulado de los hechos ocurridos,
sino una intepretación de las experiencias a la luz del presente. Tanto la
memoria individual como las memorias colectivas son reconstrucciones
(Lechner 2000, p. 67).
[The reading of the past is always an interested reading, guided by the
questions of the present and the expectations of the future. In other words,
collective memory is not an accumulated register of the events that had
occurred, but an interpretation of the experiences in the light of the present.
Individual memory as much as collective memories are reconstructions]

Throughout this study I have attempted to implement an analytical framework for
the analysis of literary texts in relation to the production of the public persona of
the letrado and simultaneously, of textual selves and others. This framework was
devised in order to analyse literary texts within Cultural Studies, circumventing the
shortcomings of analyses that rely on a single concept (i.e. ideology, class) or
those limited to a literary analysis based upon generic or chronological criteria.
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The purpose was rather to put together a set of theoretical tools in order to
analyse a very popular yet unexplored genre, the historical novel, noting the
dynamic relation between text and context, between biography and bibliography
and of providing a more detailed account of the diverse versions of national
construction present in nineteenth-century Colombia. Ultimately, this study has
sought to trace connections between aesthetics and politics; between the
narrativisation of the nation in the nineteenth century and the various ramifications
that compose contemporary unrest – social, class, racial, gender, regional and
national.

The main theoretical tools employed in this analysis are the concepts of lettered
city and the letrado as theorised by Angel Rama, although acknowledging Julio
Ramos’ caveat that this is not a monolithic figure, but rather one that admits
several modes of authorisation. The written sign, which articulates the letrado
performance, is seen as closely related to the civilisation process as theorised by
Norbert Elias and Pierre Bourdieu and also to the Foucauldian notion of
governmentality. In this sense, historical novels can be considered as writingbased technologies and as fictional projects of governmentality simultaneously
involving the body of the letrado and the body of the nation. The dynamics of
Western modernity as expressed in the historical novels analysed here are seen
as performances in ‘poetics of shame’; that is, as a written moulding of both nation
and self as according to the symbolic economies of modernity, thus exposing sets
of relations (between public and private, elite and the masses, spatial relations,
and so forth).
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As Paul Ricoeur (1988) has argued, to define is to narrate. Therefore, to
understand historical novels as tied to the formation of desired body politic allows
an insight into the dynamics of different civilising projects at different points of the
nineteenth century. Despite their diverging outlooks, the overarching category that
ties these projects together is the pursuit of modernity, understood here as
‘modern civilisation’, that is, presupposing the idea of a ‘civilising process’. In this
view, the projects analysed necessarily exhibit evident differences and numerous
continuities. Perhaps the most striking contrast between the different projects is
stark disparity between them in terms of their emphasis and focuses: from Juan
José Nieto’s utopian Caribbean civilisation project to Jesús Silvestre Rozo’s
nostalgic reconstruction of the Muisca, to Felipe Pérez’s optimistic radical liberal
views of a nation founded on education and science, and finally, to the passionate
defence of the Hispanic and Catholic historical foundations of American culture by
Soledad Acosta de Samper.

In all cases, the writer has investigated available historical sources choosing a
particular region, historical characters, events and times in order to compose a
particular project. The term ‘project’ reveals these novels as historical documents,
as world-making devices: complete systems of imagining, designing, and making
intelligible ways into the modern. At an individual level, these novels offered
avenues into the public sphere as well as opportunities for self-fashioning. The
rewriting of his regional background allowed Juan José Nieto to self-fashion as a
Romantic and a liberal, to claim justice and criticise the abuse of power while
constructing narratives of progress and civilisation set in a Caribbean coast he
perceived as marginalised from the process of nation-building. Similarly, Jesús
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Silvestre Rozo fashioned himself as a liberal Romantic, providing his region and
the nation with a foundational episode linking race, culture and landscape. Felipe
Pérez employs his text as a way to buttress his position as a radical liberal,
producing a narrative based on the newness of the nation, and natural difference.
Finally, Soledad Acosta de Samper creates a didactic, authoritative voice that
allows her to reconstruct a virtuous, heroic colonial past.

At the collective level of ‘fictional governmentality’, great importance is given in all
the texts to the figure of the white male, Spanish or Creole. Juan José Nieto’s
Yngermina o la hija de Calamar and Soledad Acosta de Samper’s Los piratas en
Cartagena feature white males in the central position of their respective projects,
producing social bodies in which whiteness is a dominant feature. Jesús Silvestre
Rozo’s El ultimo rei de los muiscas, on the other hand, features Indian
protagonists represented by relying heavily on Western conventions, turning them
into mimetical others of biblical, Greek or Roman heroes. This exemplifies the
representational economies of ‘poetics of shame’, where the only appropriate
signs are those pertaining to cultures or sources coded as ‘civilised’. In contrast,
the Spaniards are seen as agents of disruption and the advent of the Creole
republic amounts to an avenging of the ancestors. In Felipe Pérez’s Los jigantes
there are abundant references to the equality of the races and the preponderance
of social conditions over race, but the main indigenous characters die or simply
‘vanish’, while white Creoles have a definitive role in the construction of the social
body.
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Women appear in these projects as necessary counterparts of the male, insuring
the reproduction of the social body and its inherent values. Intersections of
race/class/gender are frequent in these projects. In Nieto’s Yngermina, for
instance, a successful bi-racial union is featured, although the racial coding of the
Creole female character is very close to that of a white woman. Rozo’s Bitelma
and Jafitereva, the only protagonist native couple found in the selected texts, are
fated to disappear as they represent the extinction of the Muisca, and so are
Pérez’s Sagipa and Luz, a couple composed by an Indian male and a Creole
female. Here, Luz vanishes after playing a vital, yet secret role in the revolution of
independence. Acosta de Samper’s heroines in Los piratas en Cartagena are
young, virtuous, light-brown Spaniards whose unions with Spanish males are
founded on Catholic values. The marriage between Spanish heroine Albertina de
Leyva and British officer Robert Keith fails and as in the case of Luz, she
disappears after a crucial, secret intervention during a pirate attack in the city of
Cartagena. The feminine body is key in all of these projects as a repository of the
values of the social body and their reproduction, but it is also subjected to the
modern binary classification that counterpoises it to the male body. The outcome
of this binary classification makes the female body passive, weak, related to the
private sphere, ‘natural’. The transgression of these gender boundaries often
leads to the defilement and eventual destruction of the social body. That is the
case, for instance, of Bitelma in Rozo’s El ultimo rei, whose dangerous femininity
provokes the corruption of the Muisca social body and its ultimate extinction.
Virtuous and active feminine bodies are symbolically included but are ultimately
marginalised in these projects. Black women are barely mentioned and the
mulatto woman is excluded altogether.
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This dynamic that simultaneously includes and excludes is also evident in the
representation of the Indian. It is common to all the projects with the exception of
Acosta de Samper’s Los piratas en Cartagena, where the natives occupy a very
secondary role, being mentioned only in relation to the need to civilise them
through Catholic religion. In other projects, Indians are so close to whiteness that
their Indianness is erased; hence native princess Yngermina turns out to be a
white Creole in Nieto’s Yngermina; the Muisca in Rozo’s El ultimo rei replicate
traditional Western ‘sources of civilisation’ and even Bitelma, the Indian
protagonist is described as a beauty because, among other things, her facial
features are unlike ‘the typical features of her race’, and in Pérez’s Los jigantes
Luz, who has Indian blood is in fact depicted as white and blonde, ‘resembling an
English woman’. In these cases, the ‘poetics of shame’ has racial dimension
where the value of whiteness is revealed as a signifier of civilisation.

Blacks also implied a problem for the modern social bodies designed in these
projects, as they were coded as savage and uncivilised. In a fashion surprising for
a regional letrado with black ancestry, Nieto evades the mention of the black
heritage in a historical reconstruction of the port of Cartagena through which
slaves where introduced into the country in colonial times.
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With this strategy,

the writer rendered invisible those subjects considered unsuitable in his
modernising project – a strategy that has been largely applied to Afro Colombians
(Arocha 1998; de Friedemann 1984; Helg 2000). In Pérez’s Los jigantes blacks
are not invisible, but rather employed by the writer to discuss the topic of the
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The black letrado Candelario Obeso (born in Mompóx in 1849) tried, in contrast, to rescue the black
heritage through his poetry, which was deeply influenced by orality (Rojas pp. 156-164), a feature that is
absent from the historical fictions analysed here. On the general neglect of oral cultures in nineteenth-century
literature, see Williams (1991).
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equality of the races and the influence of the environment on human character.
Nevertheless, blacks appear as loyal to the Spanish king thus menacing the
revolution of independence on many occasions. It is in this text that black woman
is mentioned in relation to Pérez’s notion that bad treatment is detrimental for
human character. His example is that of a mistreated black woman slave who
ends up turning into a drunkard. In Soledad Acosta de Samper’s Los piratas en
Cartagena blacks are also coded as savage and dangerous to the stability of the
social body. Throughout these projects, blackness appears as incommensurable
with the economies of the desired modernity.

Gender and race often intersect with class in these projects. Bakhtin’s theories on
the ‘classical body’ and the ‘grotesque body’ (the body of the people) are useful
analytical concepts, as they are connected to class distinction, but also to the
‘civilising process’ as a restructuring of the standards of privacy, disgust, shame
and embarrassment emanating from the upper to the lower social classes (1984).
Issues of class in Nieto’s Yngermina are represented by the constant reminder of
the nobility of the protagonists, both native and Spanish. In Rozo’s project, it is the
breakage of hierarchies and rules of behaviour that unleashes tragedy. Pérez
creates an ambivalent depiction of the ‘people’ in Los jigantes, highlighting its
moderation during the 1810 revolution is dignifying, but eliding issues of mutiny
and looting. Less favourable are his portrayals where class and gender intersect,
such as the costumbrista description of the drunken wife of the shoemaker and
his rewriting of an incident involving a group of low-class women and the
vicereine. Here, lower-class women are seen as ugly, dirty and uncontrollable,
revealing the deep fear and disgust of the popular classes that characterised
much of nineteenth-century letrado discourse (Colmenares 1987; 1989; Rojas
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2001). In Acosta de Samper, the plot of the cuadros in Los piratas involves mainly
upper-class protagonists and the popular classes are not relevant, appearing only
fragmentarily. The narrative emphasis focuses in general on the classical body,
that is, on those who hold and exert power, which points, in turn, to a didactic
project but also to the conservative forces within nineteenth-century letrado
discourse.

These projects and the subjectivities they portray appear as tied to particular
geographical spaces, which is not unusual for a period of national construction. In
the novels analysed here two regional spaces come into view: the Caribbean
coast and the central highlands. Nieto’s Caribbean is a space of civilisation, a
utopian site of harmonious racial and cultural assimilation of the native culture into
the Spanish. The ultimate symbol of this assimilation is the lettered city of
Cartagena. For Soledad Acosta de Samper, a highland letrada, Cartagena
represents rather an epic backdrop for her academic reconstruction of three
centuries of Spanish civilising mission, imperilled by the greed of France and
‘heretic’ England. The landscape is of little interest to Acosta de Samper, coded
as part of the ‘uncivilised’. Churches and architectural features dominate the
description of the space of the city in both cases. They stand as symbols of the
Spanish Catholic heritage and refer to the process of subjectivation of the natives
and the dynamics of coloniality.

The work of Jesús Silvestre Rozo, which refers to the space of the central
highlands, is unique in its recreation of a semiotically charged landscape, which is
crucial in a nostalgic approach to space. Rozo tried to write a spatial history and
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reinscribe Muisca heritage in landscape and memory. Felipe Pérez’s work is also
unique in its integration of the regions in a national panorama and in inscribing the
American continent, albeit in a romanticised and idealistic manner, into an
international context. Pérez designs a social body in which the dimensions of the
national space are evident (legacy of the Comisión Corográfica and his own works
as geographer) and primacy is given to the more ‘civilised’ spaces of interior
Colombia, in contrast to the plains and the jungle, significantly termed the ‘desert’,
that is, with no evidence of human intervention or capitalist exploitation. In both
Rozo’s and Pérez’s projects, the space of the central highlands is seen as the hub
of the nation, site of an advanced Muisca civilisation and core of the revolution of
independence. It is a crucial site for national identification and locus of civilisation
in a highly regionalised and diverse country.

What emerges from an overview of the four projects analysed here is the
enormous difficulties in dealing with difference, whose consequence is an
entrenched and persistent ethnic, gender and class exclusion. The ‘civilisation
process’ and its connection to modernity is key to understanding these narrative
exclusions as a ‘poetics of shame’, where unbefitting features are segregated
from the body politic – subjects, bodies, spaces and historical events are
organised in ways which permit literary modernity and ‘authorial’ self-fashioning.

The value of a contemporary study of these projects is that it allows for a tracing
of the historical developments of both real and symbolic exclusion, as evidence of
the paternalism towards the natives, the fear towards the blacks and the lower
classes or the limitations ascribed to women, which abound in all kinds of texts,
literary, visual, fictional, historical (Rojas 2001). The persistence of such
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exclusions has produced enormous social and cultural contradictions. Despite the
evident modernising interest of the lettered elite and the efforts made in that
direction during the years of liberal hegemony, neither society nor economy
(aimed at the production of raw materials) modernised during the nineteenth
century. In fact, the century closed with yet another contradictory movement,
Regeneración, which sought to give the nation a unity that rested upon the ideals
of the purity of the Spanish language and the Catholic religion, while
simultaneously closing the doors to renovating currents such as Positivism and
Utilitarianism, or literary Modernism, thus multiplying exclusion and preparing the
ground for the brutal political conflict between Liberals and Conservatives that
characterised the period of La Violencia (1948-1957). While the emergence of
aural and visual mass media helped to amplify the image of the ‘imagined
community’ through the recognition of its diversity, the Colombian national project
is far from accomplished, as the current convoluted state of affairs demonstrates.
In this sense, a contemporary reflection on a document/event such as the
nineteenth-century historical novel proves invaluable as a reflection on the
dynamics of modernity, and in the case of Colombia, it necessarily becomes a
reflection on the sources of violence provoked by the dynamics of exclusion that
have characterised the country since its early days, of its continuities and
discontinuities:

Lo que está en juego, me parece, no es la continuidad de una actividad
especializada que opera con textos literarios, sino nuestros derechos, y los
derechos de otros sectores de la sociedad donde figuran los sectores
populares y las minorías de todo tipo, sobre el conjunto de la herencia
cultural, que implica nuevas conexiones con los textos del pasado en un
rico proceso de migración, en la medida en que los textos se mueven de
sus épocas originales: viejos textos ocupan nuevos paisajes simbólicos
(Sarlo 1997, p. 37).
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[What is at stake, I believe, is not the continuity of a specialised activity that
operates with literary texts, but rather our right, and the rights of other
sectors of society in which the popular sectors and minorities of all kinds
are contained, over the totality of the cultural heritage, which implies new
connections with the texts of the past in a rich migration process, as texts
move from their original time: old texts occupy new symbolical landscapes].

Following in the direction suggested by Beatriz Sarlo’s quote, this study has
sought to place the past in the present, aiming for a better understanding of the
dynamics of nineteenth-century written culture and its interaction with non-written
signs and with politics. My hope is that a study like this may offer an avenue into a
critical assessment of the past in order to take actions in the present that will
hopefully better our opportunity for a peaceful future.
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